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ABSTRACT
JUST A BUNCHA CLOWNS: COMEDIC-ANARCHY AND RACIALIZED PERFORMANCE
IN BLACK VAUDEVILLE, THE CHOP SUEY CIRCUIT, AND LAS CARPAS
by
Michael Shane Breaux
Advisor: James F. Wilson
While the practice of white musical variety clowns embodying stereotypes of African, Chinese, and
Mexican Americans has been widely documented and theorized in scholarship on US American
popular performance, it has been done largely in segregated studies that maintain the idea that racial
impersonations in musical variety is a privilege of white performers. For instance, no study exists
that focuses on more than one stereotype at a time, and the performer’s body is always either white
or of the same “color” as the type being played. In addition, very little has been written about the
tours and circuits run by the three groups under consideration and how the clowns on those stages
also participated in such racialized and class-based comedy. What studies do exist on those tours
certainly do not consider them in context of each other. As a result, the wide world of musical
variety is often reduced to the domain of just white performers, and the presence of the large
number of clowns and show managers who were not of European descent has been neglected.
This dissertation sets out to address that process of “invisibilization,” to use Brenda Dixon
Gottschild’s term, by focusing on the Black Vaudeville circuits, the Chinese American Chop Suey
Circuit, and the Mexican American las carpas tours of the early twentieth century. In distinct
chapters devoted to each circuit, I demonstrate some contemporary socio-political challenges (and
victories) the comedians and their managers faced outside the theatre on tour throughout the United
States. This establishes the historical contexts in which they existed and thrived despite the hostility
they often met on the road, as well as the experiences these clowns often responded to on stage in
their performances. In addition, I provide case studies of performers on those circuits and highlight
their racial and class impersonations, which always included impersonations of blackness,
Asianness, Mexicanness, and US Americanness, complicating the notion of who gets to ridicule
whom in the name of comedy.
In order to accomplish this, I use archival materials, such as business records, handwritten scripts,
publicity and personal photographs, newspaper reviews, playbills, and personal oral accounts
documented by historians and ethnographers. Provided together in one study, the research presented
in this dissertation belies the myth that such performances and business management in the United
States were the privileged domain of a so-called white culture. It also shows how the performers and
managers on these three circuits productively worked to challenge dominant notions of
Americanness, whiteness, and cultural belonging. This dissertation demonstrates that in the United
States, racial and ethnic impersonations of and by people of African, Chinese, and Mexican descent
coincided with those by comedians of European descent, and even pre-dated them in some cases.
Ultimately, I argue for serious reconsideration of the notion that musical comedy is an entirely
“white” art form as well as reconsidering questions regarding who belongs in US musical comedy
history.
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Introduction: The Clowns Are Not All White: Reconsidering the “All-‘American’”
Practice of Racialized Musical Variety Performance
“When Castle Garden first opened in 1820 to let the motley
races of the world into America, it started a brand-new
chapter in the annals of humor. It merged the jokes of the Old
World with those of the New, to produce the melting-pot kind
of humor that is uniquely American. . . . Freedom makes for
humor, and plenty is the father of fun. For he who laughs . . .
LASTS!”
—Joe Laurie, Jr.1
In the 1946 special fortieth anniversary issue of Variety, clown-turned-vaudeville chronicler
Joe Laurie, Jr. credited the early nineteenth-century influx of “the motley races of the world” in the
United States for inspiring “a brand-new chapter in the annals of [US American] humor.” For
Laurie, this humor is a “uniquely American” one that resulted from the mythical American “melting
pot” and flourished on musical variety stages. In the article, Laurie specifically celebrates vaudeville
clowns for how they “poked good natured fun at every new group of arrivals, their customs,
troubles and dialects.”2 He wrote, “Since the gates of Ellis Island were closed to mass migration, we
have digested the humor brought to us by the forebears of our present generation of Americans.
Traces of Irish and ‘Dutch,’ Yiddish and Italian, Scotch and Negro are in the Niagaras of humor
pouring over America.”3 Apparently for Laurie, “every new group of arrivals” in the United States
included only Europeans, but as I seek to demonstrate in this dissertation, his list is woefully
incomplete. It neglects the presences of Asian and Mexican American clowns on US musical variety
stages, as well as their presences (along with African Americans) in the management side of
musical variety. This attitude did not start with Laurie, nor did it end with him, as it still persists in

Joe Laurie, Jr., “Merging Old Jokes and the New in America, the Melting Pot of Humor,” Variety 161.5 (January 9,
1946): 3, 73. Emphasis in original. All Variety access provided by ProQuest at Billy Rose Theatre Division, New York
Public Library (hereafter BRTD, NYPL); Database: Entertainment Industry Magazine Archive unless otherwise noted. I
would like to acknowledge Laurie’s troubling attribution of the label of “new group of arrivals” to African Americans
through Ellis Island, which does not get anywhere near to reflecting the vastly complex history of African and African
American migration to and throughout the United States.
2 Ibid., 3.
3 Ibid.
1

1

most histories of musical variety in the United States. Indeed, Raymond Knapp and Larry Stempel
provide two excellent studies of immigrants’ presences in US musical variety, and they both
admittedly give more focus to Irish and Jewish immigrants, who entered the United States through
Ellis Island, as well as African Americans, because those three groups “would contribute most
substantially to the development of Broadway musicals” at the dawn of the twentieth century.”4
It has been well documented that musical variety performances regularly featured blackface
comics, such as Bert Williams, Sophie Tucker, and Eddie Cantor, performing exaggerations of
African Americanness for comedic effect. However, what has not been widely studied are those
other Others who were also performed by Euro Americans in the most popular musical variety
shows of the early twentieth century, and they should also be considered part of Laurie’s “Niagaras
of humor pouring over America.” For instance, in Florenz Ziegfeld, Jr.’s inaugural Follies in 1907,
Grace LaRue appeared as “Pocahontas” and “Miss Ginger of Jamaica.”5 In that same edition,
vaudeville dancer Daisy Ann Peterkin (1884–1952), who was billed simply as Mlle. Dazie, and
vaudevillian Prince Toki Murata performed a hybrid of Japaneseness and Germanness with their
“‘Jiu Jitsu’ Waltz.”6 Other editions of Ziegfeld’s Follies featured scenes such as “The Border Line
between Texas and Mexico,”7 “An Arabian Night in New York,” and “The Episode of the Chinese
Lacquer,” which featured “Fanbearers” and “Parasol Girls” performing the song “Chu Chin
Chow.”8 In the 1916 edition, the sketch “In Far Hawaii” featured Bert Williams in blackface as the
4 Larry Stempel, Showtime: A History of the Broadway Musical Theater (New York: W. W. Norton and Company,
2010), 67. See also Raymond Knapp, The American Musical and the Formation of National Identity (Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 2005). While both these studies do focus mostly on Irish, Jewish, and African Americans,
neither one entirely invisibilizes Chinese and Mexican American presences in musical variety and Broadway musicals.
5 Playbill for Follies of 1907, week of September 2, 1907, Liberty Theatre in New York City, no page, Florenz Ziegfeld
Collection; Productions, 1907–1946; Revues, 1907–1931; Container 1; Folder 1.2 “Follies of 1907,” Harry Ransom
Center (hereafter HRC).
6 Playbill for Follies of 1907, week of September 2, 1907, Liberty Theatre in New York City, no page, Florenz Ziegfeld
Collection; Productions, 1907–1946; Revues, 1907–1931; Container 1; Folder 1.2 “Follies of 1907,” HRC.
7 Playbill for Follies of 1914, week of April 18, 1915, Metropolitan Opera House in Saint Paul, MN, 11, Florenz
Ziegfeld Collection; Productions, 1907–1946; Revues, 1907-1931; Container 1; Folder 1.8 “Follies of 1914,” HRC.
Unfortunately no other information on this scene was provided in the playbill other than crediting the scene painters,
Gates and Morange.
8 Playbill for Ziegfeld Follies: 1917, week of July 16, 1917, New Amsterdam Theatre in New York City, 26, 33; Florenz
Ziegfeld Collection; Productions, 1907–1946; Revues, 1907–1931; Folder 5.9 “Ziegfeld Follies of 1917,” HRC.

2

Hawaiian character Ukalili Lou [sic], and “On the Banks of the Nile” was a comic mashup of
Shakespeare’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream and Antony and Cleopatra.9
The Shubert’s Passing Shows (1912–1924, excluding 1920) also often featured such
impersonations of people Laurie left out of his “Niagaras of humor.”10 The 1913 edition featured
Ernest Hare and an all-white “Amer. Indian Chorus,” outfitted in stereotypical baggy tunics and
long braids while posing as a stern “Indian chief” with arms folded at the elbows across the dancers’
chests.11 Vaudeville clowns Frank Conroy and George Le Maire performed “very clever . . . blackfaced patter” while incompatibly dressed like Mexican pelados (or penniless ones), wearing
sombreros and baggy ill-fitting shirts and pants while conversing with a burro (donkey).12 The
Passing Show of 1921 featured a scene rife with Chinese stereotypes with “Chinese” characters
named Sing High and Sing Low teaching a white character, simply referred to in the script as
“White,” how to smoke an opium pipe. The scene concludes in Mecca with a number called “Allah
Jazz.”13 This is followed by another comic scene that occurs outside a Mexican adobe hut and
features “several Mexicans,” one of whom is Pancho Villa, “retired bad man” who “robbed and shot
hundreds of Mexicans and Americans.”14
If ignoring these performances of Native Americans, Chinese, and Mexican types is not bad
enough, what is worse, the actual people of African, Chinese, and Mexican descent who also
performed the same racial, ethnic, and class impersonations on distinct circuits of US musical

Playbill for Ziegfeld Follies: 1916, week of June 26, 1916, New Amsterdam Theatre in New York City, 27, 37;
Florenz Ziegfeld Collection; Productions, 1907–1946; Revues, 1907-1931; Folder 1.10, “Ziegfeld Follies of 1916—
programs, 1916; actors’ sides, 1916,” HRC.
10 Laurie, “Merging Old Jokes and the New in America,” 73.
11 Publicity photograph from The Passing Show of 1913, The Passing Show Production Photos Box, Folder “1913
Edition(?)”, The Shubert Archive (hereafter SA).
12 For the description of their performance, see “The New Plays,” a review of The Passing Show of 1913, in Theatre
Magazine 18.151 (September 1913): xi. My description of the performers’ costumes is based on a photo published in a
spread titled “Scenes in ‘The Passing Show of 1913’ a the Winter Garden,” in Theatre Magazine 18.151 (September
1913): 89.
13 Unbound typed manuscript of The Passing Show of 1921, 26–38, Scripts English Language Box 163, The Passing
Show of 1921, SA.
14 Ibid, 38–43.
9
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variety have similarly been neglected. For instance, the world-famous Chinese magician and
vaudevillian Ching Ling Foo toured with the Ziegfeld Follies in 1912 and 1913 to great acclaim.15
However, the discourse on these performances and their circuits has stubbornly remained
segregated, with the majority of studies focusing mostly on Euro Americans’ roles in US musical
variety, or at least maintaining their status as central to the history. This is particularly true of
African, Chinese, and Mexican Americans’ participation in US musical variety, and they are the
focus of the present study.
The invisibility of Mexican and Chinese performers in musical variety was pointed out as
recently as 2018 by Jose Antonio Vargas in Dear America: Notes of an Undocumented Citizen
when he recounts his “obsessing over” the performance of the opening number of the 1998 musical
Ragtime on the Tony Awards telecast that year and what it taught him about US attitudes toward
and representations of immigrants. Vargas recalls, “The ‘immigrants’ in the performance didn’t
look like Mexicans . . . or Chinese—what people usually think of when they hear ‘immigrants.’ . . .
Each time I watched the tape, every time I listened to the song, I wondered where Latinos [and]
Asians . . . fit on that stage and in the evolving American story.”16 Laurie, of course, was right to
acknowledge the presence of African American clowns—whom he credits with being “the first to
bring real fun to America”—in US American humor.17 However, at the same time he entirely
excludes Mexican and Chinese clowns from US musical variety, he does the same to those African
American managers and booking agents who were also present working on the Black Vaudeville
circuits.18
This erasure is also evident in the fact that even contemporary scholarship on earlytwentieth-century musical variety performances in the US continues to perpetuate this incomplete

Unidentified obituary clipping and George Schulte, “Voice of the Theater Goer: Likes the Follies,” Chicago Sunday
Tribune (April 13, 1913), no page. Both are found in Magicians Collection, Box 9, Folder “Foo, Ching Ling,” HRC.
16 Jose Antonio Vargas, Dear America: Notes of an Undocumented Citizen (New York: Dey St., 2018), 53–54.
17 Laurie, Jr., “Merging Old Jokes and the New in America,” 3.
18 These managers will be explored in chapter 1.
15

4

history. Whether by design or by following the scholarly status quo, most histories of US musical
theatre in general remain nearly completely focused on Broadway musicals and Big Time
Vaudeville, or the “white time” according to Helen Armstead-Johnson, and ignore, or flatly deny,
the existence of other musical variety clowns, producers, and touring circuits.19 Admittedly, this
may be due to the fact that musical comedy and variety have only recently garnered serious
scholarly attention. Therefore, much of the current work on African, Chinese, and Mexican
American racial impersonations is understandably so narrowly focused because they are pioneering
studies that have created foundations from which to push beyond those boundaries. However, this
focus has remained so narrow that the cultural productions of those working outside the mainstream
European-derived shows and touring circuits have effectively been erased from more general US
popular culture history, as though they never existed. Indeed, according to James V. Hatch, “A
student who reads ‘American’ in the title of a theatre text should expect more than European
ethnics. Most texts and reference books ignore Native Americans, Hispanic Americans, and Asian
Americans entirely; for Afro-Americans, they offer token entries or none.”20
Hatch’s lament, which was published in 1989, unfortunately remains true today. African,
Chinese, and Mexican American comedians and producers have contributed in the past, and indeed
continue to contribute, to what Laurie referred to as a “uniquely American humor” in musical
variety. Yet they still remain underrepresented in most scholarship on US theatre in general, and
musical variety in particular. Certainly, neither Ziegfeld nor any of the others associated with Big
Time Vaudeville and Broadway invented the musical variety format, nor did they present the first
comedic performances of Others in the United States. It is true that Charlie Low, who introduced

19 The label of Big Time Vaudeville as “white time” is taken from Helen Armstead-Johnson, “Blacks in Vaudeville:
Broadway and Beyond,” in American Popular Entertainment: Papers and Proceedings of the Conference on the History
of American Popular Entertainment, edited by Myron Matlaw, 77–86 (Westport, CT: Greenwood Press), 86.
20 James V. Hatch, “Here Comes Everybody: Scholarship and Black Theatre History,” in Interpreting the Theatrical
Past: Essays in the Historiography of Performance, edited by Thomas Postlewait and Bruce A. McConachie, 148–65
(Iowa City: University of Iowa Press, 1989), 148.

5

putatively all-Chinese revues in a supper club in San Francisco’s Chinatown in 1938, was inspired
by the previous successes of those mainstream New York-based revues and supper clubs, including
the Cotton Club in Harlem.21 However, as will be explored in the chapters that follow, racial and
ethnic impersonations of and by people of African, Chinese, and Mexican descent all pre-date those
Euro American revues, making answers to the question of who is imitating whom (not to mention
the question of who is considered a US American) ones that go well beyond black and white.
Therefore, in this dissertation, I seek to alter this discourse and to address what Hatch polemically
referred to as a “continuing apartheid” of segregated histories.22 Like Brian Herrera’s Latin
Numbers: Playing Latino in Twentieth-Century U.S. Popular Performance, which “integrates . . .
typically segregated historical narratives—US social and cultural history, Latina/o history, and
performance history,” this dissertation similarly aims to “integrate” the field of musical variety
performance.23
In this dissertation, I show that since their very first entrances onto popular stages in the
United States, African, Chinese, and Mexican Americans have also been performing comedic
exaggerations of themselves and other Others in order to argue that they have all been present in US
popular culture in general, and US musical variety in particular, since (at least) the middle of the
nineteenth century. In order to establish this, I focus particularly on the African American Theatre
Owners Booking Association (TOBA), the Chinese American Chop Suey Circuit, and the Mexican
and Mexican American carpas tours in the first half of the twentieth century.24 By focusing on the

See the souvenir playbill for the world premiere of Dong’s film Forbidden City, no page, in Jadin Wong Ephemera,
1930–1996, Box 1, Folder 10 (Brochures, Flyers, Posters); BRTD, NYPL.
22 Hatch, “Here Comes Everybody,” 149.
23 Brian Eugenio Herrera, Latin Numbers: Playing Latino in Twentieth-Century U.S. Popular Performance (Ann Arbor:
University of Michigan Press, 2015), 8.
24 In order to fit in with the notion that the shows performed on the Chop Suey Circuit were “All Chinese Revues,” all
performers were identified as Chinese even though many came from across the Asian diaspora including Japan, Korea,
Hawaii, and the Philippines. The “all Chinese” label was a marketing strategy rather than a reflection of the shows’
content and performers, making “national” labels of the Chop Suey Circuit troubling. Therefore, I will use the term
“Asian American” only sparingly when I refer to all the performers on the Chop Suey Circuit in order to resist
invisibilizing those performers who were passing as Chinese and when it appears in source materials. I have made every
attempt to specify the performers’ backgrounds when they are not of Chinese descent.
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material conditions of the circuits themselves, the clowns who performed on them, as well as the
types they embodied, I will make clear that neither the enterprising savvy of touring and production
management, nor the “all-‘American’” practice of racialized humor and ethnic impersonations, has
ever actually been the sole domain of Euro Americans.25 In other words, their presences in these
spaces transgressively challenge dominant notions of Americanness, whiteness, and cultural
belonging. The fact is, rather, that their presences in both realms have been distorted, if not entirely
invisibilized. Taking all these concerns into consideration, my goal is to redefine US American
musical variety as always having been about race, ethnicity, and class. In doing so, I hope to dispute
such claims that as a descendent of musical variety, musical comedy is “a major cultural white
form,” as Warren Hoffman has asserted, and to offer new ways to consider musical variety
performances from the past, present, and into the future.26

“But there is no Other, we are it”: Presences and Invisibilization in US Musical Variety
My use of the terms presence and invisibilization comes from Brenda Dixon Gottschild’s
Digging the Africanist Presence in American Performance, in which she considers the “Africanist
presence” in US American culture and how it “has shaped a New World legacy that sets American
culture apart from that of Western Europe.” For Gottschild, the Africanist presence “is a potent,
vital force that plays a significant role in defining the American aesthetic. At the same time, it has
suffered from sins of commission and omission; it has been invisibilized.”27 Her approach works to
make visible those who and that which have been invisibilized in deference to European models and

My construction of the label “all-‘American’” with the quantifying scare quotes around the “American” label, which
is itself a part of the process of invisibilizing non-whiteness in all its guises, is inspired by Karen Shimakawa’s term
“not-‘American,’” which she uses in National Abjection in order to point out the process of holding close while
simultaneously marking as other, and I will use both her term and mine throughout the current study. See Karen
Shimakawa, National Abjection: The Asian American Body Onstage (Durham: Duke University Press, 2006), 3.
26 Warren Hoffman, The Great White Way: Race and the Broadway Musical (New Brunswick: Rutgers University Press,
2014), 11.
27 Brenda Dixon Gottschild, Digging the Africanist Presence in American Performance (Westport, CT: Praeger, 1998),
1–2.
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influences. According to Gottschild, “When we are able to see the African reflection as the image of
our culture, then finally we will behold ourselves fully as Americans—in the mirror. At that point it
will be silly to talk about Africanist presences as ‘the Africanist contribution.’ That is the outdated
language of disenfranchisement, the mindset that implies that European is something bigger or
better into which the African—the Other—is subsumed. But there is no Other, we are it.”28 Her own
invisibilization of other Others outside those of African descent who have also defined a uniquely
“American aesthetic” notwithstanding, I am inspired by Gottschild’s preference for the “presences
of” Africanisms rather than African Americans’ “contributions to” popular US American
performance and similarly seek to make other “presences” visible, namely those of African, Asian,
and Mexican American musical variety clowns. This becomes particularly important when taking
into account historian and archivist Arthur A. Schomburg’s 1925 claim that the United States is “the
one country where it is unnecessary to have a past,” but that it is “a luxury” for those who could
melt into the pot, and it “becomes a prime social necessity” for everyone else.29
The process of invisibilizing ethnic impersonation in US American humor can be seen in the
enduring Abbott and Costello “Who’s on First” routine and its source—a now-forgotten Dutch Act
comedy bit based on the German dialect, popular at the turn of the twentieth century. The early
twentieth-century comic duo and “Wizards of Joy” Raymond and Caverly played Gus and Otto,
new arrivals in the United States who attempt to communicate about life in New York City. In this
bit, Gus asks Otto, “I liff on Watt sdreet, vy don’t you come to see me never?” Otto replies, “Vot
street you liff?” Gus affirms Otto with, “Chess . . . Watt street.” Otto is confused and asks again,
“I’m eskin you vot sdreet you lifff on?” This frustrates Gus who shouts, “I’m tolding you, Watt

Ibid., 78. Emphasis in original.
Arthur A. Schomburg, “The Negro Digs Up His Past,” The Survey Graphic, Special Edition on Harlem 53.11 (March
1, 1925): 670–72; quote is on 670. Like Gottschild, Schomburg is particularly concerned with African Americans, but
the notion of the invisibilization of one’s racial and national backgrounds as “a prime social necessity” also applies to
Asian and Mexican Americans, as well as those from myriad other backgrounds.
28
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street. Watt street!”30 The humor in both “Who’s on First” and “Watt Street” scenes is based on
verbal confusion. However, what is invisible to those only familiar with the Abbott and Costello
routine is that the source material’s humor was based on misunderstanding English spoken with a
German dialect, particularly present—and funny—in the shifts between “Vott” and “Watt,” rather
than a benign misunderstanding of the English language due to the confusion caused by
homophonic pronouns. This results in the invisibilization of comedic ethnic ridicule and the
obscuring of the racialized history of Abbott and Costello’s enduringly popular bit.31
The process of cultural invisibilization is powerful and persistent, but as Gad Guterman
effectively established in Performance, Identity, and Immigration Law: A Theatre of
Undocumentedness, performance provides the means to counter it. For Guterman, “Performance . . .
surfaces as a way to manage contradictions caused by nonexistence. Moreover, because
performance demands presence, it offers a tool with which to combat nonexistence.” Like
Guterman, I also set out to explore “how enactment and representation create spaces of existence.”32
Indeed, the project of forgetting, or invisibilizing, presences in popular culture is also the project of
invisibilizing them from US Americanness itself.
In addition, Guterman’s ideas account for the ways that comedic imitation on musical
variety stages also serves to “combat nonexistence,” or the project of invisibilization, outside the
physical space of the theatre, in the real world. Indeed, for Guterman, “Some acts of erasure operate

Laurie, Jr., “Merging Old Jokes and the New in America,” 173. See also Andrew Davis, Baggy Pants Comedy:
Burlesque and the Oral Tradition (New York: Palgrave MacMillan, 2011), 7–8. Apparently, even the “Watt Street”
sketch goes back even further as the vaudeville duo Weber and Fields are credited with performing the bit a decade
prior to Raymond and Caverly. See Armond Fields and L. Marc Fields, From the Bowery to Broadway: Lew Fields and
the Roots of American Popular Theatre (New York: Oxford University Press, 1993), 22–23. A sketch based on such
linguistic differences between Spanish and English that was performed in Mexican American carpa shows is explored
in chapter 3.
31 I will explain the cost of this invisibilization in chapter 3 below. I would also like to acknowledge that there were very
few German clowns who became prominent in early vaudeville, but as Trav S. D. has reported, Germans “were
customarily mocked in absentia in the so-called Dutch acts” (50). See No Applause—Just Throw Money (New York:
Faber and Faber, 2005).
32 Gad Guterman, Performance, Identity, and Immigration Law: A Theatre of Undocumentedness (New York: Palgrave
MacMillan, 2014) 4.
30
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through imitation” of US Americanness.33 Building on Susan Bibler Coutin’s claim that the US
immigration system rewards those migrants who “imitate citizens” through assimilation (and
therefore through the invisibilization of their cultural histories), Guterman adds that migrants “live
daily lives ‘act[ing] on the rights’ that citizenship ultimately promises. The angst produced by
undocumentedness intensifies the need to imitate.”34 While Guterman’s concerns are specifically
about undocumented people in the US, for whom the stakes of imitating US citizenship are likely
much higher than they were for most of the clowns considered in this dissertation, a similar need
can be attributed to these clowns. For the most part, the performers considered here were born in the
United States but still remained marked as foreign, alien, and not-“American,” which similarly
intensified their “need to imitate” Euro Americans both theatrically (on stage) as well as
extratheatrically (outside the theatre). Therefore, I take both into account in this study. The
importance of considering theatrical performances alongside extratheatrical performances was
established by Marvin McAllister, who uses the notion of the extratheatrical to consider social
performances of race outside the theatre as a means to provide strategies to rethink ways that
“blacks perform white privilege” in society, in show business, and in US popular culture.35 Or, if not
performing white privilege particularly, I would add that they were also performing their
Americanness in all its contradictions and complexities—threatening to be rendered visible by the
spotlight of musical variety.
The extratheatrical presence of these clowns is nearly as significant as the theatrical
presence. For example, in El Teatro Campesino: Theater in the Chicano Movement, Yolanda
Broyles-González “seek[s] to expose various layers of the material social process, of the living
circumstances and concrete human work that informed all ensemble productions. Without an

Ibid., 4.
Ibid., 4–5. The quotes within Guterman’s quote are from Susan Bibler Coutin, Legalizing Moves: Salvadoran
Immigrants’ Struggle for U.S. Residency (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 2000), 34.
35 Marvin McAllister, White People Do Not Know How to Behave at Entertainments Designed for Ladies and
Gentlemen of Colour (Chapel Hill: University of North Caroline Press, 2003), 6–7.
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understanding of that material social process our understanding of the Teatro Campesino ensemble
and its performance pieces must remain a truncated understanding.”36 The same holds true for my
objects of study as well. All the clowns and managers in this study have been “present,” both
theatrically by imitating Euro, African, Asian, and Mexican American types on musical variety
stages, as well as extratheatrically. For the latter, they performed US Americanness (or white
privileges) by managing their own shows and traveling throughout the United States in spaces that
welcomed them despite their otherness, and mostly because of their status as entertainers. Indeed, as
historian Jayna Brown claims, acknowledging “black people in voluntary transit” also
acknowledges “the threat of black dispersal.” She goes on to state that accepting the history of black
performers’ voluntary mobility “runs the risk of affirming black people as world historical agents,
rather than as a timeless people inextricably tied to the land and to a timeless past.”37 The same
holds true for Asian and Mexican Americans as well.
In the pages that follow, I consider the theatrical and extratheatrical “presences” in four
ways: one, physical presence on stage (theatrical); two, physical presence off stage in racially and
class-segregated locales (extratheatrical); and three, cultural presence through their participation in
US musical variety. Finally, presence also works temporally, as in now, the state of being present,
still here after all these years and will continue to be here in various guises. The performances of
these racialized clowns are still at work in US popular culture, but their presences have been
obscured. Here I aim to clear the air to make those presences easier to see.

Historical Context

Yolanda Broyles-González, El Teatro Campesino: Theater in the Chicano Movement (Austin: University of Texas
Press, 1994), xvii.
37 Jayna Brown, Babylon Girls: Black Women Performers and the Shaping of the Modern. (Durham: Duke University
Press, 2008), 9.
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As I have mentioned above, part of the process of invisibilization of African, Asian, and
Mexican American clowns from the theatrical and extratheatrical realms of US musical variety has
been perpetuated by much of the scholarship on US blackface, yellowface, brownface, and
whiteface. Most histories of the practice of masking up in the name of comedy remain mostly
segregated because of their narrow focus on a single type (i.e., blackface, yellowface, or brownface)
and their reliance on the persistent racial binaries that almost always keep whiteness central to the
discourse. In other words, the performer’s body is always either white or of the same “color” as the
stereotype. For instance, Mel Watkins’s frequent references to black and “non-black” comedians
throughout his excellent history of African American humor On the Real Side actually only refer to
black and white comedians.38 The idea that there cannot be blackface without a white face maintains
whiteness at the center and relegates all “other Others” who also performed blackness to the
periphery of US comedy histories. Indeed, most of the scholarship on musical comedies remains a
segregated field with nary a study that considers the performances of these racial, ethnic, and class
types in relation to the performances of other national and ethnic and racial types that appeared on
musical comedy stages. This is true even in studies that place African, Chinese, and Mexican
American performers at the forefront of the issue. For example, works by Robert C. Toll, Eric Lott,
and Mel Watkins focus solely on blackface performances by white and black performers; Krystyn
R. Moon and Karen Shimakawa’s works remain focused on yellowface performances by white and
Asian performers; and Brian Herrera, María Rodríguez, and Yolanda Broyles-Gonzalez focus on
Latin American stereotypes.39
The historical record is not only lacking in reporting on specific clowns, but it also mostly
ignores the diversity in the various institutions that produced musical comedy performances. For

Mel Watkins, On the Real Side: Laughing, Lying, and Signifying—The Underground Tradition of African-American
Humor that Transformed American Culture, from Slavery to Richard Pryor (New York: Simon & Schuster, 1994).
39 As I mention above, these scholars have created foundational texts that understandably, perhaps even necessarily,
focused so narrowly on their topics in order to establish their subjects’ presences within their own fields, which has
facilitated the current project. For more information on these important texts, see my bibliography.
38
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example, one historian exuberantly celebrates the diversity and excitement of being a comedian in
musical variety. “Anybody that could sing, dance, whistle, bend in the middle, do a flip-flop, or play
an instrument joined the ranks of the variety ‘artists’ . . . They came from all walks of life, . . . and
being able to sleep late, dress flashily, and get applause were hard to resist.”40 This romanticization
of the lives of these clowns not only erases the identities of those who were not of European descent
but also the realities they faced as they made headway toward integrating the theatre and
contributing to US humor despite those challenges. One example comes from comparing an African
American clown’s response to wearing blackface makeup with that of a white clown’s. For instance,
black clown Sam Theard (better known as Spo-Dee-O-Dee) decided to drop the blackface makeup
because it invisibilized him off stage.41 His personal identity was obscured by the makeup to such
an extent that no one recognized him when he left the theatre. On the other hand, white nineteenthcentury actor Harry Watkins’s complaints are less existential and more physical. He complained
that applying the burnt cork was no longer worth his time because it was too much work and it hurt
his skin.42
My project also works on the micro level in that in addition to demonstrating the presences
of these groups broadly construed, I also demonstrate the presences of individual clowns who have
largely been left out of the conversation because of their status as not-white, not-“American,” or
simply as performers in lowbrow entertainments. In Bulldaggers, Pansies, and Chocolate Babies,
James F. Wilson cites a similar aim—to shed light on performances “that teased the limits of social
decorum on New York stages of the 1920s and 1930s,” and that are “often relegated to footnotes or
parenthetical statements.”43 This dissertation will likewise intervene by providing case studies of
Joe Laurie, Jr., Vaudeville: From the Honky-Tonks to the Palace (New York: Henry Holt, 1953), 17.
Redd Foxx and Norma Miller, The Redd Foxx Encyclopedia of Black Humor (Pasadena, CA: Ward Ritchie Press,
1977), 98.
42 Harry Watkins, diary entry dated May 20, 1854, in A Player and a Gentleman: The Diary of Harry Watkins,
Nineteenth-Century U.S. American Actor, edited by Amy E. Hughes and Naomi J. Stubbs (Ann Arbor: University of
Michigan Press, 2018), 239.
43 James F. Wilson, Bulldaggers, Pansies, and Chocolate Babies: Performance, Race, and Sexuality in the Harlem
Renaissance (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 2011), 3.
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stage clowns and managers who have yet to be taken seriously (or even considered at all) in each
chapter. While much attention has been bestowed upon African American comedic performers such
as Bert Williams and George Walker, there are a great many who have not yet been given their due.
This is particularly true for Asian and Mexican American clowns and managers from the first half
of the twentieth century.
I seek to fill such historical gaps, and hopefully expose others, by documenting those
understudied clowns and their performance circuits during the first half of the twentieth century in
order to establish their presences in the US cultural landscape.44 While the clowns covered in the
dissertation traffic in stereotypes that have proven to be as damaging as they are persistent, they still
provided much needed diversity in casting, show material, perspectives, and (for better or worse)
they were very much a part of the creation of that distinctly US American kind of humor and
comedic performance. They toyed with the anxieties of legal and cultural citizenship and “created
spaces of existence” in order to make themselves visible. Taken together, the presences of their
othered bodies and the presentation of their talents work against the racial binaries that remain
stubbornly in place and the homogenization of the diversity in US musical variety. These
performers laid the groundwork for minority comedians in the future to find work on stage, to
continue to work within and against the violent legacies of racial stereotyping, and to enjoy the
thrills of making an audience laugh its head off. Therefore, this dissertation seeks to unsettle this
historiographic segregation by foregrounding African, Asian, and Mexican American clowns who
performed comedic racial and ethnic caricatures on touring circuits of their own design.

44 Other scholars who have sought to rehabilitate the historical record are Shane Vogel, The Scene of Harlem Cabaret:
Race, Sexuality, Performance (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2009); Daphne A. Brooks, Bodies in Dissent:
Spectacular Performances of Race and Freedom, 1850-1910 (Durham: Duke University Press, 2006); M. Alison Kibler,
Rank Ladies: Gender and Cultural Hierarchy in American Vaudeville (Greensboro: University of North Carolina Press,
1999); and Karen Sotiropoulos, Staging Race: Black Performers in Turn of the Century America (Cambridge: Harvard
University Press, 2006).
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“Pushed too far, actors can quickly become vaudevillians”: On Clowns and Musical Variety
In this dissertation, I am specifically concerned with the clowns who appeared in a wide
array of musical comedy variety forms, such as vaudeville, tent shows, revues, and Broadway
musical comedies in the early twentieth century. Therefore, it is necessary to establish what I mean
by musical variety and its clowns. To begin, my use of the term musical variety is an attempt to
capture the dramaturgical diversity of those forms mentioned above as well as the aptly named
“variety show.” The latter is a non-narrative performance structured on individual performers doing
specialty acts, such as singing, dancing, comedy sketches, magic, acrobatics, and of course clowns
doing racial impersonations. Variety shows, which predated the popular revues by Ziegfeld, the
Shubert brothers, and others, first rose to popularity in the mid-nineteenth century among workingclass audiences in concert saloons where patrons could eat, drink, enjoy various performances and
close proximity to those performers and the women serving drinks.
According to Larry Stempel, the loose structure of variety shows allowed its performers to
“focus on the act of performing itself, unencumbered by other considerations,” such as narrative
plots, social decorum, or concern for sophistication and respectability, and is one of the defining
elements of variety. Most important to the current study is the variety show’s unencumbered, “noholds-barred approach to matters of race, ethnicity, and gender.”45 Without a script to follow or
social expectations to adhere to, “variety performers of every kind”—including acrobats, singers,
and clowns—were able to give audiences what they wanted, sometimes even in the middle of a
performance, through audience interactions and improvisation. They “always shaped their acts to
the tastes and expectations of audiences.”46 This approach recurs in all three circuits being
considered here.

45
46

Stempel, Showtime, 56.
Ibid., 56–57.
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The variety show is widely considered the precursor to vaudeville—the form and eventual
popular cultural juggernaut that started when Tony Pastor offered a new “‘high-class’
. . . ‘clean’ brand of variety,” which led to the shift in audiences from working to middle class.47
While only the Theatre Owners Booking Association (TOBA) was an institutionalized arm of US
vaudeville, with the Chop Suey Circuit starting at the demise of vaudeville in 1938 and the carpas
tours having begun as early as the seventeenth century (long before the advent of musical variety in
the United States), the shows they presented all follow this variety format. Therefore, I have
adopted the term musical variety to capture the shows performed on the three circuits explored in
this dissertation.
Next, I prefer the term clown to comedian to refer to the humorous performers in musical
variety for two reasons. First, it gets closer to the frenetic, disruptive, and transgressive energy that
made nineteenth-century circus and rodeo clowns so thrilling and entertaining than does the more
general term comedian.48 Second, it facilitates what I have termed the comedic-anarchy, which I
will define in the section below. The clowns I consider here are akin to “the variety actor,” who
according to Joe Laurie, Jr., “was always a carefree guy [sic] with very little dignity.”49 Reveling in
lowbrow humor with little concern for respectability, clowns are also like those actors whom a
reviewer in the New York Times suggested “quickly become vaudevillians” when “pushed too
far.”50 Clowns will do just about anything for a laugh, often transgressing hegemonic notions of
racial, gender, ethnic, and class decorum no matter how foolish or grotesque it might make them

Ibid., 62.
For more on circus clowns and their relationship to comic performers in variety, see chapter 3 of this dissertation, as
well as Luis Reyes de la Maza, Circo, maroma y teatro (1810–1910) (México: Universidad Nacional Autónoma de
México, 1985) and Armando de María y Campos, Los Payasos, poetas del pueblo (el Circo de México) (México, D.F.:
Ediciones Botas, 1939).
49 Laurie, Vaudeville, 18.
50 David Richards, “An Inspector Calls; Turning 1946 Stale Into 1994 Stunning,” New York Times, April 28, 1994,
C17–C18.
47
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appear. As Black Vaudeville clown Dewey “Pigmeat” Markham once remarked in response to a
question regarding how far he was willing to go for a joke, “Man, I could never work for giggles.”51
Because of the fluidity of the variety show structure, and the clowns’ role in that fluidity, I
also consider musical comedy clowns as cocreators of their performances. As Bruce Kirle has
observed, “the very openness” of the variety format “relied on the participation of the performer as
cocreator” of each show.52 This is achieved by a-textual performative elements such as funny faces,
physical takes to the audience, timing, costuming, makeup, and their comic personas.53 Clowns
would also comment on the material with side takes to the audience on musical variety stages. In
fact, clowns were expected to stop the show, step away from the scripted text, and comment on the
material, which provides a space for the clowns considered in this dissertation to point out racial
constructions and even offer political critiques of life in the United States, which leads us to the
comedic-anarchy.

“The architectus of the comic action”: Defining the Comedic-Anarchy
One of the many common elements held by the three circuits considered here, and which
provides the central concerns of this study, are clown performers who participated in racial,
national, and class impersonations. According to Northrop Frye, the clown roles in ancient Roman
playwright Plautus’s comedies serve as “the architectus of the comic action.” They are “in fact the
spirit of comedy.”54 This is another way this dissertation understands clowns—as an embodiment of
and a vessel for the spirit of comedy. This can be embodied by a performer of any specialty, such as
a dancer, acrobat, or magician, whose comedy can erupt in a momentary flash that might disrupt

51 Dewey “Pigmeat” Markham quoted in Tom Poston, “Halfway to 100 Years of Negro Humor,” New York Post (April
1, 1967), no page, cited in Watkins, On the Real Side, 398.
52 Bruce Kirle, Unfinished Show Business: Broadway Musicals as Works in Process (Carbondale: Southern Illinois
University Press, 2005), 41.
53 The notion of performers as cocreators of performance is from Ibid.
54 Northrop Frye, Anatomy of Criticism (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1957. With a New Forward by Harold
Bloom, 1990), 176. Emphasis mine.
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even their own otherwise non-comedic act. For example, Chinese American dancer Jadin Wong
(1913–2010), whose unexpected conclusion to her own dance routine with the line “Dancing is
strenuous but better than going back to laundry” inspired cheers and laughter from spectators.55
In my attempt to adhere this particular comedic spirit to musical variety clowns and to
demonstrate the mobility of comedic racial, ethnic, and class impersonations across forms and
circuits, I turn to Antonin Artaud’s description of the Marx Brothers’ 1931 film Monkey Business as
a “hymn to anarchy and whole-hearted revolt”56 and to Henry Jenkins’s 1992 study of early sound
films’ debt to the “vaudeville aesthetic.”57 For Artaud, “when the poetic spirit” of the Marx
Brothers’ “funny jokes” is “exercised, it always leads toward a kind of boiling anarchy, an essential
disintegration of the real by poetry.”58 Jenkins builds on Artaud’s idea and uses the term anarchistic
comedy to theorize how the Marx Brothers’ films “foreground the active and central role of the
clowns as bringers of anarchy.”59 Their films “press against traditional film practice,” favoring
“fragmented and episodic narrative[s]” over “linearity and causality” and “heterogeneity, even at the
risk of disunity and incoherence.” Much like musical variety dramaturgy, these films “are
anarchistic in both form and content” with the clowns disrupting both the social and the narrative
orders.60
While Jenkins and Artaud write about film comedy specifically, I contend that all of these
elements of anarchistic comedy appeared on musical variety stages in the first half of the twentieth
century. However, Jenkins’s term anarchistic comedy is more concerned with form and text and
does not quite get to the point I am making about the clowns and their function in musical variety.

Coghlan, “‘Chinese Follies’ Revue Sparkling,” Jadin Wong Ephemera, 1930–1996, Box 1, Folder 11 (Reviews);
BRTD, NYPL.
56 Antonin Artaud, The Theatre and Its Double, translated by Mary Caroline Richards (New York: Grove Press, 1958),
144.
57 Henry Jenkins, What Made Pistachio Nuts? Early Sound Comedy and the Vaudeville Aesthetic (New York: Columbia
University Press, 1992), 23.
58 Artaud, The Theatre and Its Double,144.
59 Jenkins, What Made Pistachio Nuts?, 23.
60 Ibid., 22.
55
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For Jenkins, the noun comedy is described by the adjective anarchistic, suggesting the comedic
form as a whole is anarchistic, whereas I am concerned with the way clowns themselves embody
and bring anarchy to musical variety (both theatrically and extratheatrically). They embody the
comedic-anarchy regardless of the show or number in which they appear, and they carry it with
them wherever they go.
Whether it is Jadin Wong’s unexpected comment on her own dance routine mentioned above
or the interpolation of a yellowface scene specialty act in the Broadway musical comedy Rufus
Rastus (1905) when African American clown Harry Fiddler, whose specialty was Chinese
impersonations, joined the cast, the spirit is flexible, mobile, and sometimes erupts in surprising
ways.61 Clowns disrupt, or resist outright, the dominant narrative on stage through their racialized
performances. In addition, like Jayna Brown’s acknowledgement of the perceived “threat of black
dispersal” through voluntary mobility, these clowns’ mobility and transgressive presences mirror
the stage comedic-anarchy and also disrupt the all-“American” narrative off stage as well.62 They do
so through their transgressive physical presences as performers in and managers of US musical
variety. They were actively participating in and contributing to these performance conventions—
sometimes simply by being present where they shouldn’t be—refusing to go away. In order to
account for these particularities of the relationship between the comedic and the anarchistic, I have
changed the word order so that the anarchistic energy the clown embodies is described as comedic,
and therefore “comfortable and appealing . . . even when the characters seem to be anarchistic,

61 On Wong, see Willard Coghlan, “‘Chinese Follies’ Revue Sparkling: Music, Dance and Novelty Hit the Top,” Seattle
Star (October 6, 1943), no page. On Harry Fiddler, see unidentified clipping, “Ernest Hogan in New York: The Famous
Comedian Stars in Rufus Rastus,”; and unidentified clipping, “‘Everybody Happy’ at ‘Rufus Rastus,’” Post-Standard,
no page; both in Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture (hereafter SCRBC), NYPL, Helen Armstead-Johnson
Miscellaneous Theater Collection, 1893–1993 (hereafter cited as HAJ), Box 12, Folder: “Rufus Rastus.”
62 Brown, Babylon Girls, 9.
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destructive, and revolutionary.”63 I have also included a hyphen, which illustrates the
interdependent, two-way relationship between the comedic and the anarchistic.64
That this anarchy is comedic (rather than the comedy being anarchistic) is also significant in
terms of the way that the disruptive anarchy is masked by comedy, humor, and a sense of fun, which
provides what Robin Bernstein has termed an alibi. In Racial Innocence: Performing American
Childhood from Slavery to Civil Rights, Bernstein argues that the construction and performance of
childhood innocence in the nineteenth century US served as an alibi that masked the teaching of
racism; this alibi became a “vehicle by which childhood suffused, gave power to, and crucially
shaped . . . racial projects” from “slavery to civil rights.” For Bernstein, “these strange cultural
phenomena . . . became so familiar as to appear unremarkable.”65 I see similar forces at work
through musical comedies and their clowns, with the alibi carrying forward “the simplistic treatment
of race and ethnicity,” while creating the comforting sense that the stereotypes are harmless, and
allowing them to “still pervade American entertainment,” as Robert Snyder claimed.66 In other
words, racial mimicry in musical variety is not just familiar; it is also expected.
Clowns productively used these musical variety conventions as their own alibi in order to
insert socially and politically transgressive content into their performances. For example, carpa
historian Socorro Merlín claims that a Mexican clown performing in las carpas, “con su disfraz . . .
puede hacer y decir lo que le venga en gana en su relación dialógica con el colectivo, porque su rol
se lo permite. Está en escena para divertir: su verdadera vocación es la sátira, no necesariamente
política,” (with his disguise . . . can do and say anything he wants in his dialogic relationship with

63 Maurice Charney, Comedy High and Low: An Introduction to the Experience of Comedy (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1978), 50.
64 Judith Butler and Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak, Who Sings the Nation-State?: Language, Politics, Belonging (London:
Seagull Books, 2007), 2. For Butler and Spivak, the hyphen functions as the connector between their idea of the nation
and the state and provides for an understanding of the interdependence and two-way flow between these two concepts. I
see a similar relationship between the comedic and anarchy.
65 Robin Bernstein, Racial Innocence: Performing American Childhood from Slavery to Civil Rights (New York: New
York University Press, 2011), 3–4.
66 Robert W. Snyder, The Voice of the City: Vaudeville and Popular Culture in New York (Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 1989), 110–11.
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the audience, because the role allows it. The clown is on stage for fun: their real job is satire, not
necessarily politics). However, she goes on to acknowledge that in actuality, political content is
“una especialidad de pocos” (a specialty of some).67 Indeed, the clowns in las carpas said “lo que
ningún periódico se atreve a proclamar, . . . con tanta franqueza como atrevimiento” (what no
newspaper dares to proclaim, with as much frankness as daring).68
As such, I also consider these clowns and their racial and national impersonations as what
Richard Iton has termed “artist-activists”69 and catalysts in what Amy E. Hughes and Naomi J.
Stubbs have called “crucibles of culture.” According to Hughes and Stubbs, spaces of popular
performance in the US have historically functioned “as crucibles of culture where people gathered
to reflect on, debate, and struggle with the social and political problems of the moment.”70 For Iton,
the presences of African American “artist-activists” in popular modes of performance such as film,
theatre, and jazz “provided much of the public leadership of black communities” in the midtwentieth century due to “the absence of significant representation within electoral politics.”71 Iton
writes in terms of absence, presence, and visibility of black artist-activists, and he rightfully argues
that popular culture renders the invisible visible, and those performers in popular culture
productively participate in the “informal politics” of culture due to the “violent exclusion” of
African Americans from the “formal politics” of legislation on the state and national levels.72 The
same is applicable to the Asian and Mexican American clowns and their performance circuits as
covered in chapters two and three of this study. Whether “present” inside the modest canvas tent of
a Mexican American carpa show, in an opulently-decorated Chinese restaurant with a bandstand
and stage, or a proscenium theatre hosting an all-Black Vaudeville bill, I consider clowns of color as
Socorro Merlín, Vida y milagros de las carpas: La carpa en México 1930–1950 (México D.F.: Instituto Nacional de
Bellas Artes, 1995), 49. This and all subsequent translations are mine except where noted.
68 No author, “La Carpa: El teatro popular de México,” Norte 5.7 (May 1945): 22.
69 Richard Iton, In Search of the Black Fantastic: Politics and Popular Culture in the Post-Civil Rights Era (New York:
Oxford University Press, 2008), 32.
70 Amy E. Hughes and Naomi J. Stubbs, “Introduction,” in A Player and a Gentleman, 1.
71 Iton, In Search of the Black Fantastic, 32–33.
72 Ibid., 6.
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artist-activists making the most of the metaphoric space of the musical variety crucible where social
and political concerns were played out amidst raucous laughter (but never giggles).
Finally, under the cover of the alibis of musical variety conventions and the comedicanarchy of racial impersonations, a black clown could don yellow makeup to impersonate the
“Heathen Chinee” and audiences would not only have flocked to those shows but also have
expected such racialized humor in musical variety. This expectation is evidence that racial
impersonation was seen as commonplace, or so “unremarkable” as to become naturalized, or
invisible. The comedic-anarchy provides the perfect atmosphere to foster the excessive ridicule that
is integral to racial, ethnic, and class impersonations all within the safe confines of the musical
variety frame. Both the comedic-anarchy and musical variety provide alibis that mask the violence
and danger of such cultural appropriations. At the same time, and here is the real power of the
comedic-anarchy, it also provides an alibi for Iton’s informal political activism that results from
clowns of color performing US Americanness theatrically by embodying others in the name of
comedy and extratheatrically by taking on the roles of business owners, managers, and cultural
citizens of the United States.

Methodology and Chapter Summaries
In order to render these clowns and their theatrical and extratheatrical “presences” in musical
variety visible, each chapter focuses on a distinct musical variety touring circuit—namely, the
African American Theatre Owners Booking Association, the Chinese American Chop Suey Circuit,
and the Mexican and Mexican American carpas tours. I have framed each chapter with its own
theoretical lens, taken from recent scholarship on each group, in an attempt to ground each
discussion in its particular discourse and to avoid claiming their performances entirely as
“American” without qualification. In order to demonstrate the extratheatrical presences of each
group, each chapter begins with a historical contextualization of the extratheatrical milieu and
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environments in which these clowns made their way and made themselves present in US society and
popular culture. This provides context with which to consider the racialized performances on stage
in two ways. First, the historical context reveals the extratheatrical presences of each group in the
United States in terms of the cultural, socio-economic, and legislative attempts to invisibilize them
in the US. Second, my focus on their performances of racialized and class-based comedy also
reveals the theatrical presences of African, Asian, and Mexican American clowns and managers,
which shows that the history of US musical variety is not, and never actually has been, a white
institution.73
Because most of the performers and managers covered here have not been paid much
attention in scholarly studies, I necessarily rely heavily on archival materials, such as newspaper
reviews, production and personal photographs, personal and professional correspondences, oral
accounts provided to earlier historians and ethnographers, and audio recordings and performance
texts when they are available. I use these materials to augment the important work of scholars
working in each distinctive field, and I provide brief overviews of that literature in the appropriate
chapter. By considering these circuits, their clowns, and the types they performed on musical variety
stages in context of each other, it is my ultimate goal to show the fallacy of the racial binary in
discourses of musical variety and to demonstrate that US musical variety and the all-“American”
practice of racial and ethnic impersonations was not only the purview of Euro Americans.
In chapter 1, “‘Everybody Was Colored except the Boss’: Black Faces and Other Masks,” I
apply Brandi Catanese’s favoring of racial transgression over racial transcendence as I trace the
contested history of the advent of early twentieth century Black Vaudeville circuits, particularly the
Theatre Owners Booking Association, or TOBA. Most histories of the TOBA relegate Sherman H.
Dudley, the famous Black Vaudeville clown who actually launched the first known black-managed
73 It must be noted that the clowns covered in this study are by no means the only ones who were performing on these
circuits as there were many more doing similar work in musical variety, and there is even more work to be done in this
field of study.
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circuit of Black Vaudeville acts, to the footnotes (if they mention him in this capacity at all) and
favor white manager Milton Starr, who swooped in on Dudley’s landmark idea in 1921, as the
leader of Black Vaudeville. Dudley and other black clowns performed racialized stereotypes for
black, white, and mixed audiences as they toured the United States, including the Jim Crow South,
carrying the comedic-anarchy and their unique takes on blackness, Asianness, Mexicanness, and
whiteness with them. Here I also aim to demonstrate how African Americans have been
invisibilized from the business side of musical variety and counter the notion that black performers
had to rely on white managers and audiences to achieve success and participate in US popular
culture.
In chapter 2, “‘There Is No Such Thing’ as Chinese Vaudeville: The Chop Sueyness of
Chinese American Musical Variety,” I use Karen Shimakawa’s notion of national abjection to
explore the United States’s fraught, and at times violent, relationship with Chinese immigrants and
Chinese Americans. I focus primarily on the years just prior to the US entrance into World War II
and the advent of the so-called Chop Suey Circuit. This began in San Francisco’s newly revitalized
Chinatown after the end of Prohibition led to the opportunity to make serious money selling alcohol
and performing whiteness (at the same time, paradoxically, highlighting their own Chineseness) for
white audiences who were clearly ready to ogle and laugh at Chinese versions of white acts.
However, the chapter begins in the eighteenth century when the first known performances of
Chineseness (without any Chinese people present) were offered in the United States, and then it
works through the various legislative attempts to contain and erase the Chinese out of existence.
Then I establish the great popularity of Chinese acts in Big Time Vaudeville at the turn of the
twentieth century before moving on to the era of the floor show and drunken revelry of the Chop
Suey Circuit, which was patronized in great numbers by mostly white audiences.
In chapter 3, “The Marvelous Mexican American Carpas: ¡‘Una historia tan maravillosa que
es casi imposible creerla’!”, I apply Juana María Rodríguez’s concept of discursive spaces to
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explore the political and class implications of musical variety by Mexican and Mexican American
clowns. This chapter’s concern is the Mexican carpa, or tent show, tours that were immensely
popular among, and as will become apparent, seriously necessary for, working class Mexican and
Mexican American audiences. With documented roots as far back as the pre-encounter era, the
Mexican carpas became a hotbed of political and humorous performances of working class
Mexicanidad, Chineseness, blackness, and US Americanness. These itinerant variety shows
presented beneath a canvas tent, from which the shows got their name, share the show structure and
shifts in tone as mainstream variety. They also arguably predate those mainstream performances in
the US, recalling the question of who is imitating whom.
Ultimately, I hope that this work unsettles the notion that US musical variety, broadly
construed, is a white institution, as Warren Hoffman has argued. In The Great White Way: Race and
the Broadway Musical (2014), Hoffman wrote, “From its creators to its consumers,” musical
comedy “firmly reflects a white outlook on American life.”74 Even as he acknowledges that
musicals are “infused with black culture,” he maintains the musical’s “white outlook” because it
“with few exceptions, is written by white people, for white people, and is about white people,”
echoing W. E. B. Du Bois’s oft-quoted dictum that black theatre in the US should be by, for, about,
and near African Americans.75 Hoffman claims that the Broadway musical comedy is “a major
cultural white art form,” despite his awareness that musicals are “infused by black culture,” through
the process of their creators and audiences “carefully erasing its racial investments.”76 He himself
perpetuates the notion that the musical is a “white art form” because he similarly erases the
musical’s “racial investments” by claiming only “a handful of musicals . . . deal with Hispanic,
Asian, and Native American characters and/or feature work written by creators of those
backgrounds, [and] such cases are in the extreme minority in the American musical” and going no
Hoffman, The Great White Way, 5.
Ibid., 5, 22.
76 Ibid., 11. Emphasis mine.
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further with the issue.77 His reading of race in musicals also forecloses any possibility that the
“white outlook on American life” actually includes other Others, which this project seeks to
illuminate. This is true even if they only appeared on stage as representations and “were customarily
mocked in absentia.”78 Further, the by, for, and about designations are far too flimsy to stand against
the significant weight of the centrality of racial and ethnic impersonations in the all-“American”
practice of coloring up for laughs. It absolutely cannot account for the presences in, or contributions
made to, musical variety and comedy by comedians of color. As I hope will become clear in the
pages that follow, this is simply not true. We have just been carefully taught that it is.

77 Ibid., 216n42. While Hoffman’s study particular focus is on “the musical comedy,” my understanding of that form is
that it arose from musical variety, which arose from US minstrel shows, and that they often shared creators, performers,
audiences, and cultural references. This makes them far too intertwined to try to separate them and keep the racial
impersonations segregated as I hope this dissertation will make clear. Larry Stempel’s Showtime (2010) and Andrea
Most’s Making Americans: Jews and the Broadway Musical (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2004) provide the
basis for these connections.
78 Trav S. D., No Applause, 50.
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Chapter 1: “Everybody Was Colored except the Boss”: Black Faces and Other Masks
“In the old days, show business for a colored dancer
[comedian] was like going through school. . . . College level
was a colored minstrel show, and as they faded out, a
vaudeville circuit or even a Broadway show. . . . It wasn’t
nothing but Epsom salts and coloring[, and] everybody was
colored except the boss.”
—Dewey “Pigmeat” Markham1
African American clown-turned-impresario Sherman Houston Dudley (1872–1940) was one
of the major racial transgressors in early-twentieth-century musical variety performance in the
United States, as a clown as well as a theatre owner and manager. His professional relationship with
his frequent co-star Patrick, who happened to be a mule in blue overalls, mirrors his relationship to
the history of African Americans in musical variety performances. Dudley made a dramatic (yet
comedic) entrance onto the professional stage in The Black Politician, produced by Gus Hill’s
Smart Set Company in 1904, accompanied by Patrick who followed behind him. Upon his entrance,
“the house went wild,” and Dudley’s reputation “as one of the leading comediens [sic] of his race”
was established.2 A writer in the Toledo Blade reported that Dudley “spent most of the summer in
teaching the donkey to listen to him as attentively as he does for five minutes. So well is the animal
trained that he answers Dudley’s questions and seems by his gestures to understand every word.”3
Of the mule, Dudley said in 1906, “I really think he acts about as intelligently as any human being
on the stage and my scene with him is always the best part of my evening.”4 This comic duo was so
successful that another writer went so far as to suggest “most of the conversational teams in

Dewey “Pigmeat” Markham interviewed by Marshall Stearns and Jean Stearns in Jazz Dance: The Story of American
Vernacular Dance (New York: Schirmer Books, 1968), 63–64, 73.
2 Hand-typed transcription of an unidentified article from the Toledo Blade (October 23, 1906), no page, Robinson
Locke Collection of Dramatic Scrapbooks, Series 3, vol. 378, ms pg. 36, NYPL, BRTD. Some of the transcribed text is
written over and corrected by hand; I have cited the “corrected” text.
3 Ibid. Even though Dudley referred to Patrick as a mule in billing and advertisements, he is often referred to as a
donkey in many reviews.
4 Ibid., ms pg. 3.
1
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vaudeville might be bettered by substituting a dog, donkey, monkey, parrot, or cat, for the one of the
human pair who is never amusing.”5
However, when Mary White Ovington interviewed Dudley in his office above “one of his
colored theatres” in Washington, DC for Crisis magazine in 1932, long after he had retired from the
stage as a performer, he presumably felt free to reveal the truth behind the act.6 In the interview,
Dudley corrected his old story about Patrick’s intelligence and finally gave himself the credit he
deserved for his role in this comic duo—it was the black man rather than the mule, of course, who
was clever enough to make the mule seem to be leading the act. When White said to Dudley, “He
must have been a prodigiously clever animal,” Dudley responded, “Not at all. Many people thought
that and have wondered that a mule could be taught so much.” In reality, Patrick could perform only
two tricks; shaking hands and appearing to whisper in Dudley’s ear. “Otherwise, he did just as he
pleased. . . . I had to follow the mule not the mule to follow me. My cues came from him. And I had
to answer mighty quick. I talked to the mule about what he did and the audience thought he was
doing what I taught him. You’re not the first lady who has commented on his cleverness.”7 Even
though Dudley actually anticipated what Patrick was going to do on stage and cleverly set him up
with improvised dialogue to give the impression that Patrick was following his orders, the public
gave the mule, rather than Dudley, credit for being the more clever of the two for decades. This
shifting of credit from Dudley to the mule invisibilized Dudley, in a way, from his central role in the
act. This would be mirrored in the way Dudley would be denied credit for his role in establishing a
black-run vaudeville circuit in the years that followed, resulting in his invisibilization from the
history of early twentieth-century Black Vaudeville and variety performances.

No author, Chicago Tribune (April 28, 1907), no page, Robinson Locke Collection of Dramatic Scrapbooks, Series 3,
Vol. 378, ms pg. 42, BRTD, NYPL.
6 Mary White Ovington, “Dudley and His Mule,” Crisis 41.6 (June 1932): 189.
7 Ibid., 203.
5
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Dudley’s experiences as a clown and a theatre owner/manager exemplify this chapter’s twofold approach to racial transgressions through comedy: black musical variety performances
transgress race both theatrically, by participating in (and revising) the stage conventions of racial
and ethnic mimicry, as well as extratheatrically, to use Marvin McAllister’s term for social
performances of race outside the theatre in which “blacks perform white privilege” in the social
world, by participating in the business side of US entertainment and popular culture.8 Building on
Brandi Catanese’s definition of racial transgression in The Problem of the Color[blind], I argue in
this chapter that like Dudley, other black clowns racially transgressed by entering territories (both
geographical and theatrical) that were deemed privileged spaces for white people, and by
performing impersonations and caricatures of multiple races and ethnicities, and managing their
own acts. For Catanese, the act of transgressing race in performance is a political act while the act
of transcending race is not. She resists racial transcendence as a viable tactic, despite its being “the
goal of contemporary racial politics,” because it actually demands “(usually nonwhite) people to
transcend racial consciousness” and “is usually just a more polite way of demanding that they ‘get
over it.’” Transcending race is achieved by erasing racial difference, which “exacts disavowal of
[African Americans’] racially mediated reality as the price of progress toward resolving American
society’s racial conflicts.”9
On the other hand, Catanese builds on Foucault’s definition of transgression to specify that
racial transgression “violat[es] boundaries,” and “‘recompos[es the] empty form, [the] absence,’ that
allows racial privilege to go unmarked.”10 In transgressive performances of race, “Performance
becomes a site of change, and blackness becomes a category open for (re)negotiation.”11

8 McAllister, White People Do Not Know How to Behave, 6–7. See my introduction for more information on
extratheatrical spaces as “laboratories” to perform white privilege and ethnic caricatures.
9 Brandi Catanese, The Problem of the Color[blind]: Racial Transgression and the Politics of Black Performance (Ann
Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 2011), 21.
10 Ibid. Catanese cites Michel Foucault, Language, Counter-memory, Practice: Selected Essays and Interviews, ed.
Donald F. Bouchard, translated by Donald F. Bouchard and Sherry Simon (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1977), 30.
11 Catanese, The Problem of the Color[blind], 20.
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Transgression is “rooted in the material,” and by transgressing race, these black clowns effectively
make racial differences and privileges present and visible, “while questioning the absolutism of
these structures” at the same time.12 In other words, transgressing race is a tactic that productively
makes racial and cultural differences and privileges visible in order to resist the invisibilization of
blackness on stage, behind the scenes, and perhaps most disturbing, from US history.
At times, the racial transgression is made visible by the response of those who feel its force.
One example is white critics’ responses to black comedy dancers Stump and Stumpy (James Cross
and Edward Hartman). For instance, in his review of the duo’s appearance at New York City’s State
Theatre in 1939, the Variety reviewer known as Scho lamented Cross and Hartman’s decision to bill
themselves as Stump and Stumpy because it “immediately brands them as Harlem-type entertainers
and nullifies the surprise element.”13 Of course, “Harlem-type” here means black, and Scho’s
admitted preference to being “surprised” by a more subtle reveal of their race suggests that he, and
general audiences, expected different kinds of performances from white comedians and from
“Harlem-type” comedians. Later in the review, Scho explicitly points out his expectations: “For a
change, here’s a couple of Negro entertainers who make dancing secondary and comedy their
mainstay.”14 Another reviewer for Variety wrote that their “comedy dancing is surefire,” and it
evoked the comedic talents of Bert Williams.15 However, while dancing and comedy were not new
for black performers of the time, Stump and Stumpy did surprise audiences by performing comedic
imitations “exceptionally well.” Scho claimed this was “a new twist for colored performers,” which
apparently was a privilege reserved for white comedians.16 If doing impersonations was not enough

McAllister, Whiting Up: Whiteface Minstrels & Stage Europeans in African American Performance (Chapel Hill:
University of North Carolina Press, 2011), 5.
13 Scho, “Variety House Reviews: State, N. Y.,” Variety 136.6 (October 18, 1939): 45.
14 Ibid.
15 Cohen, “New Acts: Stump and Stumpy,” Variety 130.8 (May 4, 1938): 51.
16 Scho, “Variety House Reviews: State, N. Y.,” Variety 136.6 (October 18, 1939): 45. However, it will become clear in
the pages that follow that black clowns doing impersonations actually was not new, which provides further evidence
that this reviewer was ignorant of a long-line of black comic impersonators who came before this duo, making Stump
and Stumpy’s performances even more transgressive.
12
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to point out the duo’s racial differences, who they chose to impersonate certainly drove that point
home because they performed more than just blackface stereotypes. For example, Hartman earned
many laughs impersonating Donald Duck singing contemporary hits, such as “Hold Tight,” which
had just been recorded by the Andrews Sisters, in the cartoon duck’s signature squawking voice.17 A
reviewer explicitly points out Hartman’s blackness claiming he was funniest “particularly when he
turns out to be a W. C. Fields in blackface.”18 By performing types and characters who remained
outside those deemed acceptable for black performers, and were thereby surprising, alongside the
more expected tap dancing and blackface antics, Stump and Stumpy transgressed race both by
inserting themselves where they “did not belong” in white vaudeville, which made their racial
differences visible, and therefore undeniable, by impersonating white folks and a white cartoon
duck. In these moments of racial transgression, the performers’ black bodies both bely and
underscore the characters’ white bodies as text and opens them up for “(re)negotiation.”
As with most general histories of US musical comedy, African American presences in both
comedic stage performances and theatre management have been minimized, or even erased, by their
favoring of white performers, or even animal performers in the case of Patrick, and their neglect of
African Americans on and off stage. For Dudley, his blackness ran in contradiction to white
society’s expectations of black bodies on stage, on the road, and in the manager’s office, and it
eventually became too much for white society to handle. As a result, his participation and presence
in vaudeville and other comedic performances can be considered acts of racial transgression, which
ultimately led to his erasure from (or at least gross underrepresentation in) history. Even though he
was at the forefront of the advent of Black Vaudeville as a theatre manager, his reputation for doing
so would not make it past his own era, and he would largely be forgotten, even though he
“contributed more to the development of the black vaudeville circuit in the early twentieth century
17 Ibid.; no author, “Variety House Reviews: State, N. Y.,” Variety 134.12 (May 31, 1939): 36; Sahu., “House Reviews:
St. Louis, St. L.,” Variety 138.13 (June 5, 1940): 39.
18 Cohen, “New Acts: Stump and Stumpy,” 51.
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than any other single person.”19 Therefore, this chapter will make Dudley and other raciallytransgressive African American clowns visible in that historical narrative by highlighting the early
days of Black Vaudeville, cabaret acts, musical comedies, and revues, as a means to illustrate how
their comedic performances of race and ethnicity call into question the “absolutism” of US popular
culture and attendant musical variety forms and institutions they contributed to.20
Building on the important work of early twentieth century black humor in the United States
and how performance conventions of these black musical variety performances are connected to the
conventions of nineteenth century blackface minstrelsy, this chapter focuses on raciallytransgressive clowns who appeared on the Theatre Owners Booking Association (TOBA), other
smaller black circuits, as well as the Big Time (i.e., white) Vaudeville circuits, and in musical
comedies and revues (with some performers playing all the circuits at various points in their
careers). First, in order to demonstrate how these comedians transgressed race extratheatrically, the
chapter provides contextual historical details about the business side of black comic performances,
paying particular attention to the formation of Black Vaudeville circuits and Dudley’s role in them.
Then, I turn to particular performances of theatrical racial transgressions in musical variety
performances—blackface comedy duos, yellowface impersonators, and black women in comedy—
to illustrate how comedic conventions of racial ridicule went well beyond the binaries of black and
white, despite the fact that most histories adhere to these binaries.

Extratheatrical Performances of Race and Racial Transgressions
The TOBA and other black circuits were significant for both black performers and audiences
because they carried performances of racial transgressions under the alibi of comedic-anarchy

Athelia Knight, “He Paved the Way for T.O.B.A.,” The Black Perspective in Music 15.2 (Autumn, 1987): 153,
http://www.jstor.org/stable/1214675. Thomas L. Riis does acknowledge Dudley’s significance, but he does not offer
many details as to how he achieved all he did as a manager and businessman. See Riis, Just Before Jazz: Black Musical
Theater in New York, 1890 to 1915 (Washington: Smithsonian Institution Press, 1989), 141–46.
20 McAllister, Whiting Up, 5.
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across the United States and abroad. These circuits were “godsend[s]” because they often provided
“the only outlet” for black entertainers to find popularity on stage at the time.21 This was true for
black musicians, managers, and theatre owners, but as Mel Watkins specifies, it “was particularly
true for comedians.”22 The first example, and perhaps the simplest, of how these circuits benefited
black performers is in touring itself and the mobility and exposure it provided. Even when touring
meant being thrust into often hostile environments, each with a new set of codes and expectations
for black individuals, it also meant seeing other cities in the United States—sometimes abroad—and
being exposed to the diversity of both the US population in general as well as of black populations
specifically.
This was especially true in rural areas where the smaller vaudeville houses on various
circuits, including the TOBA and other black circuits, brought black entertainers into (and in some
cases, out of) small Southern towns, providing even greater exposure both to the performers on
stage as well as to the locals who might have been surprised to learn that there were opportunities
for African Americans in US show business. For example, Dudley himself admitted that pursuing a
career in show business had never occurred to him until “one fateful night, a company of minstrels
played at the town hall of the little place in Texas where [he] was raised,” which inspired him to
pursue a career in show business.23 Travel itself also holds larger implications for recognizing these
circuits as “incubators” for performing both comedy and racial transgressions in the US. According
to historian Jayna Brown, acknowledging and accepting the history of black performers’ voluntary
mobility “runs the risk of affirming black people as world historical agents, rather than as a timeless

21 Watkins, On the Real Side, 356. Emphasis in original. See also Giles Oakley, The Devil’s Music: A History of the
Blues 2nd ed. (New York: De Capo Press, 2002), 97.
22 Watkins, On the Real Side, 367–68.
23 Sherman H. Dudley, “Othello with a Banjo? Comedian Dudley, of ‘The Smart Set’ Company, Gives Some Theatrical
Facts,” Pittsburgh Reader, Feb. 27, 1908, no page, Robinson Locke Collection of Dramatic Scrapbooks, Series 3, Vol.
378, ms pg. 43, BRTD, NYPL.
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people inextricably tied to the land and to a timeless past.”24 Historian Eileen Southern goes so far
as to refer to the first two decades of the twentieth century as the “golden years” for black
entertainers because “the once-popular minstrel companies were replaced by touring vaudeville
companies that gave employment to thousands of singers, actors, and musicians.”25
The success of early Black Vaudeville quickly grew as more black people saw that they
could make a career for themselves in show business, despite the overwhelming evidence that the
stage was primarily for white performers. Therefore, in the earliest years of Black Vaudeville,
African Americans participating in comedy at all was a racially transgressive act. The growing
numbers of black talent led to a growth in black audiences and managers, and they piled into the
expanding cities in the South and North. This created a demand for more facilities and led to the
realization that there was clearly money to be made. There had already been a pool of great
untapped black talent that far exceeded the paltry number of slots available to black musical variety
performers in mainstream vaudeville because of a rule that barred more than one black act from
appearing in a single bill. What is more, that single slot was usually reserved for black acts that
were already proven to draw audiences, making it especially difficult for new performers to get a
start.26
The rule limiting the number of available slots to black performers in white vaudeville was
not in place because there was no audience for them. In fact, it was the opposite reason—the
audience’s demand for black acts was too great. For example, sometimes, a black act was booked
into a particular theatre explicitly to increase ticket sales. Marshall and Jean Stearns quoted an

24 Brown, Babylon Girls, 9. Even though Brown’s subject is black women performers in the US, the same holds true
more broadly for the clowns working the TOBA and other black circuits as many of Brown’s subjects did appear on
Black Vaudeville stages.
25 Eileen Southern, The Music of Black Americans: A History (New York: W. W. Norton and Company, 1971), 369. Of
course James Weldon Johnson referred to the bulk of these years (1910–17) as a “term of exile” of African Americans
in New York City, but Southern, and much of this chapter, are concerned with African Americans finding their places
on stages across the United States. See James Weldon Johnson, Black Manhattan (1930; repr., New York: Da Capo
Press, 1991), 170.
26 In 1906, black clown Ernest Hogan reported that there were just over fifty black acts, comprised of about two hundred
people, appearing on variety stages. Ernest Hogan, “The Negro in Vaudeville,” Variety 4.1 (December 15, 1906): 22.
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unnamed “head of a great vaudeville circuit” who advised, “If the bill is weak, add a Negro act.”27
Further evidence that black acts were verifiable hits in otherwise white shows (and providing white
managers justification for booking only one act) is the fact that many white acts refused to follow
them because white performers felt their acts would pale in comparison. For example, African
American vaudeville dancer and comedian Dewey Weinglass was performing with the Dancing
Demons at New York City’s Keith Theater, where they were fired from their booking after only
their first performance when their audience would not stop applauding long after they had
concluded their number. This, of course, meant the audience was ignoring the star Nora Bayes, one
of the most popular singers in Big Time Vaudeville, and according to Weinglass, she “refused to
follow us and walked out” of the show. In response to Bayes’s frustration, the manager decided to
fire Weinglass and his Dancing Demons in order “to keep the peace” with his white star.28
As these black circuits provided much need opportunities for aspiring black performers, they
became “the perfect incubator” for black performers to practice their skills, learn new ones, hone
their specialties, develop their stage presence, and ultimately to become professional entertainers.29
For example, comic Sam Theard (1902–82), whose stage name was Spo-De-O-Dee, found his way
onto variety stages in New Orleans, Louisiana around 1924 before touring on the TOBA. He
claimed that the circuit was “a rough school,” but it was where he “learned how to do skits, comedy,
dance, and be part of the production.”30 Sammy Davis, Jr., who first appeared on “Toby Time” in
blackface at the tender age of four, similarly reported, “It was the greatest training ground in the

Stearns and Stearns, Jazz Dance, 80.
Ibid., 83. In another story, white monologist W. C. Kelly refused to share the stage with Williams and Walker, who
were headlining a vaudeville bill at Hammerstein’s Victoria Theatre. Hammerstein immediately replaced Kelly in
support of his black star performers. Unidentified clipping from New York Telegraph, Robinson Locke Collection of
Dramatic Scrapbooks, Envelope 2461, ms pg. 4, BRTD, NYPL.
29 Watkins, On the Real Side, 369; Jack Schiffman, Harlem Heyday: A Pictorial History of Modern Black Show
Business and the Apollo Theatre (Buffalo: Prometheus Books, 1984), 43.
30 Foxx and Miller, The Redd Foxx Encyclopedia of Black Humor, 96.
27
28
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world for a performer, because when you left the Toby, you could play anywhere and anytime and
be a success.”31
But before these black clowns could appear in general vaudeville in greater numbers and
racially transgress the comedic conventions there, they had to be able to develop their own skills,
specialties, and humor for black audiences. These early black circuits, “like the tenderloin districts
of the nation, provided places where black talent could develop freely at its own pace and in its own
direction, unhampered by the demands of commercialism and unconcerned with the standards of
white America.”32 Therefore, performing for all-black audiences gave the performers the freedom to
create humor that was “ethnic, sexual, cruel, and, quite often, slapstick” at the same time it gave
black audiences the freedom to laugh without concern over how they might appear to mainstream
society.33 Henry Louis Gates, Jr. suggests that the humor developed in these “racially sequestered
space[s]” was racially transgressive when he points out that all-black audiences “laugh
uninhibitedly . . . whereas the presence of white folks would have engendered a familiar anxiety:
Will they think that’s what we’re really like?”34 Therefore when black performers moved between
the black and white circuits, they took the material and performances they honed in those
sequestered spaces with them into the broader world of musical variety stages, resulting in racially
transgressive performances. For example, many black performers who gained popularity on the
black circuits, such as Chinese impersonator Harry Fiddler and the eccentric dancing duo Stump and
Stumpy, were then booked on “such white circuits as the Pantages, Loew’s, and Keith-Orpheum,
which would place them in big theaters and on Broadway.”35 Even though they might have been the

Ibid., 91–92.
Southern, The Music of Black Americans, 370.
33 Theard, quoted in Foxx and Miller, The Redd Foxx Encyclopedia of Black Humor, 98.
34 Henry Louis Gates, Jr., “The Chitlin Circuit,” in African American Performance and Theater History: A Critical
Reader, edited by Harry J. Elam, Jr. and David Krasner (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2001), 142. Emphasis in
original. A similar dynamic was in place in the Mexican carpas where the audiences were mostly working class
Mexicans and Mexican Americans and arguably had more license to transgress racial, ethnic, and class codes. See
chapter 3 of this dissertation for more on this issue.
35 Southern, The Music of Black Americans, 369–70.
31
32
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only black act on those otherwise “white” bills, they appeared there after developing their acts for
black audiences, perhaps with a little more leeway to transgress “the standards of white America.”
Prior to the advent of Black Vaudeville circuits, African American performers honed their
skills in nineteenth century blackface minstrelsy, carrying those performance conventions,
conditions, and racial transgressions into twentieth-century vaudeville. For example, by the time the
TOBA was formed in 1921, African Americans had already been entertaining audiences by
performing nearly every kind of music heard in the United States for entertainment since the
nation’s colonial period. In the earliest days of the US, these African American “entertainers” were
both slaves and free people of color. As early as the 1850s, black minstrel troupes toured the
northeastern United States where they had to perform the same racial stereotypes that had been
established by white minstrels at least three decades prior to the Civil War.36
Black performers appeared in minstrel shows even before and during the Civil War, and like
Black Vaudeville in the early twentieth century, the earlier minstrel shows “provided an essential
training and theatrical experience which, at the time, could not have been acquired from any other
source.”37 Soon after white blackface minstrel Thomas Dartmouth Rice introduced his blackface
character Jim Crow in the 1830s and marked “the moment when blackness first became widely
popular in America,” African American William Henry “Juba” Lane made a name for himself as a
dancer in an otherwise white minstrel show, only a decade later.38 Lane was one of two African
Americans known to have performed on the early minstrel stage in the United States. The other
black act on white minstrel stages was Thomas Dilward, whose stage name Japanese Tommy offers
a very early example of one clown of color masking himself as a clown of another color.39 Dilward,
Robert C. Toll, Blacking Up: The Minstrel Show in Nineteenth-Century America (London: Oxford University Press,
1974), 196.
37 Johnson, Black Manhattan, 93.
38 W. T. Lhamon, Jr., “Introduction: An Extravagant and Wheeling Stranger,” in Jump Jim Crow: Lost Plays, Lyrics,
and Street Prose of the First Atlantic Popular Culture (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2003), vii.
39 Toll, Blacking Up, 198; Henry T. Sampson, The Ghost Walks: A Chronological History of Blacks in Show Business,
1865–1910 (Metuchen, NJ: The Scarecrow Press, 1988), 5. None of my research revealed any images or descriptions of
Dilward’s performances, so it is impossible to know if he actually appeared in yellowface makeup or other outward
36
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“thirty years of age, and only 29 inches high,” was billed as “The Wonder of the World.”40 He was
known for his “peculiar specialties,”41 which included female impersonation (a “Burlesque Prima
Donna”42) and clowning in comedy sketches (the title character in Bad Dickey, or, The Tribulations
of a Call Boy).43 Dilward was also a singer, dancer, and violin player, yet his short stature was likely
the biggest draw and the reason he was hired to appear on stage with George Christy in 1853.44
Dilward played the Theatre Royal in Liverpool, England with Sam Hague’s Georgia Slave Troupe.
There, Dilward’s African American body and his Asian stage name appearing in a US minstrel
show in Europe constituted a dizzying array of embodiment, racial/ethnic mimicry, and national
representation.45
Soon after Lane’s and Dilward’s pioneering introductions of African Americans into US
show business, minstrel troupes of all-black performers began to appear in the northeastern United
States prior to the Civil War. Between 1855 and 1858, for example, black minstrel troupes played
Philadelphia, Massachusetts, New York, New Hampshire, and Ohio. These troupes adhered to the
racialized performance conventions of white mainstream minstrel shows, which included blackface
makeup and caricatures, and plantation songs and sketches.46 Evidence that these early black
troupes were transgressing race is that outside the theatre, they were often forced into the “role” of

markings of staged Asian identity. Krystyn R. Moon points out that 1853 was “also the year that Commodore Matthew
Perry opened Japan to American trade,” and posits that “was probably the source of Dilworth’s name.” Moon,
Yellowface: Creating the Chinese in American Popular Music and Performance, 1850s–1920s (New Brunswick:
Rutgers University Press, 2005), 134.
40 Morris Bros. Pell & Trowbridge’s Minstrels bill, Opera House, Boston, Mass: June 1, 1863, American Antiquarian
Society, BRTD, NYPL, http://opac.newsbank.com/select/broadsides1/24120. Accessed 1 March 2018.
41 Ibid.
42 Morris Bros. Pell & Trowbridge’s Minstrels bill, Opera House, Boston, Mass: Nov. 3, 1862, American Antiquarian
Society, BRTD, NYPL, http://opac.newsbank.com/select/broadsides1/22779. Accessed 1 March 2018.
43 Skiff and Gaylord’s Minstrels, North Bridgewater, Mass., between 1864 and 1878, American Antiquarian Society,
BRTD, NYPL, http://opac.newsbank.com/select/broadsides1/21849. Accessed 1 March 2018.
44 Toll, Blacking Up, 198. Tom Thumb, who would have been relatively taller than Dilward at forty inches, made his
first appearance at Barnum’s Museum in 1843 and became quite popular, which might have inspired Christy’s hiring
Dilward.
45 Sampson, Ghost Walks, 5. It is interesting to note that Tom Thumb had also played Liverpool only a year before. See
Sketch of the Life, Personal Appearance, Character and Manners of Charles S. Stratton, The Man in Miniature Known
as General Tom Thumb . . . (New York: Samuel Booth, 1873), 4–5.
46 Toll, Blacking Up, 195, 198. The convention of blackface did remain in place in Black Vaudeville, but it is unclear
whether this was due to managerial control or audience expectation.
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slaves rather than professional entertainers. For example, under the Fugitive Slave Act of 1793,
“slavery may be said still to exist in a state” that had already abolished the practice, so even a free
African American could be kidnapped into slavery while on tour.47 Also, an advertisement for a
Georgia Minstrel’s show claimed they were “the only Simon-pure Negro troupe in the world” who
were “genuine plantation darkies from the South.”48 In 1857, a troupe called The Alabama Slaves
marketed themselves as actually “EARNING THEIR FREEDOM by giving concerts under the
guidance of their Northern friends” at the Athenaeum in Brooklyn, NY.49 In the years between 1855
and the 1870s, these black minstrel troupes were managed by black people themselves; therefore,
they practiced racial transgressions by being present on stages where only whites had been
permitted before and by managing their own acts. Even if these black-run troupes were short lived,
they had established themselves by the early 1870s as viable options for entertainment, and later
troupes began to establish impressive reputations for their performances.50 That was until white
managers took managerial control away from those black troupes, and tamed their extratheatrical
transgressive performances of controlling their environments and self-representation.
The number of white-run black minstrel troupes quickly came to outnumber those managed
by African Americans, and that would not change until Sherman Houston Dudley published his idea
to start a black-run circuit in the first decade of the twentieth century. However, black troupes still
embraced the stereotypical caricatures of black folks and the performance conventions established
by white minstrels. Of course, black clowns would continue the work of their nineteenth-century
predecessors and slightly alter these conventions through racially-transgressive strategies of

47 Samuel Nelson, Justice of New York’s Supreme Court, quoted in Eric Foner, Gateway to Freedom: The Hidden
History of the Underground Railroad (New York: Norton & Co., 2015), 39. Free black New Yorker Solomon Northrup
was kidnapped in 1841.
48 The line about “genuine plantation darkies” is from an unidentified review published in Troy Whig (December 2,
1865), and the line about the “Simon-pure Negro troupe” is advertising copy with no author, both from an ad for
Brooker & Clayton’s Georgia Minstrels and Brass Band titled “Here Come Us,” which appears in Clipper vol. 13.37
(December 23, 1865): 296.
49 Toll, Blacking Up, 198. See also George C. D. Odell, Annals of the New York Stage, Volume 6 (1850–1867), (New
York: Columbia University Press, 1931), 602.
50 Toll, Blacking Up, 195, 199.
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comedic performance as the number of black performers appearing on comedy stages increased in
the 1910s and 1920s.
As vaudeville filled the gaps in variety performance left by the demise of professional
minstrelsy, it exploded with diverse talents, audiences, and impressive income for business-savvy
managers and theatre owners. The variety format of vaudeville shows allowed for a great many
comic acts to flourish, find audiences clamoring for their work, and transgress race. In one bill,
audiences might witness an opera singer, followed by a troupe of Chinese acrobats, dog acts, live
painters, jugglers of human beings, a shaving act, and a lone black act that could be a solo act, a
clown duo, eccentric dancers, or impersonators. As the popularity of all these kinds of acts grew and
spread across the country, audiences’ desires to see more black acts grew along with it, and new allBlack Vaudeville circuits were being formed. The same specialties would be presented there, with
the addition of blues music and tabloid shows, popularly referred to as “tabs.”51
Even with all this variety, most histories of Black Vaudeville tend to focus solely on the
TOBA, the best-known vaudeville circuit devoted to black variety performers in the United States,
and over-generalize how it came to be.52 This approach to the history of TOBA downplays the
scope of Black Vaudeville, invisibilizes the presences of African American theatre managers and
owners from the history of US vaudeville, and also obscures the diversity of performers and the

51 Tab shows were “abbreviated [hit] musical comedies” from Broadway in New York City, “lasting an hour or more
and carrying about a dozen players.” Riis, Just Before Jazz, 184. Accounts of the running time of a typical tab shows
vary. Some claim these shows ran about forty-five minutes, performed by companies with as many as thirty-five
members who would perform the show up to three times in one night. See Stearns and Stearns, Jazz Dance, 79 and
Clarence Muse and David Arlen, Way Down South (Hollywood: David Graham Fischer, 1932). Similar abbreviated
presentations of full-length musicals would be offered in las carpas.
52 The most complete and concise history of the Black Vaudeville circuits and Sherman’s role in creating them is by
Athelia Knight, with Robert C. Toll, Thomas Riis, and Lynn Abbott and Doug Seroff providing some details on the
complicated history that acknowledges circuits other than TOBA. Other histories, such as those by Mel Watkins, Henry
Louis Gates, Jr., Nadine George-Graves, and David Krasner tend to homogenize the history. See my bibliography for
more on these texts.
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stereotypes they performed at a significant period of great change and growth in popularity of US
comedy performance conventions.53
Reinstating Dudley into the history of the formation of Black Vaudeville circuits, including
the TOBA, reveals that a black clown was an instrumental presence in vaudeville in general by his
establishment of this all-too-important spoke on the wheel of the larger vaudeville combine. For
example, when various vaudeville combines, or specific arms of the overall vaudeville institution,
arose in the first decade of the twentieth century, those devoted specifically to black acts and black
audiences, such as the TOBA, were among many others. It also shows that the resourceful Dudley
was present at two different significant turning points and took advantage of them: first in 1907, by
coinciding with the formation of both the United Booking Office (UBO) run by impresarios
Benjamin Franklin Keith (1846–1914) and Edward Franklin Albee (1857–1930), as well as Fred A.
Barrasso’s first Tri-State Circuit, and second in 1921, by coinciding and participating in the
“reorganization” of an earlier circuit called the Theatre Owners Booking Agency to become the
well-known Theatre Owners Booking Association. The latter also tellingly coincides with Flournoy
E. Miller and Aubrey Liles’s Shuffle Along’s long-awaited Broadway debut the same year, which
ignited a craze in New York City for all-black musicals and revues. Yet again, black artists and
managers racially transgressed by inserting themselves quite successfully into the realm of creating
and producing hit shows, and white producers responded by attempting to control those
transgressions (and make a great deal of money, to be sure) by swooping in and taking over the
business side of things.
The task of giving Dudley and other black racial transgressors the attention they deserve,
begins with clearing up the confusing history of Black Vaudeville. Tracing the history of Black
Vaudeville is as messy as tracing the origins of blackface performance itself because the latter is
53 An example of another black theatre owner who transgressed race and has been largely ignored in history is William
Brown whose Grove Theatre, which opened in 1821, boasted black actors performing Shakespearean tragedies and
other plays. See McAllister, White People Do Not Know How to Behave.
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“too slippery and multisignificant to police” or track with conflicting accounts, over generalizations,
and a desire to obscure contributions of non-white artists.54 Writing about the role of the trickster
figure in blackface minstrelsy, Ralph Ellison notes that the trickster’s “adjustment to the contours of
‘white’ symbolic needs is far more intriguing than its alleged origins, for it tells us something of the
operation of American values as modulated by folklore and literature.”55 The same holds true for the
ways that African American clowns (as real-life tricksters) had to adjust “to the contours of ‘white’
symbolic needs” for the conventions of racial and ethnic caricature inherited from white minstrelsy
in order to be present in musical comedy, variety performances, and US show business. By
participating in this network, these black clowns racially transgressed by making their “otherness”
visible, which exposed the troubling “operation of American values,” in this case, racial
impersonation in the name of that “uniquely American” racialized humor.56
The historical confusion is also due, in part, to the fact that there were other short-lived
Black Vaudeville circuits available to black entertainers and audiences, such as the Afro-American
Vaudeville Booking Association, William Foster’s private booking agency (both in 1910), and J.
Leubrie Hill’s Colored Vaudeville Exchange (1912).57 Even more confusing is that there were
actually two circuits that used the acronym TOBA but with a single subtle difference in their names.
The earlier TOBA was the Theatre Owners Booking Agency, and the later one replaced the last
word with Association, yet most historians refer only to one of them without qualifying the
differences. As a result, TOBA has become a catch-all term for Black Vaudeville in general,
rendering any specificity or nuance in the history of the other black circuits and black managers
invisible.

54 Lhamon, “Introduction,” Jump Jim Crow, 3. Lhamon here refers specifically to Rice’s Jim Crow character, but I
contend that the sentiment holds true for all racialized caricatures.
55 Ralph Ellison, “Change the Joke and Slip the Yoke,” in Shadow and Act (New York: Random House: 1964), 51–52.
56 Laurie, “Merging Old Jokes and the New in America,” 3.
57 Henry T. Sampson, Blacks in Blackface: A Sourcebook on Early Black Musical Shows. 2nd ed., vol. 1 (Metuchen, NJ:
The Scarecrow Press, 2014), 36. All citations from this Sampson are from the second edition; on Hill’s “Exchange,” see
Riis, Just Before Jazz, 170.
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Most historical texts also provide conflicting information about the organization of the
TOBA; some histories claim it was created in either 1907 or 1909 by Italian American theatrical
producer Fred A. Barrasso and his brother Anselmo in Memphis, Tennessee. At the same time,
other histories claim that Dudley started it in 1913, while even more claim that TOBA did not
formalize until 1921 when Martin Starr was elected president of this “new” outfit. The latter claim
can be said to be the “most correct,” but in a way they are all correct because there were significant
events concerning all-black shows and audiences in vaudeville in 1907, 1909, 1913, and in 1921 but
not in the way most histories present it. The most significant result of this confusion is that Dudley’s
role in establishing a successful black-run Black Vaudeville circuit is diminished, when not erased
entirely. Therefore, in the following section, I set out to clarify this history in order to “recompose
[the] empty form, [the] absence,” by making the extratheatrical transgressions of Dudley and others
who have been left out of the narrative visible.58
One of the first known attempts at creating a circuit of variety theatres devoted to all-black
acts for exclusively black audiences dates to 1907 when twenty-five year-old Italian American Fred
A. Barrasso first organized his Tri-State Circuit. After successful ventures as producer of the Savoy
Stock Company and Big Colored Sensation Company, he became known as “Memphis’s prince of
black vaudeville.” As a result, he was very well established with enough “financial resources and
hands-on commitment to establish an African American vaudeville enterprise.”59 He was so
successful that he quickly expanded beyond the Memphis area into other towns in Tennessee and
then into Arkansas and Mississippi, and Barrasso’s Tri-State Circuit was born.

58 Foucault, Language, Counter-memory, Practice, 30. I have constructed this history based on the numerous newspaper
accounts from the period, as documented below, and I was greatly aided by Athelia Knight’s article, “He Paved the Way
for T.O.B.A.”
59 Lynn Abbott and Doug Seroff, “‘Cert’ly Sound Good to Me’: Sheet Music, Southern Vaudeville, and the Commercial
Ascendancy Of The Blues,” in Ramblin’ on My Mind: New Perspectives on the Blues, edited by David Evans (Urbana:
University of Illinois Press, 2008), 75–78.
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This new small black circuit proved to be a gold mine (or at least the promise to become
one), and only two years later in 1909, Barrasso partnered with his brother Anselmo to expand the
circuit beyond the three states and renamed his outfit the Theatre Owner’s Booking Agency (the
first, or old, TOBA),60 which would certainly prove to have a “lasting impact not only in Memphis
but throughout” the South.61 At this point, the first TOBA boasted a circuit of roughly forty theatres
in the South, which provided black acts, touting themselves as “authentic” African Americans like
in the old days of nineteenth-century black minstrelsy, the chance to play with other black artists for
black audiences, all booked and produced by white men.62 The Barrasso brothers’ Theatre Owners
Booking Agency was only just beginning to grow when Fred died unexpectedly on June 25, 1911.
Perhaps because he died so early in its growth period, this “old” TOBA never fully achieved what
he had hoped for; however, it remains “an important achievement for the African American
entertainment profession and a cultural watershed in the evolution of southern vaudeville and
blues.”63
This leads us back to Sherman Houston Dudley, the black clown who received wide public
attention and adoration in The Black Politician in 1904 alongside his co-star Patrick the Mule and
“became the riot of the comedic world.”64 Dudley felt that black performers needed to take a more
active role in theatre management, and after establishing himself as a popular clown, he became an

Watkins, On the Real Side, 365; Paul Oliver, The Story of the Blues (Boston: Northeastern University Press, 1969),
77. Most histories claim that the first TOBA began in either 1907 or 1909, and Oliver is the only historian I read who
claimed that the great success of Fred A. Barrasso’s “venture led his brother, A[nselmo] Barrasso, to organise a Theatre
Owner’s Booking Agency [later] in 1909” (77). This specificity has led me to draw the conclusion that the Tri-State
Circuit (formed in 1907) became the TOB Agency in 1909 when Anselmo came on board. It should be noted that this
was about the same year that vaudeville circuits around the United States were generally about to explode when B. F.
Keith and Edward F. Albee also recognized the potential for big business in musical variety performances and began
expanding their circuit to include many theatres across the United States with the advent of their United Booking Office
of America (UBO) around 1907. See Arthur Frank Wertheim, Vaudeville Wars: How the Keith-Albee and Orpheum
Circuits Controlled the Big-Time and Its Performers (New York: Palgrave MacMillan, 2006), 126. Although Snyder
has the start date May 1906. See The Voice of the City, 65.
61 Abbott and Seroff, “‘Cert’ly Sound Good to Me,’” 75.
62 Oliver, The Story of the Blues, 77. See also Bernard L. Peterson, African American Theatre Directory, 1816–1960: A
Comprehensive Guide to Early Black Theatre Organizations, Companies, Theatres, and Performing Groups (Westport:
Greenwood Press, 1997), 194.
63 Abbott and Seroff, “‘Cert’ly Sound Good to Me,’” 81.
64 Sampson, Blacks in Blackface, vol. 1, 23.
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advocate for black performers and managers as well as one of the major players in creating a
national circuit of independent black-run theatres for vaudeville and variety. Where the organization
of Dudley’s proposed circuit and both the old and new TOBAs significantly departed was that
Dudley’s circuit hearkened back to an earlier instance of black managers and performers
transgressing race by running their own shows in the early nineteenth century.
In fact, as early as February 9, 1907, the same year as the formation of Fred A. Barrasso’s
Tri-State Circuit and a year after Keith and Albee’s Big Time UBO circuit, R. W. Thompson
reported that Dudley “sees with the eye of a prophet a chain of Negro theatres, controlled by a
syndicate of Negro managers, duplicating in every city in the country where there is a considerable
colored population, the triumph that is being achieved by the New Pekin in Chicago.” Thompson
went on to write that Dudley’s foresight of “A vast Negro syndicate . . . controlling bookings of the
standard companies and operating a string of desirable playhouses from the Atlantic to the Pacific,
is not ‘an iridescent dream’—it can be worked out into a tangible, productive reality” and can tap
into the “millions” to be made from “the comparatively undeveloped mine of blackface comedy.”65
All this leads to the fact that Dudley jumped at the same opportunities that many others (both black
and white) saw in organizing a chain of vaudeville and variety theatres around the United States and
inserted himself into this new territory. It also shows how much of a longshot it must have seemed
to Thompson’s African American readers when he argues it is “not ‘an iridescent dream.’” Indeed,
Dudley’s transgressive success would make him the target of the white managers who were newly
interested in a Black Vaudeville enterprise.
Dudley was still performing and producing black musical comedies when he publicly
announced his intention in the Freeman to create a new black theatre circuit in January 1912, six
months after Fred A. Barrasso’s death. The announcement took the form of a call for potential
65 R. W. Thompson, “Dudley In The ‘Spotlight,’” Indianapolis Freeman 20.6 (February 9, 1907): 1. All Freeman access
provided by Google News Archive https://news.google.com/newspapers?nid=FIkAGs9z2eEC. Accessed 9 February
2019.
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managers aimed at the paper’s African American readers: “How many colored men with money are
willing to invest in theaters? The day is now ripe, the time has come; there is more profit in the
show business than any other business you can invest your money in, if properly managed.” He then
boasts he would “keep the doors open 365 days per year and guarantee a success” if he was
provided access to ten theatres in ten cities.66 Dudley’s entrance into the world of producing Black
Vaudeville was greeted with more than a little excitement. In March 1912, the Indianapolis
Freeman expressed optimism at his proposal, starting with a front-page illustration of “S. H. Dudley
Forging a Chain of Colored Theaters.” While the cartoon Dudley pounds links of a chain with an
iron hammer, Dudley’s stage partner Patrick appears behind him, encouraging him to keep working
on that chain. Patrick says, “Say Dud that’s a pretty hard job aint [sic] it? . . . But don’t give up . . .
Folks have faith in you—You can make that chain if anybody can.”67 Then in December of that
year, the newspaper explicitly pointed out the need for Dudley’s idea, “Many feel that the
organizing of the Dudley circuit came in the nick of time, as a large number of white houses have
closed their doors to the colored performer.”68
Keenly noticing that “a vast amount of theatrical property [has become] practically valueless
for immediate usages,” Dudley said, “Ingenuity, experience and business foresight must be
exercised” and black people should buy those houses.69 After providing a list of cities where he
knew there were adequate theatres available for purchase or rental, Dudley acknowledged the
myriad “wheels” in the vaudeville combine circuits and claimed that the burlesque wheel of the
larger vaudeville circuit was “a wheel within a wheel. This is what I want to accomplish in the

Sherman H. Dudley, letter to the editors of Indianapolis Freeman dated December 14, 1911 and published under the
heading “Dudley Wants to Know” in Indianapolis Freeman 25.3 (January 20, 1912): 6.
67 Editorial cartoon by Harry W. Jackson, Indianapolis Freeman 25.12 (March 23, 1912): 1.
68 Marsh, “Dudley’s Enterprise!”, Indianapolis Freeman 25.52 (December 28, 1912): 1. Dudley was not without his
detractors, however, and he would be entangled in battles with the white producers who reorganized the old TOBA into
the new one in 1921, but his contributions are undeniable.
69 Dudley, letter to the editors of Indianapolis Freeman, “Dudley Wants to Know” in Indianapolis Freeman, 6. He cites
the recent decline in popularity of the “pistol drama” for white audiences as one of the reasons these theatres became
available. On theatre spaces, see Gates, Jr., “The Chitlin Circuit,” 39.
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establishment of a chain of Negro theatres controlled and operated exclusively by business men of
the race.”70 By “darkening” one of the many wheels of the vaudeville combine, Dudley’s proposal
promised to make American vaudeville a racially transgressive institution.
Two months later, Dudley announced that he would finally retire from the stage as a
performer in order to fully commit to realizing his dream of a chain of black theatres. In an
interview in the Freeman, Dudley shared his optimism for the future of black producers and
performers in the United States. Revealing that he was not only interested in the money-making
potential of such an enterprise but also in providing opportunities for black artists, he said, “It is
only a matter of time, as the white theaters don’t care to play us. Some one [sic] has got to make a
start to find something for those hundreds and hundreds of colored performers to do. I am going to
find work for them. The time is right.”71 In this interview, Dudley’s claim that “the white theaters
don’t care to play us” highlights his racial transgression as a manager—he explicitly planned to take
black clowns into the privileged spaces of white theatres.72
Between 1911 and 1913, Dudley bought several theatres in Washington, DC to begin what
the Indianapolis Freeman referred to as “the Dudley Circuit.”73 He hoped this would become a
“great chain of theatres . . . [that] reached from one end of the country to the other,” suggesting a
Manifest Destiny of black entertainment in the US. He saw the great potential of a reliable circuit
for performers as an investment in the future of black entertainers and managers.74 Less than a year
later, Dudley quickly realized that in order to succeed, he would need to collaborate with other
businessmen, and therefore he expanded his solo venture to include white manager Martin Klein
and black performer Tim Owsley to form the Colored Consolidated Booking Alliance (also known
Dudley, letter to the editors of Indianapolis Freeman, “Dudley Wants to Know” in Indianapolis Freeman, 6.
R. A. W., “Dudley Closes,” Indianapolis Freeman 26.11 (March 15, 1913): 2.
72 Ibid.
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(December 27, 1913): 5. This feature ran regularly in the newspaper through at least 1915. The online archive of the
Freeman ends with the December 25, 1915 issue.
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as the Southern Consolidated Vaudeville Circuit [SCVC]). By 1916, four years before the newly
revitalized and renamed TOBA would be announced, Dudley’s circuit had expanded to include
twenty-eight houses through the South, East, and Midwest and boasted the fact that for the first
time, black acts could secure bookings for eight months of a year by black agents out of a single
office.75
Dudley’s circuit for black managers and performers was doing such great business in 1916
(and was certainly given more attention in the press than the old TOBA), that prominent white
theatre managers began vilifying him in the trade papers in order to convince black performers he
was mistreating them. Then on New Year’s Day in 1921, Billboard magazine announced that white
Southern theatre manager Milton Starr had been elected president of the newly-formed Theatre
Owners Booking Association, the group most often referred to when historians mention the TOBA.
In the same article, Starr claims that the TOBA was founded in order to combat an unnamed black
circuit who cheated their performers out of pay and could not adequately secure bookings to control
the costs of travel. He went on to boast that his new booking agency was just the answer to the
“underground rumblings of discontent among the performers, [and] the theater owners.”76 It is most
likely that he was referring to Dudley’s Southern Consolidated Vaudeville Circuit because only
these two circuits, and no others, would soon battle for prominence.
Announcing a $2,000,000 coffer to initiate the circuit and invest in this “new” phenomenon
of all-black musical variety, Starr and his TOBA had enough cash on hand that Dudley could never
have hoped to compete. Even with more than enough money to fight Dudley, Starr continued to
attack him in the press by presenting black performers as victims of a greedy system that kept them
from being able to uplift their race outside the theatre:
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Can any sensible man or woman believe that it is possible for a performer to
live half way decent on $10 a week? Is it possible for them to eat, sleep, keep up
their wardrobe and keep themselves supplied with the necessary makeup and
then walk out of the theater in clothes that will be a credit to the company and
the house? The Theatre Owners’ Booking Association realizes this is an
impossible condition, which must be eliminated.77
Starr’s mention of the need to “be a credit to the company and the house” is a ploy for racial uplift,
which he deems the responsibility of the performers and denies Dudley’s role in being an effective
black theatre manager. It also sounds suspiciously like Catanese’s idea of transcending race, as
projects of racial uplift are most often projects of assimilation (or erasure of racial difference) to
white society. The black press noted this approach when at least one writer in the Chicago Star
called the TOBA a “‘Lily White’ syndicate of houses and managers whose patronage is Negro” in
1921.78
Of course, there was a demand for Black Vaudeville acts from both white and black
audiences, and the competition became fierce.79 Recognizing the financial benefits to be gained
from this demand, which could not be fully enjoyed with Dudley’s presence, the leaders of the new
outfit realized they needed him out of the way in order to take over the black-run vaudeville circuits
and enjoy their own monopoly. Soon after the announcement of its formation, the TOBA began
running ads calling “all colored acts” to submit themselves for bookings in “every desirable theatre
in the South and Middle West.”80 By offering “all colored acts” a chance to play in “every desirable
theatre,” the new TOBA was already positioning itself as the only viable agency to negotiate
bookings for any black act with serious aspirations for success, even with Dudley’s Consolidated
Circuit in existence. Of course, such hyperbole might be expected in advertising, but no such ads for
or general coverage of the Southern Consolidated Vaudeville Circuit, or any other black circuits, ran
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with as much frequency or prominent placing in white trade papers. The process of invisibilizing
Dudley from history had already begun.
TOBA President Starr apparently felt much pressure from Dudley and his circuit’s racial
transgressions, and he wrote a defensive “Statement to the Colored Theatrical World” that African
American writer and editor James Albert (J. A.) Jackson published in his new column in Billboard
magazine called “The Page” only a week later.81 In this statement, Starr revealed that a backlash had
already erupted against his new organization. Responding to the recent publishing of “so many
malicious misstatements and odious lies reflecting on the Theater Owners’ Association [sic],” Starr
claimed that the TOBA was not created for the benefit of the theatre owners and managers, an oft
repeated accusation against it and even the UBO, but rather “primarily for the purpose of saving
from impending disaster the entire colored theatrical industry, which was threatened by the gross
mismanagement and unfair dealings of the booking agents, who kaiserlike dominated the colored
vaudeville in almost the entire country.”82
However, on April 2, 1921 (not two months after Starr’s veiled attack on Dudley), Jackson
reported on the TOBA with the optimistic subheadline “The Big Colored Wheel Moving Smoothly”
but offered no updates on or even any mention of Dudley or his circuit.83 Dudley’s presence in the
world of black entertainment was being wiped out. Then, a month later, Jackson reported that
Dudley and his partners traveled to Chattanooga to meet with TOBA officers for what Jackson
optimistically assumed was “an indication of an amicable working agreement between the

81 James Albert (J. A.) Jackson created, edited, and contributed to “The Page,” a special section of Billboard magazine,
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contending organizations if not a complete amalgamation” and would address how poorly Dudley
was treating his performers.84
Then on June 4, 1921, Billboard reported that the TOBA and the SCVC had finally ended
their “war” in order to “work for the benefit of the theatrical profession.” The unnamed author goes
on to praise the TOBA for “show[ing] its power and strength” and, as a result, “its untiring efforts
were crowned with success.”85 Proving Jackson’s prescience, Dudley’s pioneering circuit was
“amalgamated” into the white-run TOBA, but the newly-formed Colored Actors’ Union promised to
offer contracts to all the performers playing this circuit in order to protect their rights, clearly
acknowledging that their rights still needed to be protected from managers and theatre owners. Thus
the TOBA that history has lumped with several other circuits was finally realized, and its black
competitive pioneer was relegated to near obscurity, as possible punishment for his raciallytransgressive acts of entering and succeeding in the world of theatre management. Dudley continued
as a producer of black musicals, including new editions of his Smart Set shows and a theatre owner,
including the Howard Theatre in Washington, DC.86 Then in 1929, just before the TOBA collapsed
and shortly before Dudley retired to a farm in Maryland, his original black-run circuit would be
fondly recalled by William G. Nunn, who condemned the TOBA for the way white managers were
still mistreating black talent and called for a return to the days of Dudley’s circuit run by black
managers and theatre owners.87 Perhaps this is why in 1932, Dudley would finally correct the
narrative about his role in his act with Patrick the Mule—Dudley had been leading the way the
whole time, but history favored the jackass over him.
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Extratheatrical Racial Transgressions on Tour
Because the TOBA’s geographical reach covered so much of the United States, there were
remarkably more slots available for the majority of black acts to get bookings. Depending on the
contract negotiated for each act, they might be engaged for one night only or for as long as a week.
Despite claims of the opposite from both the TOBA and Dudley’s circuits, most theatres available
for black acts and black audiences were not “high-class,” or even barely well-kept, houses but rather
they were small theatres in various states of disrepair. That is if they were professional theatre
spaces at all; these acts were often booked into non-theatre spaces such as local school auditoriums.
For Ethel Waters, the Monogram Theatre in Chicago was the worst “of all the rinky-dink dumps”
she played because she had to make her entrances from the pit, “up to the stage on a ladder that
looked like those on the old-time slave-ships.”88 If a Black Vaudeville show did play one of the
nicer houses, the acts were sometimes only allowed access to them on dark nights or “late at night,
when the boards would otherwise be vacant.”89
The pay for acts on the TOBA and Dudley’s SCVC, ranged from as little as $35 a week for
the new comer to as much as $700 a week reserved for the few star attractions—depending on the
booking agent’s assessment of the “draw” of each act.90 With vigorous touring schedules, this was
the only regular income for these artists to live on as well as to cover their traveling costs between
engagements and to keep their costumes, makeup, and any other accoutrements needed for their
specialties up to date. With some engagements requiring as many as ninety consecutive one-nightonly performances, it seems safe to assume that these clowns could hardly have been in it only for
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the money.91 This is especially troubling when considering the often hostile conditions greeting
these black comedians as they played both small towns and large cities in the South and Midwest.
What is more, not every location followed the same racial codes, and as a result, the artists had to
assess the situation and behave accordingly in each new city or town, which leads to the next
opportunity for these pioneering black clowns to racially transgress: traveling through the Jim Crow
South and other hostile areas.
Touring conditions were often so unwelcoming that many of the acts referred to TOBA as
Tough on Black Asses (or depending on the historian, Black Actors).92 Both nicknames, it seems,
were well earned. For example, bookings at each theatre might be for one night only, and in order to
maximize their income, the performers had to leave town for their next engagement after their show
in the middle of the night and travel throughout the entire next day. One of the biggest challenges
and concerns for these performers was simply being able to get from one town to the next safely and
without spending much of what little money they were paid. This was because performers mostly
traveled by bus or train, and they were responsible for their own travel expenses. As a result,
performers hoped to have schedules that avoided long distances between engagements on their
itineraries, known on the circuits as “jumps” or “hops,” which not only increased the cost of
traveling between shows but also increased the amount of time between engagements. For example,
hops as far as 500 or more miles between gigs were not uncommon. The greater distances and
longer travel times meant greater lapses between paydays, resulting in a greater loss of income. This
was especially challenging for the lesser-known (and therefore lesser-paid) acts on the circuits.93
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Running through smaller cities in the Midwest and the South, the circuits also led to “a
gruelling [sic] and humiliating life” for these black clowns as finding comfortable accommodations
and welcoming service could prove difficult.94 For example, on bus tours, which required making
regular rest stops en route to each destination, and often in towns without black theatres, the
presence of the traveling black clowns was much more extraordinary (and transgressive) to the
locals than they were to those who lived in the destination cities. Black performers knew they were
entering privileged white spaces because they often found signs warning “No Niggers Allowed” or
“Nigger, Read and Run” posted outside public restrooms, restaurants, cafes, and hotels in the towns
between their cities of destination.95 In one story from the road, a musician touring the TOBA
circuit attempted to reduce the number of restroom breaks he had to take on a particular jump by not
drinking coffee, “because drinking coffee meant having to use the men’s room and having to use the
men’s room meant an argument or being threatened at the next filling station.”96 In order to find
food or lodging that was not racially segregated, the performers were sometimes forced to travel
miles out of the way or, even more troubling, skip meals entirely.97
Arriving in each city where they were hired to perform did not necessarily mean that they
had arrived in friendly territory either, and they might be greeted with familiar threatening signs. It
did not matter that these black performers were expected in town or that they were professionals
being paid to entertain the locals because their status as black people was far more significant than
their status as hired performers. Many Southern towns even had curfews for black people, which
generated great anxiety about what time of day or night the performers had to get on their bus to
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leave town or what time the bus should arrive in the next town to allow them to find lodging without
breaking any local laws or customs. One solution to this problem, which added to the indignities
clowns of color were forced to endure, was to obtain a pass in order to be out in public after hours.
This would be particularly challenging when the black acts were booked for a Midnight
Ramble, or an after-hours show that often included more risqué material than normally allowed in
shows during more “regular” hours, which allowed managers to avoid giving up their usual
programming at more popular times for the black acts. These Rambles were offered on multiple
nights with “one night for the white and one night for the colored people.”98 Significantly, both the
black performers and spectators left the theatre in the middle of the night, which was after the
curfew.99 Upon leaving the theatre, the performers would either hop right back onto their bus or
head to the train station to travel to their next gig, or, if they were playing several nights in a
particular town, they had to make their way to their lodging accommodations. Securing room and
board was also a challenge, and some performers turned to generous individuals in the local black
community to put them up for their stay.100
The white managers who met these comedians upon their arrival could be similarly
unwelcoming to their performers and often harassed them because, for those managers, the venture
was often more about the money than racial equality or respect for black Americans or black humor.
One of the most powerful and “notorious” white theatre managers was Charles P. Bailey. A
“vindictive and arrogant ‘czar’” of his 81 Theatre on Decatur Street in Atlanta, Georgia. Bailey
opened the theatre in 1909 and ran it until his death around 1928, and he inspired the black clowns
and musicians who played his theatres to muse that the acronym TOBA stood for “Take Old
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Bailey’s Advice” if they wanted to avoid trouble.101 Ethel Waters, a staple on the TOBA circuit,
described him as a “tough-bitten old Georgia Cracker” and claimed the only reason she played his
theatre in Atlanta was because it was the only TOBA house in town.102
In one anecdote, she recalls the time she approached him to complain when her pianist Pearl
Wright realized that the piano on stage was tuned “in two different keys . . . with the bass tuned in
one pitch, the treble in another,” and Waters asked for it to be properly tuned. In response, Bailey
told her, “Your girl can play on that pit piano,” which Waters observed “was half shoved under the
stage.” Waters then threatened to cancel her appearance because during the act, Wright and
Waters’s dancer were supposed to perform some humorous, and probably blue, exchanges, but with
the pianist under the stage and out of sight of the audience, the bits simply would not work. After
Waters offered to pay for tuning the piano or renting a better one herself, Bailey shouted, “No
Yankee nigger bitch is telling me how to run my theatre.” According to Waters, she responded, “No
Georgia cracker is telling me how to run my act.”103
Later, she was forced to sneak out of town without collecting her pay because Bailey, who
colluded with the local police to “run his theatre like an antebellum plantation” by holding and
distributing on his own whims the proper passes black performers needed to leave his theatre. After
the incident regarding the piano, when Waters returned to the rooming house where she was staying
during her run at the Theatre 81, she discovered that Bailey had hired three policemen to stand
watch for her outside. When she attempted to leave Atlanta that same night, she was told by the
ticket agent at the railway station that he had been given strict orders not to sell her any tickets.
Ultimately, she escaped on a horse-drawn buggy to a train station on the outskirts of town in order
to avoid Bailey chasing her down and preventing her from leaving Atlanta.104
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Oddly enough, Waters was not the only black performer to complain that white managers
tried to keep them from leaving town. Black performer Doll Thomas had been “stranded in a
‘turkey’ in Atlanta while on the TOBA” when he “made the mistake of coming around and trying to
enter the theater through the front door one night before the show started or the public was even
entering.” After the doorman responded yelling, “You niggers ain’t allowed through the front door,”
even though they were the entertainers scheduled to appear, Thomas decided it was time for him to
leave the South. However, when he tried to buy a train ticket to New York City, Thomas said, “That
red-faced cracker looked at me and said, ‘Ain’t no niggers leavin’ here. We don’t allow them out.’”
He then walked to the next train depot forty miles away and, in a theatrical flair, disguised himself
with a fake mustache and procured a ticket home.105
There were other reasons that some performers could not leave town, and Thomas’s
complaint that he was “stranded in a ‘turkey’” points to a more common issue facing all small-time
vaudevillians and not just those working on the black circuits. That issue was being stuck out of
town in a turkey of a show, so called because it did not draw audiences and therefore did not make
much money for the managers or producers. This often meant that the producers ran out of money
to keep the show going on the road, or the theatre manager would cancel the act with little warning
and no payments for the canceled performances. There were also times that managers would simply
neglect to pay performers by asking them to wait until the following week but then never coming
through, or by simply disappearing on payday.106 As a result, the performers might be stranded
without enough money to get to the next town on their itinerary, or even to get home.107
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Finally, performers could also get stuck because of the legal practice of “attaching” their
possessions by rooming house or hotel owners as a means to guarantee that the traveling clowns
would settle all their bills before heading on to the next venue. After skipping out of town when he
was not able to pay for his lodging and losing his trunk several times, Leonard Reed “lost clothes all
over the United States” because he could not pay his rent.108 While touring the black circuits, Reed,
a dancer comedian who would go on to perform in a vaudeville comedy act with boxer Joe Louis,
shared two of his strategies. First, he and his performance partner, blackface comic Travis Tucker,
found themselves unable to pay their rent in Dallas, Texas. With their room on the second floor,
Reed distracted the rooming house manager in the front of the building while Tucker lowered their
trunks on a rope out the window in the back. Even more ingeniously, Tucker later got the idea to
attach their luggage themselves as soon as they arrived in each town. Reed explained to Tucker,
“The minute he got in town he’d go to the Police Station and attach his own trunks. So nobody else
could attach it. No matter what he owed he could always take [his luggage]—[he] said, ‘Well, these
trunks are already attached. You can’t do anything about it.’”109 Such extreme, and sometimes
violent, responses to the presence of these black performers by white people suggests that their
racial transgressions through “violating boundaries” were too much to be ignored.110

Theatrical Racial Transgressions on Stage and in Many Faces
Performing comedic racial caricatures of African Americans is one of the most significant
stage conventions that African American clowns performing in early twentieth century musical
variety were required to adhere to. It seems the burnt cork of blackface minstrelsy served at least
two purposes on these stages: first, as a theatrical convention it was simply expected by musical
variety audiences, including black audiences. In one extreme example, C. A. Leonard claims in his
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brief history of black theatre in the US beginning in 1821 that even serious “white” dramas, such as
Way Down East and Bertha the Sewing Machine Girl that were staged with black casts for black
audiences in 1918, bored “Negro audiences [who] were most unsympathetic toward their serious
themes and, in order to make them attractive, blackface comedians had to be dragged in by the heels
for each.”111 Second, for performers not of European descent, adhering to these conventions
“offered a way of becoming American,” which is a significant act of racial transgression.112
Even as many of these black performers were perpetuating the images, sounds, and
embodiments of blackface and other stereotypes, they “quickly became some of the most visible
African Americans in the world,” and they enacted racial transgressions by eventually making
subtle changes to that content.113 By participating in this convention, these performers made
significant in-roads in US race relations at the same time they made themselves significantly present
in US popular culture. As African American clown and choreographer Aida Overton Walker
observed, black performers “come in contact with more white people in a week than other
professional colored people meet in a year and more than some meet in a whole decade,” and
therefore they had more opportunities to effect changes in racial attitudes.114 I also agree with Mel
Watkins’s assessment that those early-twentieth-century black clowns, who were often “considered
disreputable or, worse, racial turncoats” for participating in racial mimicry of their own race (and
others), actually participated in what “remains a cornerstone in the development of the black
performing arts,” despite adhering to these troubling conventions of comedy.115
Black clown Dewey Pigmeat Markham, who wore blackface from his early days in tent and
medicine shows through his time in vaudeville, argued against the notion that he was a “racial
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turncoat” for maintaining the practice and claimed that it should actually be celebrated for its
contributions to US popular culture. In his 1969 autobiography, he wrote,
My act is not history, it’s comedy. It’s not white-man’s comedy, it’s Negro-born
and Negro-popular. It’s not aimed at ridiculing anyone; the characters I’ve
created (like the Judge) are no more a slur on the Negro than Jackie Gleason’s
hot-headed bus driver or Art Carney’s sewer cleaner or Dean Martin’s drunk or
Red Skelton’s fool or Jack Benny’s stinginess are a slur on white men.116
Markham’s deft comparison of black fools with white fools, part of whose humor is derived from
their class rather than racial status, is significant. Markham’s response reveals both the similarities
between the two stage types as well as the pressure Markham and many other African American
performers felt regarding the burden of representation that white clowns do not. It also highlights
the interconnectedness of class status in musical variety humor and provides a connection among
this circuit and the Chop Suey Circuit and carpa tours.
However, this convention was also one from which they strategically deviated in subtle
ways. As has been widely theorized, black comedians participating in blackface caricatures on
musical variety stages usually revised the significations of the blackface stereotypes by signifyin(g)
on the images, comic bits, and character traits of those types by way of what Henry Louis Gates, Jr.,
calls the “signifying utterance” by repeating an established trope and altering it by making each
utterance different from the referent.117 The black blackface clowns infused these caricatures with
slightly a deeper characterization, or as Harvey Young has described it, “a deeper blackness,” that
allowed black performers to counter the “distorted view that white performers had of African
Americans.” For Young, this was achieved simply through the “presence of actual ‘black’ skin
under the blackface mask,” and I would add also by the clowns’ choice of putting those blackface

Markham with Bill Levinson, Here Come the Judge! (New York: Popular Library, 1969), Chapter 3 “Color Me
Funny,” no page.
117 Henry Louis Gates, Jr., Signifying Monkey: A Theory of African-American Literary Criticism (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1988), 88.
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characters into situations that were less about how foolish they were and were more about
outsmarting adversaries.118
In addition to making shifts in blackface caricatures, black clowns would also racially
transgress by performing racial caricatures of other Others in the US. All these shifts are acts of
racial transgressions for how they “denatured the mask” in general “and attempted to sever the
essential connection between the signifier and the signified.”119 If Ralph Ellison is correct in
assuming the mask’s “function was to veil the humanity of Negroes thus reduced to a sign, and to
repress the white audience’s awareness of its moral identification with its own acts and with the
human ambiguities pushed behind the mask,” then it is possible that a black face beneath the
blackface mask, or other colored masks, works against that veiling of “the humanity of Negroes” by
giving them the role of signifier of several identities, resulting in a significant racial
transgression.120
If audiences attending these black variety performances in the early twentieth century
expected there to be comedy, it follows that they also expected that comedy to include racial and
ethnic caricature and to hear various stereotypical dialects. It follows then that they expected to
enjoy particular kinds of characters, routines, and comedic bits. Here I provide case studies of black
musical variety performers, selected because their work demonstrates the variety within the variety.
Their racial, ethnic, and class impersonations appear as a comedy duo, an impersonator, and a
female dancer/comedian, all of whom transgressed in different, yet productive ways, which will be
discussed in the sections below.

The Comedy Duo

Harvey Young, Theatre & Race (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2013), 43–44.
Louis Chude-Sokei, The Last ‘Darky’: Bert Williams, Black-on-Black Minstrelsy, and the African Diaspora
(Durham: Duke University Press, 2006), 39. He bases this argument on Michael Rogin, Blackface, White Noise: Jewish
Immigrants in the Hollywood Melting Pot (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1998), 43.
120 Ellison, “Change the Joke and Slip the Yoke,” 49.
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Comedy duos in general have often been made up of a straight man, who is usually adept at
language, facts, and social expectations, and a fool, who often confounds the straight man (and the
audience) with the comedic-anarchy of nonsense, non-sequiturs, or general misunderstandings of
social expectations. When these two figures appear together on comedy stages, their contrasting
natures generate much of the laughs. In particular terms of racialized humor in the United States,
these two types performing together as a duo have been a staple on musical variety stages since the
earliest days of minstrelsy. In that early form, the Interlocutor, a kind of master of ceremonies, was
the straight man, and two Endmen, Tambo and Bones, were the fools who engaged in humorous
racialized banter with the Interlocutor. In minstrel show conventions, the Interlocutor, who did not
appear in blackface makeup, was the knowledgeable one, while Tambo and Bones did appear in the
mask and were easily confused by the English language or the world outside the plantation. This
dynamic between the two and their make-up would be carried forth when the Interlocutor
disappeared and was replaced by a black dandy caricature as the straight man in scenes where the
dandy and the fool would seemingly converse in private but would be “overheard” by the audience.
According to Monica L. Miller, the shift from white Interlocutor to black dandy occurred
around the same time T. D. Rice’s “outrageous popularity” as the “comic ‘plantation darky’ Jim
Crow brought the comedic power of blackface to America’s attention.”121 Unlike the Interlocutor,
the dandy was black, and if he did not appear in burnt cork, the clown embodied him with
exaggerated speech, dress, and body language. However, he was still a straight man to the darky’s
fool, exemplified by his facility with language and facts that the darky did not exhibit. If the stage
darky pointed to the extremes of foolishness and stupidity, the dandy pointed to the extremes of
social and material striving.

121 Monica L. Miller, Crimes of Fashion: Black Dandyism and the Styling of Black Diasporic Identity (Durham: Duke
University Press, 2009), 96.
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Perhaps the best-known black comic duo of the early twentieth century was George Walker
and Bert Williams, who bear the distinction of having produced one of the first all-black musicals
on Broadway with In Dahomey (1903). In that show, Williams appeared as his usual blackface
darky character with Walker as the dandy. There is also a character named Me Sing, originally
played by African American George Catlin, a Chinese cook referred to as a “Chink” in the stage
directions. The stage directions also state that the character “continues quarreling in dialect,”
allowing the performer to improvise “Chinese” gibberish for humorous effect.122 Catlin was later
part of a comedy duo with Bob Kelly, and they became known for their vaudeville bit called “The
Coon and the Chink.”123
The cast of In Dahomey even gave a command performance for King Edward VII of
England, and Aida Overton Walker taught the king and children of the royal family how to do the
Cakewalk. As this is a racialized dance that parodies white power and arrogance, it seems the height
of racial transgressions for African Americans to teach one of the leaders of white power—the King
of England—and his children how to perform a racial ridicule of himself. While the Williams and
Walker duo have enjoyed quite a bit of time and space in many histories of black theatre in the US,
there were a great many other black comedy duos who were present in US popular musical variety
performances of race and nationality.
One such duo who enjoyed great success in the Big Time was Moss and Frye, who began
performing together in 1912 and would continue to do so until Moss’s death in 1932. Arthur G.
Moss and Edward Frye became one of the most popular comedy teams in the 1920s with their
famous “Dumb Talk” bit. They created the act “along the old Williams and Walker sidewalk
Jesse A. Shipp, Will Marion Cook, and Paul Laurence Dunbar, In Dahomey, in Black Theatre USA: Plays by African
Americans: The Early Period 1847–1938, edited by James V. Hatch and Ted Shine (New York: The Free Press, 1996),
71. In the Mexican revista Chin-Chun-Chan (1904), similar stage directions apply to a yellowface character and the
clown embodying him: he “sigue gritando en su idioma” (keeps yelling in his language). Rafael Medina and José F.
Elizondo, Chin-Chun-Chan, (Mexico: Medina y Comp., Impresores, 1904), 36. Access provided by Hathi Trust.
https://babel.hathitrust.org/cgi/pt?id=uc1.$b704622;view=1up;seq=1. See my third chapter for a fuller study of how this
functioned in the Mexican carpas.
123 Moon, Yellowface, 140–41.
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conversation turn,” and altered it on Black Vaudeville stages before their popularity led them to the
Big Time.124 This duo adhered to the familiar stage expectations of the darky and the dandy, but at
same time they signified on them, and injected something unfamiliar into the types by expertly
playing with language and teasing the limits of its intelligibility. In doing so, Moss and Frye
demonstrated how they were able to transgress race while remaining wildly popular with white and
black audiences.
After gaining enough popularity to get regular bookings in Big Time Vaudeville, they shared
bills with major white stars such as Irving Berlin, Eddie Cantor, Al Jolsen, and the Four Marx
Brothers. Even performing on the same bill as the Marx Brothers at Keith’s Theatre in Philadelphia
on a particularly hot August day in 1919, when Variety reported that the audience “was too busy
fanning itself to applaud,” Moss and Frye still scored “the big applause and laughing hit” from the
audience.125 They had become so popular by 1922, and following the recent success of Shuffle
Along, that the duo starred in their own musical comedy Dumb Luck, whose title suggests that the
show was likely built around their “Dumb Talk” act. Unfortunately, the show closed after fewer
than two weeks on the road and never made it to New York. As usual, the cast of ninety and the
orchestra of ten got stranded in Worcester, Massachusetts because there were not sufficient funds to
pay for their train fare home to New York City.126
Earlier that summer, the duo claimed their place among “the best talent” of vaudeville when
they were honored alongside many other entertainers with a medal “in recognition of their
generosity in contributing their services” to Sunday afternoon vaudeville performances for soldiers
and sailors from the New York War Camp Community Service.127 Despite the fact that they were

124 Jolo [Joshua Lowe], “Review: Moss and Frye,” Variety 26.2 (March 16, 1912): 19. As Variety reviewers signed their
work with nicknames, I have included Jolo’s real name Joshua Lowe. See Anthony Slide, The Encyclopedia of
Vaudeville (Westport, CT: Greenwood Press, 1994), 525
125 No author, “Review: Keith’s, Philadelphia,” Variety 55.10 (August 1, 1919): 23.
126 Sampson, Blacks in Blackface, vol. 2, 1418.
127 No author, “In Appreciation,” Variety 55.2 (June 6, 1919): 8.
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enthusiastically received by both critics and audiences, and they played most of the best-attended
theatres across the country, not to mention their appearances at the Times Square Palace Theatre
where it was rare for African American performers to appear, the duo has remained mostly out of
sight in most scholarship.128
Their act consisted of Moss’s “straight man” responding with “wisdom” to the foolish
Frye’s “ludicrous philosophy” and impossible questions in very quick and overlapping delivery of
illogical, nonsensical questions that Frye posed to an increasingly confused and frustrated Moss.129
The latter attempted either to answer these “impossible questions” or to steer Frye back to the world
of sense.130 Throughout these conversations, the two clowns would also sing in tight harmonies,
often without orchestral accompaniment, with some degree of sincerity before invoking the
comedic-anarchy again by diving back into their signature comedic “Dumb Talk.”131
According to reviews, the spoken parts of the act seemed as though the duo was improvising
them rather than performing a pre-written text, which made them “seem to do a new act everytime
[sic] caught.”132 This is partly because they often broke convention by strategically leaving out
some of their signature bits, such as “How high is up?” and “Where does the light go when it goes
out?” even though audiences and reviewers expected them.133 The novelty of making it up on the
spot also seems to have been one of the reasons audiences enjoyed them so much. They were so

The rarity of a black act playing the Palace was explicitly mentioned in a Variety review of a Big Time Vaudeville
bill in 1919 in order to note how great Moss and Frye’s performance was. Ibee [Jack Pulaski], “Review: Palace,”
Variety 55.4 (March 21, 1919): 20.
129 Unidentified clipping, Billboard, February 20, 1930. Review of appearance at the Eighty-Sixth Street Theatre, cited
in Balducci, “Critics Sing Praises of Moss and Frye,” Anthony Balducci’s Journal, July 9, 2015,
http://anthonybalducci.blogspot.com/2015/07/critics-sing-praises-of-moss-and-frye.html. Accessed 28 February 2017.
130 Ibee [Pulaski], “Review: Palace,” Variety 54.4 (March 21, 1919): 20.
131 Foxx and Miller, The Redd Foxx Encyclopedia of Black Humor, 76. The harmonies and the way the duo subtly
worked the music into their conversation can be heard at Balducci, “Critics Sing Praises of Moss and Frye,” Anthony
Balducci’s Journal, July 9, 2015, accessed 28 February 2017.
132 Con, [Jack Conway], “Review: Riverside,” Variety 55.13 (August 22, 1919): 10.
133 No author, “Review: Palace, Chicago,” Variety 63.2 (June 3, 1921): 7. The reviewer writes, “Moss and Frye didn’t
even mention ‘How high is up?’—they keep ahead of the times and that is released business for them. The only gag they
used from last week was ‘Where does the light go when it goes out?’”
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successful on stage that they even recorded their routines on vinyl, which reveal the content and
organization of the act:
FRYE: You so dumb.
MOSS: Don’t call me dumb, now. What’s the idea of callin’ me dumb?
Show me where you know any more than I do.
FRYE: Alright. Who killed the Dead Sea?
MOSS: Who killed the Dead Sea?
FRYE: Yeah sure.
MOSS: What do you mean, “Who killed the Dead S . . .” That’s the
name of the sea!
FRYE: Don’t I know that?
MOSS: Well, everything has a name. Even you and I. You’re supposed
to be a human being, aren’t ya?
FRYE: Don’t you believe all you hear.
MOSS: Oh, well, I don’t believe all I hear, but what else can you be?
FRYE: You can fool some of the people some of the time . . .
MOSS: Oh, I know that.
FRYE: . . . But everybody don’t live in Joliet.
MOSS: What’s the idea? We know everybody don’t live in Joliet,
certainly not.
FRYE: If three sevens is twenty-one.
MOSS: Yeah.
FRYE: How much is a lotta nines? (laughs)
MOSS: Listen to this. And you calling me dumb, what you talking about
a lotta nines?134
I quote so much of the routine here to illustrate how well-crafted their illogical, seemingly
improvised, “dumb” conversations actually are by providing audiences with touchstones of ideas as
guiding points. Frye begins the chat by calling Moss “dumb” and sets out to prove it with his
ridiculous questions that cannot be answered logically (of course, no one or thing killed the Dead
Sea). Then Moss reminds Frye, and the audience, how this all got started by recalling the insult that
Moss is dumb even though it is clear to the audience who appears to be the smart one.
The reader would be forgiven for not being able to discern how funny this passage actually
is because as written, its movement from asking who murdered a body of water to an unanswerable
math problem seems random, pointless, and devoid of meaning. However, hearing Moss and Frye

134 My transcription of a recording on Pathé Records in 1927, made available in Balducci, “Critics Sing Praises of Moss
and Frye,” Anthony Balducci’s Journal, July 9, 2015. Accessed 28 February 2017.
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perform the bit, hearing Frye’s laughing and knowing glee at frustrating his friend, and Moss’s
incredulity at his friend’s seeming stupidity actually make comedic sense, further illustrating the
significance of performance to understanding these kinds of musical variety acts. Later in the same
recording, a benign race joke is told, and the foolish Frye’s clever ability to set his straight man up
for the punchline, which is never spoken but rather is evoked in the audience’s mind, is revealed:
FRYE: Who is a blacksmith?
MOSS: Well, I’m not acquainted with a blacksmith. Why do you ask?
FRYE: What, you don’t know no blacksmith?
MOSS: I haven’t had the pleasure of meeting one, no. Why?
FRYE: Well, if your name was Smith.
MOSS: Yeah?
FRYE: Who would you be?
MOSS: Now wait. That’ll do; that’ll do. You’re just as colored as I am!135
Even though Variety reviewers considered the text of their performances “the peak of
nonsense”136 and “uncompromisingly ludicrous,”137 the way Moss and Frye delivered it was also
nearly always celebrated for sounding like a conversation that would “occur in actual life . . .
strip[ped] of theatricalism,” which “makes it more natural.”138 This is despite the nonsensical text,
theatrical blackface makeup that Frye wore, and the dialect he used in his delivery.139 One astute
Variety reviewer recognized Moss and Frye’s expert play with language and noted, “They seem to
be masters of all the twists and turns that are possible to users of the English tongue.”140 In other
words, for a duo whose comedic calling card is illogical conversation, their racial transgression of
exhibiting such a grasp of the “English tongue” that stretches it to the limits of sense and meaning
without relying so heavily on the more conventional darky material, which stretches language to the
limits of not only intelligibility but also intelligence.
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In the middle of these conversations, the duo would slide unobtrusively into a song, and
while their sincere song choices and tight harmonies did not please every critic early in their career,
they did eventually amaze both critics and audiences alike.141 For example, many reviews began to
note how many times the duo sang in harmony and often made the point that they did so very
impressively and without orchestral accompaniment, which presumably made the task of
harmonizing more difficult. According to one reviewer, singing in harmony was “usually faked for
vaudeville purposes . . . intended as a rule to cover up one voiceless voice. But the colored men
don’t use it that way or for that reason. They really harmonize.”142
While it seems that Moss and Frye did not engage in racial impersonations other than Frye’s
blackface make-up and stage darky character, they did share bills with many white performers who
did. The way that variety formats allow for the proximity of such different acts is also important in
terms of recontextualizing blackface performances as well as illustrating that musical variety
performance conventions were not always black or white. For example, Moss and Frye shared a bill
with those “‘whirling Geisha’ girls,” the Lunette Sisters whose yellowface number “contributed a
fitting closing” to the show.143 While at the Alhambra in Harlem, female impersonator Francie
Renault appeared in the slot just before Moss and Frye, and performed an “impression of Ruth St.
Denis in the ‘Madame Butterfly’ death scene,” creating a wonderfully complex swirl of
performances of many identities within a single variety show.144
Finally, they once shared the stage with two presumably white men and women billed as
“Chinese Musical Entertainers” who appeared in “Mongolian garb, with one essaying comedy by
making ‘pigeon English’ announcements.”145 On the same bill as Moss and Frye, their use of

141 For unfavorable responses to their singing, see Jolo [Lowe], “Review: American Roof,” Variety 47.6 (July 6, 1917):
16; Jolo [Lowe], “Review: Alhambra,” Variety 50.5 (March 29, 1918): 20.
142 Sime [Silverman], “New Shows this Week,: Colonial,” Variety 69.1 (November 24, 1922): 17.
143 Jolo [Lowe], “Review: Palace,” Variety 56.8 (October 17, 1919): 21.
144 No author, “Review: Alhambra,” Variety 59.13 (August 20, 1920): 17.
145 Jolo [Lowe], “Review: American Roof,” Variety 47.6 (July 6, 1917): 16.
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“pigeon English” would perhaps highlight the black duo’s transgressive command of the language,
even in blackface and dialect. As Krystyn R. Moon has argued, African Americans who did perform
yellowface caricatures, did so as a means to “ally themselves with whites by marking the Chinese as
different from the white norm, as they themselves had been marked.”146 Compared to African
Americans, the Chinese were seen as unable to assimilate into US society, and Moss and Frye’s
better use of the English language than the white performers in yellowface would bolster such an
interpretation. Moon goes on to argue that comparing blackface caricatures to yellowface ones “not
only confirmed white perceptions of racial inferiority but also imagined African American culture to
what it meant to be American.”147 In this reading of the two types, performing others as a means of
establishing one’s status in society is a defining element of being “American.” Further, by
performing in contrast to the yellowface performance of the “Chinese Musical Entertainers,” Moss
and Frye bolstered their status as “Americans” even further by being more in command of the
English language than the unassimilable Chinese, even as performed by white entertainers.
However, there were, in fact, African American comedians who racially transgressed by
impersonating yellowface stereotypes, and it is there that the chapter goes to next.

The Impersonator
Even though African Americans have been performing impersonations of other Others since
the late nineteenth century, very little attention has been paid to them in studies of black performers,
suggesting that even scholarship adheres to the idea that yellowface performances are the privilege
of white clowns only.148 In addition, even Variety considered impersonations “a new twist for
Moon, Yellowface, 133.
Ibid.
148 For instance, Mel Watkins’s On the Real Side mentions the Charlie Chan film series but only to explore the actors
who played domestic workers in it, and his brief discussion of In Dahomey, which I have shown includes yellowface
performances by black clowns, does not address it. None of the articles collected in African American Performance and
Theater History: A Critical Reader, edited by Harry J. Elam, Jr. and David Krasner (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
2001) addresses these issues, and Hokum: An Anthology of African-American Humor, edited by Paul Beatty (New York:
Bloomsbury, 2006) follows suit. The title of W. T. Llahmon, Jr.’s Raising Cain: Blackface Performance from Jim Crow
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colored performers” in 1939, which suggests that black performers did not do impersonations at
all—just blackface types.149 That is, of course, not the case, and the subject of this section is the
black clown Harry Fiddler, who “was considered to be a ‘perfect Chinese impersonator,’” defined
himself as American through his yellowface performance.150 Fiddler had an eclectic repertoire that
went beyond just the Chinese character and included impersonations of “a Jap, a bulldog, a
phonograph,” as well as a “woman or chimpanzee [and] an elegant man about town.”151
Variously billed as “The Proper Tone Comedian” and the “man of a hundred faces,” Fiddler
enjoyed a long and successful career in musical variety.152 In 1917, the Chicago Defender wrote of
him that “as a character artist [he] is too well known to need special comment.”153 What scant
biographical material on Fiddler that is available comes from printed advertisements, feature
articles, and reviews in Billboard and Variety. For instance, he grew up in Indianapolis and was a
schoolmate of Ruby Byron Shelton, his stage partner for many years, and he became “one of the
best known minstrels” who enjoyed being a “feature with almost all of the famous colored shows”
for more than thirty years.154 His many impersonations were celebrated variously as a solo act and
as part of a duo (with Shelton) in minstrel shows, musical comedies, and in vaudeville. In 1908, a
Variety reviewer declared that he and Shelton “set a new standard for colored acts, and the best of it

to Hip Hop (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1998) reveals its major concerns are Euro and African Americans’
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149 Scho, “Variety House Reviews: State, N. Y.,” Variety 136.6 (October 18, 1939): 45.
150 Abbott and Seroff, Ragged but Right, 349; unfortunately, they do not cite their source for the quote. Also note that
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151 Dash, “Fiddler and Shelton,” Variety (September 5, 1908), no page, Robinson Locke Collection of Dramatic
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152 No author, “Minstrelsy: Communications to Cincinnati Office,” Billboard 32.36 (September 4, 1920): 35.
153 No author, “Fiddler & Shelton,” Chicago Defender, May 17, 1917, 8.
154 Photo caption, Billboard 36.33 (August 16, 1924): 72.
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is that they would be just as good an act if Bert Williams had never lived.”155 His impersonations
became so popular, that A. G. Allen’s Minstrels ran an ad announcing they were seeking “one or
two good Novelty Acts” who were “capable of working to refined lady audience [sic],” and he
explicitly called on Fiddler to write him about joining the show.156 This makes sense because
Fiddler “seem[ed] to be breaking the record for stopping the show” with his many
impersonations.157

Figure 1.1. Fiddler & Shelton, Advertisement, Variety, September 12, 1908, Robinson Locke
Collection of Dramatic Scrapbooks, Series 3, Vol. 433, ms pg. 1. Courtesy of BRTD, NYPL.
Dash, “Review: Fiddler and Shelton,” Variety, September 5, 1908, no page, Robinson Locke Collection of Dramatic
Scrapbooks, Series 3, Vol. 433, ms pg. 1, BRTD, NYPL.
156 Advertisement, Billboard 32.44 (October 30, 1920): 25.
157 No author, “Minstrelsy: Communications to Cincinnati Office,” Billboard 32.36 (September 4, 1920): 35.
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In his act with Shelton, the latter played the piano to provide “A sort of conversational song
between the two.”158 It was in this conversation that Fiddler performed his signature facial and
mouth distortions and contortions that made audiences go wild. In fact, one reviewer went so far as
to baldly claim, “Facial contortions are the basis of Mr. Fiddler’s career as an entertainer.”159 This is
also supported by newspaper advertisements that featured either photos or illustrations of his many
funny faces.160
Even though he clearly had a wide range of characters (and objects) he could impersonate,
he was most noted for his Chinese impersonations. Wesley Varnell wrote in Billboard that Fiddler’s
opening number “got over only fair” until he “drew his extraordinary Chinese impersonations on
[the audience] and he had the house from there on.”161 He eventually achieved the status as one of
the standard bearers for African American Chinese impersonators. For example, in a Billboard
review of Jules McGarr and his Ragtime Steppers and Jazz Orchestra in 1924, Hi Tom Long wrote
that McGarr’s opening Chinese act, complete with backdrop of “dragon head with Chinese scrolls
right and left,” was “very good, but Jules is not Harry Fid[d]ler.”162
While the reviews focus on his face and do not provide any details about his costumes or
make-up for any of his characters, it is clear from published images that Fiddler did employ the
Chinese “coolie” stage conventions of slicked-back hair to conjure a balding pate with a long queue
of braided hair hanging down to his knees in front of his torso, bucked teeth concealed behind
pursed lips, and baggy clothing with oversized sleeves in which he crossed his arms tightly across
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his chest, and his shoulders wound tightly up to his ears.163 The Chinese queue was among the
conventional stage devices to signify the Chinese coolie in the US as “backward,” unassimilable,
laborers.164 This look was “the single most powerful visual signifier of Chinese identity” on the US
stage.165 For Fiddler, the queue does the work of establishing his character’s exoticism at the same
time it establishes himself as a US American. In most photos, Fiddler’s eyes are closed to make
them appear slanted rather than using makeup for that effect, yet one account claims that Fiddler’s
Chinese make-up was so “perfect” that it “has fooled many knowing ones.”166 At least one review
also noted that in addition to the make-up and costuming, Fiddler used a stage Chinese dialect of
“garbling the English language” to get laughs, and another mentions his singing an approximation
of a Chinese song to a violin accompaniment.167
An illustration provides more details about the visual appearance of the characters portrayed
by Fiddler and Shelton and how they might have appeared in context of a stage setting. In the
drawing, the two men stand on a city sidewalk in front of two buildings that are as different as the
two characters are. On the left is a Chop Suey Restaurant decorated by paper lanterns and dragons,
and to its right is a brick building with a stoop and a sign reading “Club” over the door. Shelton is
clearly connected to the Club as he is dressed in conventional black dandy’s threads of elegant top
hat and tails. His mouth is open, and his right hand is pointing down toward his open palm, giving
him the appearance of giving orders to, and asserting his status over, the Chinese man standing in
front of the restaurant to his right. Fiddler’s Chinese Chop Suey restaurant owner appears slovenly
next to the black dandy with his shorter and rounder body covered by a white apron, a facial
expression that gives him a carefree (or even lazy) demeanor, and his head of slicked-back hair is
Advertisement, Variety, September 12, 1908, Robinson Locke Collection of Dramatic Scrapbooks, Series 3, Vol.
433, ms pg. 1, BRTD, NYPL.
164 Sean Metzger, Chinese Looks: Fashion, Performance, Race (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2014), 16, 34.
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York: Peter Lang, 2000), 188. See also Metzger, Chinese Looks, 37.
166 No author, “Chance for Colored Acts,” Variety, December 25, 1912, Robinson Locke Collection of Dramatic
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pulled into a queue that nearly reaches the ground. He also exhales smoke from a long opium pipe
into the face of Shelton’s character. Neither of the two is drawn to appear in “makeup,” and both
their faces are as white as the paper the ad was printed on. It is only the accompanying photographs
of the comic duo that reveals their status as African American performers.168
Perhaps in his greatest feat of racial transgression, Fiddler was also noteworthy for
impersonating white US presidents William Howard Taft and Theodore Roosevelt, which was so
transgressive, one reviewer quantified his report with the parenthetical, “seriously.”169 The thought
of a black clown performing a Chinese character, a white president, and then a bulldog or
phonograph all in a single bill seems to effectively unsettle most narratives of comedic
impersonation, racial or otherwise. Because most reviews focus solely on Fiddler’s Chinese
impersonations, it is unclear how he transitioned between them and if he did so visually. Did he
wear his usual elegant tuxedo, or did he wear some other kind of “white president” costume? Or
was it all in his voice and facial contortions? However, it was documented that white vaudevillian
Charles Leonard Fletcher once gave Fiddler “proper suggestions as to the best make-up as the
nation’s chief.”170 Without descriptions or images of these impersonations, one can only imagine
how he would have racially transgressed to perform this particular kind of whiteness.
When he was not touring the vaudeville circuit, Fiddler also appeared in musical comedies.
In Ernest Hogan’s musical comedy Rufus Rastus (1905), he replaced Tom Brown as Hugo the
Porter.171 Brown was also a black clown who performed Chinese types on stage, but the slim plot of

168 This description is of an advertisement in Variety 25.3 (December 23, 1911): 88. According to Charles Hiroshi
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Society 57.1 (Spring 2004): 127.
169 Loop, “Chicago,” 56–57.
170 No author, “Chance for Colored Acts,” Variety, December 25, 1912, Robinson Locke Collection of Dramatic
Scrapbooks, Series 3, Vol. 433, ms pg. 5, BRTD, NYPL.
171 Unidentified clipping of a review of Rufus Rastus, The Detroit News, January 6, 1908, SCRBC, NYPL, Helen
Armstead-Johnson Miscellaneous Theater Collection, 1893–1993 (hereafter cited as HAJ), Box 12, Folder: “Rufus
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Rufus Rastus did not call for the hotel porter to be Chinese. Very few reviews mention the
yellowface character as they focus on the more substantial role of Hugo. However, Rufus Rastus did
include a minstrel show within the musical, in which “a number of specialties are introduced,”
allowing Fiddler and his predecessor the time to give the audiences what they wanted—to see these
clowns do their specialty acts regardless of the musical’s larger narrative.172 One reviewer supports
this when he wrote that Fiddler was entertaining as Hugo, but “his imitating in the minstrel scene
scored heavily” because the yellowface impersonations were his specialty.173 The inclusion of the
minstrel show’s variety format within a musical comedy as a means of including racial
impersonations also supports my argument that the variety format facilitates the mobility of the
comedic-anarchy at the same time it plays a substantial role in providing license for these racial
transgressions.
What is left unclear is how much of Fiddler’s impersonation of the stage “Chinese” included
elements of the darky caricature and how he might have negotiated the two. How might that
amalgamation have manifested itself? No review mentions any kind of tension between his own
identity and the one he impersonated, visually or aurally. However, near the end of his life in 1936,
a review mentioned that he was “still doing his old-time Oriental characterization” with “an ‘Oh,
Laudy’ flavor,” suggesting that Fiddler did allow himself to slip in and out of black dialect while
performing the yellowface caricature.174
This layering of identities might have appeared in ways similar to the way Nat Karson
married the two types in his costume designs for The Hot Mikado, the 1939 jazz version of Gilbert
and Sullivan’s The Mikado. In Karson’s sketches, his drawings of the black actors mirror the
exaggerated facial and bodily features from blackface minstrelsy, and the costumes are a hybrid of
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staged Harlem style and Japanese clothing. For instance, the sketch for the Wandering Minstrels
costume combines the wide sleeves and broad shoulders that evoke Japanese robes with the white
gloves of blackface minstrelsy. For the character Red Cap, played on Broadway by Vincent Shields,
the costume sketch shows the character wearing a long skirt that is covered by an over-sized grey
and red porter’s coat with the Japanese-styled broad shoulders and long, wide sleeves, complete
with the Red Cap Pullman Porters.175 The images are striking for the mixing of the two stereotypes
and how they cite approximations of reality. They are even more striking for the lack of whiteness
in the representations, which is most often a part of discussions of performing others, and it is
tempting to consider Fiddler’s performance of the “Chinaman” similarly in terms of invisibilizing
whiteness rather than invisibilizing the other Others. The next and final case study for this chapter
similarly enjoyed a successful and varied career, and with her we turn to transgressions of race,
gender, and class hierarchies.
The Black Woman Clown
The final example of a black racially-transgressing clown is one who achieved more fame
and garnered more attention in performance histories than the others covered in this chapter. She
was so celebrated in her time, in fact, that Bert Williams was considered “her only equal as a
[musical] star,”176 and the Vanderbilts “personally and socially entertained [her] as guest among the
ladies” at a lawn party at their home in Newport, Rhode Island.177 When she died, more than 5,000
people attended her funeral, including W. E. B. Du Bois, which was more than any other gathering
for an African American woman. Vaudeville royalty Nora Bayes, who had refused to follow Dewey
Weinglass and his Dancing Demons and got them fired from their booking at Keith’s Theatre, sent
flowers for the funeral procession of twenty-five carriages.
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Who was this “most fascinating and vivacious female comedy actress the Negro race has
ever produced”?178 None other than Aida Overton Walker (1880–1914), who was a dancer, singer,
male impersonator, ingénue, choreographer, and a producer. She was also a clown who transgressed
race, gender, and cultural hierarchies throughout her career; however, no historian has written about
her comedic work. Even the recent excellent and important work on Walker by Jayna Brown,
Daphne Brooks, and David Krasner denies her role as a comedian, despite the fact that she was
considered “America’s matchless comedienne” and “the greatest female comedy performer her race
has ever produced” in contemporary reviews.179 Brown, Brooks, and Krasner strategically
invisibilize her presences in musical comedy and variety in order to retro-actively “dignify” her
stage work in terms of modernism and black racial uplift. This makes her appear to be more
sophisticated and culturally significant to be sure, but it denies her role as a pioneer for women in
comedy and underplays her significant role in creating the early musicals by Bert Williams and her
husband George Walker.180
This approach to Walker’s theatrical and extratheatrical pioneering work is somewhat
understandable given that Walker spent a great deal of her career offstage working as “a tireless
advocate for African American women in the theater.”181 She was also a pioneer behind the scenes
as the choreographer of Williams and Walker’s three most successful musical comedies In
Dahomey (1903), Abyssinia (1906), and Bandanna Land (1908), and she “must be regarded as the
first black female choreographer.”182 As a performer, she held her own alongside the wildly popular
and well established star clowns Williams and Walker. James Weldon Johnson considered her to be
“hardly a lesser attraction . . . than the two [star] comedians” for all her contributions as
No author, “Aida Overton Walker at Webers,” Chicago Defender, March 4, 1911, 4.
N. H. Jefferson, “The Brightest Star in the Theatrical World Dims and Dies,” “Reprinted by Request,” Chicago
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181 Chude-Sokei, The Last ‘Darky’, 201.
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choreographer and comedian.183 She even became, for a brief run, the second star clown when she
replaced her husband George in Bandanna Land after he fell ill and had to leave the show.
For Louis Chude-Sokei, she exhibited a “multiply tongued discursive flexibility,” which
allowed her to excel at a great variety of performance forms, political activism, and plain old show
business intuition, and as a result, she transgressed the lines of race, gender, and even cultural brow
levels.184 Chude-Sokei acknowledges that her many contributions to these early musicals “must
stand for something in the evolution of the contemporary discourses of drag, performance, race, and
minstrelsy.”185 However, his claim of an evolutionary continuum notwithstanding, Chude-Sokei,
like all the others, stubbornly leaves comedy out of the performance discourses she contributed to.
By adhering to high and lowbrow hierarchies, these histories obfuscate her pioneering presences in
African American comedy in general as well as in the network of women in comedy, in particular.
Walker was part of the “Bohemian Tenth,” Karen Sotiropoulos’s term for “the artistic arm of
race leadership at the turn of the century.”186 Born in 1880, she landed her first job with Sissieretta
Jones at age sixteen to tour in Black Patti’s Troubadours and At Jolly “Coon”-ey Island. Then she
was hired to join the burgeoning Williams and Walker Company. Riding the wave of their
tremendous success, Aida Overton Walker moved freely from the early musical comedies to tours in
Big Time Vaudeville and Europe. However, it is difficult to piece together her embodied comedic
performances because reviews of her work do not offer many details other than the quality of her
singing voice, the look of her costumes, or vague mentions of her “clever acting” or “cleverness in
comedy.”187 Perhaps reviewers’ reticence to fully acknowledge the details of her comedic
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performances is due to a gender bias regarding women and comedy. African American clown Ernest
Hogan exemplifies the sentiments regarding women and comedy in an article he wrote for Variety
in 1906. He claims that African American men “show decided[ly] more activity and originality than
do the colored members of the opposite sex. It is not unusual to see a colored man on the vaudeville
stage working for dear life to earn applause while the woman is only joining in the chorus or
executing a few dance steps apparently to pass away the time.” He does briefly acknowledge some
“colored women who are making and have made enviable reputations on the vaudeville stage,” and
his list includes Aida Overton Walker.188 In these terms, Walker’s transgressions of gender were so
troubling that they are still points of contention for scholars writing about her work. However, it is
not necessary to deny her role as a comedian to prove she was a sophisticated, thoughtful, and
careful artist, as I hope will become clear in the pages that follow.
The lack of comedic details in reviews of Walker’s work might also be due to her
remarkable and vexing abilities to be many contradictory things at once, for being both an artist and
a comedian, which most histories seem to imply is an impossibility. For example, a 1912 review of
Walker’s vaudeville turn singing popular songs backed by “ten dusky chorus ladies” at the
Orpheum Theatre attempted to reconcile the two: “Aida Overton Walker is an artist. Musical
comedy is hardly the place to look for finesse, yet this quality distinguishes all Miss Walker’s work.
Even into the swaying ragtime tunes she manages to put an enormous amount of personality and
detail.”189 Her comedic star burned so brightly that upon her husband’s untimely death in 1911,
which left Bert Williams bereft of half of the comedy duo and effectively ending the Williams and
Walker juggernaut, black critic Sylvester Russell advocated for continuing the team with Aida
officially taking over her husband’s role in the duo and keeping the name Williams and Walker so
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they could “create another big colored musical comedy affair.”190 She would not agree to such an
idea because she had greater ambitions—she wanted to be a star on her own, which she would
become with great success. After leaving Williams and Walker, her career would vacillate greatly
between the “highbrow” art of classical, modern, and ballroom dancing and the more “lowbrow” art
of male and racial impersonations and singing comedic coon songs until her own early death in
1914.
What information is available in reviews is the content of her performances, which suggests
possibilities of her comedic embodiment of racial transgressions. In addition to her work as
choreographer for the Williams and Walker musicals, Aida adhered to the musical comedy
conventions of racial mimicry in these performances. First was the early black musical convention
that sincere love stories were deemed unacceptable for white audiences. Without a sincere love
interest, the soubrette was left without much to do in these musicals other than provide comedy.191
Second, she followed some of the blackface conventions of characterization of the period by singing
coon songs in dialect and performing “black” dances, but she did not wear blackface makeup. For
example, in The Policy Players (1899–1900), Aida sang “I Don’t Want No Cheap Man,” written by
Williams and George Walker, which allowed her to present lyrics that made a comedically-covert
attack on American racism and segregation in blackface dialect. Walker sang, “Miss Simpson had
always been considered de finest gal in town, / She was de envy of all de coons dat lived for miles
around. / Last week, Billy Johnson took her out to see de minstrels at de hall, / He bought de seats in
de gallery, and she didn’t like that at all. / She said, ‘I don’t like no cheap man.’”192
It is possible that Walker performed the song “as an indirect attack on segregated seating,”
because the gallery was often the only place African Americans could sit in an “integrated” theatre,
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with the better seats in the orchestra reserved for whites only.193 The comedic darky elements of
Walker’s performance allowed her to express the fictional Miss Simpson’s displeasure with sitting
in a segregated section and her clear expectation to be able to sit among the whites facilitated by the
right amount of money, all to mixed audiences who were actually segregated. Karen Sotiropoulos
notes that such “a direct attack on racism was unacceptable on stage,” and credits Walker and the
show itself for “redefining what was permissible to say” there. However, she frames it in terms of
respectability and racial uplift and ignores the role that comedy also plays in permitting the delivery
of the message.194
Walker would repeat the act of delivering possibly contentious material in the musical
comedy In Dahomey, in which she played Rosetta Lightfoot and sang “Vassar Girl.” The song by
Vincent Bryan and Harry von Tilzer is based on the true contemporary story of Anita Florence
Hemmings who became the first black woman to graduate from Vassar College by passing as
white.195 According to Daphne Brooks, who provides a rich history of Walker’s pioneering work as
a highbrow artist, the song “amplifies the musical’s preoccupation with transgressing the color line
and positions Rosetta’s character as the icon of social mobility.” The lyrics “revers[e] . . . popular
coon song passing themes which often scripted the social aspirations of upwardly mobile African
Americans as the mere desire to become white.”196 For example,
I am the first dark belle who ever went to Vassar.
I play my part so well—I came from Madagascar—
They thought I was a swell, and the boys—they did adore.
And if I gave a smile, they quickly asked for more.
They sent bouquets galore to the elegant brunette. . . .
Oh, the papers howled and said it was a shame,
And they really thought that I was to blame.
They thought that I had played an awful little game,
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But they had to own that I got there just the same.197
By claiming that her abilities and education were impressive enough for her to have been accepted
to the school “You couldn’t enter if you dad were not a millionaire,” Walker’s Rosetta flies in the
face of stereotypes of the poor and uneducated black population.198 Brooks makes an astute
observation that in this song, both the comedian Walker and the character Rosetta’s raciallytransgressive ambitions of entering a space reserved for whites only, US popular culture for Walker
and Vassar for Rosetta/Hemmings, are actualized “in one fell swoop each night onstage.”199
In addition, it seems especially transgressive to sing a song about a black woman tricking
young white men into sending her “bouquets galore” in the same vehicle where serious romantic
relationships between African Americans was taboo, not to mention the extratheatrical taboo of
relationships between African and Euro Americans. What is more, the show enjoyed two runs on
Broadway in 1903 and 1904, as well as a command performance for the British royal family at
Buckingham Palace, and solidified the Williams and Walker Company’s popularity for both black
and white audiences and inspired two more hit musicals. I contend that the pointed political
message did not turn off white audiences precisely because the alibis created by the comedicanarchy and musical variety were embodied by such a remarkable young comedian whose delivery
made it so entertaining that it seemed unremarkable and harmless.
In addition to these early black types, Walker also danced and performed as many other
Others when she moved on from the Williams and Walker days and into her own vaudeville bills
and other musical revues. After replacing her husband in Bandanna Land in 1908 performing his
signature tune from the show “Bon Bon Buddy” in his male dandy drag, she continued transgressing
gender by performing male impersonations in her own act, making a hit with the tune “That’s Why
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They Call Me Shine.”200 After gaining recognition for these performances, she eventually began
impersonating her husband again as she had done in Bandanna Land. In one particular vaudeville
bill in 1911, she surprised her audience by reintroducing her impersonation of George, and,
according to the Variety critic, “The audience recognized the impersonation and the effort was
received noisily.”201 This imitation became so popular that illustrations of her costumed as George’s
dandy figure for the “Bon Bon Buddy” number appeared in the press. The image “show[s] her in a
straw hat, plaid four-button suit and spats, carrying white gloves and a cane, her bouffant long hair
swept under her hat.”202
She continued to perform other Others later in her career. For example, she built on the
popularity of the 1906 Williams and Walker show Abyssinia and performed musical variety
Africanness, by leading one of her first troupes she called the “Abyssinian Girls,” with whom she
played the Follies Marigny in Paris in 1909.203 In their show, Walker performed a “dance l’Afrique”
in front of a “jungle scene,” which Variety claimed was “rather interesting . . . having a wild, wierd
[sic] aspect and an immense amount of action to it.”204 Appearing as a specialty act alongside star
and theatrical entrepreneur Sherman H. Dudley in His Honor the Barber (1910), she mixed African
Americanness with Caribbeannesss by performing a ragtime song called “Porto Rico” dressed in a
“Spanish costume [which] was a dream of perfection that dazzled with splendor.”205 This number
was so successful that she soon formed a dance troupe called the Porto Rican Girls and presented
them in vaudeville bills across the US as a producer, providing another example of the many ways
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she was a pioneer in musical variety performances.206 She also participated in “the vogue of
Orientalism” of the time with her “Cleopatra Rag” at a benefit for several black charities in New
York City in 1913, sharing the stage with her own Porto Rico Girls.207
Walker had also transgressed cultural brow levels in her career. In order to capitalize on the
ballroom dancing craze hitting vaudeville and middle class society, Walker decided to offer her own
ballroom dancing act in vaudeville but with a twist. For example, famed white social dance
instructor Irene Castle created the mythology that black dances that reached New York from the
Barbary Coast and gained popularity on stage were “very, very crude.” They were in such a
“primitive state they have to be considerably toned down” before they could be acceptable in the
world of social dancing.208 Of course, “toning down” is code for making them “less black” in order
to appeal to a less “primitive” society, impossibly embodying blackness while also invisibilizing it.
Ballroom dancing was certainly not considered “primitive,” but Walker altered that notion by
recontextualizing it in her sets. After presenting a more “civilized” version of the “Hesitation
Tango” by using “much more of the away-from-each-other stepping than their Caucasian
contemporaries,” her troupe presented “a Negro Drag and finally what is called Jiggeree,” which
“consist[s] of considerable hip gyrating and swaying, finishing with some jigging and
pirouetting.”209 Without much detail offered from reviewers about these dances, it is difficult to
understand how much humor was evoked in them. However, in a rapturous review by Alfred
Anderson about a revue headlined by Walker in an extended run at Chicago’s Pekin Theatre in
1913, he touts her as “a luminary of first water in the realms of dramatic art and Terpsichore,”
leaving her comedy talents out entirely, before he admits that “a flood of memories her name and
appearance” conjured for him. He points out that her performance reminded him of Bob Cole, Sam
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Lucas, Ernest Hogan, Sherman Dudley, and Williams and Walker—all clowns who were “the
noblest and last offspring from the founts of mimicry and fancy.”210
Walker had actually combined her transgressions of race and brow levels prior to her move
to ballroom dancing through her polarizing performance of “Salome’s Dance of the Seven Veils,”
which Daphne Brooks claims was her “greatest triumph as an entertainer” because she was the first
black woman to perform the dance.211 This is the dance that historians such as Brooks, Brown, and
Krasner stubbornly present in a narrative of Walker’s ambitions for racial and social uplift and
refute, or invisibilize, her role as a comedian. It is true that Walker had worked throughout her
career to improve the reputations of black women on stage through “dignifying” her dances and is
to be commended. For instance, early in her career, she became known as one of the greatest
choreographers of the cakewalk, which was the grand finale for the early Williams and Walker
musicals, a holdover from the finales of nineteenth-century minstrel shows.
According to Krasner, she actively “campaigned . . . to present the cakewalk as a
sophisticated dance” in 1905, and she was successful because Lester A. Walton credited her with
making the cakewalk popular in both white and black society.212 Walker was well aware that in
order for the dance to become popular with whites, it had to be “toned down,” as Irene Castle would
have it, and as a result, her desire to make African American art mainstream required her to
establish the dance as sophisticated by distancing it from blackface minstrelsy and her own early
shows. The same distancing has been done to her revolutionary performance of the Salome dance;
the history has been written in such a way that any connection of the dance to the musical comedy
Bandanna Land, in which she first performed it, has been obscured almost to the point of nonsense
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in order to dignify her attempt and claim it as a remarkable moment solely of modernism and black
artistic progress.
I do not intend to counter what Brooks, Brown, and Krasner claim about her serious agenda
of racial and gender uplift, precisely because I emphatically argue that her status as a clown does
not undercut her ability to achieve such serious goals, nor does it hinder her from achieving them.
She might have been a clown onstage, but she was no fool offstage. In other words, clowns can also
be serious artist-activists extratheatrically, with Dudley’s Black Vaudeville circuit providing an
early and very clear example. However, I do intend to illustrate how their readings of her
performance of the dance are incomplete and do a disservice to the tremendous variety of talents
that Walker possessed and all that she had achieved in her career, both theatrically and
extratheatrically. When the Williams and Walker Company began putting together their latest (and
it would turn out their last) show, Bandanna Land in 1908, Aida Overton Walker interpolated her
solo dance of the seven veils in it. It might seem a strange addition to a musical about railroads, real
estate, and race in “three hours of laughter,” but in the spirit of the give ’em what they want
approach of musical variety, the interpolation of the dance clarifies the choice.213
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Figure 1.2. Illustration of Aida Overton Walker as Salome, “Even Eighth Avenue has its Salome.”
Courtesy of NYPL Digital Collections, BRTD. Accessed 12 March 2019.
http://digitalcollections.nypl.org/items/765eceb4-dd1e-20c5-e040-e00a18061221
“Salomania” took vaudeville by storm after Richard Strauss’s opera, based on Oscar Wilde’s
1893 banned play, was shut down by the Metropolitan Opera’s board of directors in 1907 because
of its “moral stench.”214 It became a fad, and many dancers and clowns presented their own takes on

Sotiropoulos, Staging Race, 176. Percival Pollard used the term Salomania in “’Salome’ Craze Raged in Europe
Long Before It Came Here,” New York Times, August 23, 1908, 39. Most historians agree that the craze was actually
partly inspired by that “moral stench” and the opportunities the dance provided to sneak otherwise forbidden peeks at
scantily-clad women’s bodies on stage. Walker “toned it down” by wearing more clothing and carefully controlling her
body as she was all too aware that as a black woman, she would be under greater scrutiny than her white counterparts.
For more recent scholarship on the Salome fad, see Margaret K. Araneo “Nervous Salomes: New York Salomania and
the Neurological Condition of Modernité” (Ph.D. dissertation, The Graduate Center of the City University of New York,
2017). That study focuses on the relationship between myriad performances of the Salome dance “to the medical
sciences, specifically the subdiscipline of neurology” rather than its relationship to race and comedy (4).
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the dance and often did so with sincerity and in the name of high art (and some in the name of
comedy). According to Andrew L. Erdman, “Despite the occasional outcries in America, Salome
dancers continued to draw huge crowds in vaudeville.” In fact, the dance was so popular that “it
inspired the greatest evidence of its success: parody.”215 Eva Tanguay parodied the dance in
racialized terms by replacing the head of John the Baptist on a tray with that of a head of a young
African American man on a “silver tray” in a “bizarre marriage of minstrelsy and sexual parody.”216
Female impersonator Julian Eltinge performed his version in drag, and as usual, he withheld any
humor until the final moment of the dance when he revealed “‘prop’ heads of the presidential
candidates and [Theodore] Roosevelt.”217 Blackface clown John Hymer performed his while singing
the coon song “De Sloamey Dance.”218 When Walker began performing the dance in Bandanna
Land, she was one of seven others doing it in New York City alone, leading one newspaper to
explicitly address “any one [sic] who is sickened with the Salome plague.”219
But that did not mean that Walker’s performance of the dance did not go unmarked. She was
indeed the first black woman to perform it, and by inserting it into Bandanna Land, she could also
be considered the first choreographer to include modern dance in a musical comedy. However, her
biographers seem desperate to deny her role as a comedian in order to prove that she was a serious
artist who had to endure the clownish antics of Bert Williams in order to establish herself as a
revolutionary. For example, immediately following Walker’s presumably sincere performance of
Salome, Williams entered the stage barefoot, in blackface, and with a skirt made of cheesecloth

Andrew L. Erdman, Blue Vaudeville: Sex, Morals and the Mass Marketing of Amusement, 1895–1915 (Jefferson,
NC: McFarland and Co., 2004), 111.
216 Susan A. Glenn, Female Spectacle: The Theatrical Roots of Modern Feminism (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University
Press, 2000), 109–11. Glenn also neglects to acknowledge the long history of the comedic conventions involving
minstrelsy and sexual parody, so it really was not all that “bizarre,” or at least it was nothing new. See Toll, Blacking
Up, 144–45.
217 George M. Young, “Cohan and Harris’ Minstrels,” Variety 11.9 (August 8, 1908): 14.
218 Erdman, Blue Vaudeville, 111.
219 On the number of performer dancing Salome, see Walton, “Music and the Stage: ‘Salome,’” New York Age 21.48
(August 27, 1908): 6. On the “Salome plague,” see the unidentified clipping, “News of the Theaters: Two Dusky
Salomes,” January 1909, no page; Robinson Locke Collection of Dramatic Scrapbooks, Envelope 2461, ms pg. 46,
BRTD, NYPL.
215
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around his waist. He replaced the human head on the tray with a large watermelon, “and it is this
that lures him to his fall,” resulting in a “delightfully foolish” two-minute bit.220 Krasner takes
Williams to task for the way he “undermined her interpretation” of the dance, 221 and Brooks
laments that he “countered” Walker’s otherwise “pioneering efforts” with his “bizarre ‘burlesque
version’ of the act.”222 However, Karen Sotiropoulos rightfully acknowledges that the creators of
the musical were “ever conscious of the gaze of whites,” and I would add conscious of the alibi
provided by the comedic-anarchy, and so they “carefully orchestrated her performance to be
followed by Williams’s in order to “alleviate whites’ anxieties after Walker’s classical dance.”223
While Williams’s performance could be seen as undermining his costar, it does not make
much sense when considering the two numbers in terms of racialized musical variety and Walker’s
role as choreographer for the show, which was a pioneering act in itself. However, these historians’
readings of the two dances actually denies her that prestige by making her out as a victim of
Williams’s antics. There is the distinct likelihood that she agreed to have Williams to follow her
dance the way he did because she knew full well how African Americans had to give white
audiences what they expected in order to claim a place on stage since their earliest presences in the
world of popular entertainment. Walker herself had already “toned down” earlier dances to appease
white audiences, and since she was the first black woman to perform this particularly erotic dance, it
makes sense that she and the Williams and Walker Company would have chosen to include
Williams’s blackface version as a means of tempering the audience’s potentially hostile response.

Unidentified clipping, “News of the Theaters: Two Dusky Salomes.”
Krasner, Beautiful Pageant, 68.
222 Brooks, Bodies in Dissent, 332. Brooks cites “Burlesque version” from Walton, “Music and the Stage: ‘Bandanna
Land’ in New England,” New York Age 21.49 (September 3, 1908): 6. It is unclear what was so “bizarre” about
Williams’s blackface wench performance of the dance given that there were so many others who were doing so. Also, it
was clearly advertised in anticipation of its run in Boston that Walker would interpolate her Salome, and Williams, with
his “inimitably funny and grotesque style of dancing, would also do a burlesque of ‘Salome,’” so it would not have been
much of a surprise. Unidentified clipping titled “Boston to Have Dance of Salome: Miss Walker to Present an Original
Conception of the Role Here Soon,” Robinson Locke Collection of Dramatic Scrapbooks, Envelope 2461, ms pg. 7,
BRTD, NYPL.
223 Sotiropoulos, Staging Race, 177.
220
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Jayna Brown also misses the mark as she explores these two performances of the dance. She
claims that Walker’s “own serious artistic goals” ran counter to the “agendas” of the group’s “black
comedic farces,” exemplified by Williams’s performance. Brown views Williams’s burlesque as a
direct attack of ridicule specifically against his costar and partner’s wife, “offer[ing] satirical
renditions of such black middle-class aspiration.”224 Given the wide popularity of the dance and its
many parodies performed on vaudeville and musical comedy stages, Brown’s assessment of the
parody is surprisingly limited. For instance, it relegates Bandanna Land as a show in its own
racialized universe segregated from the other (white) musicals that audiences had likely seen. By
considering these dueling Salomes in terms of comedic conventions more broadly, we see that
Williams might have burlesqued Walker’s dance, but it was also clearly a topical comedic critique
of the craze in general. Certainly, it seems fitting to put Tanguay’s racialized, and likely shockingly
humorous, inclusion of the head of a young black man on the tray in context with Williams’s
inclusion of the racialized watermelon in his. The fact that both Williams’s and Walker’s
performances of the dance were interpolated to Bandanna Land just two weeks after Tanguay
debuted hers offers the tantalizing prospect that the African American performers were responding
to and commenting on Tanguay’s overtly racialized rendition.225
Also, reconsidering the two dances in context of each other and within the conventions of
musical comedy, Walker’s “serious” dance could be considered the perfect set-up for the foolish
Williams’s burlesque as the punchline. Just like her husband had been the comedic “straight man”
foil to Williams (which she would soon take over in this very show), Walker’s Salome was the

Brown, Babylon Girls, 186–87.
Tanguay’s upcoming turn as a “Salomer” was announced on July 25, 1908 in Variety, and her first performance was
on Monday, August 3 at the Alhamabra in New York City. See no author, “Tanguay as ‘Salome,’” Variety 11.7 (July
25, 1908): 6; and no author, “Tanguay at Alhambra,” Variety 11.9 (August 8, 1908): 3. The term “Salomer” is from no
author, “All about ‘Salome,’” Variety 11.8 (August 1, 1908): 7. Two weeks later, Lester Walton announced that Aida
Overton Walker was interpolating her first performance of the Salome dance in Bandanna Land on August 20. Then, by
September 3, 1908, Walton reported that Bert Williams’s burlesque of Salome was already “one of the hits of
‘Bandanna Land,’” and unfortunately does not mention Walker’s dance. See Walton, “Music and the Stage: W. & W. at
Grand Opera House,” New York Age 21.48 (August 20, 1908): 6; and Walton, “Music and the Stage: ‘Bandanna Land’
in New England,” New York Age 21.49 (September 3, 1908): 6.
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“straight woman” foil to Williams’s blackface wench burlesque. As a result, Williams’s ridiculous
Salome punchline arguably actually highlighted the sincerity, and perhaps the sophistication, of
Walker’s Salome setup. It also becomes possible that Williams was parodying not only black
middle-class aspirations but also white middle-class aspirations and how the Salome craze itself was
evidence that white middle-class spectators, too, were looking to show off their own
“sophistication” through their appreciation of modern dance. I argue that Walker would not have
been able to make this intrepid move had it not been for the fabulous lowbrow, unartistic,
unsophisticated, and undignified musical comedy that Bandanna Land was.
This becomes even clearer when considering Walker’s revival of the dance in her solo act
outside the realm of black musical comedy and a musical comedy house four years later when she
presented it at Oscar and William Hammerstein’s Victoria Theatre in 1912. Where she had earned
some admiration for the dance in Bandanna Land, she faced fairly harsh criticism in the more
“dignified” space of the vaudeville house. In Variety, critic Silverman wrote that her “single-handed
‘Salome’ was funny at Hammerstein’s Monday,” and “just as funny” on Tuesday, because “the
music was all wrong.” He wrote in terms of brow levels, mentioning that she was backed by a
stringed orchestra, rather than a “band,” and as a result, they played “the heavy classic stuff,” while
they “should have been playing ‘Robert E. Lee.’ Ada could just tear up that tune to pieces as
‘Salome.’” His response goes on to more directly suggest Walker’s racial transgression in terms of
the venue of her performance: “Miss Walker isn’t going to do herself any good coming into
Hammerstein’s as ‘Salome’ with the dance she has been doing for the past couple of years.”226 The
danger of ignoring her comedic history recurs in Andrew L. Erdman’s Blue Vaudeville, as he
surprisingly seems to misunderstand Silverman’s review, citing it as evidence that after having
“done a straightforward Salome dance for a while, [Walker] was later thought to do the best
226 Sime [Silverman], “New Acts Next Week: Ada Overton Walker ‘Salome,’” Variety 27.10 (August 9, 1912): 20. The
significance of the space to transgressive performances, or discursive spaces, will be explored in greater detail in the
third chapter.
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burlesque of Salome.”227 Her cultural work as both a comedian and a modern dancer seems
incompatible and contradictory to those writers I have cited here, which is a result of the lack of
attention paid to the seriousness at the heart of clowning around in US musical variety. However, as
I hope to have shown, by allowing for the possibility that Walker used the dance in Bandanna Land
as a comedic set-up to Williams’s minstrel take on the dance, the great scope of Walker’s racial
transgressions grows beyond cultural hierarchies, making her pioneering work all the more, rather
than less, remarkable.

Conclusion
Both Black Vaudeville and Big Time Vaudeville eventually collapsed under the mounting
pressures of the popularity of film and the devastating effects of the Great Depression around 1932.
Some clowns who became popular in the days of vaudeville and nightclub acts carried on their
performances in newly-emerging media. The Apollo Theatre in Harlem became a locus for
“vaudeville or variety presentations with big bands, a chorus line, comedians, dancers, and featured
acts, including all of the top performers of the era,” and carried these performers, their comedicanarchy, and their transgressions into the middle of the century on radio and eventually on
television, and eventually in film.228 Black clowns continue to perform racial transgressions by
pushing against social norms, entering spaces that have been deemed out of their reach, and creating
narratives that upset the notion that the all-“American” practice of comedic racial ridicule is
something that happens to them rather than something that they are actively present in. In Ellison’s
terms, they are actively signifiers and have been so for nearly two centuries.229

227 Erdman, Blue Vaudeville, 111. He refers to the same review and claims that “Sime Silverman called [Walker’s
performance at Victoria’s] the best ‘parody’ of Salome he had ever seen,” in his more recent study Queen of Vaudeville:
The Story of Eva Tanguay (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 2012), even though Silverman never mentions or even
refers to any kind of “parody” in the review, nor does he mention that it was the best of any kind. (114).
228 Watkins, On the Real Side, 386.
229 Ellison, “Change the Joke and Slip the Yoke,” 49.
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I have attempted to show in this chapter how considering racial transgressions in comedic
performances reveals the ways that focusing on performances of race and ethnicity as a binary is an
ineffective approach to US musical variety performance. This is the case whether that binary is
divided among racial, gendered, or cultural hierarchical lines, and it comes with dire consequences.
Yet it persists. Even the title of this chapter—Pigmeat Markham’s remark that “Everybody was
colored except the boss” on the TOBA—exemplifies the dangers of denying the fluidity which
many black clowns enjoyed performing many different types for many different people and the
people they entertained and inspired. Markham’s statement effectively invisibilizes Sherman
Houston Dudley from the narrative yet again the same way he was invisibilized decades earlier.
This act of erasure recurred even as recently as 2010 when Constance Hill claimed that
black musical theatre “continued to develop separately from white theater” in the first decades of
the twentieth century, and “it remained relatively uncompromised” by any kind of relationship
between the two.230 If this is to be believed, then there can be no credit given to black clowns,
writers, dancers, choreographers, or producers for any aspect of musical variety history in the
United States other than in “all-black” shows, which is a terrifying thought. The stakes of refusing
to take comedy seriously are quite high, and in the next chapter, I turn to the performances by
Chinese Americans on the Chop Suey Circuit and other variety stages to consider what Chinese
American clowns have been present in American humor that have gone unnoticed or understudied
so far.
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Chapter 2: “There Is No Such Thing” as Chinese Vaudeville: The Chop Sueyness of Chinese
American Musical Variety
“A vaudeville performance in a Chinese theater? There is no such thing.”1

There is a joke that poses the question, “What do they call Chinese food in China?” The
response is simply, “Food,” which might seem silly and inconsequential, but as this chapter sets out
to demonstrate, it actually holds the historical, political, and social forces that Chinese immigrants
and Chinese Americans have had to contend with since their first arrivals in the United States in the
early nineteenth century. In China, the cuisine is normal, of course; it is just food. However, outside
China, particularly in the United States, it was so different from typical US cuisine that it was
deemed strange, mysterious, and even repulsive.2 The establishments that cooked and served
“Chinese food” in the US themselves were considered hazardous to public health based on the
pervasive belief that they served cats, dogs, and rats prepared in kitchens that “were ... filled with
rubbish and decaying matter, swarming with flies, overrun with cockroaches.”3 There was nothing
about Chinese cuisine or restaurants that seemed to come anywhere near American food for nearly a
century. That is until the dish called Chop Suey was introduced in San Francisco in the late
nineteenth century and touted as the national dish of China, in an attempt to make Chinese cuisine
palatable to US consumers.4
Helen F. Clark, “The Chinese of New York,” Century 53.15 (November 1896): 106.
This is especially interesting given the fact that US cuisine is a “Cuisine of Contact,” according to Jennifer Jensen
Wallach. In How America Eats: A Social History of U.S. Food and Culture (Lanham, MD: Rowman and Littlefield,
2013), Wallach writes, “Due to the complex American history of conquests, enslavement, and immigration, the United
States has never developed a singular recognizable culinary tradition. US food practices have been shaped by the
various groups that have called this place home” (xiii). By the time US cuisine included variations on “Chinese” food in
the early 1920s, hamburgers, German hot dogs, and Italian spaghetti had already become part of “American” cuisine.
(169–70). Chapter seven in Wallach’s book, “Food Habits and Racial Thinking” (169–93), focuses specifically on the
popularization of Chinese and Mexican food in the United States.
3 California Commission on Immigration and Housing, Second Annual Report (Sacramento, 1916), 214–215, quoted in
Ivan Light, “From Vice District to Tourist Attraction: The Moral Career of American Chinatowns, 1880–1940,” Pacific
Historical Review 43.3 (August 1974): 386.
4 Several people claimed credit for inventing the Chop Suey dish, and as a result, tracing the history of is as vexed as
tracing the history of other popular cultural productions. What is certain is that the dish was created, packaged, and sold
as authentic Chinese food in the United States in order to appeal to a population that was suspicious of the cuisine. See
1
2
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Of course, Chop Suey is not a Chinese dish at all but rather what the New York Times
reported in 1928 was a uniquely American creation from some amalgamation of meat, celery,
onions, and the Chinese-sounding ingredients “bean sprouts, bamboo shoots, water chestnuts, . . .
and what not.” The writer declared, “The average native of any city in China knows nothing of chop
suey” because the term only “means hash.”5 Even still, this Americanized dish is credited with
making Chinese food comprehensible, palatable, and eventually popular in the US—in other words,
present and visible to US consumers.6 The cultural appropriation and mixing of Americanness with
Chineseness as consumable commodities echoes the reception and popularity of performers of
Asian descent in early-twentieth-century vaudeville and later musical variety. So much so that the
touring circuit of the Chinese restaurants and nightclubs across the United States that presented
putatively “all-Chinese” floorshows as entertainment from 1938 through the early 1960s became
known as the Chop Suey Circuit.
If this comparison of Chinese American people with consumable Chinese food in the United
States seems unfeeling or dehumanizing, that is because it is. It is also unfortunately a fitting one as
both the press and the performers themselves made this connection. For instance, responding to the
Chinese dancing duo Yow Hwa and Moey Yuen’s performance of “a trot and a cakewalk” in 1916
vaudeville, Variety reported, “Until their dancing portion was introduced, the consensus of opinion
was that a Chinaman was exclusively meant for the manufacture of chop suey.”7 Ironically, that is
what the duo was doing by performing African American dances clothed in “Oriental costumes” in
US vaudeville.8 The hybridity of the dish, or the hash, echoed the hybridity of US musical variety

Yong Chen, Chop Suey, U.S.A.: The Story of Chinese Food in America (New York: Columbia University Press, 2014);
and Andrew Coe, Chop Suey: A Cultural History of Chinese Food in the United States (New York: Oxford University
Press, 2009). See also No author, “Chop Suey Injunction,” New York Times (June 15, 1904): 7.
5 No author, “Chop Suey, Popular Here, Is Hardly Known in China,” New York Times (November 11, 1928): 17.
According to the Oxford English Dictionary, the term hash is a colloquial term in the US meaning, “Food in general,
esp. as served in a cheap restaurant or regarded as basic or unsophisticated.” Oxford English Dictionary, s.v. “hash,”
accessed 4 February 2019, http://www.oed.com.
6 Chen, Chop Suey, U.S.A., 139.
7 Wynn, “New Acts This Week: Yow Hwa and Moey Yuen,” Variety 42.1 (March 3, 1916): 19.
8 Ibid.
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performers and performances, and how it made them comprehensible, and even popular, as they
became visibly present to the “general” US American public. This troubling collapsing of food with
entertainer was even claimed by some performers on the Chop Suey Circuit themselves, such as
dancer Tony Wing (1921–1996). He recalled being asked in the 1940s, “Gee, what nationality are
you?”, and he replied, “Oh, I’m chop suey. . . . you know, the dish is a mixture of everything. I’m
Portuguese, Spanish and Filipino, and Chinese. . . . chop suey!”9 Audiences ate it up.
Around the same time, Hawaiian singer and comedian Jimmy “Jay” Borges began his tenure
as the opening act for the musical variety shows at the Forbidden City nightclub on the outskirts of
San Francisco’s Chinatown. His contributions to these “all-Chinese” revues were typical of most of
the material being performed at the time—US American popular music, dance, and racialized
comedy. With no “Chinese” elements to his act other than his skin tone and facial features that fit
with dominant notions of what appeared to be Chinese, Borges “Orientalized” himself, or engaged
in metaphorical yellowface practices, to seem more Chinese and to fit in with the “all-Chinese”
motif of the shows.10 For example, he adopted the surname Jay for his stage persona because it is
not only an actual Chinese name and Borges is not, but also because it seemed more “middle-of-theroad,” or more US American, than a stereotypical-sounding Chinese name like “Fong Gong
Chong.”11
At one particular performance, Borges recalled that he was walking among the crowd,
singing Eddie Cooley and Otis Blackwell’s “Fever” (1956), when “some caucasian lady” said to her

9 Tony Wing, quoted in Arthur Dong, Forbidden City, U.S.A.: Chinese American Nightclubs, 1936–1970 (Los Angeles:
Deep Focus Productions, 2014), 133. Dong’s book is based on his film of the same name (Los Angeles, CA: Deep
Focus Productions, 1989), http://www.deepfocusproductions.com/films/forbidden-city-usa/. In order to distinguish
between the two, I will include page numbers in citations from the book and the tag “(film)” in citations from the film.
10 It must be noted that all the shows presented in these nightclubs from 1937 on through the early 1960s were
advertised as “all-Chinese” revues when that, of course, was not the case. As Dong has noted, the performers on this
circuit came from “across the Asian diaspora,” including Japan, Korea, Hawaii, and the Philippines, and they all passed
for Chinese on stage and on tour (Forbidden City, 22–23).
11 Tony Wing, quoted in Trina Robbins, Forbidden City: The Golden Age of Chinese Nightclubs (Cresskill: Hampton
Press, Inc., 2010), 45. For more on the stage construction of Chinese-sounding language, see Moon, Yellowface, 42–43.
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companion, “Oh, Charlie! Look at him! He sings just like a white man!”12 Borges thought the
woman’s assessment of his singing was funny, and he decided to play along. He improvised by
kneeling at her feet and singing directly to her. The woman was so taken by Borges’s extra attention,
she pulled her skirt over his head. He continued to sing from under her skirt, interpolating various
cries for help. He sang, “Help! I never—Help!—never know how much I love—Help!”13 The
woman and her husband both thought it was wonderfully funny, and soon the audience joined them
in laughing at this peculiar spectacle of a “Chinese” man singing like a “white man” underneath a
white woman’s skirt. After she finally released him, he finished the song to thunderous applause and
laughter.14
This anecdote of a US American-born entertainer performing a Chop Suey-like mix of
“Chinese” and “Euro American” identities exemplifies the twisty logic of Chinese American
comedians in vaudeville and musical variety, the stereotypes they contended with, and their
presences in both those stereotypes and on US musical variety stages in the early twentieth century.
This becomes especially clear when considering Karen Shimakawa’s work on Asian Americans and
national abjection, which she considers both “a state and a process” of inclusion and expulsion of
Asian people in the United States.15 Borges’s diverse Hawaiian, Portuguese, and Chinese
background is invisibilized, and he is amalgamated into being “Chinese” by his stage name Jay, his
role in the “all-Chinese” revue, and the American tendency to homogenize the great diversity of
Asia into a monolithic “Asian” one. At the same time, singing US popular tunes in his rich singing
voice with no detectable accent erases all those “Asian” characteristics, and runs the risk of marking
him as a US American and therefore both present and comprehensible. That is until the white

Wing, quoted in Trina Robbins, Forbidden City, 45.
Ibid.
14 Ibid.
15 Shimakawa, National Abjection, 3. Shimakawa explicitly specifies her focus is on Asian Americans and not only
Chinese Americans.
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woman exclaimed, “He sings just like a white man!”, productively reminding the audience that
Borges was not white and “not-‘American.’”16
In the contradictory nature of national abjection, Borges’s singing was remarkable precisely
because everything else about him—his name, face, skin, and location of performance—
communicated to his audiences that he did not fit within the world of musical variety. Similar to the
way Chop Suey was appealing even with its Chinese-sounding ingredients, both Borges’s and
Wing’s talents were remarkable mostly because they were not-white and not-“American,”
highlighting their foreignness in general and their (constructed) Chineseness in particular. What is
even more telling is the woman’s comfort in pulling Borges, a “Chinese” man she does not know,
into the intimate space beneath her skirt, suggesting the long-held belief that Asian men posed no
physical or sexual threat because of the pervasive and persistent stereotype that they are more
effeminate than white US American men. One need only consider the same scenario with a black
male performer singing beneath a white woman’s skirt in the pre-Civil Rights United States to get a
sense of how nonthreatening Borges must have seemed to the woman, her husband, and the rest of
the audience in attendance. In other words, his stage constructed Chineseness made him visible only
in order to simultaneously invisibilize him from US citizenship and belonging.
Borges’s anecdote also mirrors this chapter’s application of national abjection to Chinese
American performers in vaudeville and on the Chop Suey Circuit in order to illuminate their
presences in, and their transgressions of, long-standing racial and ethnic stereotypes. As I will
demonstrate in this chapter, the Northeastern Ellis Island metaphor notwithstanding, Chinese and
other Asian Americans belong in Laurie’s “Niagaras of humor pouring over America.” To do so, I

16 Ibid. For Guterman, whose concerns in Performance, Identity, and Immigration Law are undocumented people living
in the United States, performance has the power to “mak[e] undocumentedness visible, tangible, [and] present,” which
can “unhinge—however slightly—the imbalance between visibility and invisibility that pushes those living in
undocumentedness into abjection” (9). Here, I argue that the same is true of performance for those performers who
entered the US to tour vaudeville circuits and those who were born in the US but still remained marked as foreign, alien,
and “not-‘American.’”
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contextualize the performers on the Chop Suey Circuit within the history of vaudeville in order to
situate the performers in the long history of Chinese Americans vying for legal and cultural
citizenship in the United States since their first appearances on popular stages in the 1830s, despite
the persistent process of nationally abjecting them, symbolically, materially, and legally.
It is through these performances that clowns from across the Asian diaspora resisted the
process of national abjection first by working in show business and, second, by addressing antiAsian stereotypes introduced prior to the first Asians’ arrival in the US and persisting through the
present day. In other words, these Chinese American entertainers participated in the “all‘American’” US tradition of comedic racial impersonation in musical variety in order to make a
living. In addition to that productive work, the presence of Chinese American clowns in musical
variety also bolsters the argument that musical variety is not a “white” institution as most histories
imply and some explicitly claim. Through their presences on musical variety stages, these Asian
American clowns redefined what it meant to be a US American and provided heretofore mostly
ignored diverse presences in US popular culture more generally. Because Chinese Americans
appeared in musical variety in two different venues and eras (vaudeville in the early twentieth
century and the Chop Suey Circuit in the middle of it), this chapter provides two studies of Chinese
performers in Big Time Vaudeville before moving on to establish the conditions and conventions of
the latter circuit, concluding with two Chinese American case studies from there.
Before beginning, it must be noted that the historical record and the archive pose unique
challenges for the historian of Chinese vaudeville, and even more so of the Chop Suey Circuit.
There is indeed more information available on the former, with Krysytn R. Moon’s Yellowface:
Creating the Chinese in American Popular Music and Performance, 1850s–1920s as an
indispensable resource, but for the latter, the records are comprised mostly of oral histories and
scant reviews in Billboard and Variety. There are only two book-length projects on the Chop Suey
Circuit, both named for the Forbidden City, the nightclub that started it all. They are both
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constructed from personal interviews with and personal collections of the performers, and neither
was published by academic presses. Trina Robbins’s Forbidden City: The Golden Age of Chinese
Nightclubs (2010) and Arthur Dong’s Forbidden City, U.S.A: Chinese American Nightclubs, 1936–
1970 (2014), which is based on the author’s 1989 documentary film, provide reproductions of
otherwise uncollected photographs, newspaper clippings, menus, playbills, and interviews with
many of the performers conducted in the 1980s.17 These works have been invaluable to my research,
but they stop short of historical contextualization and theorizing the larger implications of the
performances as racialized comedy, and they are not presented within the context of US American
popular culture more generally.
Therefore, I have built on the foundations provided by Dong, Moon, and Robbins by filling
in those gaps with archival research and other histories outside the small circle of San Francisco’s
Chinatown and placing them in context with earlier performances by Chinese natives as well as the
first generations of Chinese Americans who toured the US from the 1830s through the 1960s. The
challenge is even greater for the historian of early-twentieth-century Chinese American clowns,
because almost no Chinese American performers billed themselves as either clowns or comedians,
as other musical variety performers did, and as a result, no studies of these performers and their
racial impersonations have been written, invisibilizing them from the history of US musical
variety.18 Their specialties tended to be mostly acrobatics, magic, singing, and dancing. However,
the reviews, photographs, and personal recollections make it very clear that nearly all performers of
these specialties embodied the comedic-anarchy by including rigorous and racialized humor in their

In addition to these studies, see also SanSan Kwan, “Performing a Geography of Asian America: The Chop Suey
Circuit,” TDR 55.1 (Spring 2011): 120–36, which was a great help in shaping this chapter; and Anthony W. Lee, “The
Forbidden City,” in Picturing Chinatown: Art and Orientalism in San Francisco (Berkeley: University of California
Press, 2001), 237–85.
18 I did find advertisements for Sammee Tong, who was billed as “The One and Only Chinese Ham,” and the “Chinese
Charlie Chaplin,” but I have been unable to track down any reviews of his performances. See two advertisements for
The Shanghai Terrace Bowl in Oakland, CA with no other identifying information. Jadin Wong Ephemera, 1930–1996,
Box 1, Folder 2, BRTD, NYPL.
17
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acts, most of the time pointing out the perceived discrepancies between their Asianness and their
Americanness, and making them viable subjects of study for this project.

Chinese American Variety and National Abjection
In this chapter, I apply Karen Shimakawa’s notion of national abjection to Asian Americans
in early-and mid-twentieth-century musical variety performances. Shimakawa tailored Julia
Kristeva’s theory of abjection specifically to Asian American identity, performance, and national
belonging. In Powers of Horror: An Essay of Abjection, Kristeva defines abjection as the ambiguity
of the border between the simultaneous “releasing a hold” on a subject without “radically cut[ting]
off [that] subject from what threatens it,” and “acknowledges [that subject] to be in perpetual
danger.”19 Shimakawa specifies Kristeva’s ideas of the ambiguous nature of borders, the tension
between holding (including) and cutting off (jettisoning), and the dominant figure’s reliance on the
Other to define itself into “national abjection.” For Shimakawa, this is a process by which Chinese
Americans are persistently “marked . . . as fundamentally different from (and inferior to) a ‘norm,’
as politically and biologically not-‘American,’” despite nearly two centuries of their living,
working, and performing in the US. The process is “an attempt to circumscribe and radically
differentiate something that, although deemed repulsively other is, paradoxically at some
fundamental level, an undifferentiable part of the whole.”20
In other words, Chinese, and other Asian immigrants, have been misrepresented and
misperformed as impossibly and permanently “not-‘American,’” while at the same time they have
been a defining part of US American identity and history, present in both US popular culture as well
as the young nation’s rise to a capitalist global superpower. This is evidenced by the United States’s
reliance on Chinese labor to pan for gold and then build the transcontinental railroad, both of which
19 Julia Kristeva, Powers of Horror: An Essay of Abjection, translated by Leon S. Roudiez (New York: Columbia
University Press, 1982), 9.
20 Shimakawa, National Abjection, 2. Emphasis in original.
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are very much a part of US industrial and capitalistic growth as well as the mythology of US
Manifest Destiny. Upon the completion of these projects, when the need for their inexpensive labor
had run out, the process of national abjection began to “jettison” them, an apt term for invisibilizing
or ejecting them,21 from US society by relegating them to Chinatowns—hold-overs from the
nineteenth-century segregated railroad laborers’ camps that Charles Hiroshi Garrett calls “internal
colonies.”22
For Shimakawa, Asian Americanness becomes recognizable through its “constantly shifting
relations to Americanness,” through the “movement between . . . visibility and invisibility,
foreignness and domestication/assimilation,” which “marks the boundaries of Asian American
cultural (and sometimes legal) citizenship.” Simply put, “Asian Americanness functions as abject in
relation to [US] Americanness.”23 By necessarily and continually making Asian Americans present
in order to define what is not-“American,” this process paradoxically also jettisons, or invisibilizes,
them from US history and the US imaginary because they pose a threat to what is-“American.”
National abjection, then, “offers a way of ‘reading’ Asian Americanness in relation to and as a
product of US Americanness—that is, as occupying the seemingly contradictory, yet functionally
essential position of constituent element and radical other.”24
My thinking about the processes of racial and national impersonation is greatly informed by
Judith Butler and Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak, who illustrate the interdependence and two-way flow
between the nation (social and cultural codes) and the state (government and institutions).25
Therefore, my reading of the relationship between the included and the jettisoned in national
abjection is that it also works in the other direction. For instance, if Asian or Chinese Americanness

21 Kristeva, 2. NB: The term jettison is Roudiez’s translation of Kristeva’s term exclu. Kristeva, Pouvoirs de L’Horreur:
Essai Sur L’Abjection (Paris: Éditions du Seuil, 1980), 9.
22 Charles Hiroshi Garrett, “Chinatown, Whose Chinatown? Defining America’s Borders with Musical Orientalism,”
Journal of the American Musicological Society 57.1 (Spring 2004): 135.
23 Shimakawa, National Abjection, 3.
24 Ibid. Emphasis in original.
25 Butler and Spivak, Who Sings the Nation-State?, 2.
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becomes recognizable and symbolically coherent only in relation to US Americanness, then the
latter also becomes recognizable and coherent in relation to Asianness, as realized through the ongoing process of national abjection. Recalling Kristeva, this also shows how white US
Americanness itself is in “perpetual danger” precisely because of the tenuousness of the project of
definition by negation. While these questions have been taken up by historians such as Ju Yon Kim,
Robert G. Lee, Sean Metzger, James S. Moy, Dave Williams, Henry Yu, and Su Zheng, there are
very few studies that consider them in terms of performance history—and certainly in terms of
musical variety, which has yet to receive much attention.26 Even in National Abjection,
Shimakawa’s case studies begin in the 1960s, the time she argues “(self-proclaimed) Asian
American theatre” began, and I aim to show otherwise.27
In terms of stage performances and Asian stereotypes, Shimakawa considers some acts of
self-Orientalization as productive in that they problematize those characterizations by “(partially)
reclaiming [them] by celebrating [their] elasticity and foregrounding [the] artificiality” of their
constructions.28 As will become clear in the pages that follow, “the production and performance of
Asian Americanness within the context of a U.S. culture . . . has historically, repeatedly (although
not uniformly or continually) insisted” on its abjection both theatrically on US popular stages, as

Ju Yon Kim, The Racial Mundane: Asian American Performance and the Embodied Everyday (New York: New York
University Press, 2015); Robert G. Lee, Orientals: Asian Americans in Popular Culture (Philadelphia: Temple
University Press, 1999); Metzger, Chinese Looks; James S. Moy, Marginal Sights: Staging the Chinese in America
(Iowa City: University of Iowa Press, 1993); Williams, Misreading the Chinese Character; Henry Yu, Thinking
Orientals: Migration, Contact, and Exoticism in Modern America (New York: Oxford University Press, 2001); and Su
Zheng, Claiming Diaspora: Music, Transnationalism, and Cultural Politics in Asian/Chinese America (New York:
Oxford University Press, 2010).
27 Shimakawa, National Abjection, 17. Esther Lee Kim repeats this idea with the claim, “The term ‘Asian American’ did
not exist before 1965, and neither did ‘Asian American theatre.’” See Kim, A History of Asian American Theatre
(Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2006), 7. Both Shimakawa and Kim acknowledge that there were Asian
performers working in the US American theatre since the nineteenth century, so their refusal to include them within the
longer history of Asians and Asian Americans in the popular theatre of the US actually participates in the process of
jettisoning them from US culture and history that their projects otherwise rail against. I would also like to point out that
Wong Chin Foo started his own newspaper in San Francisco on February 3, 1883, initially titled Mei Hua Xin Bao,
which was translated in English on the masthead as “Chinese American,” making it “the first recorded usage of [that]
term.” See Scott D. Seligman, The First Chinese American: The Remarkable Life of Wong Chin Foo (Hong Kong: Hong
Kong University Press, 2013), 90.
28 Shimakawa, National Abjection, 2.
26
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well as extratheatrically in everyday life and politics.29 For other scholars of Asian and Chinese
American representation, the focus has remained somewhat narrowly on the project of calling
attention to the constructions of Asianness and Chineseness, and nearly all the scholarship on these
stereotypes leave musical variety out almost entirely. Perhaps this is due to the fact that popular
culture and its myriad musical variety performance forms in general have only relatively recently
inspired serious scholarly attention. It could also be due to yet another persistent stereotype of
Chinese people and Chinese theatre—that they, quite simply, were not funny.30
In any case, leaving out comedy and denying the role that Chinese Americans have played in
perpetuating and unsettling those stereotypes can only go so far when considering the complexities
of meaning-making that performing the Other on musical variety stages generates. For instance, in
Misreading the Chinese Character: Images of the Chinese in Euroamerican Drama to 1925, Dave
Williams claims Euro Americans wished to expel the Chinese from the United States, but because
they could not “control the actual world, . . . they could certainly control the microcosm of the
theater,” in the “hope that the Chinese in the real world would likewise become invisible.”31 As his
book’s title suggests, Williams focuses mostly on the Euro American construction of Chineseness,
which is necessary work to be sure, but it also maintains the Euro American point of view at the
center of the issue, and those constructions stubbornly remain the defining elements of Asian people
in the United States.
Other studies provide anxious critiques of any performance that includes constructions of
Asian otherness at all, even if the artists in question are of Asian descent and their intentions were to
point them out as false constructions. For example, James S. Moy is critical of “serious” twentiethcentury plays by Asian Americans, such as M. Butterfly (1988) by Chinese American David Henry

Ibid., 2–3.
Wong Chin Foo, “To Produce the Chinese Drama,” New York Tribune (September 2, 1883): no page, cited in
Seligman, The First Chinese American, 127.
31 Williams, Misreading the Chinese Character, 210.
29
30
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Hwang and Yankee Dawg You Die (1998), which features a character who got his start on the Chop
Suey Circuit, by Japanese American Philip Kan Gotonda. For Moy, these plays “attacked” the
stereotypes generated by white Euro Americans, but he argues they were “well intentioned” but
ultimately “impotent” because they had to echo those stereotypes in order to be commercially
successful. Such echoing “amounted to little more than refigured but ‘authentic’ reinscriptions” that
crumbled under the weight of “consumer desires,” which only “contributed to the creation of a new
order of authenticated stereotype.”32 However, Moy, Williams, and others do not consider how the
Chinese and others from the Asian diaspora worked within and against those constructions.
I do not intend to discredit these scholars, but rather I want to push against their work to
explore other productive opportunities and see what and who has been invisibilized by their
approaches. They are right to observe that, just as with African American performers and
playwrights, Asian and Chinese American artists had to participate in self-ridicule in order to enter
the world of US show business. And yes, the act of self-ridicule runs the risk of reinforcing those
types and even lending them the supremely troubling status as authentic. However, there is still
productive work to be done in taking Chinese Americans’ participation in the practice seriously. Su
Zheng acknowledges a similar gap in music scholarship in Claiming Diaspora, her study of Asian
American music in popular entertainment. She writes, “most studies . . . by Asian Americanists do
not recognize the long presence of Chinese Americans or any other Asian Americans in the United
States except that of Asian-American jazz,” which is an “intellectual rejection and negation,” or
invisibilization, that “convincingly illustrates the very marginal and interstitial place” Asian
American performers occupy in US popular culture histories.33 In this chapter, I intend to
“recognize the long presence of Chinese Americans or any other Asian Americans” in another
popular cultural form that Asian Americans have been present in but have been invisibilized by a

32
33

Moy, Marginal Sights, 20–22.
Su Zheng, Claiming Diaspora, 9.
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lack of scholarly attention—musical variety performances of race, nationality, and class. As I will
explore in this chapter, Asian American performers’ participation in self-Orientalization and
embodying other Others on musical variety stages marked them as both foreign and American,
present yet invisible, jettisoned yet constitutive of US popular culture, and those performances have
far greater implications and have made a greater impact on US popular culture than has yet been
acknowledged in histories of the forms.

Chinese(ness) in America: More Chop Sueyness than Chinese
The first known appearances of Chinese and Asian stereotypes in the United States came
long before Chinese people arrived in the mid-nineteenth century. In other words, Chineseness was
made present and visible before Chinese people were. This is in contrast to blackface caricatures,
which were introduced after Africans had arrived in the US, allowing African Americans to begin
embodying and signifyin(g) on them very soon after that introduction. For the Chinese in the US,
white audiences could consume and enjoy the stereotypes without having anybody present to
counteract or contradict them. Without having to answer to those constructions, Euro Americans had
carte blanche to (mis)interpret the Chinese people as they wished, making the project of abjecting
them easier to accomplish. The practice of favoring the representation of Chinese people over the
reality of them, much like the favoring of Chop Suey as a representative Chinese dish, runs
throughout the history of US popular entertainment as will become clear below.
For instance, the first documented appearance of embodied Chineseness on any US stage
was at the Southwark Theatre in Philadelphia in 1767. This production of Arthur Murphy’s play The
Orphan of China, an English version of the thirteenth-century Yuan tragedy Chao-Shih Ku-Erh (The
Orphan of Chao) by Chi Chun-Hsiang, featured a US American cast appearing in “Middle Eastern
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styles of costume.”34 This is arguably also the first instance of yellowface performance in the US.
As if the Chop Suey mix of European playwright, Euro American performers, and Chinese source
material did not sufficiently eclipse the original Chinese play, Murphy’s translation was actually of
L’Orphelin de la Chine, Voltaire’s 1753 French translation, which was itself based on two earlier
translations.
However, it remains “the first Chinese play to be rendered into any European language” and
to have attracted European writers and American audiences.35 Therefore it is also the earliest known
instance of American audiences consuming embodied Chineseness, even as a construction of it
through this “mutilated” form and without Chinese people’s contributions, consent, or dissent.36 The
translation of a translation of a translation performed by Euro Americans exemplifies the process of
national abjection—the Chinese are simultaneously both made present and absent, allowing Euro
Americans to perform and consume Chineseness while simultaneously jettisoning it. As a result, US
Americans got to “know” the Chinese “in absentia,” as Trav S. D. would have it, through these
representations and performances before any Chinese people had actually arrived in North
America.37 This was also long before the discovery of gold in California in 1848 that brought
Chinese immigrants to the US in significant numbers a year later.38
When Chinese people finally did appear in public performances in the United States in 1829,
it was through a different lens, which was the guise of presenting scientific ethnographic facts in
museums and expos, further confusing the lines between lived life and constructed life, Asian and

34 Daphne Lei, “The Production and Consumption of Chinese Theatre in Nineteenth-Century California,” Theatre
Research International 28.3 (2003): 290.
35 Liu Wu-Chi, “The Original Orphan of China,” Comparative Literature 5.3 (1953): 193. Liu Wu-Chi provides an
excellent overview of the history of the play from the Yuan era through Murphy’s American premier. Also note that
Moy and Lei both mark 1755 as the date of Voltaire’s translation (Marginal Sights, 9; Lei, “Production and
Consumption,” 300n10). Lei cites Moy as her source while Moy does not provide any documentation. Liu Wu-Chi’s
source is an 1877 anthology of Voltaire’s complete works.
36 Liu Wu-Chi, “The Original Orphan of China,” 212.
37 Trav S. D., No Applause, 50.
38 Thomas W. Chinn, Bridging the Pacific: San Francisco Chinatown and Its People (San Francisco: Chinese Historical
Society of America, 1989), 19.
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American, assimilability and unassimilability. For example, at the end of the summer of that year,
conjoined twins Chang and Eng, whose chosen American surname Bunker stood in stark contrast to
their stage billing as the Siamese Twins, left behind a lucrative family business in Thailand to
embark on a tour of the US, which eventually led to their international stardom. Like Chop Suey
Circuit performers would do more than a hundred years later, Chang and Eng capitalized on their
novelty as Siamese Americans (not to mention the physical novelty of being conjoined twins) at the
same time they lived what appeared to be very “American” lives, such as managing their own act,
marrying white American women, fathering American children, and even owning slaves.39 Their
enduring “American” legacy is also evident in the fact that their popularity led to the word Siamese
entering US American English vernacular. For example, the verb form of the word Siamese is
defined by the Oxford English Dictionary as, “To join, unite, or couple, after the manner of the
Siamese twins,” as well as an adjective meaning either “Twin; closely connected or similar” or as a
“Siamese connection,” which refers to “a form of coupling used for fire-hose.”40 The twins’ status
as “American” as well as novel (and model) “Asians” reveals their national abjection. All of these
attributes presented to the public worked in one way to invisibilize their Siamese otherness while
also banking on that otherness as a means to sell tickets, exemplifying the process of national
abjection in performance.
About five years after Chang and Eng’s arrival in Boston, Afong Moy arrived from China,
making her reportedly the first Chinese woman in the United States. Soon after her arrival, she
began making similar appearances as the twins in major venues in the United States and Europe.
She was often billed simply as “The Chinese Lady,” identifying her solely by her Chineseness, or

39 John Kuo Wei Tchen, New York before Chinatown: Orientalism and the Shaping of American Culture, 1776-1882
(Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1999), 131–42. See also Cynthia Wu, Chang and Eng Reconnected: The
Original Siamese Twins in American Culture (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 2012); and Yunte Huang,
Inspeparable: The Original Siamese Twins and Their Rendezvous with American History (New York: Liveright, 2018).
40 Chang and Eng hail from Siam, present-day Thailand, so my descriptor “Siamese” is correct, and the Oxford English
Dictionary also defines the word as “Of or relating to Siam (now Thailand) or its inhabitants,” s.v. “Siamese,” accessed
4 February 2019, http://www.oed.com.
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not-“Americanness.” She remained quite popular on ethnographic circuits, prompting George Odell
to report that “the Chinese Lady” had appeared again at the American Museum “as usual” in the
summer of 1834. Her foreignness, not-“Americanness,” and even non-humanness, was bolstered by
her appearances in the same bill as other Others such as “Schweighoffer, the magician,” “honeybees working in glass hives,” “a party of Indians,” and “fifty automaton figures at work.”41
Afong appeared in an environment constructed to look like a Chinese salon decorated with
paper lanterns, satin drapes, Chinese paintings, and furniture, authenticated by the fact that all these
trappings had been brought to the US on the same ship with her.42 Similar Orientalized “Chinese”
décor would be employed in the Chinese nightclubs of the Chop Suey Circuit later in the 1940s. The
American Museum invited Afong Moy for an extended appearance to show “New York belles how
different ladies could look in widely separated regions” with her “native costume.”43 Perhaps most
compelling to US audiences were her bound feet, which confirmed the descriptions of the strange,
cruel, and backward Chinese culture published earlier by Christian missionary reports and travel
writings.44 In order to draw crowds, advertisements boasted that she “occasionally WALKS
BEFORE THE COMPANY, so as to afford an opportunity of observing her” in motion.45
In Afong’s first appearances, she spoke only Chinese and sang Chinese music, which likely
gave most US ticket buyers their first chance to hear Chinese language and music.46 Unlike Chang
and Eng, whose intelligible English, American dress, and the likely confidence that came with their
41 Odell, Annals of the New York Stage, Volume 4 (1834–1843), (New York: Columbia University Press, 1928), 42. It is
also interesting to note that Moy’s appearances in New York City were around the same that Jim Crow acts were
exploding on stage, including the famous Thomas “Daddy” Rice and Miss Wray, the “young American phenomenon”
who presented “her Jim Crow specialty” at only seven years of age. On Miss Wray, see Ibid., 43.
42 In New York before Chinatown, Tchen reproduces and describes the lithograph “Afong Moy: The Chinese Lady” by
Russo Browne on pages 102–3.
43 Odell, Annals of the New York Stage, Volume 4: 43.
44 For instance, see Arthur H. Smith, Chinese Characteristics (Port Washington, NY: Kennikat Press, 1894) and
Poultney Bigelow, “One Chinaman Possibly Converted,” New York Times (July 15, 1900): 17.
45 Broadside for Afong Moy, North American Hotel, New Orleans, Louisiana, 1842. Courtesy of the American
Antiquarian Society, American Broadsides and Ephemera, Series 1, no. 6010, access provided by BRTD, NYPL.
46 On being the first Chinese woman in the United States, see Judy Yung, Chinese Women of America: A Pictorial
History (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 1986 [1993]), 14. See also Tchen, New York before Chinatown, 101–
6. On her singing, see Broadside for Afong Moy, North American Hotel, New Orleans, Louisiana, 1842; and
Advertisement, Daily Herald (New Haven), October 5, 1835, 3; cited in Moon, Yellowface, 60.
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secure finances and status as slaveholders made them seem American (or at least something
approaching Chinese American), Afong was only ever an exotic “Chinese lady” on display, a victim
of a culture in decline as evidenced by her music, clothing, and her “astonishing little feet!”47 About
ten years later, she expanded her repertoire of walking and singing to include speaking English to
educate audiences on Chinese customs, such as the proper use of chopsticks, and discussing the
differences between the United States and China.48
By this time, she paradoxically seemed “American,” so much so that a reader wrote to the
New York Commercial Advertiser posing the question, “But is the lady Chinese?” Both the question
and the editor’s lengthy response considering Afong’s clothing, décor, and business acumen reveal
the white public’s surprise (or fear) that Chinese people might actually assimilate into US culture.
This confusion would be echoed nearly a century later with the exclamation that Jimmy Borges
“sings just like a white man!” at the Forbidden City. Therefore, even when Asian entertainers finally
appeared in these early public “performances,” they did so under the frame of the “ethnographic
congresses” of museums and variety performances.49 In other words, the Euro Americans in
attendance might be seeing and hearing “real Asians” for the first time in their lives rather than more
explicit yellowface caricatures, but they were still presented as constructions of reality—as novelties
or freaks interesting almost solely for their foreignness.50

Legislating the Chinese into Invisibility: National and Extratheatical Abjection

Broadside for Afong Moy, North American Hotel, New Orleans, Louisiana, 1842.
Another instance of Chinese American women teaching US Americans about “Chinese” culture will be performed
again in the 1940s when Chop Suey Circuit performer Frances Chun taught young US Army cadets how to use
chopsticks and was photographed and published in magazines to show how these Chinese performers were supporting
the war effort. See photo reproduced in Dong, Forbidden City, 30. Jadin Wong and Noel Toy would similarly make
public appearances to teach New Yorkers about “Chinese” culture and fashion around the same time.
49 Moy, Marginal Sites, 14.
50 When the Tong Hook Tong Dramatic Company arrived in California in 1852, built a theatre, and presented Chinese
opera performed by Chinese people for the first time in the United States, its foreignness and “exoticism” jettisoned
itself from US American culture at the same time it defined for Europeans a “sense of American cultural uniqueness”
(Lei, “The Production and Consumption of Chinese Theatre,” 298).
47
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Shimakawa’s national abjection is evident both theatrically as well as extratheatrically, to
use Marvin McAllister’s term for social performances of race outside the theatre. McAllister’s use
of the term is to consider the ways that “blacks perform white privilege” in the social world by
participating in the business side of US entertainment and popular culture. It is also useful in terms
of considering the ways that “white privilege” in the United States has had legislative and
community support for both symbolically and literally expelling Asian Americans from the
extratheatrical realm as well as how Asian Americans have resisted these expulsions by similarly
performing whiteness and “white privilege” on stage and in the social world.51 For Shimakawa, the
long and persistent history of regulating Asian immigration was “a means of establishing and
maintaining a racially specific ‘Americanness,’ albeit punctuated by intermittent periods of (partial)
inclusion/assimilation.”52 I would add that the attempts to control Asian and Chinese American
entertainers also function to establish and maintain a racially specific American Musical
Comedyness that seems to have no place for Asian American musical variety performers. Therefore,
in order to show the connections between the theatrical and extratheatrical in terms of Asian
Americans and their performances on musical variety stages, this section provides historical context
for those issues in order to establish how much they informed Asian and Chinese American musical
variety performances and the stereotypes that thrived both theatrically and extratheatrically.
First, it is important to note the institutionalized ways that the US government, as well as US
society at large, actively suppressed Chinese immigration, labor, and everyday living. Before the
1849 Gold Rush inspired great numbers of Chinese people to immigrate to California, a territory
that was still two years away from being “Americanized” itself by becoming the thirty-first state,
the population of California was mostly made up of “Hispanic and non-Hispanic Europeans, Native
Americans, and even a very few African Americans and Chinese.”53 That quickly changed when
McAllister, White People Do Not Know How to Behave, 6–7.
Shimakawa, National Abjection, 5.
53 Williams, Misreading the Chinese Character, 78.
51
52
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Chinese immigrants began making their way across the Pacific Ocean, with an estimated 7500
Chinese men, known as “Coolies,” arriving in California by 1851.54 In the first decade of Chinese
immigration, their fellow laborers thought they were “odd” but overall “quiet, inoffensive, and
particularly industrious.”55 Such warm thoughts toward this new wave of immigrants would not last
very long, of course—especially regarding their industriousness—when they would begin to be
deemed unintelligible, filthy creatures who were stealing Euro Americans’ jobs and refused to
assimilate to their new location.56 Their appearance efficiently marked them as different. They wore
darkly colored smocks over baggy short pants with bare legs, and their heads were closely-shaven,
except for an area several inches in diameter on the top of the head from which hung a long braid of
hair. Known as the queue, it remained uncut and hung down to the man’s knees, often embellished
by long strands of black silk. This “look” would become the first explicit stereotyped representation
of the stage Chinese.57
It also became the “icon of backwardness,” and was “the single most powerful visual
signifier of Chinese identity” on the stage, exemplified by the character Ah Sin, created by Mark
Twain and Bret Harte, and Euro and African American clowns in early vaudeville.58 In the

Lois Rodecape, “Celestial Drama in the Golden Hills: The Chinese Theatre in California, 1849–1869,” California
Historical Society Quarterly 23.2 (June 1944): 97–98. Rodecape also acknowledges that these numbers are approximate
because population estimates vary quite a bit for the early years of Chinese immigration. See note 113n2. According to
Dave Williams, the term coolie “derives from a Tamil or Bengali term meaning ‘field laborer,’ with no connotations of
servitude,” that the term would come to signify in the US. “In Chinese, it can mean either ‘to rent muscle,’ or ‘bitter
strength’” (Williams, Misreading the Chinese Character, 225n2).
55 William Shaw, Golden Dreams and Waking Realities: Being the Adventures of a Gold-Seeker in California and the
Pacific Islands (London, 1851), 42; cited in Rodecape, “Celestial Drama,” 98.
56 According to Tomás Almaguer, when these laborers followed African American slaves into mining territory, Euro
Americans “drew close analogies” between the slave and the coolie (153). He also points out that the timing of the
arrival of the new Chinese labor force coincided with the debates in California about slavery, which inspired deeper
anxieties about “the Chinese as a threat to the status of free white labor” (154). See Almaguer, Racial Fault Lines: The
Historical Origins of White Supremacy in California (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1994).
57 Rodecape, “Celestial Drama,” 98. It is curious to note that Rodecape, writing in 1944, refers to this outfit as a
“costume,” which both highlights the constructedness of the type in the US, but without actually referring to it in terms
of staging, and the inclusion/exclusion split of national abjection is evidenced again. For more on the stage costume and
its place in vaudeville, see the section on African American clown Harry Fiddler in chapter 1 and the section on ChinChun-Chan in chapter 3 of this dissertation.
58 On “icon of backwardness,” see Judy Tsou, “Gendering Race: Stereotypes of Chinese Americans in Popular Sheet
Music,” Repercussions (Fall 1997): 50; the latter quote is from Williams, Misreading the Chinese Character (188). See
also Metzger, Chinese Looks, 37.
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nineteenth-century US imaginary, the queue’s relationship to the backward non-democratic Chinese
government worked in stark contrast to the Euro American notions of western expansion into the
new frontier of both geography and industrial modernity.59 This was seen as such a powerful threat
to Americanness that a Queue Ordinance was introduced in 1872, requiring any man sentenced to
jail to cut his hair within an inch of his scalp.60
As newer generations of Chinese Americans came of age in the first decade of the twentieth
century, Chinese men did start to cut off their queues in order to fit in more in the United States than
earlier generations did.61 In 1906, The Chinese-Western Daily quoted a Chinese barber in San
Francisco claiming that cutting of the queues was becoming “a social trend.”62 But the project of
national abjection is malleable enough, and the Chinese population was seen as threatening enough,
to have turned even the cutting of the queue into a threat to Americanness. For example, when
Chinese men in the US began cutting their hair, anxieties flared again because they were now
dangerously “on the verge of assimilating,” or becoming too-“American.”63
By 1880, the US Census reported 105,465 Chinese people were living in the country, and the
attitudes toward the nation’s fastest-growing group of immigrants had shifted toward nearlyunfettered hostility. For instance, there were several anti-Chinese riots that erupted in the Pacific

Metzger, Chinese Looks, 21.
Elmer Clarence Sandmeyer, The Anti-Chinese Movement (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1973), 51.
61 Even prior to queues being outlawed in China after the 1911 Wachung Uprising there and the establishment of the
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Northwest and the Midwest throughout the 1880s.64 The government also began to control and
contain the perceived Chinese threat to the white labor force with a great deal of legislation. The
Page Act of 1875 restricted the number of Chinese women who could enter the US, which also led
to gross misunderstandings of the social customs and sexual proclivities of Chinese men.65 Even as
late as 1910, the Chinese population in the US was ninety-four percent male. As a result, Chinese
men often took on work that white laborers did not want, work that was deemed “women’s work,”
giving Euro Americans even more fodder for containing the Chinese—these men were marked as
effeminate threats to US masculinity, jettisoning them further from Americanness.66
When Congress passed the Chinese Exclusion Act restricting all Chinese immigration to the
US in 1882, the gender disparity remained somewhat fixed. As a result, US Chinatowns became
known for Asian prostitutes, who attracted white clients based on rumors of the different “slant” of a
Chinese woman’s vagina. The prostitution trade’s reliance on sexual exoticism perpetuated the
myths of the anything-goes attitude and loose morals of Chinese women as well as the titillating
idea that their foreign bodies had a special capacity to give men what no white woman could. Even
young white boys could partake courtesy of the special “ten-cent lookee.”67 The “absence of women
in Chinese communities fed the belief in the dominant media that Chinese social organization in the
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United States encouraged female prostitution” more generally.68 These and other laws contributed to
the national abjection of the Chinese from the United States by “effectively legislat[ing] the Chinese
out of existence,” and gave “rise to the saying that to have a ‘Chinaman’s chance’ was to have no
chance at all.”69 These attempts to erase or distort the reality of Chinese Americans would also
occur on mid-twentieth-century musical variety stages.
Another way that the Chinese were held close to US social life without completely
jettisoning them out of it, and contributed to the perpetuation of Chinese stereotypes, was through
the “internal colonies,” that were holdovers from the segregated railroad camps—Chinatowns.70 The
borders of these segregated spaces were formed by ethnic prejudice and the denial of the right to
fully enter and participate in US American life. In the 1920s, the Survey of Race Relations referred
to the invisible borders around the Chinese communities in Chinatowns as the “Great Wall.”71 By
referring to an internal US boundary as the Great Wall of China, this commission suggests that it is
Chinese culture rather than American bigotry that relegated Chinese Americans as foreigners in their
own home.
Referring to the borders of Chinatown as the “Great Wall” also served to define Chinatown
itself as not-“American” but as Chinese, which points to the paradox of national abjection—
Chinatown is part of the US because it is literally and geographically a part of the country and part
of the frontier that needed to be conquered, tamed, and exploited in order to define Americanness,
while it also remains apart from the US due to its designation as China. As such, the Chinese who
lived there were jettisoned from US geography and society by domestically deporting them to
imaginary mini-Chinas in US cities.72 This occurred even though Chinese laborers were
Karen J. Leong, “‘A Distinct and Antagonistic Race’: Constructions of Chinese Manhood in the Exclusionist Debates,
1869–1878,” in Across the Great Divide: Cultures of Manhood in the American West, edited by Matthew Basso, Laura
McCall, and Dee Garceau (New York: Routledge, 2001), 143.
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70 Garrett, “Chinatown,” 135.
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72 See Lei, “The Production and Consumption of Chinese Theatre”; Chinn, Bridging the Pacific; and Lee, Picturing
Chinatown.
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instrumental in creating the Trans-Pacific Railroad that not only ultimately satisfied the American
myth of Manifest Destiny by providing US citizens mobility from coast to coast, but their labor on
the railroad also provided the means for the great vaudeville circuits and combines, including the
attendant racial and class impersonations, to travel across the United States. This would have an
inarguably significant impact on US popular culture in the early twentieth century.
Of course, Chinatowns would take on new significance as they became more than just a
neighborhood with an all-Asian citizenry when they eventually led to the creation of the Chop Suey
Circuit. In order to pursue new ways to earn a living, which was indeed a necessity in the 1890s
after the completion of the railroad and the end of the Gold Rush, Chinatown businessmen and
women turned to tourism. As “the Chinese in America have always capitalized their cultural
heritage to make a living,” these business owners began to Orientalize the area in order “to suit the
taste and imagination of . . . the American public.”73 Part of the Orientalizing process was the
addition of new Chop Suey joints alongside other business ventures that had been specializing in the
“vice” business such as fan-tan parlors, opium dens, and brothels, that had been in operation in San
Francisco Chinatown since as early as the 1850s.74 They presented Chinatown as “the embodiment
of the exotic Orient” through acts of self-Orientalization to those non-Chinese tourists curious and
adventurous enough to risk the trip without enduring the long journey across the Pacific Ocean.75
The local Chinese Americans played into these “vices” in order to make money from white
US tourists by trafficking in Asian stereotypes that mirrored those that had already appeared on
stage and that would continue to flourish in musical variety long into the twentieth century. Part of
this early self-Orientalizing of everyday life in Chinatown occurred in more fully rendered
“stagings” of shocking events, such as murder, coordinated by tour guides and “performed” by local
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Chinese people. In one particular performance in a Chinatown bar, a white woman got up from her
table to perform “an Oriental dance” before making her way over to the white piano player and
kissing him. In response, a Chinese man, presumably the woman’s secret lover, stood up from his
table in an opium-induced stupor to pull the woman off the piano player. The ensuing scuffle
resulted in the woman being stabbed and dragged out of the room, the knife-wielding Chinese man
being “spirit[ed] away” by his compatriots, and the piano player continuing on as if nothing had
occurred, all to the audiences’ delight.76 In this performance, the tricky elements of representation,
stereotype, and location collide, all for the benefit of white consumption of the exotically dangerous
(and performatively safe) Chinese in Chinatown.
This moment also plays in stark contrast to the one decades later at the Forbidden City when
Jimmy Borges sang from beneath the skirt of the white woman, which also suggests the changing
attitudes toward and increasing acceptance (albeit measured) of Chinatown and its denizens.
Changing attitudes toward the neighborhood had been strategically orchestrated by city officials and
the Chinese American business owners, by making Chinatown more “American” paradoxically
through “Orientalizing” elements, like the Chop Suey dish. For example, after San Francisco’s
major earthquake in 1906, which levelled most of the area to rubble, the Chinatown Chamber of
Commerce regulated the architectural designs of all new construction to adhere to generalized
“pagoda-style décor,” which would soon become a stage shorthand for the “Orient.” At the same
time it echoed the mise en scène created to “display” Afong Moy a century earlier, in order to attract
white tourists.77 Tellingly, the year that Chinatown began to Orientalize itself for white consumption
is the same year that Chinese American men began cutting their queues and, as a result, began
appearing to assimilate to US American culture.
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In addition to the new self-Orientalizing architecture that appeared to be more “middle-ofthe-road” Chinese, like Jimmy Borges’s chosen Chinese stage name “Jay,” San Francisco’s
Chinatown also began to reduce the number of opium dens, brothels, and fan-tan parlors and
replacing them with more “reputable” businesses—restaurants. This shift also neatly coincided with
the rise in popularity of Chinese food in the US, assisted again by self-Orientalization, with the
introduction of the “national dish” of China—Chop Suey. This newly constructed dish, in concert
with the newly revitalized area, fostered musical variety performances in the burgeoning nightclub
scene in San Francisco’s Chinatown by Chinese American entertainers who had been given only
scant opportunities in vaudeville. It seems fitting then, that the circuit for these new kinds of
performances that were part “Asian” and part “American” was called the Chop Suey Circuit.
The wild popularity of the Chinese revues in the nightclubs in San Francisco eventually led
to the opening of new clubs offering similar entertainment in other cities across the US, such as
Detroit, Chicago, Seattle, Milwaukee, and New York City. Thus the Chop Sueyness of these
performers was able to travel across the United States, facilitated by the both the alibi of comedicanarchy and the Transcontinental Railroad built in part by Chinese laborers. As SanSan Kwan has
astutely observed, their foreignness was more “necessarily defined” when they left the “ethnic
enclaves” of Chinatowns and appeared in US American cities where their appearance would be
surprising to the locals.78 For example, even in the late 1940s, touring Chop Suey Circuit performers
were surprised to find Euro Americans in the Midwest and the South who had never seen an Asian
person before. “Somewhere in Oklahoma,” singer and comedian Frances Chun (1919–2008) was
approached by a local who asked, “Can I touch you? I’ve never seen a Chinese before,” before
actually touching her. Toy Yat Mar (1920–1997), a singer known for her brassy style, was asked,
“Where in the world did you learn to speak English?”79 The assumption, indeed the expectation, that
Kwan, “Performing a Geography,” 133.
Frances Chun quoted in Dong, Forbidden City, 68; Toy Yat Mar quoted in Dong, Forbidden City, 163; and in Wong,
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this US-born comedian could not speak English because she looked Chinese not only marked her as
a foreigner, but the questioner’s use of the word world in the query also marked her as completely
unassimilable to the United States. Where else in the world might she have learned to speak
English? The questioner clearly could not imagine Mar’s Americanness or even her ability to speak
English, despite the fact that she learned it in her hometown of Portland, Oregon.
Questions of US identity in general and Asian and Chinese American identities in particular
were revealed as both confusing and malleable when the performers traveled through the Jim Crow
South. It also revealed the “injustice” and the “inadequacies of the Jim Crow system, which could
not fully contain the complexities of race.”80 More specifically, it revealed the inadequacies of the
Jim Crow system to define non-whiteness, and therefore whiteness. For example, several performers
recalled their confusion when faced with signs on water fountains, public transportation, and
entrances to public spaces designating “white” and “black.” Chun’s trip to the restroom in a
Southern train station forced her to ask herself, “Where do I belong?” making a routine trip to the
restroom an existential crisis. After giving it serious consideration, she decided that she was not
black, so she “must go to the white one!”81 In other places in the United States, Chun was
designated “not white” and not-“American,” but in the Jim Crow South, she paradoxically became
“white.” A similar situation occurred for dancing duo Toy and Wing (Dorothy Takahashi [1917– ]
and Paul Wing [1912–1997]) in Knoxville, Tennessee, when they sat at the back of a bus, and the
bus driver made them get out of those seats because he told them, “the back is for blacks,” and he
forced them to sit in the front. Toy admitted her confusion about their status, which was usually
abject, saying, “We couldn’t figure out which way they were accepting us.”82 Were Toy and Wing
white or just “not black”? This was in stark contrast to other signs such as “No Chinese or Dogs
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Allowed,” which left little doubt where these performers “belonged” and how society was
“accepting” them.83
These stories also reveal the strange tension between foreign and native that is the project of
national abjection when one considers that in these extratheatical situations, the performers were
deemed “white,” or at the very least “American,” while theatrically on stage, they were back to
being foreigners whose novelty was emulating US American whiteness in advertisements and on the
stages of the Chop Suey Circuit. Chun may have been “white” when she went to the restroom, but
while performing professionally on stage, she was again marked as foreigner, presented as the
“Chinese Nightingale,” or the “sweetest little” non-“American” “songstress this side of heaven.”84
But before there was a Chop Suey Circuit, there was vaudeville, which provided the first significant
departure from nineteenth-century ethnographic displays and would eventually lead to Asian
Americans performing good old “American” musical variety.

“No Such Thing” as Chinese Vaudeville
Writing about Chinese immigrants in New York City’s Chinatown in 1896, Christian
missionary Helen F. Clark responded to a question she read in “a well-known New York daily
newspaper” about the possibility of presenting vaudeville acts in a Chinese theatre with a decisive
and dismissive answer—“There is no such thing.” She goes on to call the un-named newspaper
“ridiculous” and “ignoran[t]” for even considering such a thought.85 She claims this is because
Chinese theatre was “steady, dignified, dramatic, rarely ever even humorous,” and Chinese actors
were “the very embodiment of dignity.”86 The latter declaration certainly counters Joe Laurie, Jr.’s
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assessment that “The variety actor was always a carefree guy [sic] with very little dignity.”87
Indeed, the idea of Chinese people performing comedy was often seen as, well, laughable to US
audiences. For example, in Texas Siftings published in Austin in 1883, a writer claimed, “It cannot
be true that Wong Chin Foo is to take the road with a troupe of Chinese comedians. One Chinaman
seldom takes the cue from another.”88 This attitude would be repeated in 1966 when a writer
expressed surprise that Chop Suey Circuit dancer Jadin Wong was a terrific comedian with the
claim, “Comedy is not a particularly strong field for the Chinese” before adding, “and for
women.”89
Clark claims that Chinese audiences would also have avoided patronizing the lowbrow
entertainment presented at the dance halls, vaudeville theatres, museums, and saloons on the
Bowery in New York City. For instance, she observes that the audiences who did attend them were
comprised of “representatives from every country which has sent us its immigrants—except the
Chinese,” leaving them out of those “Niagaras of humor.”90 She claims it was the admirable
morality and dignity of the Chinese that kept them away from the raucous entertainments “the white
people of the Bowery put upon their boards.”91
However, Clark’s attitudes also demonstrate how the multidirectional aspect of national
abjection reveals the “perpetual danger” facing US Americanness. In her logic, Chinese theatre’s
status as a dignified performance form concerned with history and literary merit proves how
debauched US vaudeville is. She not only celebrates generalized aspects of Chinese theatre in order
to denigrate US vaudeville and other variety forms as undesirable, she also cites the moral rectitude
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of traditional (i.e., unassimilated) Chinese people in the US as a means to shame the non-Chinese
Euro Americans who sought entertainment in the Bowery of lower Manhattan. She goes so far as to
advise that “the Chinamen,” her blanket term for all Chinese people in the US, might actually “be a
good thing for the American people” to emulate!92
She also invisibilizes those Chinese performers who had actually appeared in the popular
venues of museums and “American” theatres sixty years earlier when Chang and Eng, Afong Moy,
and magic and acrobatic acts first made their appearances here. This becomes quite complex when
considering how Clark’s logic that no Chinese person would stoop to appear on stage or as a
spectator in vaudeville actually defines these early Chinese performers as not-Chinese because they
did appear there. If they are not-Chinese, then they might be American, because as Krystyn R.
Moon has observed, Chinese performers had already begun “to question American stereotypes of
Chinese culture, opening up the possibility for alternative understandings of their civilization” at the
turn of the nineteenth century.93 I would add that they also opened up the possibility for alternative
understandings of US popular culture, citizenship, and musical variety at the same time.
For example, as news reports from 1893 attest—three years prior to the publication of
Clark’s article—Asian acts were actually in such demand in US vaudeville that Chinese
entertainers, particularly Chinese opera singers, magicians, and acrobats, were granted special
exemptions from the Chinese Exclusion Act to enter the country. Of course, the Treasury
Department ordered customs officers “to exercise the closest scrutiny that none but bona-fide
exhibitors,” were allowed in and only for a strictly limited time.94 The special rules for Chinese
performers jettisoned them as not-“American” based on their need for permission to enter the
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country, at the same time the Chinese artists’ status as performers made them American in that they
were welcome to stay in the country as long as they were performing and did not disappear into the
wider non-performing, and more threatening, Chinese community already in the country.95

The Self-Orientialization of Comedic Chinese Magicians
It was at this time that Chinese magicians gained wide popularity in the United States, and
many of them were granted special permission to enter the US. Even though most hailed from China
and were not Chinese American, their popularity in US vaudeville paved the way for later
generations of Chinese and Asian American performers to appear there. Like the Americanized
Chop Suey dish that made “Chinese” food comprehensible and palatable to US consumers, these
magicians not only made Chineseness comprehensible to audiences, but they also made it desirable
and financially lucrative on musical variety stages, eventually including the Chop Suey Circuit.
Among the performers granted special permission to enter the US, and one whose lengthy career in
the US paved the way for future Chinese and Chinese American performers in vaudeville and
beyond, was Chinese magician Zhu Lian Kui, more commonly known by his stage name Ching
Ling Foo (1854–1922). He made his first appearance in the United States with his Troupe of
Oriental Wonder Workers at the Trans-Mississippi and International Exposition in Omaha, Nebraska
in 1898 before touring the Midwest on the Keith-Albee vaudeville circuit. He quickly became one
of the most widely sought-after magic acts of the late nineteenth century.96
Unable to speak much English and performing for audiences who did not speak or
understand Chinese, Ching Ling Foo’s act still held those audiences rapt for thirty minutes per set.
Sporting a gold tooth, lush embroidered Chinese garments of silk and satin, and a queue, Ching and
his act were a mix of shocking magical feats, Chinese exoticism, and of course comedic bits. He
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traveled with his own settings comprised of painted backdrops depicting hills and rivers of China
with pagodas in the background.97 Even the tricks themselves were markers of Chineseness, and he
was credited with introducing several such tricks to the US For instance, he introduced the water
bowl trick to US audiences around 1899.98 In that trick, he conjured a bowl filled with water and
live goldfish seemingly out of thin air. Another of Ching’s signatures was eating a “meal of burning
paper,” when “a Chinese child [appeared] with a glass filled with American water,” with which he
gargled and rinsed his mouth. Concluding this “little comedy,” Ching fanned his ears and mouth
with great fervor before finally “puffing from his mouth great volumes of a thick, pungent and
aromatic smoke which has the odor of incense, as it floats gracefully out over the crowd.”99
Ching remained popular in the US until his death in 1922, having appeared on tour with the
Ziegfeld Follies in 1912 and 1913, and even inspired Irving Berlin to reference him in his 1913 tune
“From Here to Shanghai.”100 Berlin’s lyrics jettison Ching from the US by referring to him as a
marker of the “real, real” China rather than the American Chinatown.101 His popularity was so great
that vaudevillian William Ellsworth Robinson (1861–1918) adopted the yellowface persona Chung
Ling Soo, complete with Chinese robes and queue, specifically to confuse spectators regarding who
was who. Robinson as Soo became popular as a “Chinese” magician in the US and Europe until he
died on stage during a botched bullet trick in 1918.102 However, Ching Ling Foo’s reputation and
popularity in the US would remain intact long after his death, and he would often be fondly recalled
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in many reviews of the next major Chinese success in twentieth-century vaudeville—magician and
acrobatic comedian Long Tack Sam. Indeed, Sam was “heralded” by a writer in Billboard magazine
“as the compeer and legitimate successor of the late Ching Ling Foo,”103 and Variety even
erroneously reported that Sam was Ching’s nephew.104
Long Tack Sam (1884–1961) and his long career in US vaudeville and around the world
provide a fascinating case study for the illogical process of national abjection. Reportedly born in
Chinanfu, China, Sam began his apprenticeship as a magician at the age of nine under the tutelage
of Professor Wong of Tientsin. With his Imperial Pekinese Troupe, Sam made his first appearance in
the US in Los Angeles in the fall of 1914.105 By 1925, they were international stars, having played
Europe, Australia, New Zealand, Brazil, China, Japan, India, and the continental US. These travels
influenced his performances because he spoke several languages, and as they traveled around the
world, “he borrow[ed] everything from everyone and incorporate[d] it into his act.”106 His troupe
even presented La Revista China, which featured “an Apache war dance.”107 All told, Sam’s troupe
offered an intercontinental kind of Chop Suey all around the world.
A series of ads ran in Variety in anticipation of the troupe’s arrival in the US, and they
promised readers that this troupe was authentically Chinese, suggesting their own unassimilability
to US culture.108 For instance, one ad boasted that they were appearing in the US as representatives
of the Empress of China herself.109 Then upon arrival, the content of their act also explicitly marked
them as Chinese in a playbill clipping from their “first appearance in the United States,” which
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stated they are the most “Startlingly Interesting Players Ever Seen on the English-Speaking Stage”
and would present a Manchurian War Spear Exhibition arranged by “Special Permission of Chinese
War Dept.” The playbill also assured audiences that Long Tack Sam’s comedy act within the thirtyminute magic/acrobatic presentation would be performed “in English” before opulent settings that
“Represent the Very Masterwork of Chinese Art.”110 Those settings included “shimmering and
iridescent Oriental curtain of dazzling silks, bedragoned and pagodaed, in a mellow blue light . . .
the whole thing forming a momentarily blinding, then harmoniously blending, panic of colors
against and amazing back drop of silk wings running mad with gold thread, peacocks, and other
symbols of barbaric art.”111 This was similar to Afong Moy’s settings in the 1830s and anticipates
the décor that will appear in the Forbidden City and other Chinese nightclubs on the Chop Suey
Circuit.
In addition, the show centered on magic, acrobatics, and juggling, which were all considered
native Chinese acts. This included queue tricks, or “hair acrobatics,”112 which featured performers
suspended by their queues who slid along cables or ropes, sometimes from the balcony down to the
stage, while performing flips and tricks in the air.113 Sam performed his own revision of the water
bowl trick by revealing the bowl of water immediately upon landing on his feet after completing a
somersault, which Variety reported “outdoes its originator . . . Ching Ling Foo.”114 Critical
responses also solidified the Chineseness of the act with one reviewer noting that some tricks, such
as plate spinning, were so “Chinese” that “no Chinese act would be complete or familiar” without
them.115 In other words, a Chinese act without those elements would be incomprehensible.

110 Unidentified clipping in Theater Biography Collection, Box 266, Folder “Long Tack Sam,” HRC. There is no
identifying information on the clipping, but on the back, there is a reference to the date March 1, 1915; although, Sam’s
troupe had first appeared in the US in the fall of 1914.
111 Lait., “New Acts This Week: Long Tack Sam,” Variety 57.7 (January 9, 1920): 19.
112 Unidentified clipping in Theater Biography Collection, Box 266, Folder “Long Tack Sam,” HRC.
113 Sime Silverman, “New Acts This Week: Long Tack Sam Co.,” Variety 37.6 (January 9, 1915): 17.
114 Lait., “New Acts This Week: Long Tack Sam,” Variety 57.7 (January 9, 1920): 19.
115 R. C., “Review: Long Tack Sam,” Billboard 38.4 (January 23, 1926): 20. The fact that the reviewer does not specify
which kind of Chinese act here tellingly reveals that Chinese acts in vaudeville at the time were widely expected to be
magic and acrobat acts.
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Figure 2.1. Long Tack Sam, “The Great Chinese Magician,” “Long Tack Sam (magician).”
Courtesy of NYPL Digital Collections, BRTD. Accessed 12 March 2019.
http://digitalcollections.nypl.org/items/510d47df-18af-a3d9-e040-e00a18064a99
While the ads, playbills, and reviews all mark Sam and his troupe as exotic Chinese
performers, and therefore not-“American,” which was true in that no one in the troupe or his family
was born in the United States, they would still challenge the notion of what Chinese acts could do
from their very first performance in the US, which, paradoxically, was only possible when their
Chineseness was visible. There was so much variety within Sam’s magic act that many reviewers
commented on the scope of the shows claiming that they presented “five Chinese shows in one, all
within the time limit of a normal vaudeville act.”116 Part of that variety (and normalcy) was Sam’s
spoken comedy routines. The fact that a Chinese performer would attempt comedy was
inconceivable for US American audiences, as mentioned above. But Sam did, and he did it to great
acclaim. He also performed his comedy in English, German, French, and Yiddish.
116 Sime Silverman, “New Acts This Week: Long Tack Sam Co.,” Variety 37.6 (January 9, 1915): 17. While most acts
were given eight to ten minutes on stage, Sam’s troupe was most often given twenty-five to thirty minutes.
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According to Variety’s Sime Silverman, Sam spoke “American-English” in a “Johnny
drawl,” which earned him the biggest laughs, perhaps partly because of the disbelief that this
Chinese man could speak in contemporary (white) American vernacular.117 When another reviewer
celebrates Sam’s “unerring sense of American humor,” it becomes clear that part of his perceived
“Americanness” is derived most explicitly through his comedy routine because, as we have seen,
“Comedy is not a particularly strong field for the Chinese.”118 Long Tack Sam’s cultural identity had
already been becoming more “American” through his musical variety performances, exemplified
when he made a speech from the stage after a performance in 1921, when as a Variety reviewer
reported, Sam “mention[ed] that the Chinese at home (in China) had asked him to thank the
Americans for aiding them in the recent period of stress and famine.”119 The writer’s parenthetical
that the “Chinese at home” Sam referred to were those “in China” suggests that Sam’s perceived
Americanness might have led his readers to think he meant those in US Chinatowns.
In another one of his appearances at the Palace in New York, Sam sold “the show like a
pitchman vending hair straightener in a southern town on a Saturday night,” which codes Sam as not
only American, but also more specifically codes him as African American.120 He and his troupe had
already been performing African American music and dances in their act, and by 1929, their shows
included more jazz musical numbers than Chinese ones. Sam’s “two Americanized song, dance and
musical daughters” Ni-na and Nee-sa performed tap numbers, the Black Bottom, the Charleston,
and the shimmy, in Chinese costumes.121 He was perhaps inspired by San Francisco-born Harry Gee

Ibid. In the Oxford English Dictionary, the descriptor “Johnny” refers to many things but most often to a man from
the England, France, or the Southern United States, as in “Johhny Reb.” As the word was used in this review
specifically to describe a “drawl,” I assume Silverman intended it to mean Sam spoke with a Southern drawl or twang,
or in other words, just like a white man. Oxford English Dictionary, s.v. “Johnny,” accessed 22 February 2019,
http://www.oed.com.
118 Bing., “Chicago: State-Lake,” Variety 95.9 (June 12, 1929): 67. On Chinese people in comedy, see unidentified
article, Texas Siftings, October 6, 1883, cited in Seligman, The First Chinese American, 127; and “She’s Gibson’s
Special Number,” Hongkong [sic] Standard, Jadin Wong Ephemera, 1930–1996, Box 1, Folder 3 (Clippings, 1960–
1969), BRTD, NYPL.
119 Bell., “New Shows this week: Fifth Avenue,” Variety 65.1 (November 25, 1921): 23.
120 Chic. “Variety House Review: Palace, N. Y.,” Variety 114.9 (May 15, 1934): 21.
121 Bing., “Chicago: State-Lake,” Variety 95.9 (June 12, 1929): 67.
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Haw’s Honorable Wu’s Showboat Revue (1922), which featured what is the first documented allChinese chorus line performing “Flora Dora songs and dances, a Black Bottom number,” and Wu
himself impersonating Al Jolson and Eddie Cantor.122 In 1933 and 1934, Sam produced his own
“Chinese” revues but seemingly with little success.123 Only four years later in 1938 would an Asian
revue ignite a national craze when Low opened his Forbidden City in San Francisco’s Chinatown.
Sam’s career survived the decline of vaudeville, and he continued to appear in revues in
nightclubs and cabarets into the 1950s, mostly as host for the evenings. In fact, when he “emseed,”
to use a contemporary vernacular term, shows at the China Doll in New York City, vaudeville and
the Chop Suey Circuit finally came together. In that show, Sam introduced acts such as the Chinese
Hillbillies, dancing duo Dorothy Takahashi and Paul Wing (Toy and Wing), and a chorus line of
Asian dancers “costumed appropriately in Chinese mandarin outfits,” all of whom had played the
Chop Suey Circuit.124 When Sam died unexpectedly from an accident at home in 1961, his obituary
in Variety recalled his sense of humor, including a story from the Japanese invasion of Shanghai in
the 1930s. He was running out from one of the theatres he owned when a Japanese soldier
approached him with a bayonet and demanded to know where the theatre’s proprietor was.
“‘Upstairs,’ said Long, and ran out never to return.”125 Bolstering his reputation in US vaudeville,
Alfred Lunt wrote a piece in Billboard in 1936 “mourning the death, or at least the virtual
disappearance of vaudeville,” and he named Long Tack Sam as one among the “the finest artists
that have ever graced the American stage” with no mention of the novelty of his Chineseness.126

Chinn, Bridging the Pacific, 213–14. See also photographs in Folder “Mr. Wu,” Theater Biography Collection, Box
438, HRC. It is important to note that this is long before Charlie Low’s “all-Chinese” revues at the Forbidden City
starting in 1938.
123 See No author, “Vaudeville: Long Tack Sam Has New Unit,” Billboard 45.52 (December 30, 1933): 10; Loop.
“Vaudeville: Unit Reviews—Shanghai Follies,” Variety 113.7 (January 30, 1934): 49. This show changed its name to
Shanghai Shambles shortly after Shanghi Follies began its tour of the US. See also No author, “Vaudeville: Chi Units
Head East; Biz Terms Chill Iowa,” Variety 113.4 (January 9, 1934): 38; Bert Clinton, “Circuses: Peeping In,” Billboard
46.2 (January 13, 1934), 30; and No author, “Vaudeville: Morse on Sam Unit,” Variety 113.5 (January 16, 1934): 42.
124 Bill Smith, “Night Clubs-vaudeville: Vaudeville Reviews—Roxy, New York,” Billboard 62.13 (April 1, 1950): 52.
125 No author, “Obituaries: Long Tack Sam,” Variety 233.13 (August 23, 1961): 63.
126 Alfred Lunt, “Vaudeville: Twenty-Six Weeks in Vaudeville—Learning Things I Have Never Forgotten,” Billboard
48.52 (December 26, 1936): 20.
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The “Chinese Holla Louda,” or The Only First Chinese Baritone
After Ching Ling Foo’s first appearance in US vaudeville (1898) and before Long Tack
Sam’s (1914), both hailing from China, another polyglot comedian appeared in vaudeville and
further challenged the notion of the Chinese as perpetual foreigners in the US. Singer and comedian
Lee Tung Foo (1875–1966), a first-generation Chinese American, born in Watsonville, California,
made his first appearance on the professional stage in 1905, making him likely the first Chinese
American in vaudeville. His career also provided a bridge between the earlier China-born
performers who traveled to the United States and the later generations who were born in the US, and
would appear on the Chop Suey Circuit. This younger generation resisted the older generations’
adherence to Chinese customs as they became more “Americanized”—partly by being present in
musical variety.127 Lee’s pioneering career in vaudeville would quickly inspire other Asian
American performers with similar acts to enter the world of US vaudeville. Just as African
American clowns did at the beginning of the twentieth century, Lee and other budding Chinese
American entertainers followed performance conventions of US vaudeville and variety, including
performing songs, comic bits, and of course the practice of impersonating their own Chineseness as
well as other Others. As a result, they began assimilating into US popular culture and making their
own contributions at the same time.
Lee Tung Foo’s first documented appearance in vaudeville was for a five-day stint at the
Grand Theatre in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, in the fall of 1905. In that performance, he eschewed the
Orientalized magic act by working as a singer and comedian with a more “American” repertoire
consisting of a Chop Suey mix of song genres, languages, and nationalities a decade before Long
Tack Sam did. The novelty of a Chinese American performer with the “remarkable” ability “to sing
127 Moon, Yellowface, 1. Moon states he first appeared in 1906, but I found a record marking Lee’s appearance in
vaudeville in 1905 in the listing “Routes Ahead,” in Billboard (October 21, 1905) 17.42: 19. Lee appeared at the Grand
Theatre in Milwaukee from October 16 through 21 that year.
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according to our [Western] scale of notes” was partly responsible for his early success in drawing
audiences across the US and abroad.128 He explicitly distanced himself from the old tradition of
Chinese magic by aligning himself with US American popular music and humor on his professional
letterhead with the statement, “There are Chinese Conjurers and Magicians. But this is a Chinaman,
who, in full National Costume, sings popular Baritone Songs with telling effect, and Irish Comedy
Songs with an Irish Brogue.”129
When he first appeared in the pages of Billboard magazine, the only information provided
was his name and where and when he was to perform, with no details regarding the content of his
act or his Chinese background. In doing so, the paper surprisingly ignores the novelty of the first
American-born Chinese performer in US vaudeville, which would have certainly piqued readers’
interest in his act. Indeed, with only the name Lee Tung Foo listed, readers might have assumed that
he was a white performer with a yellowface persona like Robinson’s Chung Ling Soo. Lee ran an
advertisement in Variety less than a year later promising readers that he was “A Real Chinaman—
Not a Fake” with no mention of his US citizenship.130 Lee also remarked in a 1914 letter to
Margaret Black Alverson, his voice teacher in California, that “lots of people don’t believe I’m a
Chinese,” noting that the Chop Suey-like mix of nationalities he performed in his act kept “them
guessing” for nearly fifteen years.131
From the beginning of his career, he performed racial and national impersonations. For
instance, in 1906, Silverman reported in Variety that Lee, “an Americanized Chinaman,” is

No author, “American Performers Lead London Music Hall Bills,” Billboard 20.28 (July 11, 1908): 4.
Unidentified review is printed on Lee’s letterhead. See letter to Margaret Blake Alverson, November 24, 1908,
London, England; Lee Tung Foo, letter to Margaret Blake Alverson, London, England; November 24, 1908. All
personal papers from Lee Tung Foo and Margaret Blake Alverson are from the Margaret Blake Alverson Papers
(hereafter MBAP), California State Library, Sacramento, California and were transcribed by me unless otherwise noted.
Lee regularly wrote to Alverson, whom he credited with starting his success in US vaudeville, between 1905 through
1919. In his correspondence, he shares his experiences on the road and on stage, often writing from cramped dressing
rooms in between acts, using his suitcase or his lap as a desk. The letters and postcards provide a remarkable archive of
a life in vaudeville during its heyday, and I gratefully acknowledge Moon’s Yellowface for bringing this collection to
wider attention.
130 Advertisement, Variety 2.13 (June 9, 1906): 26.
131 Lee Tung Foo, letter to Margaret Blake Alverson, Wichita, Kansas; August 4, 1914.
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“something of an oddity” because he sang Ernest R. Ball’s popular ballad “Love Me and the World
Is Mine” (1906); he performed a comedic monologue followed by “a Chinese ditty” performed in
Cantonese; sang “My Irish Molly, O’” (1906) by William Jerome in an Irish brogue; and concluded
with the German drinking song “Im Tiefen Keller” (In the Deep Cellar), which he sang in
German.132 During the Chinese song, Lee would ask the audience to sing along with the chorus—in
Chinese!133 This moment must have really brought the audience to uproarious laughter, but it also
fits into the process of national abjection. It can be safely assumed that very few, if any, spectators
knew the language, and the invitation makes them into the ones with the accents that “sound funny,”
the ones who are briefly jettisoned from citizenship. And if anyone was able to successfully sing the
lyrics, then they would “sing just like a Chinese man!”
In the messy, illogical process of national abjection in the US, Lee’s Chineseness did not
always get in the way of his Americanness. In the first few years of his career, his stage popularity
was used in marketing campaigns for other enterprises. For instance, Lee’s performance of J.
Aldrich Libbey’s 1907 tune “In the Apple Blossom Time” was cited as part of the song’s great
popularity on variety stages in an announcement of the pending publication of the sheet music.134
That same year, sheet music publishers Francis, Day, and Hunter ran an ad in Variety which asked,
“Have you heard him? If not, go to Keeney’s and hear Lee Tung Foo Sing ‘My Irish Rosie,’” which
Lee sang in his Irish brogue.135 It is also tempting to consider the wonderful Chop Sueyness of
middle class families who heeded the ad’s advice, saw his act, bought the music, and performed it in
the privacy of their own homes in imitation of the Chinese American’s Irish brogue, inadvertently
getting white people to perform Irishness filtered through Lee’s Chinese American performance.

Silverman, “New Acts of the Week: Lee Tung Foo,” Variety 3.1 (June 16, 1906): 8.
Lee Tung Foo, letter to Margaret Blake Alverson, London, England; November 24, 1908.
134 James L. Hoff, “Greater New York News,” Billboard 19.26 (June 29, 1907): 47.
135 Advertisement for Francis, Day & Hunter, music publishers, Variety 6.8 (May 4, 1907): 17. Lee’s rendition of the
song was so beloved that the crowd at the Alhambra Theatre in London begged him to sing it when they spotted him
taking his seat, which he did to “rapturous applause,” Lee’s handwritten transcription of a review from Chronicle Jan.
29, 1909 that he included in his letter to Margaret Blake Alverson, London, England, November 24, 1908.
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Even though these advertisements left out his Chineseness, Lee pointed it out at the same
time he pointed out his US Americanness throughout his career, whether through his choice of
music, his costuming, or the comedic patter he performed between the songs. This was true on stage
as well as off. For instance, among Lee’s publicity photos, he appears in his various stage costumes
such as a tuxedo, a Scottish kilt complete with cromach, and “his Elegant Royal Costume”
consisting of a regally-embroidered silk robe and pants, a long queue of hair, and a fan.136 In another
photograph, he wears a different Chinese outfit while leaning casually against a large chair with his
arms folded and his knees and feet bent at different angles. The formality of the Chinese clothing
runs in stark contrast to the relaxed pose of a young American man.137 One photo of him in the
tuxedo is also racially complicated by his holding a banjo, which musicologist Joanna R. Smolko
has shown “has been a complex symbol of Southern and African American identity” in American
popular culture.138 In this photo, Lee’s Chinese body is clothed in a formal European tuxedo and
holds the African American banjo, bringing four identities together in one fell swoop. On stage, he
changed costumes depending on the song—starting in a tuxedo, he would change into traditionallooking Chinese garb for the Chinese music, and the Scottish kilt for the Irish and Scottish numbers.
Lee’s performances place him squarely in the middle of the US American practice of racial
and ethnic impersonation, and he was fully aware of the draw it had for audiences. For example, he
showed both an affinity for and a charming ability to perform stage dialects, making him the first
Chinese performer “to appear as a dialect comedian.”139 It should be no surprise then that Lee

136 Tuxedo photo is dated Feb. 11, 1897, Lee Tung Foo Photos: Folder 1, Photo 24. Scottish kilt photo is undated, Lee
Tung Foo Photos: Folder 1, Photo 32. “Elegant Royal Costume” is handwritten by MBA on the back of the photo dated
Feb. 4, 1921, Lee Tung Foo Photos: Folder 1, Photo 17 all in MBAP.
137 Photo is undated, Lee Tung Foo Photos: Folder 2, Photo 28, MBAP.
138 Joanna R. Smolko, “Southern Fried Foster: Representing Race and Place through Music in Looney Tunes Cartoons
American Music,” American Music 30.3 (2012): 353. Even though Lee is pictured with a banjo, there is no evidence
that he played the instrument, or any instrument for that matter, on stage. The photo is dated February 11, 1897, which
is long before his first reported appearance in vaudeville.
139 Sylvan Schenthal, “Baltimore, MD. The Storm, a New Play, Resembles the Great Divide,” Billboard 22.40 (October
1, 1919): 69. His interest in dialects went beyond the stage, and he wrote some parts of his letters to Alverson in
multiple stage dialects, such as Chinese, British, and colloquial US English.
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quickly realized that his songs and patter with dialects got more attention than those he performed
straight.140 Even with material that was “not brilliant,” Lee’s “peculiar Chinese accent” and his
dialect work made audiences roar with laughter.141 On the other hand, he was often told by Chinese
people who saw his performances that he could no longer speak correct Chinese—“They think I got
all the dialects mixed ha! ha!”142 When compared to the part of his act where he asked the audience
to sing along with the chorus of a Chinese song, the inability to speak correct Chinese off stage
moves him, like those audiences who mostly likely could not sing along in Chinese, further away
from his Chineseness and closer to his US Americanness.

Figure 2.2. Lee Tung Foo in Three Costumes. Courtesy of the California History Room, California
State Library, Sacramento, California.
Of course, both the reviewers’ praise and audiences’ attention illuminate the process of
national abjection. For example, Lee was clearly a talented and entertaining performer for both
groups, but part of his draw was due to the “oddity” of hearing a Chinese-looking person singing
melodic “Western” music. That had long been considered an impossibility for Asians to perform, so

Lee Tung Foo, letter to Margaret Blake Alverson, Chicago, IL; March 19, 1914.
No author, “Shows of the Week: Twenty-Third Street,” Variety 7.9 (August 10, 1907): 14.
142 Lee Tung Foo, letter to Margaret Blake Alverson, Chicago, IL; January 12, 1914.
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hearing him perform not only in Chinese but also in English, German, and French, as well as seeing
him in a variety of costumes that corresponded with the types he was impersonating was novel and
impressive.143 George M. Young would blatantly point out that it was the “novelty of hearing a
Chinaman” speak and sing in multiple languages, rather than Lee’s cultivated talent for singing and
entertaining people that provides “the value of the act.”144 Another reviewer claimed that Lee’s
“excellent voice,” his “amazing intelligence,” and his “surprising” sense of humor nearly made him
“forget [Lee’s] race.”145 In other words, Lee sang and cracked jokes “just like a white man!” But he
also did so like a German, Scottish, French, and Chinese man. Which is to say he did it like an all“American” musical variety clown.
After gaining some notoriety for the Scottish number, Lee became compared to Harry
Lauder, a Scottish singer and comedian who enjoyed world-wide success in vaudeville and the
British music hall with his stage Scot specialty. Lee was often affectionately called the Chinese
Harry Lauder, but unlike the Chinese label of white acts that would haunt the performers later on the
Chop Suey Circuit in the 1930s and 40s, Lee was flattered by the comparison. He even referred to
himself as such in a written Chinese dialect when he signed a letter to Alverson as “The Chinese
‘Holla Louda.’”146
Ever the showman, Lee hired someone to write better comic patter for his act, and he
commissioned his own medley of Scottish songs from Lauder’s act, which cost him sixty dollars.
Rather than stealing Lauder’s act outright the way Robinson did with Ching Ling Foo, Lee inserted
a single song that referenced Lauder’s performance among his own other material. He called the

Silverman, “New Acts of the Week: Lee Tung Foo,” Variety 3.1 (June 16, 1906): 8.
George M. Young, “Correspondence: Philadelphia,” Variety 4.7 (October 27, 1906): 12. In one of his letters to
Alverson, Lee also points out that he longs to return “to my dear Old States” during a tour of Europe because he was
respected for his performances, but that European audiences there were not as appreciative of those back home. He
reported that the British told him that they know “Chinese sing our music just as well & that’s nothing new to us.” Lee
Tung Foo, letter to Margaret Blake Alverson, London, England; March 3, 1909 and March 5, 1909 (continuation of
March 3 letter).
145 Unidentified clipping from News Democrat (Providence, RI), January 1, 1907. Clippings, MBAP.
146 Lee Tung Foo, letter to Margaret Blake Alverson, Chicago, IL; March 30, 1914.
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medley “I Got Harry Lauder on the Brain,” and it seems to have been a hit.147 As a setup for the
number, Lee said to the audience, “There is one thing I can safely say and that is I go better in
Scotland than [Harry Lauder] would in China . . . You may not believe it but there is some Scotch in
me, honestly nearly half a pint.”148
Lee was very concerned with the thought that others would steal his act, making his novelty
act less novel. Therefore, the most unsettling effect that national abjection had on him was his
constant anxiety and frustration over the rising numbers of other Asian acts in vaudeville, for whom
he felt he had paved the way. Not three years after he first appeared in vaudeville, Billboard
reported that despite the idea that “there was probably not another of [Lee’s] class in the world,”
Fong Can Chow, “a second Chinese marvel, phenomenal freak” came to the US from Tientsin,
China. Like Lee, Fong performed popular tunes such as “When Sweet Marie Was Sweet Sixteen,”
and Billboard claimed in 1908 that Fong was poised to be a “very close competitor” to Lee, the
Chinese American pioneer.149 Then in 1911, only six years after his vaudeville debut as “The
World’s Only Chinese Baritone,” Lee began advertising himself as “The Only Original Chinese
Baritone,” illustrating his awareness of new performers on the scene, and suggesting that his
popularity inspired other Chinese American singers to capitalize on audiences’ desire to see Chinese
Americans on stage.150 One of his strategies to maintain the novelty of his act was to continue
singing in other languages. In 1914, he added the French song “Un Peu d’Amour,” which Lee
translates as “A Little Love, A Little Kiss,” to his show because it was “something the rest can’t
coppy [sic].”151

Ibid., April 24, 1914. On the cost of the Scottish medley, see Ibid., June 2, 1914.
Ibid., Janesville, WI; September 25, 1914.
149 No author, “Music: New Chinese Baritone Appears in Vaudeville,” Billboard 20.21 (May 23, 1908): 14.
150 Advertisement in Variety 2.13 (June 9, 1906): 26; and Advertisement in Variety 23.7 (July 22, 1911): 42. Florenz
Ziegfeld would also use such a marketing tactic in 1917 claiming that his Midnight Frolics were presented in “New
York’s only Roof Atop New Amsterdam Theatre.” See Playbill for Follies of 1917, week of July 16, 1917, New
Amsterdam Theatre in new York City, 30, Florenz Ziegfeld Collection; Productions, 1907–1946; Revues, 1907-1931;
Container 1; Folder 1.8 “Follies of 1914,” HRC.
151 Lee Tung Foo, letter to Margaret Blake Alverson, Chicago, IL; April 18, 1914 and Ibid., Oklahoma City, OK;
August 11, 1914.
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This frustration also led him to jettisoning these Asian acts from both their Asianness and
Americanness by questioning their backgrounds and identities. Complaining that “there are too
many would be Chinese” on the United Time in 1915 for him to get many good bookings, a
sentiment that hearkens back to the late nineteenth century’s regulation of the number of Chinese
entertainers entering the US, Lee exhibits his own US American concern that foreigners would take
jobs away from him.152 He questions the authenticity of several Asian acts around this time. Of
Lady Sien Mein, Lee wrote privately to Alverson, “Darn old half breed, ½ nigero [sic] and ½
something else, that Chinese ‘Princess’? . . . ha! ha!” Of the Chung Hwa Comedy Four, a singing
quartet he particularly disdained, he wrote that only two are Chinese with “one half breed and a
Mexcan [sic]” who were passing as Chinese. He then jettisons himself from the US when he signs
this letter as “The Emperor of all Chinese Singing acts,” which suggests he came from China rather
than California.153 In none of these letters does he complain about white or black performers who
did yellowface acts, including the team Cook and Stevens, with whom Lee shared a bill on B. F.
Keith’s circuit in 1906.154 The only peril Lee felt threatened by was the one constructed by Euro
Americans—the Yellow Peril.
In 1914, he was still touring the vaudeville circuits, doing his dialect singing and comedy
patter complete with Chinese and Scottish costumes, but he began reporting to Alverson that his
bookings were slowing down. In a letter from the spring of that year, Lee also revealed his concerns
for being forgotten as the first Chinese American singer of Western music, which perhaps shows
why his ire was focused solely on Asian performers.155 In order to meet his financial obligations,
Lee split his time between going on the road and managing two Chinese restaurants in Manhattan,

Lee Tung Foo, letter to Margaret Blake Alverson, Newark, NJ; December 28, 1915.
Lee Tung Foo, letter to Margaret Blake Alverson, Boston, MA; January 7, 1916.
154 No author, “Shows of the Week: Keith’s,” Variety 4.3 (September 29, 1906): 11. According to this review, Cook and
Stevens performed “a Chinaman with an attention to accurate dialect and characterization that is unique and makes for
good comedy effect in contrast with the negro comedian.”
155 Lee Tung Foo, letter to Margaret Blake Alverson, Chicago, IL; May 10, 1914.
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which of course served a variety of Chop Suey options. By 1916, he began declining the few
bookings he was offered because his income from the restaurants was more reliable. He appeared in
several films between the 1930s and 50s, but unsurprisingly, his roles were often servants,
laundrymen, and, yes, cooks. In a postcard from Providence, Rhode Island, in 1917, Lee wrote to
Alverson that he had reconnected with friends he had not seen in many years there and that they
were happy to see him because he was “the only singing Chinese who started them all,” showing
how he was always aware of his status—going from “The World’s Only Chinese Baritone” to “The
Only Original Chinese Baritone” to the “only Chinese who started them all.” In typical Lee fashion,
he concludes this letter on a positive note, however, writing, “Ha! ha! they didn’t run me off yet.”156

The Chop Sueyness of Chinese American Musical Variety
Ironically it was not until after the demise of vaudeville that Asian Americans’ performances
on musical variety stages practically exploded, and most performers turned away from the earlier
generation’s magic and acrobatic acts, or at least tempered them, by turning to more “American”
acts of popular music, dancing, comedy, and racial, ethnic, and class impersonations. This shift
resulted in a productive, if at times troubling, Chop Suey-like hybrid of Chinese and US American
performances like Lee Tung Foo’s.157 The coming of age of the new generation of Asian and
Chinese Americans, the children of those who began cutting their queues and revitalizing San
Francisco’s Chinatown into its burgeoning Orientalized space for tourists in 1906, coincided with
two significant events that gave rise to a new wave of Asian American musical variety
performances: the repeal of Prohibition in 1933 and a second round of the self-Orientalizing process

Lee Tung Foo, letter to Margaret Blake Alverson, Providence, RI; Feb. 3, 1917.
The move away from the earlier traditional-seeming acrobatic and magic acts was perhaps partly because of their
“ethnographic” taint of the hopelessly unassimilable foreigner from China’s perceived old fashioned and backward
culture. It was also likely due to the fact that becoming an acrobat or magician was a life-long devotion of
apprenticeship, and there were simply not any masters of these arts living and thriving in the United States to train new
generations.
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of San Francisco’s Chinatown to attract tourists and their money. This soon led to the raucous world
of the Chop Suey Circuit, which offered a combination of constructed Chinese elements and the
diversity of US American popular culture, giving Asian American entertainers new venues and
opportunities to make themselves present in musical variety.
First, the end of Prohibition meant that a great deal of money could be made selling alcohol.
As a result, San Francisco Chinatown business owners opened supper clubs, such as the Chinese
Sky Room and The Lion’s Den, that served Chinese and American food and cocktails served by
Chinese waitresses and bartenders, with entertainment provided by white five-piece bands. Second,
the re-revitalizing (and re-Orientalizing) of Chinatown was inspired both by the city’s responsibility
to host the Golden Gate International Exposition in the winter of 1939, as well as its continuing
recovery from the Great Depression. The local Chinese American business leaders launched a
campaign they called “Shine for 39,” which focused on further cleaning up the neighborhood’s
streets and creating incentives for new businesses to open in anticipation of the numerous tourists
from across the country and from around the world who were expected to visit San Francisco for the
expo. As Chop Suey Circuit historian Arthur Dong has observed, this second wave of a newly
designed and welcoming Chinatown, “from its conception, was meant to be a fantasy space, faking
the exotic as a way to lure in an eager, unsuspecting public.”158
Many of these new businesses were Chinese-themed supper clubs that would eventually lead
to the establishment of the only major Chinese American musical variety circuit in the United
States, and the first major introduction of Asian Americans to show business and to people across
the country. In other words, San Francisco’s Chinatown was going to attract tourists and their
wallets by mixing “Chinese” and “American” elements—Chop Suey! Chinese American
entrepreneur Charles “Charlie” P. Low (1901–1989) made the most of this opportunity when he
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opened the Forbidden City on New Year’s Eve in 1938 and took the entertainment offered by the
earlier, more modest clubs several steps further. He kept the white big band but introduced a
putatively all-Chinese cast appearing in sixty-minute “Broadway-style” five-act revues three times a
night, six nights each week.159
These revues were hosted by an emcee, often Low himself, who was a charming, selfdeprecating comedian and offered a fairly wide variety of acts including “song-and-dance routines,
slapstick, musical duets and solo performances, tap dancing, magic acts, tumbling and sword
routines, chorus line work, cancans, and even erotic ‘bubble’ and ‘feather’ dancing.”160 But the
biggest draw, and one of Low’s proudest achievements, was a “chorus line of six or more beautiful
Chinese girls,” which he claimed was the very first in the United States, if not the world.161 Here,
Low jettisons Long Tack Sam and Harry Haw’s Chinese chorus lines from the 1920s, either by
innocent ignorance, which is difficult to believe, or by business-savvy amnesia. In fact, the same
would be done to Low in 1943 when the New York Sunday Mirror ran a story with the headline,
“All-Chinese Chorus: It Couldn’t Be Done—So Cliff Fischer Did It,” nearly a decade after the
opening of Low’s Forbidden City.162 In any case, the enticing allure of a Chinese chorus line (and
their legs), like the special “ten-cent lookee” from the nineteenth century, is what finally attracted
massive crowds to his club. The novelty of “Chinese” people performing “American” acts quickly
became a hit, and Forbidden City reportedly entertained and fed as many as 2200 people a day at the
height of its popularity in 1942, and Low became a millionaire within the first decade of the club’s
existence.163
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Low acknowledged that the novelty of “Chinese” chorus girls, comedians, singers, and
dancers was a shrewd business tactic for his club’s success. When he admitted in the 1980s that his
club “catered to the white trade, the American trade,” he implicitly conflated whiteness with
Americanness at the same time he jettisoned himself and other Asian Americans from “America”—
as not-white, and therefore not-“American.”164 He claimed that he wanted to provide “something
different” from the other “many nightclubs with other types of white performers in their shows.”165
He went further to distance the performers he presented from those of the earlier generations of
Chinese performers from the early days of ethnographic display in the US, claiming he wanted to
“advance the Chinese girls. Not to have them like the old fashioned ways, all bundled up . . . . I
wanted to do it in a modern way. We can’t be backwards all the time.”166
Low’s background and his desire to be “modern” was similar to many second-generation
Chinese Americans from the turn of the century. He was born in McDermott, Nevada, to a
Cantonese father, who immigrated to the United States in the late nineteenth century to work on the
railroad and later with land and cattle companies in the US American West, and a Chinese American
mother who was born in San Francisco. The only Chinese people within approximately eighty miles
in Winnemucca, the Lows opened their own store on a ranch in 1885, and their clientele was mostly
the Native Americans who lived on a reservation nearby. Low recalled at the end of his life the day
his father cut off his queue in 1907.
With an eighth-grade education and his parents’ instinct for business, Low moved to San
Francisco in 1922 at the age of twenty-one, eventually bought real estate in Chinatown and leased
apartments to the locals, before finally opening his famed Forbidden City in December, 1938. Low
was an exceedingly charming man who married four of his dancers and befriended many major
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celebrities, including then-actor Ronald Reagan. Low entertained his guests at Forbidden City as the
“doorman, greeter, master of ceremonies, and loquacious introducer-of-celebrities to the
audience.”167 Soon, similar clubs opened in cities and towns all across the US, “in an effort to cash
in on the gravy being collected” by Low, and they all featured acts who first appeared at Forbidden
City and other clubs in San Francisco’s Chinatown.168 This became what is commonly referred to as
the Chop Suey Circuit, which remained popular into the 1960s. Even though, as in vaudeville
before, virtually no Asian American acts billed themselves explicitly as clowns on the Chop Suey
Circuit, reviews and interviews provide evidence that most of the dancing, singing, and magic acts
did use humor in their acts, as will be explored below.
When Helen F. Clark described the moral evils of the vaudeville house and saloons in her
1896 article, she lamented the existence of those venues for providing US Americans a place to get
drunk, see risqué exoticized performances, listen to music that stirred the emotions as well as the
loins, and even to socialize with those titillating performers.169 In this complaint, Clark practically
predicts the exact kinds of entertainments that would be offered at Forbidden City and the other
clubs on the Chop Suey Circuit—the Chinese Chorus line featuring young Asian American women
dancing to US popular music wearing makeup, false eyelashes, and of course leg-baring costumes,
and solo dancers such as Noel Toy who performed almost entirely nude, and who mingled among
the crowds.
However, Clark was correct in that the older Chinese generation was wary of such
performances, and as a result, the only Asian people that Chop Suey Circuit performers had the
opportunity to see on stage in great numbers when they were growing up would have been those
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performing magic and acrobatic acts.170 As a result, they had not yet known opportunities for a life
in show business nor had they had much opportunity to train for a career there, and when the lure of
these nightclubs did catch their attention, they still had to contend with skepticism and outright
aggression from their communities. Jadin Wong, who did take dance lessons at a young age,
claimed the older generation “ostracized” them for appearing in these shows. In 1989, she recalled
that the older Chinese generation would send letters to them at the Forbidden City, saying they
expected them all to “get a decent job,” to “stop disgracing the Chinese,” and “be respectable.” She
said the word respectable with a playful snarl communicating, in her unique way, how she felt
about so-called respectability.171 Her first dance partner, dancer and female impersonator Jackie Mei
Ling, went so far as to change his name to Jackie Lopez, to abject himself from his Asianness. That
single shift in his identity also demonstrates how easily he could become Latinx in the white
audiences’ imaginations, perhaps also suggesting the ease with which Asian Americans and Latin
Americans have been invisibilized from US popular culture.172 At other times, he even refused to go
on stage whenever any Chinese customers attended the show in order to avoid being found out by
the local Chinese community.173
These Chinese attitudes toward women on stage, American dancing, and baring flesh, made
recruiting new talent challenging for Low in the first year. As a result, most of the first performers
came from outside San Francisco, often running away from their segregated existences in small
California towns and some even coming from as far away as Hawaii and Massachusetts. In fact, in
order to begin putting together his chorus line of Asian American women and specialty acts, Low
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and the club’s white choreographer Walter Biggerstaff began offering young people jobs at the
restaurant as bartenders and waitresses rather than as dancers and performers because they would
more readily take those jobs. Then, within a few days of working in those positions and watching
the revues from behind the bar or in the kitchen, Low and Biggerstaff would suggest to the young
women that they take dance lessons with Biggerstaff. Often within days, they would agree to make
their debuts on stage in the line, even if they still complained of having “no sense of Western
rhythm.”174
That, of course, did not matter. According to dancer Ivy Tam (1935–2016), they first hired
dancers regardless of ability or stage presence, “as long as they look Oriental” because that was the
draw rather than the dancing.175 Euro American audiences did not care as much about their dancing
ability as they did about the opportunity to see their exoticized Asian female bodies. As Anthony W.
Lee observed, the lack of experience of Low’s first chorus line resulted in the exact opposite of what
made “other” chorus lines so thrilling—their uniform precision of movement. It did not matter if
they kicked in time with the music, with each other, or at the same height as long as audiences got to
see Chinese women’s legs.176 However, the dancers quickly honed their skills, and they soon
“exhibited an extraordinary aptitude for Western dance forms.”177
Low’s chorus line alone is proof that historian Harvey Spiller’s claim that the nightclub acts
of the 1930s through 1960s “seemed not to have played to racist or sexist stereotypes” is patently
wrong.178 Certainly the performers did not “yellow up” with exaggerated makeup, bucked teeth, and
slanted eyes like those African and Euro American clowns who specialized in Chinese
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impersonations did, but all the performers were billed as Chinese, regardless of their backgrounds,
and they had to play that part. For instance, Low asked dancer Tony Wing to dye his hair black and
slant his eyes with an eyebrow pencil because his natural brown hair and eye shape did not appear
Chinese enough under the stage lights.179 In another example, comedian Peter Wong, who was the
emcee at his family’s Club Mandalay in San Francisco, opened each show singing “Chinatown, My
Chinatown” by William Jerome and Jean Schwartz, the 1910 hit song that exemplifies the era’s
wide-ranging stereotyping of the neighborhood and its denizens. The first verse goes, “When the
town is fast asleep, / And it’s midnight in the sky, / That’s the time the festive Chink / Starts to wink
his other eye,” which includes not only the epithet “Chink” but also references to the winking eyes
of the neighborhood’s opium smokers.180
The song is full of such explicit and implicit denigrations of Chinatown and its inhabitants,
so Wong’s use of it as the opening number is certainly complicated in terms of playing racist
stereotypes and jettisoning himself out of his own Americanness. It is made even more complex
because he sang the song nightly in both English and Cantonese—raising the tantalizing question of
how the word Chink is translated into Cantonese. On the other hand, similar to Lee Tung Foo’s
Chinese sing-along, Wong’s singing a well-known tune to white audiences in Cantonese also makes
them the outsiders because they most likely did not speak or understand the language and had no
way of knowing precisely what he was singing, leaving them to assume he was faithfully singing
the stereotypes and the epithets in the lyrics.181 As a result, the Chop Sueyness of the performers’
(constructed) Chineseness was productively in tension with the so-called Americanness of the
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performances, which was an integral part of the circuit’s success, in addition to the funny and
dynamic performances of the Asian American performers.
For more Asian and gendered stereotypes, one need only glance at show titles and act
descriptions for evidence. For instance, the China Doll in New York City presented the Slant-Eye
Scandals and Maid in China in 1946. Noel Toy, billed as the “Chinese Sally Rand,” was famous for
her nearly-nude bubble dance and accompanying song “Is It True What They Say about Chinese
Women?”, which played on the US American idea from the earliest days of white tourism of
Chinatowns and the “ten-cent lookee” that Asian women’s vaginas were slanted. However, in this
instance, with her bubble dance on the Chop Suey Circuit and the song she commissioned for her
act with the lyrics, “Is it true what they say about Asian women? Do the streetcars run North and
South or East and West?”, Toy was the one making the joke. She ended the song with the humorous
response, “Oh sure, didn’t you know? It’s just like eating corn on the cob!”, laughing at the
ridiculousness of the query.182 She also mischievously revealed the answer with her body and the
flesh-colored patch she was required by law to wear over her vagina by putting it on early enough
before her performance that a crease would “naturally” appear, giving those looking closely enough
a glimpse of the truth about that slant.183 As Forbidden City’s choreographer Walter Biggerstaff
remarked, the patch and the crease “would satisfy the law but would also satisfy the customer.”184
The décor of the Chinese nightclubs echoed the self-Orientalizing aesthetics of Afong Moy’s
appearances in the 1830s and the San Francisco Chinatown renovations in 1906 and the 1930s. It
provided “Chinese glamour,” which Billboard magazine complained “is something rare in night
life.”185 The clubs featured a bar, an open kitchen, a bandstand, dance floor with a balcony
overlooking it, and a dining room with tables adorned with candles covered with pagoda shades.
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The interior of the Forbidden City provided a Chop Suey-like mix of Chinese and US elements,
with “blandly jumble[d] rice-paper screens, lighted fishbowls, college colors and football
trophies.”186 In other words, they were designed explicitly to give the customers what they
wanted—a comfortable, exotic mise en scene in order to “tour” the Orient and partake in
“Broadway-style cabarets.”187 A sign outside the club once promised the spectacle of “Oriental Rug
Cutters,” an attempt at Orientalized marketing humor, to those curious enough to enter. These clubs
were not entirely unlike other ethnically themed clubs around the US, such as Harlem’s African
American Cotton Club and Connie’s Inn, as well as the Latin American Copacabana, also in New
York, and the Latin Quarter in Miami Beach.
The cultural mixing was carried through the food they served as well. For instance, one club
advertised that it served the most authentic Chinese food claiming, “To visit our café is equal to a
trip to China.” However, there is very little evidence to support that, just as there is no veracity in
the claim that the revues performed in the clubs were “all-Chinese” or that Chop Suey was a
Chinese dish.188 For example, all clubs offered both American cuisine, such as filet mignon, lamb
chops, and even ham and eggs, or fried chicken and gravy, as well as Chinese dishes including chow
mein, Cantonese style barbecue, and, of course, an assortment of Chop Suey options.
It is also clear from reviews and playbills that the acts and clubs on the circuit were a
complex and entertaining array of multiple races, nationalities, and ethnicities ranging from the
Chinese themselves to Latin, Cuban, African, and Euro Americans, usually for white audiences and
often in the same show. In one evening at Eddie Pond’s club Kubla Kahn in San Francisco,
audiences saw the Asian American company present both a “Chinese Sleeve Dance” and a “Coolie
Dance,” which recalled the nineteenth-century ethnographic display of Afong Moy in her “native
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costume” and the railroad laborers respectively. The same show also featured Chinese Acrobats Sing
Lee Sings, and concluded with a “Chinaconga,” in which the Asian American chorus line taught the
mostly-white audience “this new [Cuban] hip-shaking dance as part of their floor show.”189 Around
the same time, Low presented a revue called “South American Holiday,” showcasing his infamous
“Chinese” chorus line, billed specially as “Las Señoritas,” with a grand finale called the “AfroCuban Ritual,” all in appropriate costumes.190 The press took note of these trans-cultural
performances, with a 1940 feature in Pic magazine reporting, “Orientals strut the latest Harlem
jitterbug numbers and Cuban Congas with equal ease.”191
What is to be made of this hybridity in performance of Chineseness, US Americanness, and
other Otherness? According to Frances Chun, a Chop Suey Circuit performer, these revues might
have promised “a package of an all-Chinese entertainment,” but in actuality they delivered
“American entertainment,”192 which was “shocking to the Chinese community and confusing to the
Caucasian people.”193 But only at first. As time went on, and some performers became international
hits, the confusions were clarified, and the Asian American performers were made visible, legible,
and comprehensible through the concept of Chop Suey, which constantly marked the performers
and the performances as Chinese versions of US American cultural productions. In the same way
the nightclubs on the Chop Suey Circuit were Orientalized through a hybrid of “Chinese” and
“American” décor and their reliance on the shifting attitudes of US Americans toward Chinese food,
the US-born performers on the circuit were Orientalized and made comprehensible by the “Chinese”
label.
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For example, just as Afong Moy was billed as the “Chinese Lady,” Toy Yat Mar was billed
as the “Chinese Sophie Tucker” a century later. Mar later recalled in Dong’s film that she did not
like the label but said that she was flattered by the comparison and admitted in a somber, regretful
voice that she “stuck with it” because “it was commercial.”194 Larry Ching was called the Chinese
Frank Sinatra, and he revealed that the strategy was to “attract more people” to their shows. When
Ching admitted, “I wanted to be myself, but then I got stuck with that,” he revealed the personal toll
caused by national abjection and the violence of self-erasure.195
Larry Long, who was called the Chinese Sammy Davis, more pointedly observed the
national abjection of the practice when he joked, “Why don’t you call Sammie [sic] Davis the black
Larry Long?”196 Here, the Chinese American is jettisoned in favor of the African American. Billing
the performers this way cast a shadow of Chop Sueyness over them, constructing them as non“American” impostors on musical variety stages even before audiences saw them, proving the
constructions from the eighteenth century persisted well into the twentieth. Even Charlie Low
himself was called the “Oriental Billy Rose” in 1947.197 He also once asked about his “Chinese”
chorus line, “Glamorized the Chinese girl, did I not?” which marked the dancers as Chinese and
not-“American” by tweaking Florenz Ziegfeld’s claim that his Follies was “Glorifying the
American Girl,” at the same time implying he was the Chinese Ziegfeld.198
Other performers strategically relied on the amalgamation of Asian identities into one
“Chinese” identity in order for survival. When anti-Japanese sentiment and legislation soared after
the bombing of Pearl Harbor in 1941, many Japanese American performers playing the nightclubs
began changing their “surnames to Chinese-sounding ones” in order to continue to work and, worse,
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escape imprisonment in the Japanese internment camps ordered by President Franklyn D.
Roosevelt.199 Dorothy Takahashi (1917– ), whose parents immigrated from Japan, changed her
name from Takahashi to Toy, not only because it would look better on the marquee, but also because
it sounded more like the “very short names” of the Chinese, and to escape imprisonment.200 Given
the fluidity of identities for these performers, the only one that remained fixed was, of course, the
one that is simply not-“American,” which will become clear in the following case studies from the
Chop Suey Circuit. By making them visible, I hope to instate them into those “Niagaras of humor.”

The Chinese Hillbillies
When the Asian American acts toured outside San Francisco, they did so with a bit of
fanfare, with ads and reviews claiming they arrived direct from the famed Forbidden City, and they
performed in clubs and shows emulating those on the west coast. In New York, the China Doll
touted itself as “New York’s Only All-Oriental Night Club,”201 while Leon and Eddie’s presented
Asian acts in more diverse bills. In the summer of 1943, impresario Clifford C. Fischer opened his
Folies Bergere at the Hotel Edison in New York, boasting a cast of sixty-two performers in a revue
that provided “an exotic sequence of events,” with “Apaches and gigolettes; there are Chinese ladies
and swingology Orientals; there are African atmospherics and Harlem coochers; there is Rosita
Royce with her parrots as part of the South American atmosphere.” It also featured a chorus line
with seven “Chinese, [seven] colored, and [fourteen] ofay choristers in happy blends, never
offensive.”202 Or to put it another way: Chop Suey.203
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One of the acts who toured the nightclub circuit throughout the Midwest and into New York,
and who offered a truly unique performance of whiteness and class status, was the comic music trio
Ming, Ling, and Hoo See, known all together as the Chinese Hillbillies. As Anthony Harkins
demonstrates in Hillbilly: A Cultural History of an American Icon, the stage hillbilly has
persistently appeared “in nearly every major facet of American popular culture” since the dawn of
the twentieth century.204 However, like Joe Laurie, Jr., he unsurprisingly leaves out the Chop Suey
Circuit and its Asian American performers from those facets of US American popular culture. I
argue that the trio’s presence in the stage hillbilly type productively served to “Orientalize” it with a
Chop Suey-like mix of song, dance, “sure-fire routine of comedy” and impersonations, and an old
Chinese staple—comedy juggling.205 The two men Ming and Ling had the appearance of the typical
comic duo with one tall and the other short. But unlike most duos, these two were dressed in widesleeved silk tunics embroidered with dragons and US cowboy hats sitting atop their heads, while
playing the accordion and the guitar. Hoo See, the woman of the trio, was lauded for her Betty
Hutton impersonation dressed in Chinese-looking gowns.206
The act started with funny “hillbilly bits,” before moving into the “unusual act” of
performing Scottish and Yiddish numbers.207 Then they performed songs with convincing imitations
of crooners Frank Sinatra and Bing Crosby, before giving doo wop a go with their performance of
songs by the Ink Spots, an African American singing quartet who enjoyed international stardom in
the 1930s and 40s. These latter performances, which appear to have been offered without irony or
humor, were often followed by an eruption of the comedic-anarchy when the singer argued with the
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accordion player in Cantonese, which provided the humor.208 It also reminded the audiences that
these were not “American” but “Chinese” performers who had the remarkable skills of singing not
“just like white men” but also like black men. And the audiences roared with laughter.
When they appeared in Slant Eyed Scandals at the China Doll in New York in 1946, they
were the only act in the show familiar to the reviewer in Billboard, suggesting their popularity. In
this revue, they performed the song “Glad You Like Our National Song” backed by a “Chinese ork,”
with the clearly Orientalized name the Four Sins.209 The title of this song suggests the topic of
national belonging, but without the lyrics or score (neither of which I have been able to locate) and
the multiple identities the trio performs, it is impossible to tell which “nation/s” the song refers to. Is
it a national song of Chineseness? Or perhaps a national song of Chinese Americanness? Or, given
the “hillbilly” caricaturization of the group, might they have dared to present a national song of poor
white Americanness?
Their performance of white hillbillies is remarkable because, as Harkins demonstrates, the
hillbilly type portrays white “southern mountain people as premodern and ignorant,” as it points out
their “social and economic backwardness” and their “inability to adapt to changing conditions.”210 It
is not entirely surprising, if disappointing, that when he argues that this type serves as a means for
“modern Americans . . . to define themselves and their national identity,” he means “white” when
he writes “modern.”211 The type has nearly always been created and performed by white artists and
entertainers, such as Al Capp (Li’l Abner), Buddy Ebsen (The Beverly Hillbillies), and Minnie Pearl.
However, considering the status of the stage hillbilly as white society’s tool to differentiate
themselves from poor, uneducated white people who are unable to adapt to modern life in terms of
Bran., “Reviews: Adams, Newark,” Variety 158.8 (May 2, 1945): 58. Forgive my vague assignments of who did
what in the act, but that is due to the fact that none of the reviews I consulted provided any details on who was whom
and who did what.
209 “Ork” was popular slang for orchestra. No author, “Night Club Reviews: China Doll, New York,” Billboard 58.15
(April 13, 1946): 44. The song’s title is tantalizing for its suggestion of nationalism wrapped up in constructions of
Chinese qualities and white hillbilly qualities.
210 Harkins, Hillbilly, 7.
211 Ibid., 4.
208
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Ming, Ling, and Hoo See’s performance of them reveals yet another slippery trick within the
process of national abjection. If ridiculing white mountain folk falls within the purview of white
performers, then the Chinese Hillbillies are either expanding the rules of racialized comedy, or they
are Americanizing themselves through that ridicule. Just as educated white spectators enjoy the
foibles of the Beverly Hillbillies on television for “not being that,” Ming, Ling, and Hoo See’s
performances similarly elevate themselves above those ignorant whites they portrayed. This is
especially significant given that the Chinese themselves were marked as premodern, backward, and
completely unable to assimilate to new ways of life from their first entrances into the US—both as
constructions and in the flesh.

The Greatest Chinese (Comedy) Dancer in the United States
The final case study for the Chop Suey Circuit and for this chapter echoes the final one in
chapter 1 above—another woman dancer who has not received as much attention for her comedy as
she has for her dancing. Jadin Wong was born to Chinese immigrants in the small town of Stockton,
California. Inspired to a life on the stage when Long Tack Sam played Stockton when she was
young, she appeared in the inaugural floorshow at the Forbidden City’s opening night on New
Year’s Eve in 1938.212 Unlike most of the other dancers who first appeared there, she was lucky
enough to have taken dance lessons from a young age, despite her father’s concerns about morality
and the family’s poverty. She once claimed that her family was so poor she “had only one pair of
shoes, and those were tap shoes!”213
While, her father reportedly allowed her to take lessons, he remained adamant that she could
not perform in public because it would be a disgrace. As a result, she did not pursue a professional
career until after his death in 1937, after which she left Stockton for Los Angeles to pursue work as
Jadin Wong, quoted in Dong, Forbidden City, 96.
Keith E. Johnson, “Superagent Jadin Wong,” Theatre Week (May 22, 1989): 28. Jadin Wong Ephemera, 1930–1996,
Box 1, Folder 5 (Clippings 1970–1979); BRTD, NYPL.
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a dancer.214 She worked as a waitress serving chow mein in Hollywood to pay for her tap and ballet
lessons in classes with a young Ann Miller.215 Then in 1940, only two years after Charlie Low hired
her for the opening night of his club, Wong appeared in the film Irene, in which she sang “‘Alice
Blue Gown’ . . . in Chinese!”216 However, despite this early milestone and a contract with Darryl F.
Zanuck at Twentieth Century Fox, her film career never took off. Her anticipated Broadway debut
on December 8, 1941, in the role of Aloha, “a native sarong girl,” in the play The Admiral Had a
Wife, set on a naval base in Pearl Harbor and starring Uta Hagen, was stymied, of course, by the
Japanese attack of that very base the day before.217 However, she did have a long career as a dancer
and comedian and even enjoyed several mentions in Walter Winchell’s “On Broadway” column in
the New York Daily Mirror.218 She became as big a star, it seems, as a Chinese American dancer
comedian could be in the US at the time.
Unlike the other Asian American performers who were given a “Chinese” label to
established Euro American names and acts that announced to spectators what they did on stage,
Wong’s variety of talents and performances resisted any one label (except the Chinese one, of
course), and they often shifted, depending on the venue, the show, or her performance. She was
variously referred to in advertisements as the Greatest Chinese Dancer in America, Chinese Miss
America, the Chinese Venus, the Chinese Mystery (accompanied by a row of nine large question
marks underneath), a Chinese Comedienne, and the Chinese Myron Cohen.219 Even when writers

Arthur McKenzie, “Off the Beat,” Vancouver News-Herald (July 1, 1941): no page. Jadin Wong Ephemera, 1930–
1996, Box 1, Folder 2; BRTD, NYPL. It must be noted that an article published a year later claims that her father was
still alive, so the story cited above may be the stuff of showbiz legend, as Wong was quite astute about maintaining her
persona. See No author, “Jadine [sic] Wong at Fays,” Philadelphia Record (October 6, 1942), no page; Jadin Wong
Ephemera, 1930–1996, Box 1, Folder 2; BRTD, NYPL.
215 Johnson, “Superagent Jadin Wong,” 28.
216 H. K. Wong, “Your News,” 1940; otherwise no info. Jadin Wong Ephemera, 1930–1996, Box 1, Folder 2; BRTD,
NYPL.
217 E. B. Radcliffe, “Out in Front,” Enquirer (February 3, 1942), no page; Jadin Wong , 1930–1996, Box 1, Folder 2;
BRTD, NYPL.
218 Walter Winchell, “On Broadway,” Daily Mirror (June 17 and 24, 1942), no pages; Jadin Wong Ephemera, 1930–
1996, Box 1, Folder 2; BRTD, NYPL
219 For these names, see clippings in Jadin Wong Ephemera, 1930–1996, Box 1, Folder 2; BRTD, NYPL.
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wanted to describe her unique stage presence, they could not do so without reminding readers that
she was Chinese, and pointing to perceived cultural differences. For instance, Sid Gathrid wrote in
the Philadelphia Daily News in 1943 that she “is a lulu, whether you whistle it in American or
Chinese,”220 and in a review of her performance at San Francisco’s Golden Gate club that same
year, Variety reported, “As they don’t say in Chinese, ‘She’s some babe.’”221
When she began her career as half of a dancing duo with Jackie Mei Ling, they were so
broke she had to buy a cheap second-hand white dress for her costume. She augmented it by sewing
fresh-cut flowers on it and putting some in her hair to add pops of color. Whether or not she
intended the flowers as an Orientalized detail, the audience of their first performance assumed they
were. During the routine, the dancing duo became “mortified” when the flower petals began to fall
to the stage one by one. Much to their surprise, they got a standing ovation at the end of the dance
because, according to Wong, “The audience thought the falling petals were to set some sort of
Oriental mood or something!”222 This anecdote illuminates two issues: one, that Euro American
audiences were always inclined to interpret nearly anything as a sign of Asianness when Asian
American bodies were on stage, and two, that Wong and Ling were both fully aware of that
inclination. She would continue to use flowers as part of both her persona and performances, as she
revealed in an article in Voir Magazine where she said, “Mon métier . . . est de faire naître des lotus
aux bouts de mes dix doigts” (My job . . . is to bring lotuses to the ends of my ten fingers).223
As a dancer, whether with a partner or solo, her performances always included a Chop Suey
mix of Orientalized material in addition to that of other nationalities. For instance, she was
particularly well known for her specialty, the Dance of the Moon Goddess, one of her signature

220 Sid Gathrid, “Famous Chinese Author Turns to Terpsichore,” Philadelphia Daily News (January 4, 1943): no page;
Jadin Wong Ephemera, 1930–1996, Box 1, Folder 2; BRTD, NYPL.
221 Mill., “House Reviews: Golden Gate, SF,” Variety 151.4 (July 7, 1943): 55.
222 Johnson, “Superagent Jadin Wong,” 28.
223 No author, “La Fille du Ciel a Des Lotus aux Bouts des Mains,” Voir Magazine, no other information available,
Jadin Wong Ephemera, 1930–1996, Box 1, Folder 3; BRTD, NYPL. This and all other translations are my own except
where noted.
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“Oriental” numbers in which her fingers became lotus flowers, as well as Eurocentric ballroom
dances and African and Latin American popular dances. Regarding the ballroom dances, one
reviewer in Providence, Rhode Island, claimed, “She dances in Chinese” even when executing
“typical Occidental maneuvers.” The reviewer also reported that when doing those “Occidental
maneuvers,” she and her partner “seem a trifle out of their element,” making it sound as though they
performed “Western” dances with a Chinese accent, and suggesting their abject foreignness and
unassimilability, even though Wong was born in the United States.224 She also encountered
questions of her Americanness in terms of language outside the theatre while on tour. For example,
she reported that she was approached by a white man in a small Southern town who asked her, “You
. . speak-ee Eng-a-lish?” To which she replied forcefully (and comically), “No, not a damn
word.”225
Wong also performed a Chop Suey of dances from multiple cultures in her appearances.
From performing a highbrow Orientalized dance inspired by Scheherazade to performing a
lowbrow jitterbug in a single performance, she could do it all.226 Like Lee Tung Foo, Wong also
coordinated her costumes with the particular material, often beginning her act dressed in
“conventional Oriental dress” before shedding that for Occidental “evening attire.”227 She and Li
Sun, her second partner, also mixed multiple identities into single numbers and once encored with
“a Chinese dance that twists itself into boogie-woogie and a Chinese conga that is rough to the
danger point.”228 The contrast between the perceived rigidity of the unspecified Chinese dance and
the looseness allowed by African American boogie-woogie and Cuban Conga (so loose that it
appeared to be dangerous!) evoked surprise and laughs from spectators as well as the press. When
P. B. H., “Animal Show, Violinist and a Whistler at Fays,” Providence Sunday Journal (January 31, 1943), no page;
Jadin Wong Ephemera, 1930–1996, Box 1, Folder 11 (Reviews); BRTD, NYPL.
225 Wong in Dong, Forbidden City (film). Wong’s impeccable timing and somewhat twisted sense of humor really come
across in her interviews in Dong’s film.
226 Chas. A. RossKam, “Beachcomber, Providence,” Billboard 54.31(August 1, 1942): 13.
227 Liuz., “Vaudeville: Night Club Reviews—Blue Room, NO,” Variety 156.8 (November 1, 1944): 40.
228 On shifting from “Oriental” to “evening attire,” see Ibid. On the encore, see J. Willis Sayre, “Chinese Acts Show
Class,” unidentified clipping. Jadin Wong Ephemera, 1930–1996, Box 1, Folder 11 (Reviews); BRTD, NYPL.
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William Coghlan wrote, “Chinese may look like Far East, but stuff they dish out is strictly
occidental,” he reminds his readers that Wong and Li Sun are not white and might as well have
written, “They dance just like white people!”229
Wong also performed comedy like Chinese and Chinese American people. She sang
“soysaucy songs in French, Italian, Chinese, English (and you won’t believe this) YIDDISH!” like
Lee Tung Foo and Long Tack Sam.230 But much later in 1976, a writer claimed Chinese comics
were so rare “Jadin Wong may be the only one,” solidifying Lee and Sam’s invisibilization from the
history of US American vaudeville in order to make Wong appear even more exotic as a funny
Chinese person.231 Even when she focused more on dancing than comedy, she embodied the
comedic-anarchy by including comedy patter in those acts, most often based on Asian stereotypes
and the perceived differences between the Chinese and the American, from the very beginning of
her career. In 1943, at the end of a dance routine, she stepped up to the microphone and declared,
“Dancing is strenuous but better than going back to laundry!”232 Performing with Li Sun in New
Orleans in the 1940s, he followed their dance to a “typical Chinese folk song” and announced to the
appreciative audience that the song was written “by the great Chinese composer, Ginsberg.”233
Wong’s status as Chinese, American, or Chinese American also shifted depending on the
advertisement, review, or location of performance. For instance, she was advertised as the
“Grandest of All Chinese Dance Artists,” for a show at Andy Wong’s Chinese Sky Room in San
Francisco in the 1940s. With no mention of her status as a US-born citizen, an unknowing public

229 Willard Coghlan, “‘Chinese Follies’ Revue Sparkling: Music, Dance and Novelty Hit the Top,” Seattle Star (October
6, 1943), no page. Jadin Wong Ephemera, 1930–1996, Box 1, Folder 11 (Reviews); BRTD, NYPL.
230 No author, “Please [sic] to Present” Indianapolis Times, no other info, Jadin Wong Ephemera, 1930–1996, Box 1,
Folder 10 (Brochures, Flyers, Posters); BRTD, NYPL.
231 Editor’s Note the precedes Jadin Wong, “My Favorite Jokes,” Long Island Press (February 15, 1976), no page. Jadin
Wong Ephemera, 1930–1996, Box 1, Folder 5 (Clippings 1970–1979); BRTD, NYPL.
232 Coghlan, “‘Chinese Follies’ Revue Sparkling,” Jadin Wong Ephemera, 1930–1996, Box 1, Folder 11 (Reviews);
BRTD, NYPL.
233 Bert Hyde, “Laughs Dominate Show at Roosevelt,” New Orleans States, no other info. Jadin Wong Ephemera, 1930–
1996, Box 1, Folder 11 (Reviews); BRTD, NYPL.
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might assume she hailed from China, and therefore was not-“American.”234 In an extratheatrical
example, she appeared with Noel Toy, who also enjoyed several years of popularity in New York
night clubs, at Hearn’s Department Store for a benefit for the United China Relief’s Plum Week
Drive in 1941. The New York Daily Mirror anticipated the event by announcing that these two
“celebrated Chinese dancers, will wear native costumes, give autographs and answer questions
pertaining to Oriental dancing and the Chinese motif in women’s clothes.”235 By refusing to
acknowledge their status as US citizens and presenting them as authorities on Chinese dance and
fashion, the paper marks them as being Chinese who can teach the New York “belles” about
Chinese culture and fashion, much like “Chinese Lady” Afong Moy did a century earlier.
Her nationality certainly shifted when she traveled outside the US. For instance, in the
1940s, Wong performed in Paris and Mexico City, and her Americanness was again jettisoned in the
press, and she became only-Chinese. For instance, Wong was scheduled to appear at the Tivoli
Theatre in Mexico City in 1948, and she was introduced in one newspaper as a “Bella Bailarina
China” (Pretty Chinese Dancer) who was “de su género el primero que se ve en México” (the first
to be seen in Mexico).236 An article in El Universal claimed she “está considerada como una de las
bellebas numero uno en China” (is considered the most beautiful woman in China), even though she
had never lived there.237 In Voir Magazine, a feature article celebrated her arrival and reported that
she “aime quitter le soir son palace de la rue de Marignan pour aller dans les quartiers où la foule se
presse aussi drue que dans les streets de Shanghaï” (likes to leave her hotel on Marignan Street at
night to explore the districts where the crowds are as thick as in the streets of Shanghai).238 By

Advertisement for Andy Wong’s Chinese Sky Room, 1940s. Jadin Wong Ephemera, 1930–1996, Box 1, Folder 2;
BRTD, NYPL.
235 No author, “Oriental Beauties to Aid China at Hearns,” Daily Mirror (October 8, 1941): no page. Jadin Wong
Ephemera, 1930–1996, Box 1, Folder 2; BRTD, NYPL.
236 Unidentified clipping, “Jadin, Bella Bailarina China,” 20; Jadin Wong Ephemera, 1930–1996, Box 1, Folder 2;
BRTD, NYPL.
237 No author, “Belleza China Número uno,” El Universal (October 11, 1948): no page. Jadin Wong Ephemera, 1930–
1996, Box 1, Folder 2; BRTD, NYPL.
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evoking the busy streets of Shanghai rather than San Francisco or New York City, where she had
actually lived, the article works toward jettisoning her from the US and making her solely Chinese.
Wong corrects this later in the same article when she responds to the offer by Fernand
Vérnan, the director of the Miss Europe Committee, to get her “élire Miss Chine” (elected Miss
China) with, “Hélas, je ne puis accepter, car si je suis Chinoise de naissance, je suis Américaine de
nationalité!” (Alas, I cannot accept, because if I’m Chinese by birth, I am American of
nationality!).239 It is not surprising that Wong, of course, reconciles her Chineseness and her
Americanness here as legible, practical, and real, but the others are unable to see her as anything
other than Chinese. These last examples from Mexico City and Paris are also telling in how they
demonstrate the ways that the state and process of national abjection, like comedic-anarchy, is
persistent and mobile, not only in the United States but also in transit across borders and oceans. It
seems the only borders national abjection recognizes are those it creates to contain and expel
Chinese Americans.

Conclusion
According to Anthony Lee, the performers on the Chop Suey Circuit were “applauded and
enjoyed not for closing the gap between the races but for maintaining (and making entertaining) the
distance between them.”240 I would add all those performers from Afong Moy to vaudeville through
the days of the Chinese nightclub to that statement. However, I disagree with him when he states
that the Euro American audiences’ “pleasure was possible only if the performances did not
transgress or completely confuse the borders of difference,” because, as I have illustrated above,
that confusion was a defining part of Chinese vaudeville and musical variety. If it had not been, the
performers could have just been themselves, as Larry Ching longed to be, and not the Chinese
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version of anything or anyone. This desire was fulfilled for Japanese American clown Jack Soo
when he was cast as Frankie Wing, the role that David H. Lewis suggests Soo “may have inspired,”
in the 1958 musical comedy Flower Drum Song, but at the great cost of invisibilization through
national abjection.241 For instance, Variety reported that for his role as the emcee of the Celestial
Bar, the stand-in for Low’s Forbidden City club, “All [Soo] has to do is be himself.” However, when
Soo himself reportedly said, “For 17 years I’ve been doing this act—now comes my big legit
chance—and what am I doing?—the same old act,” he suggests his awareness that even “being
himself” in the “legitimate theatre” still required him to embody an Orientalized performance like
those that had occurred on the Chop Suey Circuit—those that assured audiences that he was not“American.”242
National abjection is always in process, and the performers, regardless of intention, were
always deemed both “American” and not-“American,” both theatrically and extratheatrically. For
the former, I contend that these performances gave Asian Americans the opportunity to transgress
those racial, ethnic, and national boundaries and the project of national abjection by claiming their
American identities inside the nightclubs through the all-“American” practice of embodying the
racial, ethnic, and national stereotypes that make up the content of US musical variety
performances. For the latter, vaudeville and the Chop Suey Circuit also provided them a muchneeded platform to act as artist-activists and popular cultural ambassadors within the United States,
exposing US Americans across the country to real live Asian people outside the nightclubs, often for
the first time, and proving there were audiences who wanted to see them perform. Having shown
how it is indefensible to leave Asian American clowns out of those “Niagaras of humor pouring
over America,” I now turn to those Mexican and Mexican American clowns of las carpas in order
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to show how they have similarly been present in US musical variety and have participated in similar
racial, ethnic, and class impersonations in the name of comedy.
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Chapter 3: The Marvelous Mexican American Carpas: ¡”Una historia tan
maravillosa que es casi imposible creerla”!
“Las famosas Carpas . . . tienen una historia tan maravillosa
que es casi imposible creerla. . . . Ahí se forma el crisol de
los primeros verdaderos artistas netamente mexicanos, los
carperos pioneros del teatro mexicano.”
(The famous Carpas . . . have such a wonderful history that
it is almost impossible to believe. . . . There the crucible of
the first truly Mexican artists, the pioneering carperos of
Mexican theatre was formed).1
In the 1938 special edition of Theatre Arts Monthly that focused on Mexican theatre,
Edith J. R. Isaacs announced with elation that “a rough new theatre of the people” of Mexico had
finally “[risen] from the soil in the carpas.”2 Isaacs’s surprise at this “new” Mexican
performance form, and her neglect to mention that it was also a Mexican American one, was not
because its history is “tan maravillosa que es casi imposible creerla” (so wonderful that it is
almost impossible to believe), as Pedro Granados proclaimed in his 1984 history of las carpas,
or the rustic traveling musical variety shows presented inside canvas tents.3 The history that
Granados referred to actually goes back to the fifteenth century and reveals the international
nature of Mexican popular culture that includes comic humpbacked indios and indigenous rituals
of los voladores in Moctezuma’s court; the “loco de los toros” (madman of the bulls) from
eighteenth-century Mexican bullfights; nineteenth-century European circuses and their
whitefaced clowns that toured Mexico; and outdoor variety performances of comic farces,
maromas (tight-rope acrobatics), and chistes colorados (dirty jokes).4 The history includes
Pedro Granados, Carpas de México: Leyendas, anécdotas e historia del Teatro Popular (México D.F.: Editorial
Universo México, 1984), 24. This and all other translations are my own except where noted. I gratefully
acknowledge Jean Graham-Jones’s humorous and astute guidance with translating some challenging Mexican
Spanish vernacular, especially in a particular chiste colorado from the period under consideration.
2 Edith J. R. Isaacs, “Good Artists Make Good Neighbors: This Is the Road to Mexico,” Theatre Arts Monthly,
Special Issue on Theatre in Mexico, edited by Miguel Covarrubias, 22.8 (August 1938): 558.
3 Granados, Carpas de México, 24.
4 “Loco de los toros” is from Armando de María y Campos’s Los Payasos, poetas del pueblo (el Circo de México)
(México, D.F.: Ediciones Botas, 1939), 78. I will expand on this history below.
1
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Spanish zarzuelas, improvisation, corridos (sentimental ballads), and even public intoxication. It
includes comic impersonations of Chineseness, African Americanness, and Euro Americanness;
comic acrobats who boxed kangaroos; and child clowns who imitated the likes of working-class
Mexican borrachos (drunks), and even Charlie Chaplin. Las carpas gave us Cantinflas, whom
Charlie Chaplin reportedly said was “the world’s greatest comedian.”5 In other words, the history
of las carpas is the history of Mexican and Mexican American musical variety performance. As
this chapter will demonstrate, it is also a part of the history of US popular performance more
generally.
Finally, the history of las carpas also holds the history of working-class socio-political
concerns as played out on carpa stages, particularly during and immediately after the Mexican
Revolution (1910–1929), that were of dire seriousness and significance at the same time they
were riotously funny. For instance, after the Revolution, “El pueblo mexicano palpitaba, la
sangre joven estaba en ebullición, [y] . . . ‘La Carpa’ tuvieron la virtud de hacer y crear la
felicidad que aun no acababa de limpiar de las calles, la sangre derramada en aras de la libertad
revolucionaria.” (The Mexican people palpitated; the blood of youth was boiling, [and] . . . la
carpa had the virtue of making and creating the happiness that had yet to be washed from the
streets, the blood shed for the sake of revolutionary freedom).6 It was “en la carpa, se oye la
verdadera voz del pueblo, y lo que ningún periódico se atreve a proclamar, lo dicen esos cómicos
ambulantes, con tanta franqueza como atrevimiento” (inside the tent that we hear the true voice
of the people, and itinerant comedians say what no newspaper dares to proclaim, with as much
frankness as daring).7

Charlie Chaplin, quoted in Joe Hyams, “Cantinflas,” Diner’s Club Magazine (June 1960): 25. Cantinflas Clippings
File, BRTD, NYPL.
6 Granados, Carpas de Mexico, 100.
7 No author, “La Carpa: El teatro popular de México,” Norte 5.7 (May 1945): 22.
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Therefore, this chapter sets out to demonstrate it is Isaacs’s claim itself rather than the
actual history of las carpas that is “imposible creer.” Isaacs’s short-sightedness, perhaps both a
result of the powerful process of invisibilization as well as a perpetrator of it, implies las carpas
were not only a new phenomenon three centuries after the carpa tradition began as politically
agitative “street theatre” in Mexico and eight decades after the first recorded carpa show in the
mid-nineteenth century United States.8 It also suggests las carpas arose from the earth as a
process of nature, as purely “traditional” Mexican folk practices that remain outside more
cosmopolitan discourses on musical variety. As will be explored in the pages that follow, las
carpas actually arose from myriad long-existing musical variety performance traditions, from
Mexican folklore, as well as popular performances from Europe and the United States. As a
result, carpa shows can also be considered a significant aspect of Mexican and Mexican
American popular performance (and therefore US popular performance), yet they have remained
understudied in contemporary scholarship.9
Indeed, no complete history of Mexican American carpas has been published in the
United States, and what has been published has been only in the fields of anthropology or
Chicanx studies and nothing in terms of US popular culture more generally. This results in a
nearly complete erasure, or invisibilization, of the form and Mexican and Mexican American
presences in the broader history of musical variety performance in the US, making Isaacs’s
erroneous claim seem true.10 Therefore, this chapter sets out to address that cultural amnesia by

On the carpa tradition as “street theatre” in Mexico, see Guillermo Gómez-Peña, “The Streets: Where Do They
Reach?” High Performance (Winter 1992), anthologized in The Citizen Artist: 20 Years of Art in the Public Arena;
An Anthology from High Performance Magazine 1978–1998, Volume 1; edited by Linda Frye Burnham and Steven
Durland (Gardiner, NY: Critical Press, 1998), 73–79. For the first recorded carpa performances in the United States,
see Kanellos, A History of Hispanic Theatre, 98.
9 Nicolás Kanellos claimed that the carpas in the Southwestern United States became “an important Mexican
American popular culture institution.” See Kanellos, A History of Hispanic Theatre in the United States: Origins to
1940 (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1990), 100.
10 On “Invisibilization” and “presences,” see Gottschild, Digging the Africanist Presence in American Performance,
1–2, 78; as well as my introduction above.
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situating those tent shows within the long history of popular performances in Mexico before
exploring the logistic and performative elements of las carpas there and in the Southwestern
United States. In order to do so, I use Juana María Rodríguez’s concept of “discursive spaces,”
or her understanding of space as an ideological place for subject (re)formation, in order to
establish the areas of towns where the carpa tents were set up, as well as the tents themselves, as
disruptive and productive spaces for working-class Mexican and Mexican American audiences.11
Inside the tent, carperos (carpa performers) performed social anxieties, racial and class
impersonations, and chistes colorados for that niche audience for three centuries.12 While I
acknowledge that the present study is also not entirely devoted to las carpas, I do seek to provide
a more complete picture of the traveling variety show and to place it within the broader context
of musical variety performance in the US in order to demonstrate that they also belong to
Laurie’s “Niagaras of humor pouring over America.”13 Much like the clowns in African
American vaudeville and on the Chop Suey Circuit explored in the chapters above, los payasos
(clowns) in las carpas were also “present” in US popular performance through their embodied
racial, ethnic, and class impersonations on musical variety stages, which is the focus of this
chapter.
Before doing so, and due to the invisibilization of las carpas in US popular culture, I feel
it is necessary to provide a brief overview of las carpas. To begin, the Spanish word carpa itself
has pre-encounter roots as it “quiere decir en el viejo idioma quichúa [sic]: toldo o enramada”
(means in the old Quechua language: awning or canopy of branches).14 In English it translates as
Juana María Rodríguez, Queer Latinidad: Identity Practices, Discursive Spaces (New York: New York University
Press, 2003).
12 The phrase chistes colorados literally translates to “red jokes,” which colloquially means “dirty jokes.” In
mainstream US vaudeville, material that is colorado is referred to as “blue.” Today most Spanish speakers call dirty
jokes verdes (green).
13 Laurie, “Merging Old Jokes and the New in America,” 73.
14 “La Carpa: El teatro popular de México,” 22. I came to the Quechua translation from this article through Kanellos,
who cited it in “A Brief Overview of the Mexican-American Circus in the Southwest,” in Mexican American
Theater: Legacy and Reality (Pittsburgh: Latin American Literary Review Press, 1987), 78. However, neither he nor
11
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“tent.” Today, la carpa variously refers to (1) the portable canvas tent, (2) the musical variety
espectáculo (show) presented inside the tent, and (3) the touring circuits and ideological space(s)
of those shows. For the most part, I will use the singular la carpa when referring to the shows,
the English word tent when referring to the space, and the plural las carpas when referring to the
troupes and their touring circuits.
Beginning in Mexico at a time when it still included what would become the US states of
California, New Mexico, and Texas, las carpas were family-owned rough and tumble musical
variety shows performed inside portable tents for “exclusively working class audiences.”15 The
tent and the shows performed in them facilitated the “releasing” of the working class audiences’
“existential demons” through laughter—at themselves, at those in higher social stations, and
those wielding political and economic power over them outside the tent.16 They grew out of the
Mexican circo (circus) and provided musical variety entertainment that reflected ever-changing
socio-political concerns of the working-class poor. Each troupe performed under its own portable
canvas tent, the size of which was commensurate with the number of players in their troupe and
their financial means. Often with the help of locals who needed a little extra cash, they set up

the Norte article identifies how the Quechua term might have found its way from the Andean region of South
America to Mesoamerica in the North (not to mention any possible contact at all among any of the people from the
two regions), and my own attempts to identify such contact have been fruitless. Most studies focus on the impact,
including resultant linguistic and other cultural mixings, of the Spanish invasion of Mexico in 1519 separately from
the Spanish invasion of the Andes in 1532. See Kenneth J. Andrien, “The Bourbon Reforms, Independence, and the
Spread of Quechua and Aymara,” in History and Language in the Andes, edited by Paul Heggarty and Adrian J.
Pearce (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2011), 113–33; Hispanisation: Empirical Approaches to Language
Typology, edited by Thomas Stolz, Dik Bakker, and Rosa Salas Palomo (Berlin: Mouton de Gruyter, 2008); and
Roberto A. Valdeón, Translation and the Spanish Empire in the Americas (Amsterdam: John Benjamins Publishing
Company, 2014). For example, Andrien implies that the only connection between the two geographical regions was
the Spanish conquest, including Christian performances and the Spanish language itself (116); and in their “Preface”
to Hispanisation,” the editors similiarly acknowledge that their anthology considers “aspects of Hispanisation in the
indigenous languages of the Americas and Austronesia,” and “are ordered according to geographic principles
starting with Mexico” (vi). However, Soccoro Merlín does suggest some commonality among the cultures based on
indigenous rituals. See Merlín, Vida y milagros de las carpas. It is tempting to consider that Quechua might have
found its way north to Mexico by way of some heretofore unidentified circuit of ritual, performance, trade route, or
migration, but it is unlikely.
15 Kanellos, A History of Hispanic Theatre, 73.
16 Gómez-Peña, “The Streets: Where Do They Reach?”, 75.
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their tents in vacant lots, plazas, or town squares in big cities such as Mexico City, San Antonio,
and Tucson, as well as smaller, rural towns throughout Mexico and the Southwestern United
States.17 Evidence shows carperos also traveled outside the Southwest, through Pennsylvania,
Ohio, Colorado, “other points north,”18 and “even Louisiana.”19 These wide-reaching tours made
their shows accessible to and “a favorite of the working poor and the peasantry, a haven for the
disenfranchised,” even if some spectators came from as far as two or three miles away.20
Some larger troupes had permanent locations in bigger cities that served as their home
bases, such as the Carpa García and Carpa Cubana in San Antonio, Texas, and the Barranco
Brothers in Los Angeles, California, where they would return to perform when not on tour. Las
carpas were performed for Mexican and Mexican American audiences, rather than Euro
American audiences of vaudeville, revues, and supper clubs, unlike the other touring clowns and
their circuits covered in this dissertation. As a result, the shows were performed mostly in
Spanish—even those that started and were based in the United States. As a result, and as will be
explored below, the comedic racial ridicule and what they signified to those particular audiences
were also different from what occurred in Black Vaudeville and on the Chop Suey Circuit, yet

Tomás Ybarra-Frausto, “I Can Still Hear the Applause. La Farándula Chicana: Carpas y Tandas de Variedad,” in
Hispanic Theatre in the United States, edited by Kanellos (Houston: Arté Publico Press, 1984), 47.
18 Peter Clair Haney, “Carpa y Teatro, Sol y Sombra: Show Business and Public Culture in San Antonio’s Mexican
Colony, 1900–1940” (PhD diss., University of Texas at Austin, 2004), 93.
19 Kanellos, A History of Hispanic Theatre, 195.
20 Ilan Stavans, “The Riddle of Cantinflas,” Transition 67 (1995): 33. Troupes had to obtain permission from and
pay taxes to local municipalities in order to set up their tents. For example, in order to perform a single run of shows
in San Antonio, the Carpa Cubana paid one dollar to the city itself, another dollar to Bexar County, and two dollars
to the state of Texas in March 1935. These and other receipts can be found in The Carpa Cubana Collection, Box
3B48, Folder 3 “Occupation Tax/License & Receipts,” They also often made “donations” to the local Catholic
churches or other charitable organizations, such as the Children of Hidalgo Mutual Aid Society, when they set up
their tents. They also offered a percentage of ticket sales to such organizations at times. According to Melissa G.
Gonzales, the archivist assisting me at the Witte Museum, these donations were sincerely made, but they were also
often attempts to keep church authorities from complaining about the questionable morality of the performers and
performances. There are three such hand-written receipts in The Carpa Cubana Collection, Box 3A103, Folder 14
“Receipts for Charity,” April, 21, 1915; May 15, 1925; July 5, 1925. All materials collected at Witte Museum
Archives, Witte Museum, San Antonio, TX (hereafter WMA). See also Haney, “Carpa y Teatro, Sol y Sombra,” 90–
91.
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they remain an “important Mexican American popular cultural instititution” and should be
considered a part of US musical variety.21
Hosted by a master of ceremonies, carpa shows were “fluid, open, semi-structured
presentational events with direct audience interaction and feedback.”22 They featured a live band
that might include a piano, the violin, drums, and brass instruments such as a trombone or cornet,
dancers, and singers. Of course, they also featured los payasos (clowns), whose humor often
pushed the boundaries of middle-class propriety and decorum.23 Los gritones (barkers) were also
on hand to drum up business by “barking” the line-up for each show in order to inspire interest or
curiosity of potential spectators to attend a performance. Shouting to the crowds, “¡Pásele! Ésta y
l’otra por un boleto!” (Pass it on! This and the other [or two shows] for only one ticket!), el
gritón announced to the locals that la carpa was open for business. Pedro Granados fondly
recalled that this cry of el gritón “llenaron de alegría todo el barrio” (filled the whole
neighborhood with joy).24
For that single ticket, spectators were treated to a typical carpa show, which ran about
sixty to seventy-five minutes. They were comprised of strategically ordered género chico, or
what carpa historian Tomás Ybarra-Frausto defines as short “diverse presentational forms” and
specialty acts presented in the tents, such as sketches, solo comic turns, and conversational acts.25
They provided a mix of tones from the sincere to the comedic-anarchy of racial and class
transgressions. The variety of acts on offer ranged from pre-encounter tight-rope and acrobatics;

Kanellos, A History of Hispanic Theatre, 100–2.
Ybarra-Frausto, “I Can Still Hear the Applause,” 47.
23 Carlos Monsiváis, Escenas de pudor y liviandad (México, D.F.: Editorial Grijalbo, 1988), 82. As with most
troupes, what they included in their shows depended on the specialties of the performers, their touring capabilities,
as well as their financial means for procuring various elements of the physical production.
24 Granados, Carpas de México, 38.
25 Ybarra-Frausto, handwritten lecture notes for the Arizona Historical Society in Tucson’s presentation of “Escenas
de Chin-Chun-Chan,” (January 28–30, 1988), 1. Box 37, Folder “Tucson, Teatro,” Nettie Lee Benson Latin
American Collection, the University of Texas at Austin. Tomás Ybarra-Frausto Papers (hereafter NLBLAC, TYFP).
21
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clowning conventions carried over from eighteenth-century bullfights and the Mexican circo
(circus); Spanish zarzuelas and revistas; and nineteenth-century variety acts such as
ventriloquists, magicians, and racial impersonators. They also featured chorus lines and specialty
dances, such as the Charleston and the cakewalk.
Yet, even with all the variety on offer, it was “the most ancient skills” of clowning,
impersonation, and ridicule that was the heart of a carpa show.26 Short comedic sketches and
diálogos cómicos (comic conversations), much like the “sidewalk talk” comedy bits in Black
Vaudeville, were performed by a comic duo. A vedette (soloist singer, actress, and dancer) might
sing corridos, or sentimental ballads, before being joined by un payaso as one of myriad types
who disrupted her sincerity with “puro pedo” (all talk or hot air, lit. “pure fart”) full of sexy
doble sentido (double entendre) or scatological jokes. Once the audience recovered from the
rough humor and quieted their laughter, los carperos might put on a play. “Era corto, formal y
lagrimoso. Para terminar, venían las maromas” (It was short, formal and tearful. To finish, on
came the rope tricks).27 Like the structures of shows in Big Time and Black Vaudeville, and on
the Chop Suey Circuit, these variety entertainments were not randomly or haphazardly
constructed but rather as strategically as those bills were, built on a “give ’em what they want”
ideology. Then, at the end of each day, el gritón would cry, “Terminaron las tandas por esta
noche. La persona que tenga boleto le sirve para mañana” (We finished the shows for tonight. If
you have a ticket, you can use it tomorrow).28

Ybarra-Frausto, “I Can Still Hear the Applause,” 53.
Raúl Salinas, interviewed by Ybarra-Frausto, June 10, 1974, Austin, Texas, quoted in Ybarra-Frausto, “I Can Still
Hear the Applause,” 46–47. The 1937 film Aguila o Sol starring Moreno (Cantinflas) as a carpa payaso features
extended performances on what appears to be a carpa stage. The carpa audience in the film is clearly comprised of
middle class rather than the usual working-class Mexicans, but the performances on stage provide a glimpse into the
mixing of tones and the interactions between the vedette and payaso. It also exhibits Cantinflas’s exquisite physical
and comedic grace. Aguila o Sol, directed by Miguel M. Delgado, Mexico: Posa Films S.A., 1937. The film is
available on DVD, distributed by Pegassus Films (Van Nuys, CA) and is currently streaming for free on youtube.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yEb0WnZhgp8. Accessed 19 September 2018.
28 Luis Ortega, “Prólogo,” in Granados, Carpas de México, 16.
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Performance days were long and grueling with three or four regular family performances
and then possibly a late-night teatro sicalíptico, or a bawdier edition of what they performed
during the day.29 These late shows are similar to the Midnight Rambles in Black Vaudeville and
Ziegfeld’s midnight Frolics that were also popular in the early twentieth century, where the rules
of decorum and morality were greatly relaxed. Indeed, one writer lamented in a 1929 issue of
San Antonio’s La Prensa that the advent of chorus lines featuring women in skimpy costumes
interrupted by bawdy comic bits of a pelado or other popular comic type in las carpas was just
“mucha pierna y chistes cálidos” (lots of legs and spicy jokes).30 Some performers specialized in
such material. For instance, Spanish-born dancer Dorita Ceprano performed a number titled “Sí,
ahora tenemos bananas” (Yes, We Now Have Bananas) in which she appeared in a banana skirt
modeled on the one Josephine Baker wore in Paris, causing a sensation.31 María Conesa
(1890/92?–1978) was also popular for chistes colorados in Mexico and Southern California as
she flirted with men from the stage during her signature audience sing-alongs. She was once
derided in the Mexican press for being so naughty that she could make even the Catholic Lord’s
Prayer Padre Nuestro sound “salacious” with her recitations.32
Regardless of the content or specialty, these performances included varied stage types of
rustic Mexicans and Mexican Americans, such as the pelado, chinas poblanas (peasant women),

John Koegel, “Mexican Musical Theater and Movie Palaces in Downtown Los Angeles before 1950,” in The Tide
Was Always High: The Music of Latin America in Los Angeles, edited by Josh Kun (Oakland: University of
California Press, 2017), 58. Natalia Bieletto Bueno’s term for these late shows is género sicalíptico. See Bueno,
“The Carpas Shows in Mexico City (1900–1930): An Ethno-Historical Perspective to a Musical Scene,” in Made in
Latin America: Studies in Popular Music, edited by Julio Mendívil and Christian Spencer Espinosa (New York:
Routledge, 2016), 27.
30 Unidentified review in the San Antonio Spanish-language paper La Prensa, August 12, 1929, cited in Kanellos, A
History of Hispanic Theatre, 79.
31 Ybarra-Frausto, “La Chata Noloesca: Figura Del Donaire,” in Mexican American Theatre: Then and Now, edited
by Kanellos (Houston: Arte Público Press, 1983), 44. A photo of Ceprano in the outfit is reproduced in Museo
Nacional de Culturas Populares, El país de las tandas: teatro de revista, 1900–1940 (Mexico City: Secretaría de
Educación Pública, 1984), 52. The song is a parody of the novelty song “Yes! We Have No Bananas,” by Frank
Silver and Irving Cohn published July 19, 1923.
32 Koegel, “Mexican Musical Theater,” 58–60. The complaint against Conesa is from Luis G. Urbina, El Imparcial
(Mexico City), November 11, 1907, cited in Ibid., 59.
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borrachos (drunks), and charros (cowboys). They also performed comedic exaggerations of
everyday types familiar to the working-class audiences: los indios, prostitutes, homosexuals,
policemen, beggars, street vendors, priests, and children. In addition to performing these
Mexican types, carperos (or carpa performers) also embodied African Americans, Chinese
people, and other Others, almost always speaking in Spanish. Because the payaso “siempre fue y
ha sido el personaje central del espectáculo” (always was and has been the central character of
the show), racialized comedy itself was central to las carpas.33
At the same time, carpa shows also included Eurocentric forms, such as operetta and
melodrama, that were popular in Mexico at the time, mixed with older indigenous performance
elements. Since the earliest documentation of las carpas, they have always been a global mix of
performance conventions and traditions from pre-encounter rituals to Spanish and greater
European musical variety forms, and eventually “la variedad estadounidense” (US American
variety).34 In the end, las carpas are credited with “preserving” pre-encounter “cultural arts” as
well as comedic conventions and forms that continue through the current day,35 “forg[ing] a new
relationship with the larger American culture.”36
However, relatively little has been written about las carpas. The paucity of readily
available information on Mexican and Mexican American carpas tours is particularly true in US
American scholarship, but it is also true even in Mexican scholarship, partially because of the
cultural hierarchies in place. For example, in Vida y milagros de la carpa: La carpa en México
1930–1950 (1995), Socorro Merlín wrote of la carpa, that it “aparece a los ojos de los

Granados, Carpas de México, 53. On the distance some spectators traveled, see interview with Sr. Alex Aguilar,
conducted by Ybarra-Frausto on August 12, 1983 at Guadalupe Community Center, San Antonio, TX, cited in
Ybarra-Frausto, “I Can Still Hear the Applause,” 47.
34 Merlín, Vida y milagros de las carpas, 22.
35 Kanellos, Mexican American Theater: Legacy and Reality (Pittsburgh: Latin American Literary Press Review,
1987), 76, 78. See also his A History of Hispanic Theatre, 96–97.
36 Kanellos, A History of Hispanic Theatre, 100.
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académicos como algo espurio, negado a la valoración estética y menos todavía consideran
tomarla en cuenta como parte del teatro. El rechazo la ubica más bien, como un producto
‘populachero’ de mal gusto” (appears to academics as something spurious, and is denied any
aesthetic study, and still fewer consider it as part of the theatre. This rejection maintains its status
as a product of bad taste for the vulgar masses). As a result, “La carpa ha sufrido la negación, de
parte de grupos socioeconómicamente favorecidos, para considerarla como producto cultural,
relegándola a un espacio puramente frívolo” (La carpa has suffered the denial of its status as a
cultural product by those socioeconomically favored groups, relegating it to a purely frivolous
space).37
Merlín points out that this might also be due to the fact that carpa shows were not
literary, as their texts were not published or even printed. Like most comedy, it was an oral form
that often went undocumented on paper. Carperos often hand-wrote their material in notebooks
they kept with them and were not for public consumption.38 In addition to Merlín’s study, the
majority of other Mexican histories of las carpas are by artists and writers, such as Armando de
María y Campos, Luis Reyes de la Maza, and Mexican popular cultural historian Carlos
Monsiváis, who have generated anecdotal histories that catered to nostalgic readers who had
attended the shows and fondly recalled those performers whose recollections these histories
share.39

Merlín, Vida y milagros de las carpas, 9. Historian of Chicanx theatre Yolanda Broyles-González makes the same
point about US scholarship as well. Broyles-González claims the “age-old popular forms of discourse and selfrepresentation—most notably the working-class culture of orality” is most often overlooked or dismissed in
scholarship that privileges text over orality and performance. See Broyles-González, El Teatro Campesino, xiii–xiv.
38 Merlín, Vida y milagros de las carpas, 45. See the case study on Ignacio and Magdalena Barranco below for an
example of such a notebook.
39 Indeed, given the lack of resources, all these historians have necessarily relied on their own personal recollections
or interviews and testimonials of los carperos recalling their show business pasts. See Armando de María y
Campos’s Los Payasos, poetas del pueblo, which traces the history of the Mexican clown starting in el circo. His El
Teatro de género chico en la Revolución Mexicana (1956; rep., México, D.F.: Consejo Nacional para la Cultura y
las Artes, 1996) focuses on the rising popularity of el teatro de revista, which was a Mexican stage revue that
commented on contemporary events and politics. See also Monsiváis, Escenas de pudar y liviandad and Luis Reyes
de la Maza, Circo, maroma y teatro (1810–1910) (México: Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México, 1985).
37
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Pedro Granados’s affectionate and colorful history Carpas de México: Leyendas,
anécdotas e historia del Teatro Popular (1984) offers his personal and highly nostalgic record of
las carpas in Mexico and its relationship to el público, particularly in terms of the Mexican
Revolution. However, as Granados himself admits, the historian of las carpas must read his book
with a bit of healthy skepticism because, “Todo esto lo hemos escrito de memoria y pedimos
perdón si algo se nos ha escapado y si tal vez cometimos errores” (I have written all this by heart,
and I apologize if something has escaped my memory and if perhaps I made any mistakes).40
These works provide first-hand accounts of the conditions and content of these performances,
which are truly invaluable, but they are not published by academic presses (except Merlín’s), and
none of them have been translated into English (including Merlín’s).
In the United States, even less has been published about Mexican musical variety
performance forms and the Mexican American carpas, and what does exist typically falls into
two camps. The first uses las carpas to create a genealogy of historical practices and conventions
for Chicanx theatre and performance. Most of these favor El Teatro Campesino’s explicit
engagement with las carpas in the 1960s, best exemplified by their 1974 La gran carpa de los
Rasquachis.41 The second camp seeks to illuminate Spanish theatrical influences on Mexican
theatre, such as zarzuelas and revistas. For the latter, nearly all studies focus on professional

Granados, Carpas de México, 142. Even still, this study provides useful details about the deep affections el pueblo
de México felt for las carpas, and the socio-political contexts that saw their rise in popularity.
41 La gran carpa de los Rasquachis premiered in 1974, undergoing changes for two years before it was fixed in a
“definitive version” in 1976. It is available for viewing online hosted by the Hemispheric Institute.
http://hemisphericinstitute.org/hemi/fr/hidvl-additional-performances/item/588-campesino-carpa-rasquachis. The
Ingenious Simpleton by Delia Méndez Montesinos is a terrific study of the productive relationship between Mexican
comedy and political content mostly through the performance of the pelado but includes only one chapter on las
carpas, which is mostly concerned with Cantinflas and very little else about the rustic performance form. See
Montesinos, The Ingenious Simpleton: Upending Imposed Ideologies through Brief Comic Theatre (Lanham, MD:
University Press of America, 2014).
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theatre and mention carpas only tangentially, or leave them almost completely out of the
discourse.42
Work by carpa historians Nicolás Kanellos, Tomás Ybarra-Frausto, and Peter Clare
Haney have all proven to be invaluable resources, as they provide a great deal of information on
las carpas in the Southwestern United States. Among Haney’s most useful contributions are his
transcriptions and translations of oral testimonies from performers, as well as comedic carpa
sketches and dialogues that he transcribed from vinyl recordings made by carpa payasos
between the 1900s and the 1930s, which are otherwise unavailable in print. Studies by Kanellos
and Ybarra-Frausto similarly provide oral histories of personal recollections of carperos and
studies on several Mexican American payasos while they maintain the folkloric nature of the
material and keep them in the field of Chicanx studies.43
In El Teatro Campesino: Theater in the Chicano Movement (1994), Yolanda BroylesGonzález builds on the work of Ybarra-Frausto, thoroughly illuminating the connection between
las carpas and El Teatro Campesino, a group that started at the beginning of the Chicanx
movement, in order to resituate las carpas within the history of Chicanx performance in the US.
Broyles-González’s study is of great importance due to the fact that, as she points out, most
scholarship in the US favors the influences of Brecht, Commedia dell’Arte, Russian agitprop, and
Spanish Golden Age performance conventions as major inspirations for El Teatro Campesino’s
socially and politically concerned comedies over those from las carpas. She writes, “it seems

For instance, see Janet L. Sturman, Zarzuela: Spanish Operetta, American Stage (Urbana: University of Illinois
Press, 2000). In her history of the Spanish zarzuela in the Americas, Sturman writes about las carpas but
surprisingly without ever using the term itself, referring only sporadically to “tent shows,” despite the close
connection between zarzuelas and carpa shows.
43 Indeed, most recent US scholarship on las carpas relies heavily on the works by Kanellos and Ybarra-Frausto. For
select works by them, see the bibliography at the end of this chapter. These historical studies are consistently about
establishing the existence of these performances as Mexican cultural presences in the US but never in context with
US American popular culture broadly defined. Another valuable source for transcribed and translated carpa songs
and comic sketches can be found in Lydia Mendoza: A Family Biography, compiled and introduced by Chris
Strachwitz with James Nicolopulos (Houston: Arte Público Press, 1993).
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spatially and temporally more compelling to investigate the question of origins in our own
backyard first, especially when the Mexican lineage is more than evident.”44
To be clear, I am not presenting my approach as a corrective to the existing scholarship
or discounting the significance of studying las carpas as Mexican folklore or their role in
shaping Chicanx culture in the US. Indeed, this chapter could not exist without their foundations
and those perspectives. For one, as Juana María Rodríguez has argued, understanding
performance requires considering those performances “in relation to the context in which they
are articulated,” and certainly the relationship between las carpas and the mid-twentieth century
Chicanx movement is necessary to establish and explore.45 Rather, I am building on their work to
offer a new context of articulation of las carpas shows in terms of Mexican American and US
popular performance more generally. Doing so will illuminate the presences of las carpas
outside the closed world of Mexican American folklore and in the wider world of musical variety
and impersonations of others, which has yet to be considered more broadly.
In this way, I follow Coco Fusco’s anthology Corpus Delecti: Performance Art of the
Americas (2000), which also builds on the foundations laid by these scholars by considering the
ways the legacies of las carpas are present in late twentieth-century socio-political performances
by queer performance artists. The purpose of the anthology is to explore how “a good deal of
[late-twentieth-century] Latin American performance recuperates and revindicates ‘low’
theatrical forms such as teatro frívolo, cabaret and carpa to use them to address social and
political issues from authoritarianism and censorship to sexuality.”46 Therefore, in this chapter, I

Broyles-González, El Teatro Campesino, 6.
Juana María Rodríguez, Queer Latinidad: Identity Practices, Discursive Spaces (New York: New York University
Press, 2003), 28. Here I rely on Rodríguez’s “rhizomatic reading of latinidad,” which “suggests the process through
which contested constructions of identity work to constitute one another, emphasizing ‘and’ over ‘is’ as a way to
think about differences” (22). My approach to history is similar in that I favor “and” over “is” because it allows for
influence and “presences” to be made multiple and visible without necessarily countering each other.
46 Coco Fusco, “Introduction: Latin American performance and the reconquista of civil space,” in Corpus Dilecti:
Performance Art of the Americas, edited by Fusco (London: Routledge, 2000), 4–5.
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build on those studies by culling from both Mexican and US scholarship as well as archival
research with the goal of inserting a more complete history of the performance circuit and their
racial, ethnic, and class impersonations into a larger narrative of US musical variety. To do so, I
consider the tents and the performances of teatro frívolo inside them as “discursive spaces” in
order to continue the work of “revindicating” them and offer new ways of considering las carpas
variety. To achieve this, I will show how they participated in the all-“American” comedic
conventions of racial impersonation and mixing Mexican with US American popular cultural
elements, present and significant even outside the space of Chicanx studies, and inside the
discursive space of US musical variety and popular performance.47

“La gracia del pueblo baja”: On the Discursiveness of las Carpas48
The most famous performer to come out of las carpas is undoubtedly the great Mexican
payaso Mario Moreno (c.1911–1993), or Cantinflas as he is most widely known. From the
humble stages of las carpas, Cantinflas became so popular that he garnered a “constante
imitador” (constant imitator) humorously named Cantimplas and quickly found his way into
mainstream Mexican films, television, and even an animated series.49 Only a decade after
making his first appearance on a carpa stage, the New York Times called him “a Buffoon of First
Rank.”50 Later Cue magazine referred to him as “Mexico’s Millionaire Mirthquake,”51 and he
garnered Charlie Chaplin’s admiration. In 1956, he appeared in Around the World in 80 Days,

On the mix of popular cultural elements, see the case studies on the Carpa Cubana and the Barranco Brothers
below.
48 “The humor of the lower town,” “La Carpa: El teatro popular de México,” Norte, 24.
49 Merlín, Vida y milagros de las carpas, 28. Moreno also claimed to have been born in 1917, but most historians
agree on 1911. See Monsiváis, Escenas de pudor y liviandad, 80, and Jeffrey M. Pilcher, Cantinflas and the Chaos
of Mexican Modernity (Wilmington, DE: Scholarly Resources, 2001), 1. I also cannot help but see a connection
between Cantinflas’s pelado and the Looney Tunes Mexican character Slowpoke Rodriguez.
50 Betty Kirk, “Mexican in Cap and Bell: With: ‘Ni Sangre, Ni Arena’ Cantinflas Emerges as a Buffoon of First
Rank,” New York Times, June 15, 1941, no page. Cantinflas Clippings File, BRTD, NYPL.
51 Jessie Zunser, “Mexico’s Millionaire Mirthquake,” Cue (August 23, 1958): 11. Cantinflas Clippings File, BRTD,
NYPL.
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his rare appearance in US American film, for which he was awarded a Golden Globe for Best
Actor. Then in 2014, he was the subject of Sebastian del Amo’s controversial feature film
biography Cantinflas.52
However, before all that success, Cantinflas was simply Mario Moreno, born in Mexico
City as one of six children to postal worker Pedro Moreno and Soledad Reyes.53 As a young
adult, Moreno ran away with the Mexican circo as a singer and dancer, where he was reportedly
paid one dollar per day.54 He had honed his dancing skills as an amateur boxer and bullfighter’s
apprentice earlier in his life. He began performing in las carpas in 1930 doing an Al Jolson
impersonation in blackface, but that is not what led to his enormous popularity.55 Rather he
became a sensation as the “Mexican national clown” known as the pelado (or naked one,
connoting the Mexican stage type’s poverty and cleverness to survive in the face of it).56 As is
the case with most “origin stories” of beloved actors or characters, the way Moreno found
Cantinflas and his inner pelado is somewhat mythological. Even still, his story exemplifies the
“survivalist freewheeling performance logic of the carpa” and the “discursive space” of the
carpa tent.57
For instance, the poor working-class audiences, who were the central focus of las carpas,
were gleefully rambunctious and quick to show los carperos their appreciation of, or their

Cantinflas, directed by Sebastian del Amo, written by Edui Tijerina and del Amo, and starring Óscar Jaenada,
Mexico: Kenio Films, 2014. Distributed in the US by Lionsgate. Amazon Prime Video. The film’s dramaturgy
establishes Moreno’s appearance in Around the World in 80 Days as the pinnacle of his career and neglects his
Mexican film and stage career almost entirely. At least one report railed against the film for its bowdlerization of the
darker aspects of Moreno’s life. See Pablo Scarpellini, “La película de Cantinflas hace olvidar la maldición
familiar,” El Mundo, Los Ángeles (August 26, 2014):
http://www.elmundo.es/loc/2014/06/28/53adaab2e2704e26398b459a.html. Accessed 22 August 2018.
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displeasure at, a particular performance. According to Moreno, “En la carpa, si uno gustaba se lo
hacían saber de inmediato dando golpes en las bancas de madera o aplaudiendo” (In la carpa, if
they liked it, they let you know immediately by banging on the wooden benches or clapping).
However, those audiences were just as quick to let los carperos know when they were not
enjoying the performance: “Y si no estaban con uno lo demostraban a punta de chiflidos o,
cuando llegan a la violencia, arrojando a la cabeza de uno‚ con gran puntería—botellas vacías de
cerveza” (And if they were not with the performer, they made it known by whistling or, when
they felt violent, they threw empty beer bottles at the performer’s head—with great aim).58
Required to always gauge the audience’s mood or attitudes during a performance, los
carperos had to adjust to those tastes from moment to moment, which is how Cantinflas was
supposedly born. For example, young Moreno found himself suddenly struck with pánico
escénico (stage fright) in the middle of one performance, and the audience conjured him into
being. He recalled,
Momentáneamente Mario Moreno se quedó paralizado . . . Y, de pronto,
Cantinflas se hizo cargo de la situación. Y comenzó a hablar . . .
desesperadamente balbuceó palabras y más palabras. Palabras y frases sin
sentido. Tonterías . . . ¡Cualquier cosa para defenderse de los ataques y salir de
aquella bochornosa situación! Los espectadores se quedaron silenciosos,
aturdidos, sin poder entender sus palabras . . .Luego empezaron a reír . . .
Comenzaron con risas suaves y de repente rieron con ganas. Así, supe que había
triunfado . . . Y en ese momento ¡nació Cantinflas!
(Momentarily Mario Moreno was paralyzed . . . And, suddenly, Cantinflas took
charge of the situation. And he started talking . . . desperately stammered words
and more words. Words and phrases that meant nothing. Silly stuff . . .
Anything to defend against attacks from the audience and to get out of that
embarrassing situation! The spectators were silent, stunned, unable to
understand my words . . . Then they started to laugh . . . They started with soft
laughter and suddenly they laughed heartily. So, I knew I had triumphed . . .
And at that moment, Cantinflas was born!)59
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Apparently, so struck by fear of retaliation from the audience for his on-stage silence, the
youthful Moreno was overtaken by the Cantinflas persona, and he started speaking anything at
all without concern for making sense. According to Estanislao Shilinsky, “emigrado ruso que se
adapta a la perfección al mundo de las carpas” (a Russian emigrant who adapted perfectly to the
world of las carpas), and who was backstage at the time, Moreno was so panicked that he was
not even certain of what was happening and asked Shilinsky, “¿Qué está pasando?” (What is
going on?) Shilinksy responded, “Se están riendo de que dices mucho y al mismo tiempo no
dices nada. ¡Sigue así!” (They are laughing that you say a lot and at the same time you do not say
anything. Keep it up!)60 Moreno would, indeed, keep it up, so much so that saying a lot without
saying anything of sense would become Cantinflas’s trademark. It also solidified his place in
Mexican culture and vernacular language as “el verbo ‘cantinflear’ significa hablar mucho y no
decir nada” (the verb ‘cantinflear’ means to talk a lot and not say anything).61
Moreno’s anecdote demonstrates how las carpas “tácitamente fueron un fenómeno
social” (were tacitly a social phenomenon) that resulted from working-class poor Mexicans’ and
Mexican Americans’ need to be present and visible—both in society outside the tent as well as
on the stages inside them.62 They wanted to occupy public and social spaces free from upperclass notions of respectability and their attendant issues of proper codes of conduct—on stage as
well as off. Enjoying an afternoon or a night in la carpa usually meant freedom from those
codes, which were based on notions of “keeping up appearances” for the sake of social
respectability, or concern for “el qué dirán”—a colloquial phrase which Tomás Ybarra-Frausto
translates as “What will the neighbors say.” The rough and tumble atmosphere inside the carpa

Estanislao Shilinsky, quoted in Monsiváis, Escenas de pudor y liviandad, 81. This on-stage transformation is
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despite being a chicken, I have more feathers than a rooster!” Translated text is from English subtitles.
61 Monsiváis, Escenas de pudor y liviandad, 81.
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tent “shatter [those] codes.”63 The need for visibility was also a response to the fact that, for the
most part, their desire for stage representation was not satisfied by the thriving “legitimate”
theatre scene in Mexico and Southwestern United States, because of its Eurocentric focus.64
According to Socorro Merlín, the pelado and other comic types popular on carpa stages
were “tipos de la vida cotidiana que en la carpa jugaron un doble rol; el de la escena y el de la
metaescena; el de ser personajes de comedia y el de ser personajes del imaginario colectivo”
(types from everyday life that played a double role inside the tent; that of the scene and the metascene; of being both comedic characters and characters from the collective imaginary).65 These
performances “en la carpa” (inside the tent) allowed both carperos and the working-class
spectators to “subvertir los roles de dominados en dominantes” (subvert the roles of dominated
into the dominant).66 The pelado in particular “exalts the values of the working class audience
that frequented the performance” and became “the mouthpiece of the group’s consciousness.”67
The audience’s reaction to Moreno’s panicked performance in la carpa demonstrates the joy and
satisfaction at his particular take on the stage type.
Most historians of las carpas, including Merlín as cited above, make much of the space
of the tent and its significance regarding both the working-class spectators and the types and
performance forms they enjoyed inside it. Therefore, I consider the tents and the performances of
las carpas to be what Juana María Rodríguez has termed “discursive spaces.” This approach
allows me to explore how carpa tents and shows were uniquely poised to provide the space for

Ybarra-Frausto, “Rasquachismo: A Chicano Sensibility,” in Chicano Art: Resistance and Affirmation, 1965–1985,
edited by Richard Griswold del Castillo, Teresa McKenna, and Yvonne Yarbro-Bejarano (Los Angeles: Wight Art
Gallery, University of California, Los Angeles, 1991), 155, 162. A similar dynamic of audiences feeling free from
hegemonic notions of respectability in spaces where Euro Americans or upper class people were not in attendance is
evident in those performances on Black Vaudeville circuits which were presented to black audiences only. For
instance, Henry Louis Gates, Jr. has argued “the presence of white folks would have engendered a familiar anxiety:
Will they think that’s what we’re really like?” See Gates, “The Chitlin Circuit,” 142. Emphasis in original.
64 Merlín, Vida y milagros de las carpas, 17.
65 Ibid., 45.
66 Ibid.
67 Montesinos, The Ingenious Simpleton, xiv.
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subverting social hierarchies and enacting self-definition for exclusively working-class audiences
who were the lifeblood of las carpas for centuries, exemplified by the Moreno-to-Cantinflas
origin story. For example, Cantinflas was the product of Moreno’s talent to be sure, but he was
also the product of the working-class audience’s demand for him—both their demand for
Moreno to satisfy their desire for the carpa payaso to make them laugh, as well as their demand
to see characters with whom they identified and who flouted authority represented on stage. As a
result, the discursiveness of the space of the carpa tent facilitated the co-creation of
performances by los carperos and their audiences that satisfied the desires of working-class poor
Mexicans to see their everyday lives, material conditions, and social and political concerns
represented on stage.
As defined by Rodríguez, “Discursive spaces exist as sites of knowledge production. . . .
These spaces have their own linguistic codes and reading practices, as they engage in hiding and
revealing their own internal contradictions, . . . and have historically existed to define
subjects.”68 Just as performance conventions generate common expectations for spectators,
discursive spaces “afford preexisting narratives of former encounters; they offer a means of
symbolically decoding practices that occur within certain sociolinguistic frameworks. The
subject brings to the encounter her own set of decoding practices that are mediated by the
regulatory power of a particular discursive space.”69 For Rodríguez, discursive spaces provide
the means to “complicate facile constructions of location, community, and positionality.”70
Rodríguez goes on to establish that discursive spaces are not necessarily always physical
structures but rather are also “semiotic structures” that resist being fixed in time or place and
create the potential for the shifting, moving, and immediacy of “knowledge production” in

Rodríguez, Queer Latinidad, 5–6.
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performance.71 Discursive spaces allow for the myriad ways that identities can be constructed by
“employ[ing] difference and contradiction” as well as how they provide the means to mobilize
power.72 In one example, Rodríguez demonstrates how the non-physical space of an Internet
chatroom can be a discursive space because there, anyone can be anything they wish to be; “if
you can write it, you can be it.”73 As will become clear below, the space of the canvas tent and
the performances that occurred inside were certainly (and wonderfully) elastic, full of variety and
comedic-anarchy, where working-class poor Mexicans and Mexican Americans were reflected
on mobile stages that traveled throughout Mexico and the United States but have since been
invisibilized from US musical variety, including the working-class poor Mexicans who Jose
Antonio Vargas mentions are missing from the immigrant narrative in Ragtime and other
Broadway musicals.74
In order to understand how that audience exhibited their power over carpa performers, I
must first establish that audience’s relationship to live performance and the various spaces where
they experienced them more generally. While it is true that las carpas were for exclusively
working-class audiences, it is not true that performances in permanent proscenium theatres were
for exclusively middle or higher-class audiences. Poor working-class Mexicans did, in fact,
occupy permanent proscenium theatres to enjoy more “legitimate” forms, such as melodrama,
zarzuelas, revistas, and Spanish comedias. They also attended contemporary plays by Mexican
playwrights, such as Carlos Díaz Dufoo (1861–1941), Amalia González Caballero de Castillo
Ledón (1898–1986), Rodolfo Usigli (1905–1979), and Xavier Villaurrutia (1903–1950). In 1926,
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208–26.
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actor-manager María Tereza Montoya (1898–1974) staged a season of Mexican plays with the
Comedia Mexicana troupe in Mexico City.75 The attendance of working-class Mexicans in these
theatres was facilitated by the range of ticket prices offered, the cheapest of which were more
affordable to those with less disposable income.76 Of course, the seats the working class-folks
could afford were further away from the stage in the upper levels of the theatre.
These spectators took advantage of that spacial distance within the theatre to claim
temporary dominance over the more affluent and controlling classes. For example, Merlín
reports on audience behaviors there that were directed not at the performers on stage but rather to
those more affluent spectators sitting beneath them at the same performance. According to
Merlín, cheap tickets
permitía a los pobres asistir a él por unos centavos y dominar el ambiente
por el espacio de tiempo del espectáculo . . . La trama de lo que se
representaba no importaba; el público increpaba a los actores, pedía reprises
de personajes o de equivocaciones de los actores, . . . y a la menor
provocación aventaban desde arriba lo que tenían a la mano o lo que
previamente llevaban consigo, desde papeles, sombreros, cáscaras de fruta,
hasta escupitajos y otros líquidos. Se ejercía un poder por el pago del boleto
o por la localidad ocupada: los de luneta y plateas en un diálogo social y los
de arriba utilizaban el poder momentáneo de la localización espacial, para
hacer burla y mofa de los de abajo.
(allowed the poor to attend for a few cents and dominate the environment
for the duration of the show . . . The show’s plot did not matter; the audience
berated the actors, demanded the repetition of characters or actors’ mistakes,
. . . and at the slightest provocation threw down from above what they had at
hand or what that they brought with them, from papers, hats, fruit rinds, to
spit and other liquids. They exercised power for the price of the ticket or the
space they occupied: those below in the orchestra seats in a social dialogue
and those above used the momentary power of spatial localization, to mock
and ridicule those below).77
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This account demonstrates the significance of space itself to carpas spectators and allows me to
consider the tents as discursive spaces.
For those occupying a discursive space (as well as the physical performance space),
Rodríguez argues, the subjectivities with which they identify can be “culturally specific in ways
that are not about a discourse of nation or blood but about the language of barrios and bars,”
which “are available to whoever dares to occupy them.”78 In other words, discursive spaces are
not just about forging national identities; they are also about forging identities within the nation,
such as class affiliation. Therefore, I add the tents of las carpas to Rodríguez’s list, exemplified
by Moreno’s tale of the audience’s role in their co-creation of Cantinflas. It is also exemplified
by the working-class poor folks’ acts of pouring food or water on the heads of the more affluent
spectators in the more expensive seats below them in proscenium theatres.79 This was even true
of the space of las carpas where no upper-class spectators were present. For instance, Big Stout,
a Texas carpa manager recalled, “They . . . the lower class people, . . . the cotton pickers and all
those kinds . . . they don’t like to be in a nice theater. They like to go where they can spit and eat
and everything.”80 According to Carlos Monsiváis, these behaviors would have been
“impensables en las clases medias tradicionales, rígidamente maquilladas por el decoro o
frenadas por un nacionalismo de buena conducta” (unthinkable in middle class traditions, rigidly
made up by decorum or restrained by a nationalism of good behavior).81 “El qué dirán,” indeed.
Where Merlín explained the ways poor working-class spectators exhibited power over
other spectators in proscenium theatre spaces, carpa clown Rodolfo García explained how they
exhibited power over the performers by comparing the atmosphere inside the tent with that inside
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the space of a bullfighting ring. For a bullfight’s atmosphere echoes the “irrepressible gaiety,
raunchy madcap humor, and carnivalesque degradation and renewal” and the “intimate, if
sometimes conflictive, relationship between performer and audience” of las carpas.82 Like in
proscenium theatres, ticket pricing at bullfights resulted in de facto segregation based on class
status, with the more expensive seats not only closer to the action but also in the comfort de la
sombra (of the shade), while the cheap seats were further away and en el sol (in the sun).
According to García, la sombra was where “va la gente de categoría. . . . Catrines que van muy
arregladitos con corbata” (where the people of categoría go. . . . Dandies who go all gussied up
in ties) who politely and reservedly applauded by clapping with just the tips of their fingers.83 On
the other hand, seats in el sol were cheap, because it was so hot that
una vieja se desmallaba,” and “‘stá uno mirando y diciendo jokes . . .
‘Echate un trago,’ y que agarra la botella. Allí [en el sol] no hay
escrúpulo de que . . . tú tomas o yo voy a tomar . . . pura tequila pesada, .
. . whiskey muy fuerte, muy pesado, o cerveza muy barata. Y allí puedes
gritar, gritarle al torrero, ‘¡E:se no sirve! . . . Es lo mismo con el actor
cómico.
(a broad faints [and] you’re watching and telling jokes . . . ‘Have a
drink,’ and you grab the bottle. There [in el sol] there’s no scruples
about . . . you drinking or me drinking . . . pure hard tequila, . . . really
strong whiskey, real heavy, or real cheap beer. And there you can yell,
yell to the bullfighter, ‘He:ey, that guy’s no good!’ . . . It’s the same with
the comedian.)84
In the space of the tent, every seat was physically en la sombra, but spectators were able
to behave as though they were discursively en el sol. For instance, Peter Haney, whose interview
with García elicited this description, explains, “El lado sol was an intense space, where people
had to become the show. . . . Their heckling was a forum in which all of the pleasures and pains
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of life found their expressions.” They “used their taunts and outrageous behavior to forcibly
convert the bullfight into a dialogue and to make themselves impossible to ignore.”85 I would
specify Haney’s notion of the heckling as a kind of discourse between spectator and performer
facilitated by the discursiveness of the tent. This becomes especially evident because that
“heckling” and other interactions between performers and spectators became “part of the show.”
In all, Haney explicitly states, the “‘espacio más reducido (more reduced space)’ of the carpa”
was “designed for exactly such a dialogue.”86
Rodríguez also establishes that a discursive space allows us “to leave a space available
for the insertion of that ‘something else’ that eludes language,” which for this project, includes atextual elements of performance, including the unique embodied improvisation and other
performance conventions of musical variety clowns.87 This “something else,” like the comedicanarchy, can also be something put on, applied, and performed, and at the same time, it can be
taken off, put away, and stored for the next performance or spacial occupation, much like the
costumes, make-up, and the tents themselves that are portable across national, city, and class
boundaries—a literal mobilization of discursive power, to be sure.
That “something else” can also be rasquachismo, or the rasquachi aesthetic, which
Ybarra-Frausto defines as a uniquely Chicanx, working-class sensibility and aesthetic derived
from “a lived reality” that reflects working-class homes and other material conditions. Those
domestic spaces, like carpa tents, are “always on the edge of coming apart, things are held
together with spit [and] grit. . . . Resilience and resourcefulness spring from making do with what
is at hand (hacer rendir las cosas).”88 The carpa show’s humor and aesthetics mirrored audiences’
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“lived reality” and celebrated it in the discursive space of the tent. For instance, Merlín hints at
rasquachismo and again suggests the discursive power of the tents when she points out, “La
carpa era pobre, pero era un espacio que rehabilitaba su pobreza en la búsqueda de una forma de
belleza, dentro de un grotesco no ejercido a propósito sino estimulado por las propias
condiciones socioeconómicas” (The tent was poor, but it was a space that rehabilitated their
poverty in the search for a form of beauty, within a grotesque not exercised on purpose but
stimulated by their own socioeconomic conditions).89

Las Carpas in Context: Mexican and Mexican American History
I find Juana María Rodríguez’s view of the border between the US and Mexico as an
“interstitial shadow space between nations” very useful when considering the particular
locations where the carpista, “que es el que se encargaba de montar la carpa con sus ayudantes y
mantenerla” (who is the one was responsible for setting up the tent with their assistants and
maintaining it) in each city on tour as discursive spaces.90 This is especially true given that las
carpas might have come from the Mexico that is “South of the border,” but they also “came
from” the Mexico that would eventually become the United States. The US occupation of
Mexico and eventual annexation in 1848 meant that the border was not fixed but movable and
permeable, just as shadows shift with the movement of a performer in and out of their spotlight.
For instance, with the signing of the Treaty of Guadalupe on March 10, 1848, Mexico
surrendered 947,570 square miles of land, including California, New Mexico, and Texas, nearly
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half its territory, including the Mexican population living in those areas. The agreements of the
treaty stipulated that the Mexicans living in the newly-absorbed lands were given an option:
remain Mexican citizens by packing up their lives and moving south of the new border, or
remain in the new US American Southwest and become United States citizens. They had one
year to decide.91
As a result, they did not “immigrate” to the United States, and certainly not through the
gates of Ellis Island, but rather the United States shifted to encompass them and their land. In the
words of the founder of El Teatro Campesino Luis Valdez, “We did not, in fact, come to the
United States at all. The United States came to us.”92 Indeed, those who stayed and their
subsequent generations would face the threat of “mass repatriation campaigns” led by the US
federal government, which were at their height from 1929–1935, the same time when the carpas
reached their greatest popularity.93 It has been estimated that approximately 400,000 “Mexicans”
were deported, often by illegal means, under this drive. Many of them were actually US-born
children of Mexicans who either immigrated to the US or were born in families who had
remained in the Southwest dating back to 1848. In 1931, Los Angeles lost nearly one-third of its
“Mexican-origin residents.”94 Many of those displaced in both countries made up part of the
carpa audience.95
Similarly, just as Mexicans of the nineteenth century did not necessarily “immigrate” to
the United States but rather had been in the same geographical location since before the US
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border moved south to envelop them, las carpas were also already (t)here and did not need to
enter the United States by crossing borders. In this view, the earliest explicit mention of a
traveling Mexican tent show appearing in the US (1852 in San Antonio), becomes less certain.96
Certainly, by 1852, San Antonio was a US city, but given the issues of citizenship surrounding
the 1848 annexation and the US border shifting south to encompass previously-Mexican
territory, those living in San Antonio had likely already seen and enjoyed the Mexican carpas
because San Antonio and many of its citizens had been “Mexicans” only four years prior to this
account.97
However, this is not to say that there was no migration between the US and Mexico. For
example, when the Mexican Revolution erupted in 1910, many artists, writers, intellectuals, and,
yes, carperos from Mexico traveled into the United States to escape the Revolution.98 In the first
decade alone, approximately 900,000 Mexicans and “uncounted thousands of refugees” entered
the US.99 As a result of this migration, new concerns and anxieties concerning Mexicans and
Mexican Americans living in the Southwest arose, and las carpas reflected those new concerns.
One of the most urgent concerns was the need to define Mexicanidad, and the working-class
teatro frívolo “played a crucial role in projecting from the stage, the popular base of an emerging
national culture.”100 Carpa writers and performers made pointed political critiques of both the
US and Mexican governments, and the issues surrounding the Mexican Revolution were
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constantly being reiterated and reconsidered from the perspective of those who emigrated to the
US to avoid persecution during the Revolution.
Among those who attended las carpas were those “uncounted thousands of refugees,”
and therefore were susceptible to deportation or repatriation, solidifying the discursiveness of the
space of the tent and its reflection of its audiences. The politically charged content of las carpas
“could easily be expressed, especially through the protection of satire and humor.”101 As a result,
a great deal of humor surrounding issues of adjusting to large American cities and questions of
assimilation were performed in a variety of acts on carpa stages.102 In a diálogo cómico provided
by cultural historian Carlos Monsiváis, a city man describes his motorcycle to an unassimilated
indio who is so taken by the contraption that he offers the man a cow in exchange for the vehicle:
—Bonito me vería montado en una vaca paseándome por la avenida
Madero. Nunca llegaría al fin del paseo. Todos se reirían de mí. No
iría a donde debo ir.
—De veras que es cierto —responde el indio—. No lo había pensado.
Pero yo resultaría todavía más ridículo.
—¿Y eso?
—Claro. ¿Qué diría la gente cuando me vea ordeñando la motocicleta?
— I’d look really cute riding a cow down Madero Avenue. I’d never get
to the end of the avenue. Everyone would laugh at me. I wouldn’t get
to where I needed to go.
—It really is true—responds the indio—. I had not thought of it. But I
would be even more ridiculous.
—What do you mean?
—Well, what would people say when they saw me milking the
motorcycle?103

Kanellos, A History of Hispanic Theatre, 60–61. Kanellos also claims that some Mexican performers were able to
eventually find bookings in US and Canadian vaudeville circuits during the 1920s and 1930s. It is also interesting to
consider the movement of ideologies across the US/Mexican border as some individuals and troupes returned to
Mexico after the end of the Revolution and what elements they might have taken back with them after living and
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102 For example, Eusebio Pirrín’s (stage name Don Catarino) 1934 comedy Los repatriados, allowed audiences to
“saborear las graciosas tribulaciones de los repatriados” (savor the funny tribulations of the repatriated).
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60.
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Inside the tent, the audience would have identified with the unassimilated indio rather than the
city man because they would not have had the luxury of owning a motorcycle. However, they
also likely would have enjoyed the comedic ridicule aimed at the indio (and therefore
themselves) because the punchline at the end is based on the indio’s ignorance of the differences
between a cow and a motorcycle.

The Physical and Discursive Spaces of the Tent
The size of the tents and the scale of the shows performed in them varied in size with the
smallest troupes traveling with and performing inside tents that accommodated approximately
100 spectators, about ten times fewer than the largest tents. The poorest carpas were constructed
on the plain ground with no covering, and sometimes even without chairs, requiring the
spectators to either bring their own from home or sit on the ground.104 Some even simply hung
their canvas cover from any available poles, such as street lights, in the area.105 These carpas
featured small wooden stages, elevated just high enough to house two very modest dressing
rooms beneath—one for the men and the other for the women, separated by a blanket—and
could be constructed within three to four hours.106 In most small outfits everyone, from
performer to manager, was responsible for behind-the-scenes work to keep things running
efficiently. The rasquachismo of the more humble materials and modest budgets did not
necessarily mean they were financially unsuccessful. Rather, the meager existence of these
troupes actually facilitated longer success at times because they were cheaper to maintain,

Mose Drachman, “Reminiscences, 1863-1912,” unpublished typescript, Arizona Historical Society, Tucson, 19;
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simpler to pack up and travel to the next town, and easier to sell out their venue than the larger
outfits.
Larger troupes, such as the Carpa Cubana, Carpa García, both of which were among the
best-known carpas in San Antonio, and the Barranco Brothers based in Los Angeles, had more
complex and sophisticated operations. Where the smaller carpas were often a single canvas tent
propped up by two or three poles, the larger ones had wooden floors laid on the ground, multiple
tents, a larger costume and backdrop collection, and better dressing rooms. The Carpa García tent
was an oblong circular structure with la taquilla (ticket booth) on one end and el escenario (the
stage) at the opposite end, which appears to have the same relationship to spectators as a
proscenium theatre. In fact, tents of some of the larger troupes, such as the Escalante Family
Circus, did indeed feature a proscenium stage.107 In the tent’s center is la pista (the ring), which
covers the ground and is where los mástiles (tent poles) stand to support the canvas roof, and is
surrounded on all sides by spectators. Some tents had as many as six mástiles all in a single row
creating a space large enough to seat as many as 1000 spectators.108 In one of the largest tents,
there were about twelve rows of seats in las gradas in a structure sturdy enough to remain
standing during the season.109
For those larger troupes who had a home base in a large city, such as the Carpa Cubana,
they made use of large and sophisticated complexes, including several large permanent wooden

Kanellos, A History of Hispanic Theatre, 99.
I have described these tents based on Peter Haney’s descriptions and drawing of the floor plan of the Carpa
García as well as from images I viewed in the Carpa Cubana Collection at the Witte Museum in San Antonio, TX.
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structures that abutted the main canvas tent, and were used for both las taquillas and rehearsal
space.110 They also had smaller, more modest tents for the “cookhouse,” dressing rooms, and
storage. There were even small trailers or mobile homes on the grounds that were likely dressing
rooms for the many performers of the show.111
When touring, the carpistas necessarily had to transport everything they needed to put on
the show—regardless of their size. Therefore, it follows that the larger troupes with more
costumes, more sophisticated rigging (for the tents as well as for the maromas, or tightrope acts),
had more to carry. This included the hardware to construct the tents, onstage properties and
scenic elements, as well as backstage materials and accommodations. For instance, when the
Carpa Cubana traveled from Laredo, Texas to Nuevo Laredo, Mexico in the 1920s, the troupe
declared with US Customs the following: eleven rolls of canvas, twenty-two bundles of lumber,
four stage platforms, various lighting instruments, ninety-three poles of various sizes, and 170
chairs for the tent; three bicycle wheels for acrobatic tricks, twenty-five trunks of costumes, and
a single sewing machine for behind the scenes; and kitchen supplies, mattresses and cots for
bedding, and three bath tubs for accommodations for the whole troupe. According to the
Customs forms, these items were to be carried into Nuevo Laredo across a footbridge over the
Rio Grande River.112
The tours also reflected the discursiveness of the physical carpa spaces, given the way
troupes adapted each performance to suit the tastes of each particular crowd. The show’s line-up,

On several postcards featuring behind-the-scenes images, the Abreu Troupe rehearsed acrobatic stunts just
outside what appears to be the permanent wooden structures. The rehearsing acrobats appear in plain clothing, some
in midair, and are working without a net. See three unidentified postcards of the Abreu Troupe Rehearsing in The
Carpa Cubana Collection, Box 1, Folder 1. For images of the painted signs and box office, see three photos in The
Carpa Cubana Collection, Box 1 Carpa Cubana, Folder 2 “Abreu Family Postcard,” May 29, 1929, WMA.
111 “Dancers of the Carpa Cubana Circus,” photo of four female dancers posing in front of several small trailers, The
Carpa Cubana Collection, Box 1, Folder 3 “F—Circus Carpa Cubana,” WMA.
112 “United States Customs Service: Shipper’s Export Declaration of Shipments to Foreign Countries or
Noncontiguous Territories of the U.S.,” The Carpa Cubana Collection, Box 3A103, Folder 10 “Customs Forms,”
WMA. This list of items is not exhaustive as the customs form runs three pages.
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including which teatro frívolo was to be included, would be created based on the particular city
or town the troupe was playing in. These adjustments were even made in real time during the
performance, depending on the audience response. “Esta participación del público, que hace
frustrar cualquier pieza elaborada de antemano, obliga los artistas a improvisar y a descubrir
sobre la propia escena, y al minuto, lo que deben decir” (This participation of the public, which
frustrates any piece prepared in advance, forces artists to improvise and discover during the
scene itself, and on the spot, what they should say).113 These clowns had to always be prepared
for anything from the spectators. It is this variety of content and the immediate addition, editing,
or deletion of elements of it in las carpas that mirrored the variety of attendees in each group of
spectators, further exemplifying la carpa as a discursive space.

Las carpas “en el corazón del barrio”
Las carpistas sometimes set up their tents in marginal spaces, such as “remote rural
areas” and in “outer-boundaries of urban barrios.”114 They also traveled to town or city centers,
making them accessible to working-class poor spectators. Set up “en el corazón del barrio” (in
the heart of the barrio), they were “parte del propio decorado citadino” (part of the city setting
itself).115 As a result, the only way spectators could enter the tent was to first walk through the
bustling town square or plaza, which would have affected spectator behavior (and, as a result, the
performances) inside the discursive space of the tent.
For instance, those city spaces immediately outside the tent in turn-of-the-twentiethcentury locations throughout Mexico and the US Southwest, were centers of civic, capitalist,
leisure, and performance activities, including the Mexican-born carpas. Significantly, these were

“La Carpa: El teatro popular de México,” Norte, 22. See also Merlín, Vida y milagros de las carpas, 45.
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all a mix of both Mexican and European American elements. Magicians and tumblers entertained
the crowds who fed on candy, tamales, or other culinary treats such as homemade chili sold by
“chili queens,” while they also were coaxed into buying bird cages or “patent medicine” from
local vendors.116 There was even a little “Chinese” influence in Mexico in a chop suey joint
“donde comenzaron a hacer variedad los carperos” (where carperos started performing
variety).117 Further contributing to this often-raucous celebratory atmosphere, which would carry
on inside the tent, was the fact that one could also purchase and consume alcohol and even
“carrujos de mariguana” (marijuana joints) right there in public.118
Also contributing to the discursiveness of the plazas was the diversity of people and
cultures present there. For instance, San Antonio’s Military Plaza became known as a place
“where the odds and ends of the world seem to meet in a friendly and interesting way,” including
“the Celestial with his pigtail” and “the original Mexican” who “maintains the same customs that
his fathers held in the days of Montezuma’s supremacy.”119 In another contemporary account, a
local reporter documented a winter stroll through the plaza where he “heard Professor
Mendellsohn playing the music of the Gypsy Baron, a Negro woman rendering ‘What Shall the
Harvest Be’ on an organ, and a Chinese man writing a letter to friends at home—speaking the
words in a loud voice as he wrote.”120 It was a bustling place that surprised most newcomers for
its multilingual “cultural pluralism,” where English, French, Italian, and Spanish, and
occasionally as many as four different Indian dialects could be heard on the streets.121
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The area was so diverse, in fact, that one tourist exclaimed, “And this place is the United
States!”122 This reality was so novel and exciting that many observers thought of it in terms of a
musical variety performance. For instance, the same unidentified tourist marveled at the “foreign
tongues, strange costumes” and “a band of fantastically dressed Mexicans . . . discoursing in loud
strains a kind of wild music.” He went on to report that Military Plaza was full of “mustangs,
mules, donkeys, ox teams, wagons, lumber, hides, cotton, whites, blacks, half-breeds, [and]
Mexicans,” and “the scene spread before our eyes, surpasses . . . the best theatre; if variety is the
spice of existence, here it is on San Antonio’s Military Plaza.”123 Another tourist said that the
Plaza seemed to be “some drop scene of a theatre. The electric light lit up the facade of the
Spanish Cathedral and made it appear like white marble . . . [and the] top-booted, broad-rimmed
hat, smart dressed Mexican and ranchmen” was almost enough to convince him that he was
“sitting in front of the footlights.”124

The Long History of Performance Forms in las Carpas
As I mentioned in the introduction to this chapter, the history of las carpas is also the
history of popular musical variety performances in Mexico and the United States because of their
rasquache-like appropriation and mixing of international performance conventions and
traditions, from pre-encounter rituals and comic performances to Spanish and greater European
elements, and eventually US American forms and content. It is safe to say without any
exaggeration that los carperos presented inside the tent virtually every popular performance form
that had been offered in Mexico from the sixteenth century through the twentieth including
maromeros, el circo, voladores, revistas, and zarzuelas, dancing, and racialized humor.125 As a
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result, las carpas were not only primary spaces for preserving those forms, but they also carried
the rich histories of those forms with them into the carpa tent. The focus on working-class
audience expectations in las carpas altered the forms performed in the discursive space of the
tent, by absorbing, twisting, and redefining them all to suit the niche audiences’ concerns and
sensibilities.126 This also serves to prove that the Mexican carpa did not arise from the soil in the
1938, and that the diversity of musical variety performances there coincides with, if not
anticipates, the kind of international representations in Big Time and Black Vaudeville and the
Chop Suey Circuit.
First, when sixteenth-century Spanish conquistador and chronicler Bernal Díaz del
Castillo traveled to México with Hernán Cortéz in 1519 to claim the land and its peoples for
Spain, he reported that the court of el gran Moctezuma (1466–c. 1520) included los voladores
performed by “la gran cantidad de bayladores . . . que vuelan cuando baylan por alto” (a great
number of dancers who fly as they dance in the air) around a pole they were tethered to by la
maroma (rope) to the music of a flute and a drum.127 He also reported that Moctezuma provided
musical variety entertainment for the conquistadors at a festive dinner. A crude group of “unos
Indios corcobados muy feos, porque eran chicos de cuerpo . . . é otros indios que debían de ser
truhanes” (some very ugly dwarf Indians with humpbacks . . . and other Indian jesters)
performed witty verbal humor as well as energetic, and presumably anarchic, physical humor,
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while others sang and danced.128 Diana Taylor has pointed out the need to “rethink” such preencounter rituals and performances and suggests they “also had evident political as well as
sacred power.”129 She writes, “The performance-as-skit/farce/dance” also included humorous
elements of ridicule as it “served as an occasion to critique and make fun of others as performers
praised the gods.”130
Such indigenous rituals and humorous performances remained during Mexico’s colonial
era (1521–1810). As Max Harris has noted, the Spanish tended to assume el volador was an
“acrobatic display of skill” rather than a “religious ritual,” which allowed the form to survive and
continue “remarkably intact.”131 At the same time, Spanish-driven and -influenced performances
of loas, autos sacramentales, dramas by Lope de Vega and Calderón de la Barca, and operas
were also offered. According to Rodolfo Usigli, native Mexican works from the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries were invisibilized because “their works . . . are confiscated and prohibited
by the ecclesiastical authorities since thought was frequently exposed and confiscated in the
customs houses of holy censorship.”132 In the eighteenth century, Usigli claims, “Desolation
continues in dramatic production,” but due to rising “tendency toward nationalism, which
reached its peak in 1810,” he finds it “difficult to believe that numerous theatrical works were
not written then.”133
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According to Patricia A. Ybarrra, “During Mexico’s tumultuous independence period
from 1821 to 1910,” and coinciding with the rising popularity of Mexican circos and las carpas,
“the nation’s champions wrote historical dramas to forge a new national identity.”134 In addition,
evidence shows another form of acrobatic rope tricks known as las maromas (tight rope acts)
mixed chistes colorados (bawdy jokes) into their air-born acrobatics during outdoor public
performances, continuing the tradition from Moctezuma’s dinner entertainments. For instance,
on June 1, 1807, New Jersey native Zebulon Montgomery Pike wrote that he and his crew “went
to see some performers on the slack rope” immediately upon arriving in Presidio, Texas on the
north side of the Rio Grande and today’s border between the United States and Mexico.
Unimpressed with the dancing, Pike comments that the only distinguishing element of their
performance was their spoken text and how it “would almost bring a blush on the cheek of the
most abandoned of the female sex in the United States.”135
Then, in 1843, two years before the US annexation of Texas and five years before the
US-Mexican War ended and diminished Mexican territory by more than half, British explorer
William Bollaert recorded seeing a similar performance and mentions his delight at the variety
on display. On September 22, 1843, Bollaert wrote that he joined “one of the belles of San
Antonio and the whole of her family to see the ‘Maromeros,’ or Provincial rope dancers and
actors!” After the rope dancing concluded, three short pieces—one comedy and two farces—
were performed by “a comical Payaso, or clown, three young men and one female” on “a rude
stage . . . in the court yard of a house in a public square.” The whole show, which lasted only
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twenty minutes, was illuminated by “two large fires.”136 Bollaert echoes Pike’s response to the
putatively vulgar content in that he baldly claims, “It was indeed very low comedy.”137
Pike and Bollaert’s reports are significant in that they both describe the humble stage
elements, the outdoor performance in a city square, and the mixing of (at least) the physical feats
of tight-rope acrobats and dancers, who included rough comedy in their performances, and
finally scripted comedy and farce. In addition to the chistes colorados that made their
companions blush, all these elements would become defining conventions of las carpas. The gap
in responses between the higher echelons of Euro American society (too crude!) and the carpa
audiences who reveled in chiste colorados further demonstrates the importance of space to las
carpas as the “context in which they are articulated.”138
The clearest and most direct antecedent to las carpas is the Mexican circo (circus), which
for centuries “provided the space for genuine popular theatre,” inside a canvas tent set up in the
middle of the city or town, from as early as the seventeenth century and into the twenty-first.
Much like Moctezuma’s court performers, the Mexican circo was known for its “el desfile de
‘fenómenos’” (parade of “freaks”) including animal acts, bearded ladies, and deformed bodies,
as well as tap dancers with bottle-caps on their shoes, payasos, and the indigenous voladores, all
seen in real life “en la calle” (on the street).139 They also featured las maromas, which John
Koegel argues resulted in this indigenous performance becoming one of “the Mexican forms of
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musical comedy, vaudeville, circus, and variety acts” that were popular with working-class
Mexican audiences.140
The Mexican circo featured payasos who came from the bullfighting ring and would
eventually find their place in las carpas. For instance, according to Mexican circo and clown
historian Armando de María y Campos, “un torero” (a bullfighter) was “el precursor del payaso o
loco de los toros, llevando el traje que usaban los pobres dementes del Hospital de San Hipólito”
(the precursor to the clown or madman of the bulls, wearing the suit worn by the poor demented
of the San Hipólito Hospital) and became a staple of bullfights by 1769.141 Then, Italian, English,
and Euro American circuses greatly influenced the Mexican circo when they toured the country
in the nineteenth century.142 When Giuseppe Chiarini’s Circus, arrived from Italy to tour Mexico
in 1867, and they presented local Mexican acts, they also introduced a clown who specialized in
physical comedy, dressed in baggy pants, a red curly-haired wig, with flour whitening his face,
which was a shift from the bullfight clown mentioned above.143
This look would also be adopted by the clowns of las carpas, especially those portraying
the pelado figure made famous by Cantinflas, Rodolfo García (stage name Don Fito), and
Beatríz Noloesca (stage name La Chata Noloesca) with baggy clothing, exaggerated face makeup, and expert physical comedy. For example, García’s costume included his trademark tie that
hung almost to his knees and that he would use to pull himself up off the stage floor after doing
pratfalls.144 Finally, José Soledad Aycardo, known on stage as El Chole Aycardo, is credited with
creating the bridge between the circo clown to that of the carpa clown in 1852. According to
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Nicolás Kanellos, Aycardo shifted the purely physical humor of the bullfighting and circo clown
into the “clown as a poet and satirist” by performing his own spoken content, including poetry,
that he based on topical issues.145 This witty, socially conscious payaso would thrive on stages
inside the canvas tents.
While the physical, a-textual, and improvisatory performance elements of el circo were
used in las carpas, elements of the relatively more rigid, scripted “legitimate” theatre, such as
zarzuelas and revistas, were also incorporated, making variety only second to comedy as a
defining convention of las carpas. Both forms would be altered to suit the working-class
audiences’ tastes and concerns when they were presented within the discursive space of the tent.
For example, Spanish and Mexican zarzuelas were presented in one of the slots of a full carpa
bill, in abbreviated form, much like the “tab shows” presented in Black Vaudeville.146 Imported
from Spain, the zarzuela quickly took on new characteristics when it reached the Americas,
including the Caribbean, where it began to reflect “a completely different set of social, political,
and cultural concerns.”147 In the Americas, zarzuela is often defined as operetta (its most
common English translation), musical comedy, or revue, depending on the historian being
consulted.148 In the vernacular, the term has also been used to describe a “mixture or jumble,”
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highlighting the variety of the form.149 Given the quick-change, improvisatory nature of carpa
shows, these scripted forms were also adapted to suit carpa audiences’ concerns and
expectations.
The next popular form that would influence the performance conventions and political
bite of las carpas is el teatro de revista. Revistas, or revues, made musical comedy “commentary
on contemporary politics, society, and culture through the use of language and humor that were
highly irreverent, ironic, satiric, and iconoclastic.”150 This is similar to US musical revues of the
1920s and 30s, such as annual editions of Ziegfeld’s Follies and the Shuberts’ Passing Shows,
which offered music, chorus lines, and topical content satirizing society’s foibles (or follies).
Revistas arose from Spanish zarzuela, French revue, and US vaudeville, but they “had taken on
their own character in Mexico as a format for piquant political commentary and social satire,”
most significantly inspired by the Mexican Revolution.151
As a history of las revistas by the Museo Nacional de Culturas Populares suggests, even a
revista itself can function as a discursive space in that it helped construct modern and
cosmopolitan identities for spectators, no matter their financial status. Wherever a revista was
performed, it “convierte a sus lugares en espacios desde donde se puede acceder a la
modernidad, al conocimiento de novedades musicales y audacias rítmicas cuyo lugar de origen
se encuentra en países a los cuales, con toda seguridad, la galería no podría viajar” (converts
their places into spaces from where modernity can be accessed, to the knowledge of musical
novelties and rhythmic audacities whose place of origin is found in countries where those in the
gallery would certainly not have the means to travel).152 The linguistic shift in terms from the

Louise K. Stein and Roger Alier, “Zarzuela,” Grove Music Online.
http:////www.oxfordmusiconline.com/grovemusic/view/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.001.0001/omo9781561592630-e-0000040742. Accessed 21 June 2018.
150 Haas, Conquests and Historical Identities in California, 157–58.
151 Kanellos, A History of Hispanic Theatre, 59.
152 Museo Nacional de Culturas Populares, El país de las tandas, 61.
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physical “lugares” (places) to the more discursive “espacios” (spaces) takes on great significance
when considering las revistas and las carpas as discursive spaces. For when the Revolutionary
ideologies in las revistas were performed inside the discursive space of the tents of las carpas,
they generated even more opportunities for re-scripting national belonging and national culture
for Mexican and Mexican American working-class poor. Las revistas were
espacios para ejercer un cosmopolitismo con pocos recursos y siempre en
términos de apropiación, de mexicanización de lo extranjero, de
experimentación con lo propio. La conjugación del verbo apropiar en el Teatro
de Revista es un ejercicio que no tiene piedad ni límites, es el punto de partida
de todos sus delirios y su combustible es la parodia. No hay materia extranjera
que luego de pasar por los cedazos paródico-nacionalistas revisteriles sobreviva
intacta.
(spaces to exercise a cosmopolitanism with few resources and always in terms
of appropriation, of Mexicanization of the foreign, of experimenting with one’s
own. The conjugation of the verb to appropriate in the Teatro de Revista is an
exercise that has no mercy or limits, it is the starting point of all its delusions,
and its fuel is parody. There is no foreign matter that, after passing through the
sieves of parodic-nationalist revisteriles, survives intact).153
In other words, the revista itself became a discursive space when it was altered to suit the
tastes of working-class Mexican and Mexican American spectators. That discursiveness is so
powerful, it even works outside the tent, carrying its values along with it. For instance, when the
revista La Tierra de la Alegría (The Land of Joy) was presented on Broadway at the Park Theatre
in 1917, it had a transformative effect on the typical Broadway crowd. Reports of the opening
night performance in New York indicate there were “scenes of uncontrollable enthusiasm . . . .
The audience, indeed, became hysterical, and broke into wild cries of Ole! Ole! [sic] Hats were
thrown on the stage.”154 One presumably white woman even “tore her gloves in a frenzy of
clapping,” behaving as though she were a working-class Mexican American sitting en el sol
rather than politely applauding with the tips of her fingers like a more affluent person seated en
Ibid. The word revisteriles is like the word carperos as it refers to those who create and perform in revistas and
has no English translation.
154 Carl Van Vechten, The Music of Spain (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1918), 95.
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el sombra.155 Cultural critic, Harlem Renaissance patron, and gossip queen Carl Van Vechten
observed, “The audience became as abandoned as the players, became a part of the action.”156
This sounds very similar to a report on the audience-performer relationship in las carpas from
1945: “la distancia que separa a los ‘artistas’ del público es casi nula, el ‘foro’ y la ‘platea’
forman, por decirlo así, una sola pieza” (the distance that separates the “artists” from the
audience is almost nil, the “backstage” and the “audience” together form, so to speak, one
piece).157
However, a revista performed in the space of the tent has even greater discursive power.
According to Museo Nacional de Culturas Populares, the demise of the political Mexican
revistas was due to the “falta de aire callejero y . . . porque funcionan con un público sumiso y
una industria del espectáculo centralizada y todopoderosa” (lack of street air and . . . because
they work with a submissive public and a centralized and all-powerful show industry).158 In other
words, revistas as performed in proscenium theatres were too commercial and too passive
because of the absence of “aire callejero,” or the energy brought by people from the streets.
However, “aquella energía que solicitaba la participación del público queda en los cómicos y en
las carpas, los únicos capaces de recordarle y devolverle su potestad sobre el escenario” (that
energy which solicited the participation of the public remains in the comics and inside the tents,
[they are] the only ones capable of remembering and returning their [revistas] power on the
stage).159
Having established the background of las carpas and the discursiveness of the space of
the tent, I now present four case studies from the world of las carpas in order to demonstrate
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how los payasos performed comedic stereotypes of Mexican Americans, Euro Americans,
African Americans, Chinese people, and more in the hopes of establishing their presences in US
musical variety. I start with a study of the significance of verbal humor performed by carpa
clowns and how, inside the tents of the 1920s and 30s, they functioned as expressions of the
culture shock brought on by the migration surrounding the Mexican Revolution. At that time,
according to Nicolás Kanellos, this humor shifted to “one of outright cultural conflict,” and Euro
Americans became “even more satirized and the barbs aimed at American culture [became] even
sharper, especially when the platform for comedic monologues and revistas was now the tent
theatre, or carpa.”160 From there, I consider the 1904 Mexican zarzuela Chin-Chun-Chan, a
“conflicto chino” (Chinese conflict) that features two Chinese characters (only one of which is a
deliberate yellowface performance) and ample barbs at Mexican middle-class aspirations and
linguistic differences. Then I turn to two carpa troupes to explore how their performers
embodied myriad nationalities in various ways—from acrobats and chorus lines to pelados and
child comedians.

“Me don’t understand”: Language, agringado joking, and chistes colorados161
The comedy in las carpas was both physical and verbal, one in which “a bawdy
irreverent and satiric spirit prevailed.”162 Carpa clowns’ linguistic dexterity, the humor of which
often relied on the performance of the text more than on the text itself, was a defining convention
of the tent shows in many ways. Here I focus on two that are significant in terms of racial, ethnic,
and class impersonations—first on “agringado joking” and then chistes colorados. The former is

Kanellos, A History of Hispanic Theatre, 61–62.
Anonymous, “Una Mula De Tantas,” Phonograph Recording featuring Netty and Jesús Rodríguez, 1935. Cat #B2308, Matrix #BVE 87809-1. San Antonio: Blue Bird, courtesy of Arhoolie Foundation, transcribed by and quoted
in Haney, “Carpa y Teatro, Sol y Sombra,” 322.
162 Ybarra-Frausto, “I Can Still Hear the Applause,” 45.
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based on the extratheatrical appearance of los agringados, or assimilated “gringo-ized”
Mexicans, who became popular targets on carpa stages at the time of the Mexican Revolution.
According to José E. Limón, agingrado is an “ethnic slur” with “a particularly negative
tone,” that refers to those who “appear to betray [Mexicans and Mexican Americans] socioculturally” in order to fit in with Euro American culture and society.163 For William Madsen,
agringados “overtly reject the Mexican American way of life and openly seek to identify with
Anglo culture. They adopt Anglo symbols of dress and mannerism, frequently refuse to
acknowledge their ability to speak Spanish and seek Anglo goals and Anglo associations.”164 The
agringado became a significant carpa type for its reflection of the reality outside the tent and the
humorous socio-political satire and critique of Euro American culture and those of Mexican
descent who attempted to emulate it inside the carpa tent. It was a way of poking fun at those
with the audacity to speak English rather than Spanish in order to rise on the social ladder. Even
this has pre-encounter roots in that Mexicans had been toying earlier with the relationship
between Náhuatl and Spanish to echo and poke fun at those attempting to assimilate to Spanish
customs in the sixteenth century. According to Jane Hill, Náhuatl was “the language of intimacy,
solidarity, mutual respect, and identity as a campesino,” while Spanish was its opposite as “the
language of money and the market, of the city, of evil personages in myths, and of social
distance.”165
For Guillermo E. Hernández, nineteenth-century Mexican writers used the fraught
relationship between Náhuatl and Spanish “as a comic technique” to address those caught in the

José E. Limón, “Agringado Joking in Texas Mexican Society: Folklore and Differential Identity,” in New
Directions in Chicano Scholarship, edited by Ricardo Romo and Raymund Paredes (La Jolla: University of
California, 1978), 35.
164 William Madsen, “The Alcoholic Agringado,” American Anthropologist 66.2 (1964): 356.
165 Jane Hill, “The Grammar of Consciousness and the Consciousness of Grammar,” in Language, Culture and
Society: A Book of Readings, edited by Benjamin G. Blount, (Prospect Heights, IL: Waveland Press, 1995), 401.
Hill uses the term Mexicano and claims that “Nahuatl or Aztec are other names for this language” (398). For more
on the use of Náhuatl in las carpas, see Haney, “Carpa y Teatro, Sol y Sombra,” 318–19.
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middle, and the theatre was “a particularly suitable medium for this kind of [satirical] verbal
play.”166 Then, with the Mexican Revolution and issues surrounding repatriation in the United
States in the 1920s and 30s, the humorous display of verbal dexterity replaced Náhuatl with
English. This resulted in another shift, with Spanish taking on the role previously held by
Náhuatl, and English taking on the role held by Spanish, and carperos responded with comedic
socio-political performances.
Inside the discursive space of the carpa tent, agringados were characterized by the
humorous (and pointed) combination of Spanish and English. The humor was “based on the
culture shock typically derived from following the misadventures of a naive, recent immigrant
from Mexico who has difficulty getting accustomed to life in the big Anglo American
metropolis.”167 Limón termed this kind of verbal humor “agringado joking,” which is “satirical
group joking about and sometimes directed at individuals who violate ethnic group boundaries;
or . . . who act like or want to become gringos, i.e., agringados,” which was inspired by contact
among Mexicans, Mexican Americans, and Euro Americans.168 Limón’s designation of this
humor as “group joking” further illustrates the significance of the space of the tent. According to
Nicolás Kanellos, these “comic routines became a sounding board for the culture conflict that
Mexican Americans felt in language usage, assimilation to American tastes and life-styles, [and]
discrimination in the United States.”169

Guillermo E. Hernández, Chicano Satire: A Study in Literary Culture (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1991),
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As Chicanx folklorist José R. Reyna has established, much of the carpa linguistic humor
involved clever “plays on words in Spanish,” but at the same time, it was based on
mispronunciations and malapropisms resulting from an “ignorance of English or Spanish.”
Reyna goes on to claim, “The significance of these jokes is that they allow the Chicano to exalt
his own position over the Anglo and the Mexican, neither of whom understands both
languages.”170 This is much like those working-class spectators Socorro Merlín described who
exploited their “position over” the higher-class spectators who could afford better seats in
proscenium theatres.
One of the ways the mixing of Spanish and English worked to humorous effect inside the
space of the tent was character names, which reflected one way some agringados “rejected” their
Mexican culture extratheatrically by anglicizing their names. For instance, Pina Bora, the stage
name of a carpa payaso is neither actually Spanish nor English but rather is a joke based on the
accented Spanish speaker’s failed attempt to clearly enunciate “Peanut Butter”—Pina Bora.171
Audiences who had any experience hearing and/or speaking both Spanish and English would
have laughed at both the speaker’s failed attempt to say “Peanut Butter” as well as the way that
the mispronunciation might actually be able to pass as an actual Spanish name. Another
humorous example of this kind of joke is Juan “El Piporro” González’s song called “Natalio
Reyes-Cols,” which is about the titular bracero (manual laborer) who immigrates to the United
States where he becomes “Nat ‘King’ Cole” when he Anglicizes his name.172

José R. Reyna, Raza Humor, Chicano Joke Tradition in Texas (San Antonio: Penca Books, 1980), 38.
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The agringado character types and the humor based on language mixing also appeared in
carpa comic dialogues and comedic songs. For instance, a sketch called “Una mula de tantas”
(One of So Many She-Mules), performed by Netty (N below) and Jesús (J below) Rodríguez for
the Carpa García features an interaction that plays with Spanish and English in this way. In it, an
agringada tamal vendor, a job that establishes her rustic working-class status, has an exchange
with a wealthy Mexican tourist.
J: ¿Qué tal, paisanita? ¿Cómo le va?
N: What you say?
J: ¿Juan José? No vino.
N: Whatsumatta?
J: ¡Qué mara ni qué mara! Yo soy Chema José María.
N: Me don’t understand.
J: ¡Mire ésta! Pos yo ¿qué sé dónde están?
J: How are you, countrywoman? How’s it going?
N: What you say?
J: Juan José? He didn’t come.
N: Whatsumatta?
J: Don’t give me this “mara”! I’m Chema José María.
N: Me don’t understand.
J: Well how am I supposed to know where they are?173
In Peter Haney’s analysis, Netty Rodríguez’s tamal vendor speaks in the typical “español mocho”
(broken Spanish) that carperos used to satirize the speech of both Mexican American agringadas
and Euro Americans whose command of Spanish was considered just as poor as the agringadas’
command of English. The misuse of the English word “me” (often humorously confused with the
Spanish “mi” in carpa performances) as the subject of her sentences exemplify the agringada’s
“ungrammatically deleted, unconjugated or incorrectly conjugated verbs.”174 This is not unlike
Raymond and Caverly’s Watts Street German dialect scene, which employs linguistic difference

only change is the darkening of the man’s skin tone and the addition of exaggerated eyebrows and a large
pompadour hairstyle to match El Vez’s exaggeration of Elvis’s signature look.
173 Anonymous, “Una Mula De Tantas,” Phonograph Recording featuring Netty and Jesús Rodríguez, 1935. Cat #B2308, Matrix #BVE 87809-1. San Antonio: Blue Bird, courtesy of Arhoolie Foundation, transcribed and translated
by and quoted in Haney, “Carpa y Teatro, Sol y Sombra,” 322.
174 Haney, “Carpa y Teatro, Sol y Sombra,” 322–23.
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to provide humor, presented in the introduction to this dissertation. However, in that scene,
English is the favored language and German is the one to overcome in order to assimilate to life
in the United States.175
The interplay between Spanish and English flipped that script and also worked to
comedic effect when Euro Americans attempted to speak Spanish and made similar errors. For
example, In the diálogo cómico “Mexican Kiss,” Netty Rodríguez plays a white woman who
says, “O:h, me siendo besos Meksicanos, gustarme todos. Porque Uds. los Meksicanos, ser muy
hot! y poner todo el alma cuando besan” (O:h, being Meksicano kisses, me to like them all.
Because you Meksicanos to be really hot! and to put all your soul into it when you kiss).176 The
same working-class carpa audiences who heartily laughed at the agringada who failed at
speaking fluent Spanish and English because she “assimilated” so far into Euro American
identity, would also have laughed at the Euro American character whose incorrect grammar
revealed her inability to speak Spanish, which made her look and sound foolish. This concern for
Spanish meaning and pronunciation also moves outside the English-Spanish binary in “El
Chino” (The Chinaman), a dialogue by Jesús Rodríguez. This short piece features “a character
who speaks Spanish with a Chinese accent,” similarly uses the English “me” in the subject
position of the sentence and eschews the Spanish “mí,” but correctly conjugates his verbs.177
The second “unique form of verbal comedy” performed by carpa clowns was “based on
pyrotechnical displays of verbal wit usually with double entendres”—calambures (wordplay)

Here I remind the reader that with the invisibilization of the German dialect as the impetus for the humor in this
scene by the later popularization of “Who’s on First” by Abbott and Costello, this important connection between US
musical variety and Mexican American variety is lost. See page 8 above for more on this scene.
176 Anonymous, “Mexican Kiss,” Phonograph Recording featuring Netty and Jesús Rodríguez, 1935. Cat #B-2508,
Matrix #BVE 94574-1. San Antonio: Blue Bird, courtesy of Arhoolie Foundation Haney, transcribed and translated
by and quoted in Haney, “Carpa y Teatro, Sol y Sombra,” 323. Emphases are Haney’s. For Haney, “Boldface type
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and chistes colorados. The great Mexican comedienne and vedette Celia Tejeda became famous
for this sort of linguistic virtuosity. During her “scintillating” performances in las carpas, she
evoked the comedic-anarchy by stopping her song to become a “campeona del calambur gracias
a su prodigiosa agilidad mental: durante quince, veinte minutos, cambiaba frases de doble—y a
veces de triple—sentido, con los eufóricos espectadores que desataban la lengua para ir
construyendo con las respuestas de Celia, un monumento auténtico, eso sí, a la picardía
mexicana” (champion of wordplay thanks to her prodigious mental agility: for fifteen, twenty
minutes, she exchanged double—and sometimes triple—meanings, with the euphoric spectators
who untied Celia’s tongue in order to construct her meanings, an authentic monument, yes, of
Mexican mischief).178
One example of a triple sentido (triple entendre) is provided by Netty Rodríguez’s “El
turismo,” a song which is concerned with another agringada. The final word of the lyric, “Ya
toditas la[s] muchachas / andan güeras y pelonas / y hasta las chinas poblanas / dicen que son
chi—cagonas” (Now every one of the girls / Runs around all bleached and bobbed. / And even
the Chinas Poblanas / Say that they’re “chi . . . cagonas”) provides at least three possible
meanings for racialized comedic effect. According to Peter Haney, the pause between the first
and second syllables in the final word chicagonas allows spectators to assume she might sing
“Chicanas” to rhyme with poblanas. However, she resolves that tension with “chicagonas,”
which sounds like Chicago spoken with a Spanish accent, providing the second possible
meaning. Finally, the word “cagonas” means “crappy” or one who constantly has to relieve their

Roberto Blanco Moheno, “El Mundo de la Carpa,” Siempre, 1489 (January 6, 1982): 29. Cited in Ybarra-Frausto,
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bowels, which offers a humorous opinion on Mexican women who bleach and bob their hair like
Americanos—they are full of shit.179
For the chistes colorados, similar bilingual wordplay that reveled in lowbrow bawdy
humor required spectators to have some understanding of Spanish and English in order for the
jokes to land. When veteran carpa payaso Lalo Astol explained the myriad uses of language in
las carpas as opposed to the “legitimate” Mexican and Mexican American theatre, he also
pointed to the discursiveness of the space of the tent in relation to the space of a permanent
theatre. Astol reported that for the most part, the subjects that were represented in both spaces
were “lo mismo” (the same), but that “en el teatro, se tenía que hablar el español correcto. . . . En
cambio, en una carpa, el artista se soltaba mucho, y decía las cosas con más picardía, más
descarada” (in the theatre, one had to speak correct Spanish. . . . On the other hand, in a carpa,
the artist let himself go quite a bit, and said things with more picardía, more baldly).180
Astol provides a simple example that shows the freedom of speaking with more picardía.
Quibbling with the vulgarity of the word pendejo (which Haney translates as the anemic “fool,”
which does not get to the word’s more jarring connotations of “asshole”), Astol said, “Bueno, en
un teatro, decida Ud., ‘Éste es un . . . [suavemente] pendejo.’ Y en una carpa, ‘Ay, este
¡¡¡PENDEJO!!! ¿Me entiendes?” (All right, in a theater, you said, ‘This guy is a . . . [softly, with
falling intonation] pendejo.’ And in a carpa, ‘Oh this PENDEJO!!!’ Do you understand me?)
Astol then goes on to clarify that within the discursive space of the tent, this was not a strategy
for concealing the unsettling term but rather controlling it—enthusiastically letting go of
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dominant society’s concern for decorum and morality, without having to worry about how it
might appear to those of higher classes.181

Chin-Chun-Chan, a Mexican Zarzuela
José F. Elizondo (1888–1943), the “humorista infatigable” (indefatigable humorist) of
Mexico, collaborated with Rafael Medina on the book and lyrics along with composer Luis G.
Jordá to create Chin-Chun-Chan in 1904.182 This Mexican zarzuela is set in “un hotel elegante”
(an elegant hotel) where musical variety madness ensues when Don Columbo disguises himself
as a “Chinese” man in order to evade his nagging wife Hipólita. This occurs on the same day the
hotel manager desperately prepares for an esteemed visitor, Chin-Chun-Chan, “un mandarin
chino, un potentado de aquel lejano Imperio” (a Mandarin Chinese man, a rich magnate of that
distant Empire).183 Chin-Chun-Chan became wildly popular after its premiere at the Teatro
Principal in Mexico in 1904. “El telón subiría y bajaría, durante varios años, en más de diez mil
ocasiones” (The curtain would rise and fall, for several years, more than ten thousand times) on
the show. Its success “no encontraría paralelo ni en el género grande ni en el género chico”
(would find no parallel in either the major or minor genres), and it became a model for future
Mexican zarzuelas.184 Part of its longevity was due to its many subsequent touring performances
in other venues, including at least one US-based carpa troupe, “que la llevaron por todo México
y los Estado Unidos” (that took it all over Mexico and the United States).185
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The zarzuela includes jokes about US encroachment on Mexican culture at the same time
it traffics in familiar stereotypes of lower-class Mexican characters aspiring above their station
and stereotypes of Chinese people and customs. The humor at the middle class’s expense occurs
through two couples—first is Espiridión and Mónica, nicely-attired middle-class newlyweds on
honeymoon in the big city, whose tacky outward displays of affection cause some stir in the
hotel restaurant. Second are Eufrasia and Ladislao, “payos ricos,” whose insatiable appetites
elicit the chorus’s response, “Los payos no se cansan de tragar, / y van en un descuido á
reventar” (The payos never get tired of swallowing, / and they will burst from their
carelessness).186 Originally played by Dolores Sánchez and Anastasio Otero respectively, the
couple was costumed as rustics in exaggerated versions of the charro (cowboy) and china
poblana (servant). The charro costume is the “gaudy suit worn by charros in films and rodeotype performances . . . inspired by the dress of 19th century rural landowners.”187 According to
Peter Haney, the suit “became standardized in Mexico’s official culture during the early
twentieth century” and is often used as a marker of “traditional” Mexican culture in the United
States, similar to the way the Chinese coolie outfit and hair queue became the clearest delineator
of Chineseness as discussed in the previous chapter.188 The china poblana is so named for the
fabric imported from the Philippines on Chinese ships that aristocratic Mexican women
purchased for their female servants to make skirts for their uniforms.189 They were highly
decorated with sequins and also became stage shorthand for “traditional” garb of working-class
Mexican women. In contrast to the costumes for the middle-class honeymooners in Chin-Chun-
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Halloween costumes in the United States.
189 Cara M. Gabriel, “The Spice of Life: Ethnicity, Gender, and the Nation in the Variedad,” (PhD diss., University
of Michigan, 2006), 102.
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Chan, it is clear that despite being “ricos,” Eufrasia and Ladislao aspire to fit in with hegemonic
notions of middle-class domesticity and humorously fall short.190
Medina and Elizondo do not miss the opportunity for verbal humor with the word China
in china poblana. The humor points out the cultural contact between Mexico and China,
including all the comedic confusion that can bring. For example, the hotel Administrador orders
his staff “dar á su alcoba un carácter lo más chinesco posible, pón, en sitio que se vea bien, el
retrato de mi tía Pachita, ¿sabes cuál? El que tengo en el despacho. Parece una china verdadera.
Como está vestida de china poblana, más china imposible” (to give his hotel room as Chineseesque a character as possible, put the portrait of my Aunt Pachita in a good place. You know
which one? The one in my office. She looks like a real Chinawoman because she is dressed as a
china poblana. You can’t get more Chinese than that).191
The zarzuela also employs familiar stereotypes of Chineseness more directly, also
exemplified by the hotel Administrador when he orders his staff to prepare Chin-Chun-Chan
“platillos de su tierra” (dishes from his land), such as tea and rice. The Administrador then orders
them to “Corre y consíguete en las vecindades cercanas todos los gatos que puedas encontrar”
(Run to the nearby neighborhoods and get all the cats you can find).192 The Chinese stereotypes
are made even more explicit through the embodied performances of both language and
yellowface stage conventions. For instance, Chin-Chun-Chan includes two “Chinese”
characters—Chin-Chun-Chan himself, who is supposed to be a “real” Chinese man, and Don
Columbo, who is in disguise as a Chinese man in order to evade his wife Hipólita. In that
disguise, Columbo appears as “un tipo exageradamente extraño. Viste pantalón de cuadros,

The published script of Chin-Chun-Chan includes photographs of the actors in character. In the photo of
Espiridíon and Mónica, they are dressed in a suit and dress tailor-made for them, and they stand upright in front of a
wooden dressing table, clasping hands as if in the middle of a waltz. The pages with photos are not numbered, but
this one appears between pages 12 and 13 of Medina and Elizondo, Chin-Chun-Chan.
191 Ibid., 9.
192 Ibid., 11–12.
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jaquet, chaleco blanco y sombrero de paja. Usa anteojos. Lo extraño consiste en que lleva puesta
una peluca de chino, toda rapada, con una gran trenza atrás, y gasta bigote postizo de enormes
guías, que le caen á uno y otro lado de la boca. Los ojos también los tiene arreglados en forma
oblícua” (an exaggeratedly strange guy. He wears checkered pants, a jacket, white vest, and
straw hat, and wears glasses. The strange thing is that he wears a Chinese wig, bald with a big
braid behind, and he wears a false mustache with long strands that fall on either side of his
mouth. The eyes are also slanted).193 Even still, he is mistaken for the actual Chinese character
Chin-Chun-Chan, which leads to racialized comic confusion.
In contrast to this disguise, in which the “Chinese” figure is dressed in a Europeanlooking suit, vest, and hat, Manuel Noriega played Chin-Chun-Chan and appeared in a more
sincerely Chinese-looking full-length silk robe with wide sleeves and decorated with
embroidered birds. He also sports a long moustache, exaggerated eyebrows, and a bald head.194
The inclusion of both these figures makes for a complex array of stereotypes, embodied
performances of other Others, and significations for the working-class carpa audiences. It also
coincides with yellowface performances of Chineseness in Black Vaudeville and the Chop Suey
Circuit. For instance, even though in the world of the zarzuela Chin-Chun-Chan is really Chinese
and only Columbo is an explicitly stage-constructed Chinese character, in reality, both are stage
constructions, and the musical makes much humorous use of the interplay between them.
When Chin-Chun-Chan first appears, everyone bows reverently to him. Then when ChinChun-Chan recognizes Don Columbo as a fellow Chinese person at the hotel, “se pára frente á

Medina and Elizondo, Chin-Chun-Chan, 13. The long braid on a bald head is, of course, the queue (see chapter 2
of this dissertation). The photo of Gavilanes (between pages 14 and 15) in this disguise confirms that he appears as a
dapper version of the Fu Manchu figure, which was a popular Chinese type in the early twentieth century. For more
on this type, see Robert G. Lee, Orientals: Asian Americans in Popular Culture (Philadelphia: Temple University
Press, 1999), particularly 113–17.
194 The script does not describe Chin-Chun-Chan’s appearance, so my description here is based on a photograph of
Noriega in costume, found between pages 4 and 5 of Medina and Elizondo, Chin-Chun-Chan.
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Don Columbo, levantado los brazos y los didos índices, y le hace un bailecito á guise de saludo”
(he stops in front of Don Columbo, raises his arms and index fingers, and gives him a little dance
as a greeting).195 Chin-Chun-Chan is either too polite to expose Columbo’s fraud, or more likely,
he is too gullible to recognize that fraud—even he believes the stereotype—making Columbo,
the Mexican character, smarter than Chin-Chun-Chan, the “Chinese” character. Then when we
see Don Columbo respond with ever more bows, with the payaso Gavilanes very likely
exaggerating them and doing them repeatedly and incorrectly, he humorously points up his
Mexican identity and both constructed Chinese identities.
The confusion gets physical when Hipólita learns her husband has disguised himself as
such and she attempts to expose him, but she mistakes Chin-Chun-Chan for her husband. In a
moment of what must have been a wonderful physical comedy bit for Rodríguez and Noriega in
their roles, Hipòlita attacks Chin-Chun-Chan, beating him and trying to pull the moustache off
his face. She shouts, “Conque abajo esos bigotes postizos. . . . Quítese ese traje de payaso y
véngas conmigo” (So down with that false mustache. . . . Take off that clown suit and come with
me).196 Using the language of the musical variety stage, and explicitly calling him a payaso,
Hipòlita assumes the “actual” Chinese man is a stage construction and tries to expose him for the
clown he is.
The zarzuela also makes use of language mixing for humor and socio-political critique.
Indeed, just before Chin-Chun-Chan enters and the two “Chinese” men meet for the first time,
Columbo realizes he is in for trouble. This is because everyone believes he is the important
Chinese visitor, despite his exaggerated costuming and make-up, and that Chin-Chun-Chan “me
va á hablar en chino” (is going to talk to me in Chinese). In an aside to the audience, Columbo
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asks, “¿qué rayos voy á hacer yo?” (what the hell am I going to do?)197 This being musical
variety, he speaks to Chin-Chun-Chan in conventional musical variety Chinese—gibberish.
When Chin-Chun-Chan says to him, “Yut-mot-fu-tzu-ya. . . . Yta-mu-fu-tzu-jim? . . . Tzau-li-fofo,” Columbo responds, “¡Ah! ¿Fo-fo? Sí, fo-fo.”198 However, even though the stage directions
indicate that Chin-Chun-Chan speaks “chino puro” (pure Chinese), in reality he is also
performed by a clown who speaks stage gibberish, layering on the levels of ethnic
impersonation. This also allowed for even more comic confusion when Chin-Chun-Chan
responds to Columbo’s faulty Chinese by smiling affectionately and “imitándole aquél”
(imitating him). They both likely sounded ridiculous. In this disorienting moment, there were
two Mexican clowns portraying Chinese characters, with one “actual” Chinese character
imitating the speech of a stage construction of a Chinese character, as the latter tries to trick the
former into believing he is also Chinese, all in a Spanish accent.
It is also telling that Chin-Chun-Chan’s dialogue cited above comprises the majority of
the written text for his character, and that for the most part, Noriega was allowed to improvise
his spoken “Chinese.” The stage directions often simply state that he speaks “en chino puro” (in
pure Chinese), “hablar acaloradamente” (speaks heatedly), and “sigue gritando en su idioma”
(keeps yelling in his language).199 Calling for the increasing intensity of his speech allowed
Noriega, and other subsequent actors who played the part, to put their own spin on the putatively
a-tonal, screeching sounds of the Chinese language that was one of the yellowface conventions
of early twentieth century musical variety.

Ibid., 33.
Ibid.
199 Ibid., 33, 34, 36. This is similar to the stage directions in the Williams and Walker musical In Dahomey and how
they call for the performer to improvise “Chinese” gibberish for humorous effect. See the section on yellowface in
the first chapter of this dissertation and Shipp, Cook, and Dunbar, In Dahomey, in Black Theatre USA, 71.
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Where this becomes significant within the discursive space of the carpa tent is in the
zarzuela’s concern with language and national belonging. For instance, when the hotel
Administrador first meets Columbo in disguise he asks, “¿Extrañará mucho Su Excelencia su
país” (Will your Excellency miss your country a lot?) since “no tener una persona que sepa el
chino” (no one can speak Chinese) here in Mexico?200 This moment echoes an earlier exchange
between Columbo in disguise and Borbolla, a working-class candy-seller. Columbo expresses his
surprise that los indios at the hotel speak English rather than Spanish, and their subsequent
exchange in song renders the tensions among language, home, and belonging explicit.
Borbolla: Pues ¡qué van á hacer los pobres! / Como está lleno de gringos
/ el país porque esa gente / se mete hasta en el cocido, / para entenderse
con ellos, / no hay medio más positivo.
Columbo: Pero, ¿no es el español / aquí la lengua de oficio? / ¿No es el
idioma official?
Borbolla: Sí, señor, pero los gringos / no lo saben.
Columbo: Que lo aplendan.
Borbolla: Well, what are the poor people going to do? / Since the
country is full of gringos / because those people / get into everything, /
to get along with them, / there is no better means.
Columbo: But, isn’t Spanish / the official language here? / Isn’t it the
official language?
Borbolla: Yes sir, but the gringos / don’t know it.
Columbo: Let them rearn it.201
In addition to the stereotypical Chinese swapping of the spoken letters l and r in Columbo’s
pronunciation of the word aprendan as aplendan, Columbo’s line also must have elicited an
uproarious response in the discursive space of the tent. Let Euro Americans learn Spanish if they
want to live in Mexico, rather than expecting everyone to speak English. Then the chorus
responds to Columbo and brings linguistic difference to a personal level for the carpa audiences
by pointing out the effects it can have on Mexican and Mexican American families: “Como el
yankee nos invade / el inglés hay que aprender, / para que con nuestros primos / nos podamos
200
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entender” (As the Yankee invades us / English we have to learn, / so that our cousins / we can
understand).202
Ultimately, all is made right, and in order to make up for the confusion regarding ChinChun-Chan, the true dignitary from China, they perform the African American “excéntrico cake
walk” (eccentric cakewalk) for him.203 The dance also serves as the grand finale for the zarzuela
and its Mexican American carpa audiences. Here again, in a single moment, a dizzying array of
performances of blackness, Chineseness, US Americanness, and Mexican class identities collide
in the comedic-anarchy of musical variety. Yet none of them likely came through Ellis Island.

Carpa Cubana
After garnering a great reputation and popular success with their acrobatic and maromas
acts in Mexican and US circuses at the turn of the twentieth century, such as the Lowande and
Hoffman Circus, Barnum and Bailey, and Ringling Brothers, among others, the Abreu family of
acrobats, led by married couple Virgilio and Federica Abreu, started their own carpa troupe in
San Antonio, Texas around 1919.204 They called their new troupe the Carpa Cubana. Quickly
becoming one of the most beloved carpas in San Antonio, they were variously called the Circa
Cubana, the Cuban Show, and the Cuban Vaudeville Show, exemplifying the complex mix of
performance forms that made up las carpas. The family of acrobats, tumblers, and maromas, or
the kind of “Provincial rope dancers and actors”205 who excited William Bollaert so much in
1843, were the main attraction, but the troupe also featured other Mexican and Mexican

Ibid., 26.
Ibid., 6.
204 Kanellos, A History of Hispanic Theatre, 102. Kanellos does not mention where the Abreu family is originally
from, and nothing I have encountered in my research has provided this information. However, it is clear that the
family began touring the US and Mexico as early as the 1880s, and by the time the Carpa Cubana began
performances, they were based in San Antonio. What is also unclear is the word “Cubana” in their name and what, if
any, connection the Abreus had with Cuba.
205 Bollaert, entry dated September 22, 1843, William Bollaert’s Texas, 228.
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American specialty acts such as trapeze artists, contortionists, jugglers, a ten-piece band, a
chorus line, and payasos. They also performed “pantomimes on Mexican national themes” in
Texas towns, catering to the working-class Mexican and Mexican American spectators who
flocked to las carpas.206
The Carpa Cubana was based in San Antonio for their entire tenure from 1919 to the
1930s. They remained in San Antonio and performed for the locals during the Christmas season
and the summer when the Texas heat made traveling extra challenging. While at home, some
members of the company secured bookings performing their individual acts in the local movie
theatres.207 When touring, they mostly remained close to home in the Rio Grande Valley, and
they did not venture farther north than Austin. They did travel as far west as Southern California
and as far south as Central Mexico on occasion, but the realities of traveling with their
equipment and tent supplies made traveling too far away difficult.
The Carpa Cubana’s success is evidenced by the elaborate materials and facilities they
were able to take on tour. They even had a doll-sized replica of the entire carpa campus
including the various tents and backstage trailers.208 Their success can also be measured by the
recollections of their carperos. For instance, Lydia Mendoza claimed the Carpa Cubana “was a
higher-class operation” because they paid her more than smaller troupes she performed with. She
went on to state that the Cubana was the troupe she and other carperos “sort of ‘graduated’ to”
after establishing their reputations working for smaller outfits.209

The Pantomimes were advertised in San Antonio’s La Prensa on July 16, 1921, as cited in Kanellos, A History of
Hispanic Theatre, 102.
207 Kanellos, A History of Hispanic Theatre, 102.
208 Family photo, The Carpa Cubana Collection and the Sabino Gomez Photograph Collection (Box 1 Carpa Cubana,
Folder 3 “F—Circus: Carpa Cubana”). WMA. For more on the materials they toured with, see the section on touring
to Nuevo Laredo, Mexico above.
209 Lydia Mendoza, quoted in Lydia Mendoza, 83. See also Haney, “Carpa y Teatro, Sol y Sombra,” 86.
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While historians Haney, Kanellos, and Ybarra-Frausto have written about the Carpa
Cubana, none have focused on their comedic performances of race, nationality, and ethnicity.
Therefore, in this section, I will do so, in addition to putting those performances in context with
the Cubana payasos’ performances of class distinctions in an attempt to situate them within the
history of US musical variety. Despite the near-complete lack of available performance texts and
reviews of Carpa Cubana shows, it is clear that the troupe engaged in racial and ethnic
impersonation, in addition to displaying the class concerns of carpa working-class audiences.
My evidence comes from publicity photos, business receipts, and personal correspondence
collected at the Witte Museum in San Antonio. For example, a 1925 receipt from Chicago
Costume Works, who boasted that they manufactured and distributed Jack Weber’s “Black Face
‘Make-Up,’” reveals that they purchased three sticks of “Indian Paint,” and two sticks of white,
black, and red make-up.210
Even the Abreu’s acrobatic acts and the Carpa Cubana’s chorus line embodied many
other nationalities, and as the Museo Nacional de Culturas Populares has suggested, presenting
even just an outward appearance of distant places inside the space of the carpa tent served to
expose the working-class audiences to diverse populations. For instance, as mentioned above, the
Museo claimed that revistas presented in a proscenium theatre converted the places where they
were performed into discursive spaces.211 As I have already established, most who sat in la
galería were those who also enjoyed carpa performances, and the performers’ international garb
arguably served to convert the carpa tent to a similar space for working-class spectators to access
a kind of rasquachi modernity, and metaphorically, and theatrically, “see” the world.
For instance, in several production photographs, the Abreu troupe is costumed in what
appear to be Bavarian lederhosen over white shirts, bow ties, and breeches that cut off at their
210
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knees. Federica is the only woman in the photos, and her dress is designed to match that of the
men’s costumes with similar patterns and spangled accessories.212 It is unclear how this
costuming came to play in the acrobatic act, but other photo evidence shows that these were part
of a special presentation rather than the Abreu’s standard costume for the performances. For
instance, they also performed their tricks in plain tights, accented with neck kerchiefs and silk
sashes for belts.213 Carpero Sabino Gomez used his deft physical acrobatic skills to comedic
effect by boxing an Australian kangaroo who wore a large sash tied in a bow around his waist,
replicating Gomez’s costume.214 Given the history of acrobats speaking humorous material
during their performances, it is tempting to imagine how this troupe might also have spoken in
stage dialects to match these international costumes.
The troupe also employed a chorus line of dancers, and many photographs reveal their
various costumes, which were often of a racial, national, or class character. Given the success of
the troupe, these costumes, like those mentioned above, appear very well constructed. For
instance, one number featured the chorus line in floral-patterned Japanese kimonos, with geishastyle white-face make-up accentuated with dark small lips, and flowers in their hair. They also
held Japanese paper parasols in their hands, which were likely used as part of the
choreography.215

This description is based on three unidentified publicity photos, The Carpa Cubana Collection and the Sabino
Gomez Photograph Collection (Box 2 Gomez (Sabino) Photograph Collection (3B9), Folders 11, 12, and 13).
WMA.
213 Publicity photograph of Sabino Gomez and two other acrobats, Sabino Gomez Photograph Collection, Box 2,
Folder 8, WMA.
214 Photograph taken of Gomez in a boxing ring facing a large kangaroo during a rehearsal, page 10 of Sabino
Gomez Circus Album, n.d., Sabino Gomez Photograph Collection, Box 2, Folder 16, WMA.
215 “Portrait of Carpe Cubana Performers in Kimonos,” The Carpa Cubana Collection and the Sabino Gomez
Photograph Collection (Box 1 Carpa Cubana, Folder 3 “F—Circus: Carpa Cubana”). WMA.
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Figure 3.1. Carpa Cubana Dancers in Kimonos, [Portrait of Carpe Cubana Performers in
Kimonos], photograph, Date Unknown; (texashistory.unt.edu/ark:/67531/metapth201010/:
accessed 12 March 2019), University of North Texas Libraries, The Portal to Texas History,
texashistory.unt.edu. Courtesy of Witte Museum.
In another number, the dancers appeared as “Native Americans,” wearing stereotypical
crowns made of feathers, baggy burlap tunics accented with beaded fringe, and long strands of
beads around their necks that reach down almost to their ankles. A dancer in the center of the
line poses like a stoic “Indian chief” with her arms held out and folded across her chest with a
look of serious contemplation on her face.216 These “Indian” costumes, coupled with the fact that
this troupe kept “Indian paint” in their stores of make-up, contrasts with other carpa
performances of los indios, such as the comic dialogue about el indio who confuses a cow with a
motorcycle quoted above, with whom the working-class carpa audiences would have identified.
However, in this image, the dancers appear like Euro American-constructed images of Native
Americans so popular in the early twentieth century, echoed by Ernest Hare and the all-white

“Carpe Cubana Performers in Costume,” The Carpa Cubana Collection and the Sabino Gomez Photograph
Collection (Box 1 Carpa Cubana, Folder 3 “F—Circus: Carpa Cubana”). WMA.
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“Amer. Indian Chorus,” from the Shuberts’ Passing Show of 1913 mentioned above.217
According to Guillermo E. Hernàndez, this is a result of “Latin American national hegemonies
bas[ing] their values on Eurocentric aesthetics that practically relegated the majority of the native
populations—and consequently, their cultural expressions—to a status of marginality.”218
Considering the Cubana tent as a discursive space where working class Mexican and Mexican
American audiences participated in re-inscribing and re-scripting their subjectivities, they
arguably became Americanized through their participation in this particular stage constructions
of the “Native American.”

Figure 3.2. Carpa Cubana Dancers in “Native American” Costumes, [Carpe Cubana Performers in
Costume], photograph, Date Unknown; (texashistory.unt.edu/ark:/67531/metapth201013/m1/1/:
accessed 12 March 2019), University of North Texas Libraries, The Portal to Texas History,
texashistory.unt.edu. Courtesy of Witte Museum.

Publicity photograph from The Passing Show of 1913, The Passing Show Production Photos Box, Folder “1913
Edition(?)”, SA.
218 Hernández, Chicano Satire, 17.
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Figure 3.3. Carpa Cubana Dancers in Dutch Costumes, [Portrait of Carpe Cubana Dancers],
photograph, Date Unknown; (texashistory.unt.edu/ark:/67531/metapth201011/m1/1/: accessed
12 March 2019), University of North Texas Libraries, The Portal to Texas History,
texashistory.unt.edu. Courtesy of Witte Museum.
The dancers also incorporated household objects into the chorus line dances, as several
photographs reveal them wearing costumes and holding props that highlight domestic labor,
exemplifying the rasquachismo of the performances. One such number featured French maids in
black dresses, white lace hats, long white aprons that nearly reach their ankles, and tap shoes.
Each dancer also holds a straw broom behind her head, which was likely used for both visual and
percussive effect to accompany their tap dancing.219 In another number, the dancers appeared in
cotton dresses with a long slit up the skirt to showcase their legs, and bandanas on their heads to
match. Each dancer holds an empty pie plate in the air above their heads, giving them the
appearance of tambourines.220 All told, these numbers featured Mexican American dancers

“Six Women Dressed as Maids,” The Carpa Cubana Collection and the Sabino Gomez Photograph Collection
(Box 1 Carpa Cubana, Folder 3 “F—Circus: Carpa Cubana”). WMA.
220 In fact, they look so much like tambourines that the archivist who organized and labeled the images even mistook
the pie plates as the instrument in their description. “Dancers of the Carpe Cubana Circus,” The Carpa Cubana
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dressed as maids and pie bakers, who performed AfricanAmerican tap dances, all while using the
tools of their labor to generate humor and joy in performance.221 In the discursive space of the
tent, the rasquachismo of the brooms, pie plates, and other elements of domestic labor “reflect
the working-class scramble to make-do, to survive by drawing on all one’s resources,” and at the
same time they demonstrated “the creation of artistic beauty from the motley assemblage” of the
elements that those in attendance would have recognized as part of their personal worlds.222

Figure 3.4. Carpa Cubana Dancers with Pie Plates, [Dancers of the Carpe Cubana Circus],
photograph, Date Unknown; (texashistory.unt.edu/ark:/67531/metapth201019/m1/1/: accessed
12 March 2019), University of North Texas Libraries, The Portal to Texas History,
texashistory.unt.edu. Courtesy of Witte Museum.

Collection and the Sabino Gomez Photograph Collection (Box 1 Carpa Cubana, Folder 3 “F—Circus: Carpa
Cubana”). WMA.
221 There is also a photo of a dancing duo dressed in unexaggerated Dutch milkmaid costumes, complete with
bonnets. “Portrait of Carpe Cubana Dancers,” The Carpa Cubana Collection and the Sabino Gomez Photograph
Collection (Box 1 Carpa Cubana, Folder 3 “F—Circus: Carpa Cubana”). WMA.
222 Broyles-González, El Teatro Campesino, 36, 49.
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Not to be outdone by the acrobats and chorus line, los payasos also participated in the
embodiment of exaggerated types carpa audiences so adored. Photo evidence here shows that the
Carpa Cubana had clowns who performed both borracho and pelado types. In fact, the troupe
featured at least two pelados. In a candid behind-the-scenes photograph, two men are dressed
nearly exactly alike in the pelado uniform of oversized pants held up by makeshift belts of
mismatched fabric and blowsy shirts covered with undersized vests. They both adorn floppy hats
and hastily-tied neck kerchiefs that appear to be their attempts at respectability.223 Their faces are
painted white, and both men have large (and obviously fake) moustaches that cover their mouths
and likely would have moved up and down quite humorously when the payasos spoke.224 Given
that the pelado was “the mouthpiece of the group’s consciousness,” the physical humor elicited
by the motion of the facial hair would have been doubled by the humor of the working-class
hero’s voicing the spectator’s concerns.225
In another candid backstage photograph, a comic duo of an unidentified man and woman
are costumed as an unkempt charro and china poblana. The duo’s facial and bodily expressions
suggest their characters are also borrachos. The man tips his large sombrero to the camera with
eyes open wide and a crooked smile beneath a narrow moustache. His charro suit is ill-fitted, as
the jacket is stretched to its limits by his extended belly and is covered with an oversized
cummerbund. Over his left shoulder hangs a patterned serape that is so long it drags on the
ground. His stage partner stands next to him in a dress with a single small hoop at her waist to
accentuate her hips. However, the fabric of her cotton skirt is too light to maintain the width of
that lone hoop, so the skirt droops flaccidly down toward her ankles without creating any

For more on the costume conventions of the pelado, see Ybarra-Frausto, “I Can Still Hear the Applause.”
Unidentified photograph, The Carpa Cubana Collection and the Sabino Gomez Photograph Collection (Box 1
Carpa Cubana, Folder 3 “F—Circus: Carpa Cubana”). WMA.
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volume, humorously distorting her body’s proportions. Her large generous smile reveals her
missing front teeth and her attitude of “el qué dirán” about their absence.226

Figure 3.5. Carpa Cubana Pelados, [Carpe Cubana Clowns], photograph, Date Unknown;
(texashistory.unt.edu/ark:/67531/metapth201020/m1/1/: accessed 12 March 2019), University of
North Texas Libraries, The Portal to Texas History, texashistory.unt.edu. Courtesy of Witte
Museum.
It is unclear from these photos precisely what these particular clowns did on stage as
these types; however, light can be shed on the way the working-class audiences in attendance
might have received them by other, better documented appearances of these rustic types. For
instance, Cara M. Gabriel’s analysis of La Chata Noloesca’s appearance as a china poblana
suggests that her ill-fitting dress is a result of her character’s lack of financial means of procuring

“Clowns of the Carpe Cubana Circus,” The Carpa Cubana Collection and the Sabino Gomez Photograph
Collection (Box 1 Carpa Cubana, Folder 5 “Misc photo”). WMA.
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the correct fabric, either by her own poverty or her lack of a good job working for “a true
aristocrat willing to provide it for her.”227 The same could be said of these two clowns—she
could not afford more than that one hoop to properly expand her skirt, but at least she had a
hoop! He might have outgrown his suit due to his perpetual drunkenness, or he might be wearing
a hand-me-down suit that never fit him in the first place.

Figure 3.6. Carpa Cubana China Poblana and Charro, [Clowns of the Carpe Cubana Circus],
photograph, Date Unknown; (texashistory.unt.edu/ark:/67531/metapth201017/m1/1/: accessed
12 March 2019), University of North Texas Libraries, The Portal to Texas History,
texashistory.unt.edu. Courtesy of Witte Museum.
As a short history of las carpas reported in Norte, a Mexican-focused magazine
published in Los Angeles, claimed, “los trajes [in carpa shows] son rotos y harapientos,
exactamente como los de los espectadores” (the costumes [in carpa shows] are ripped and
ragged, exactly like those of the spectators), and their poverty, made visible by these costumes
and the clowns’ performances, would have reflected the audience’s material reality in
exaggerated form, and earned these two payasos uproarious applause and approval.228 They
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certainly stand in stark contrast to the three men, a young boy, and Federica Abreu dressed in the
same costumes, but that are tailor-made to fit the performers who stand in upright positions with
serious facial expressions in another photograph.229 The contrast of the two sets of costumes
presented in the same discursive space of the tent would also have served to make the workingclass status of the pelados, charros borrachos, and chinas poblanas more visible, and even
funnier, to audiences.230

The Barranco Brothers
Husband and wife Vidal and Emilia Barranco started the Barranco Brothers carpa troupe
as early as 1915. Based in Los Angeles, they ran tent shows starring themselves and their
children as late as 1939. However, despite this long tenure and a relatively extensive collection at
the Bancroft Library at the University of California, Berkeley, (including a notebook of their
“Dialogos, Comedias, y Canciones” [Dialogues, Plays, and Songs] written in pencil by a single
hand), they did not appear anywhere else in my research.231 However, as the collection reveals,
they were a carpa troupe who entertained crowds for at least three decades by engaging in racial
and class impersonations and stereotypes that were definitive of Mexican American carpas,
earning them a place in Laurie’s “Niagaras of humor.”

“Abreu Troupe in Costume,” The Carpa Cubana Collection and the Sabino Gomez Photograph Collection (Box 1
Carpa Cubana, Folder 3 “F—Circus: Carpa Cubana”). WMA.
230 This contrast is similar to the one between Bert Williams and Aida Overton Walker’s dueling Salome dances in
Bandanna Land explored in chapter 1 above.
231 Even Kanellos does not mention them, and I have not been able to discover whether the Barrancos were
originally from Los Angeles. All the information I found about them is from the collection at The Bancroft Library
at the University of California, Berkeley. See “Libreto No. 3,” Box 1, Folder 4: “Barranco Bros. ‘Libreto No. 3’
(mss 102 p.),” Barranco Bros. Vaudeville Show collection, ca. 1900–1946, BANC MSS 98/106 C, The Bancroft
Library, University of California, Berkeley (hereafter TBL-UCB). The date range provided by the archivists at the
Bancroft Library is ca. 1900–1946, but the earliest dated material I found in the collection is a letter to Vidal
Barranco from a canvas and tent supplier dated 1915, and the latest is an ad for a performance in 1939. See Letter
from Murray & Co., Inc. to Vidal Barranco, Box 1, Folder 1: “Barranco Bros. Correspondence with Murray & Co.
and J. J. Burch Manufacturing Co. concerning tents 1915–1921”; and an advertisement in Bonito Theatre, page 2,
Box 1, Folder 2: “Barranco Bros. Advertising material for the Barranco Bros., vaudeville show,” which is undated
but includes mention of the films The Roaring Twenties and Pack Up Your Troubles, both of which premiered in
1939. Barranco Bros. Vaudeville Show collection, ca. 1900–1946, BANC MSS 98/106 C; TBL, UCB.
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Also referred to as the Carpa Progreso, the Barranco Brothers featured as many as twenty
performers, including the Barranco family children. They performed revistas, comedias, diálogos
cómicos, corridos, and US popular music. At various times, their shows featured acrobats,
contortionists, singers and dancers of popular songs, impersonators, a “Graciosa troupe de Perros
Educados” (Funny troupe of trained dogs), child performers, guest bands, and their own
orchestra.232 Archival evidence suggests the Barranco Brothers were smaller than the Carpa
Cubana but larger than the smallest troupes.
As a result of the modest size, they did not employ a chorus line, but they did feature
dancing duos. For example, always being topical, the troupe presented dances by pelonas, or
flappers, with closely-cropped bobbed hair with headbands, tightly-fitted sleeveless dresses with
sequins, and tap shoes.233 This echoed contemporary cultural trends at the same time it called
into question the “shameless conduct” of such a “chica moderna (modern girl)” who “often
risked her reputation” by adopting the lifestyle of the “gringa” type outside the tent.234 Inside the
tent, the pelonas were often depicted as agringadas with the typical hairstyle and clothing that
revealed their arms and legs, and whose deficiency in Spanish made carpa audiences laugh.
Drawing more connections to US American popular culture, Teresita Barranco sang the 1920 hit
“My Man,” made famous in the United States by Fanny Brice, “en español.”235 And of course,
there were payasos, of both the adult and the child variety.

On the dog act and the Barranco’s orchestra, see advertisement “En el Country Club Clarkdale,” (August 15, 16–
19, 1925), Folder 1: “Oversize Drawer Unit A,” Barranco Bros. Vaudeville Show collection, ca. 1900–1946, BANC
MSS 98/106 C; TBL, UCB.
233 Publicity photograph number 46, The Barranco Bros. Vaudeville show photograph collection, Folder 3, BANC
PIC 1997.027: 46—PIC; TBL-UCB.
234 Pilcher, Cantinflas and the Chaos of Mexican Modernity, 21. See also Haney, “Carpa y Teatro, Sol y Sombra,”
195–96.
235 Publicity photograph number 20 of Teresita Barranco with handwritten text, The Barranco Bros. Vaudeville
show photograph collection, Folder 2, BANC PIC 1997.027: 20—PIC; TBL, UCB. In the spirit of cultural
exchange, I would like to point out that before being translated into Spanish, “My Man” was itself an English
translation (by Channing Pollock) of “Mon Homme,” the 1920 song by Maurice Yvain and Jacques Mardochée
Charles that was a hit in Paris before Brice made it a hit in the United States.
232
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It is widely noted that because carpas were most often family-run entertainment
businesses, their children also grew up in the business, whether it was working behind the scenes
or appearing on stage as featured performers. The Barranco Brothers is no exception. For
instance, Ignacio and Magdalena Barranco grew up in their family’s carpa, and therefore never
had to run away to join the proverbial circus. Ignacio and Magdalena were on stage as early as
age six and seven respectively, exhibiting special skills, such as imitations, singing, acrobatics,
contortions, and racial, ethnic, and class impersonations. Ignacio was billed as the “clown mas
[sic] pequeño de la época” (smallest clown al the time) and was an expert mimic.236
At least a decade before Cantinflas was compared to Charlie Chaplin, Ignacio’s
performances included an actual imitation of Charlie Chaplin’s tramp, complete with the
signature bowler hat, narrow moustache, and cane. Even in a still photograph, Ignacio’s skill for
mimicry comes through as his mouth is slightly distorted with his lower jaw misaligning with his
upper jaw, revealing what must have been an expert comedic imitation of the British clown.237
Given the discursiveness of the space of the tent and the working-class Mexican American
audiences inside it, considering Ignacio a “Mexican Charlie Chaplin” is not the same as the
billing of Asian American musical variety clowns as Chinese versions of whose acts they
emulated on the Chop Suey Circuit. That was a marketing tactic that highlighted the exoticism of
the Asian body performing “white” acts to attract curious white spectators. For carpa audiences,
Ignacio’s Mexicanness was familiar, not exotic. Therefore, it carried a more positive significance
that was a marker of the young payaso’s abilities as both a comic in general as well as an
impersonator in particular.

Publicity photograph number 30 of Ignacio Barranco with handwritten text, The Barranco Bros. Vaudeville show
photograph collection, Folder 2, BANC PIC 1997.027: 30—PIC; TBL, UCB.
237 Publicity photograph number 36 of Ignacio Barranco, The Barranco Bros. Vaudeville show photograph
collection, Folder 3, BANC PIC 1997.027: 36—PIC; TBL, UCB.
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In addition to this impersonation, Ignacio also participated in European-derived clowning
traditions when he headlined the act as Pirrotito, “Pequeño Payasito Versificador” (Little Little
Versifying Clown).238 One publicity photo reveals that his name is not the only connection
drawn between this particular carpa payaso and that of the commedia dell’arte clown Pierrot.
Like that European clown, Ignacio appears in a nearly all-white baggy tunic and a floppy hat. His
face is painted white with the signature frown and sad eyes drawn on in thick lines. In another
publicity photo of him in this character, Ignacio stands on a chair embodying the sad body
posture of the lovelorn Pierrot, which humorously highlights his small stature and his youth.239
Ignacio’s popularity as Pirrotito demonstrates that even as late as the 1930s, the circus and
bullfighting clowns introduced to Mexico in the nineteenth century were still very much part of
the world of las carpas.
His younger sister Magdalena was variously billed as “Muñequita Mexicana” (Little
Mexican Doll), “Pequeña Coupletista y Bailarina” (Little Singer and Dancer), and “Pequeña
Contorcionista” (Little Contortionist).240 In addition to these talents, Magdalena also appeared to
be a terrific payasita who performed diálogos cómicos and sketches with her comedy partner
Ignacio. Their performances as a comic duo included the familiar drunken charro and china
poblana. For instance, as the charro borracho, Ignacio appeared disheveled in an entirely
oversized charro wardrobe. His jacket is unbuttoned; his pants are hiked up to meet his elbows

Publicity photograph number 9 of Ignacio Barranco with handwritten text, The Barranco Bros. Vaudeville show
photograph collection, Folder 1, BANC PIC 1997.027: 9—PIC; TBL, UCB. He is billed among the headliners of the
show simply as “Pirrotito” in an advertisement “En el Country Club Clarkdale,” (August 15, 16–19, 1925), Folder 1:
“Oversize Drawer Unit A,” Barranco Bros. Vaudeville Show collection, ca. 1900–1946, BANC MSS 98/106 C;
TBL, UCB.
239 Publicity photograph number 9 of Ignacio Barranco with handwritten text, The Barranco Bros. Vaudeville show
photograph collection, Folder 1, BANC PIC 1997.027: 9—PIC; TBL, UCB. In later iterations, his costume is
adjusted to add more color and shiny sequins trimming the edges. See three publicity photographs numbers 28–30,
The Barranco Bros. Vaudeville show photograph collection, Folder 1, BANC PIC 1997.027: 28–30—PIC; TBL,
UCB.
240 Three publicity photographs numbers 24, 25, 27 of Magdalena Barranco with handwritten text, The Barranco
Bros. Vaudeville show photograph collection, Folder 2, BANC PIC 1997.027: 24, 25, 27—PIC; TBL, UCB.
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accentuating his protruding belly which he deliberately sticks out, and a large floppy sombrero
sits on the back of his head. He sports exaggerated eyebrows and moustache, which are so large
they obscure most of his face except his eyes. He stares at the camera with a look of drunken
surprise, clinging to an empty liquor bottle with his right hand. With his other hand, he reaches
out to Magdalena, who stands in her china poblana dress, both hands firmly planted on her hips
while giving the camera a side glance as if in judgment of her drunk date.241
In the Barranco notebook of performance texts, there is a love story told in a diálogo
cómico featuring the character Teodora, a “guapa muchacha tapatía de la clase humilde” (pretty
Tapatia girl of the humble class), and Casimiro, a “Charro joven y apuesto” (young and
handsome cowboy), which might have been performed by the child clowns in these costumes.242
At the start of the diálogo, Teodora admonishes Casimiro for writing her a love letter that is such
a mess she could not understand a word of it. He responds, “Yo es cierto que no soy léido ni
escrebido y que las faltas que hay de tequilografia en mis escritos son varias pero usté ya me
comprende, son cosas de un alma á otra alma, y, si de mis garabatos no desifra mis palabras,
devise no más mis ojos. . . . . . . (Enseñándola la mirada.) ¿Qué ve?” (It is true that I don’t read or
write well, and that there are errors in the tequilografia in my letters, but you already understand
me; they are things from one soul to another, and, if my scribbling makes my words
indecipherable, ignore my eyes no more . . . . . . . [Giving her a look.] What do you see?).

Publicity photograph number 36 of Ignacio and Magdalena Barranco, The Barranco Bros. Vaudeville show
photograph collection, Folder 3, BANC PIC 1997.027: 32—PIC; TBL, UCB. Archival evidence shows that their
parents Vidal and Emilia Barranco also performed these types with similar costuming, effectively making the
younger versions appear more ridiculous and therefore even funnier in contrast. See publicity photograph number 10
of Vidal and Emilia Barranco, The Barranco Bros. Vaudeville show photograph collection, Folder 1, BANC PIC
1997.027: 10—PIC; TBL, UCB.
242 Xavier Navarro, “Guadalajara en Recreo,” in “Libreto No. 3,” 71. Box 1, Folder 4: “Barranco Bros. ‘Libreto No.
3’ (mss 102 p.),” Barranco Bros. Vaudeville Show collection, ca. 1900–1946, BANC MSS 98/106 C, TBL-UCB.
Because the notebook does not specify which performers played which parts or even appeared in each sketch, it is
unclear if this particular diálogo cómico was performed by the young duo of Ignacio and Magdalena, their parents
Vidal and Emilia, or some combination of both, but they all appear outfitted as these character types in the photos,
and there are no scenes in this particular book that are written explicitly for the performers’ particular ages.
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Teodora replies, “¡Tres chinquiñas blancas y una irritación muy fuerte de mezcal, tequila y
parras!” (Three watery whites that are bloodshot from mezcal, tequila, and grapevines!).243
The humor here, the diálogo’s happy ending when the couple finally reconciles, and the
possibility that it was performed by children makes it clear that his drunkenness was not a
serious concern but rather a humorous one. For instance, Teodora first reveals she will not return
Casimiro’s affections because his love letters are sloppily written. This is due to his
tequilografia, a clever play on the words taquigrafía, which translates as “shorthand,” and of
course tequila, which needs no translation. In Casimiro’s attempt to explain that his letter is
messy because of his poor handwriting, he provides a doble sentido by humorously (and perhaps
even drunkenly) replacing the prefix “taqui” with “tequi,” suggesting that his handwriting is
sloppy because he wrote the letters after drinking too much tequila.
The representation of the borracho also shows how it was not necessarily to ridicule
those who drink too much into correcting their behavior or to allow the audience to feel superior
to the drunk comedic fool. Rather in the space of the tent, it was a means of recognition and
affiliation. Indeed, as we have seen, many spectators in attendance were likely also tipsy on
alcohol (or other intoxicants) themselves during the show. This calls to mind Dewey “Pigmeat”
Markham’s response to criticisms of his blackface performances with the claim that his comedy
was “Negro-born and Negro-popular,” and his characters “are no more a slur on the Negro than
Jackie Gleason’s hot-headed bus driver or Art Carney’s sewer cleaner or Dean Martin’s
drunk . . . are a slur on white men.”244 Inside the discursive space of the tent, this portrayal of the
borracho was likely received as affectionate and provided the audiences the chance to selfidentify with the characters, even with their foibles.
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Conclusion
All told, the mix of multiple Mexican and US popular music and cultural references, and
the racial and class-based impersonations by both these troupes mark them as present in US
musical variety. In addition, around the same time that the larger institution of vaudeville
attempted to maintain its financial pull and cultural relevancy in the lean 1930s by showing films
as part of the variety lineup, some larger carpa troupes began similarly began showing films
inside their tents. Also like general vaudeville, other carpa troupes who were unable to maintain
their finances were forced to close up shop because of their high costs of production and a
dwindling audience base with less disposable income. However, the smaller Mexican American
carpa troupes “became a haven for vaudeville” during the Depression of the 1930s because of
their more modest production elements and budgets made it easier to continue traveling and
wreaking racialized comedic-anarchy in musical variety.245 From there, many carpa payasa/os
continued clowning around and doing their specialties on the radio, such as the “Revista de
Radio 1934” broadcast from the Teatro California in Los Angeles, and on television, audio
recordings on vinyl, and in film.246
Even still, some of the smaller carpa troupes continued to tour and play empty lots in
towns along the US-Mexican border into the 1960s. Writing in 1990, Kanellos claimed there was
“still an occasional carpa that visits the towns of the Rio Grande Valley,” making las carpas an
undeniably “important Mexican American popular culture institution” even at the close of the
twentieth century.247 Guillermo Gómez-Peña confirmed that claim in 1992 writing that the carpa
was “slowly sinking into oblivion.”248 I would add that Mexican American payasa/os presences

Kanellos, A History of Hispanic Theatre, 7, 92–93.
On vinyl recordings of comic dialogues, see chapter 5 of Haney, “Carpa y Teatro, Sol y Sombra,” 245–91. On
the close relationship between las carpas and radio broadcasts, see Merlín, Vida y milagros de las carpas, 22–23.
247 Kanellos, A History of Hispanic Theatre, 100–2.
248 Gómez-Peña, “The Streets: Where Do They Reach?”, 76.
245
246
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in US popular culture continued into the twenty-first century outside the tents through the
enormous popularity of Sábado Gigante. Starting in 1962 and internationally broadcast
continuously through 2015, it was “the longest-running TV program in the Americas” and had
“consistently been rated among the top ten television programs on Hispanic networks in the
United States.”249 Sábado Gigante was a musical variety program that combined music, contests,
some journalistic reporting, and comic sketches featuring exaggerated character types. Although
the show began in Chile and its creator and host was Chilean TV star Don Francisco (Mario
Kreutzberger), the humor of one recurring comic sketch called “La cosa está dura” arose from
Mexican immigrants attempting to assimilate to life in the US, much like those as performed on
the stages beneath the canvas tents.250 When presidential candidates Barack Obama and John
McCain appeared on the show on November 1, 2008 just before the US presidential election,
they highlighted the significance of social and political issues to the musical variety show and
the significance the show held for Latinx people living in the US.251 This is not dissimilar to the
social and political content that was central to the performances given beneath the canvas tents.
In the end, perhaps Edith J. R. Isaacs was partially correct to say that las carpas arose
from the soil—they and their carperos and carpistas certainly did not arrive in the United States
via the waterway of Ellis Island. And given the humble working-class roots of the carpas, the
rasquachismo aesthetics of the performances, and their reputation for starting out as “street
theatre,” one might reasonably accept that while they are not from the soil, they could be of the
soil.252 Following the metaphor through to a conclusion, it must be noted that the soil had been

Martha I. Chew Sánchez, Janet M. Cramer, and Leonel Prieto, “‘Sábado Gigante (Giant Saturday)’ and the
Cultural Homogenization of Spanish-Speaking People,” in The Globalization of Corporate Media Hegemony, edited
by Lee Artz and Yahya R. Kamalipour (Albany: State University of New York Press, 2003), 137.
250 There are some sketches from Sábado Gigante available for free viewing on YouTube. For “La cosa está dura,”
see https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZOmaY0VJx_I. Accessed 1 March 2019.
251 Marisa A. Abrajano and R. Michael Alvarez, New Faces, New Voices: The Hispanic Electorate in America
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2010), 191.
252 Gómez-Peña, “The Streets: Where Do They Reach?”, 73.
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present, tended to, and worked long before 1938 and was, therefore, far richer for its long history
than Isaacs, and subsequent historians, have accounted for, including their presence in US
musical variety. As I have shown, the carpa traditions began long before then, and is the product
of centuries of rasquachi-like mixes of performance traditions of maromeros, payasos, and
European and US American popular cultural forms presented to working-class audiences in both
Mexico and the Southwestern United States, making them present in those “Niagaras of humor
pouring over America.”
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Conclusion: The Musical Variety “Outlook on American Life” Is Not All White
There is something to the fact that all three circuits considered in this project achieved their
greatest popularity around the same time in the 1920s and 30s, with the Chinese American circuit
starting slightly later in 1938, around the time the popularity of African, and Mexican American,
and Big Time Vaudeville circuits began to fade. I hope to have shown in these pages how clowns on
all three circuits were actively present and popular in the all-“American” practice of racial and class
impersonations in ways similar to those clowns in Big Time Vaudeville. Of course, the racial and
class-based types performed on these stages did not disappear but rather moved onto club revue
stages and into Broadway musical comedies, which I turn to briefly in this conclusion.
As I do so, I would like to return to Warren Hoffman’s claim that “From its creators to its
consumers, the musical firmly reflects a white outlook on American life.”1 Now, I hope that I have
provided sufficient evidence to make that statement inaccurate, or at the very least incomplete, and
that if there is such a thing as a “white outlook on American life,” it is clear that that outlook
includes managers, clowns, and racialized humor created by non-white people. Popular performance
in the United States generally has always included the construction, consumption, and reflection of
non-whiteness, especially on musical variety and comedy stages. To demonstrate this, I provide
several brief examples of Euro American clowns who garnered success and popularity in vaudeville
before taking their racialized comedy specialties and comedic-anarchy with them into the Broadway
musical. Then I leave the stage for a brief foray into the discursive space of the musical variety
playbill to show how pervasive the construction of racial and class otherness was in the world of
musical variety offstage.
While this study has remained focused on US American clowns of African, Chinese, and
Mexican descent and their comedic impersonations of race, ethnicity, and class, they were, of

1

Hoffman, Great White Way, 5.
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course, not the only game in town. Indeed, US clowns of European descent also made a great
number of people laugh by participating in the all-“American” musical variety practice of clowning
around in colored faces. For instance, in 1927, Billboard announced that someone named Aunt
Jemima was set to appear in Jerome Kern and Oscar Hammerstein II’s Show Boat, a show whose
dramaturgy is explicitly concerned with performances of race both theatrically on musical variety
stages and extratheatrically in society.2 Aunt Jemima began life as a figure as early as 1871 when
black minstrel clown Billy Kersands sang songs about her that led to her becoming “a household
word.”3 She became famous in body at the 1893 Chicago World’s Fair when former slave Nancy
Green was hired to “play” her there to sell instant pancake mix.4 Then came Show Boat.
Indeed, according to the show’s playbill, the name Aunt Jemima appears in the cast list for
the role of Queenie.5 Prior to appearing in Show Boat, this Aunt Jemima rose to popularity with her
blackface “coon shouter” specialty in vaudeville and eventually in George White’s Scandals of
1921.6 In Show Boat, she wore her signature costume of “white-with-red-polka dots costume” and
blacked-up face from her vaudeville appearances, demonstrating the blurred lines between musical
variety and musical comedy.7 She would later headline the Palace Theatre as the famous US
American Aunt, and in 1945, Larry Berliner wrote of her appearance at the Hurricane Club in
Miami, Florida, she “is still a clever show woman who knows how to sell and is sure-fire on the
bill.”8
Gordon M. Leland, “Musical Comedy: Engagements,” Billboard 39.6 (September 3, 1927): 25.
Charles B. Hicks, letter to the editors dated June 17, 1902 and published in “Stage,” Indianapolis Freeman 25.3
(September 6, 1902): no page.
4 For more on the history of the Aunt Jemima figure, see M. M. Manring, Slave in a Box: The Strange Career of Aunt
Jemima (Charlottesville: University Press of Virginia, 1998); and “‘I’se in Town, Honey!’: The Aunt Jemima
Advertising Campaign,” in Kevin Byrne, “The Circulation of Blackface: Nostalgia and Tradition in US Minstrel
Performance of the Early 1920s,” (Ph.D. dissertation, The Graduate Center of the City University of New York, 2010),
25–64.
5 Playbill for Show Boat, at Ziegfeld Theatre, week of January 23, 1928, no page. Folder 2.4 “Show Boat—playbill,
programs, and advertisements, 1927–32”; Florenz Ziegfeld Collection 1893-1979 (bulk 1910-1930); Series I.
Productions, 1907–1946; Subseries C. Fully Stage Productions, 1920–1946; HRC.
6 Gordon Whyte, “The Billboard’s Index of New York Theatricals Season 1920–1921,” Billboard 33.32 (August 6,
1921): 68–88, see page 88. See also “Aunt Jemima Sick,” Billboard 33.35 (August 27, 1921): 9.
7 Todd Decker, Show Boat: Performing Race in an American Musical (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2013), 9.
8 Larry Berliner, “Review: Hurricane Club, Miami,” Billboard 57.2 (January 13, 1945): 24.
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However, for the 1932 revival of Show Boat, the playbill at last revealed the name of the
musical variety Aunt Jemima’s performer’s name, Tess Gardella (1894–1950), with Aunt Jemima
listed below it in parentheses.9 By originally listing only the persona name, Ziegfeld as the producer
of Show Boat proved the power of the give-’em-what-they-want approach to musical variety—the
blackfaced Aunt Jemima was the draw, more than Italian American Tess Gardella. As Todd Decker
succinctly put it, “Gardella originated the role of Queenie from within her blackface stage persona”
that she had honed on musical variety stages.10 The power of the stage construction over the reality
of the performer is revealed for both Nancy Green and Gardella. For instance, when Green died in
1923, her individuality, not to mention her humanity, was invisibilized when the Missouri Farmer
reported, “Aunt Jemima Is Gone.”11 For Gardella, like Spo-Dee-O-Dee whose blackface act made
him socially invisible offstage, her individuality and her whiteness were also invisibilized by her
billing as the blackfaced Aunt Jemima in vaudeville and in Show Boat. In fact, this continues today
as the only materials on Gardella that are available at the Harry Ransom Center in Austin, Texas are
cataloged solely under “Aunt Jemima.” If the researcher sought catalog entries on “Tess Gardella,”
they would not find any. All told, this makes teasing out the black from the white in a “white
outlook on American life” extraordinarily difficult, if not impossible.
Then in 1928, lyricist Lorenz Hart and book writer Herbert Fields suggested to their
collaborator composer Richard Rodgers that their next musical should be based on Charles Pettit’s
1927 novel The Son of the Grand Eunuch. The novel was one of French novelist Pettit’s many
“salacious novels set in the Orient” and was inspired by his having lived in China.12 The plot of both
musical and its source focuses on Li Pi Tchou, “a young man in ancient China who did everything

9 Playbill for Show Boat, at Casino Theatre, August 20, 1932, no page. Folder 2.4 “Show Boat—playbill, programs, and
advertisements, 1927–32”; Florenz Ziegfeld Collection 1893-1979 (bulk 1910-1930); Series I. Productions, 1907–1946;
Subseries C. Fully Stage Productions, 1920–1946; HRC.
10 Decker, Show Boat, 66, 115.
11 “Aunt Jemima Is Gone,” Missouri Farmer (November 15, 1923), cited in Manring, Slave in a Box, 77.
12 Dominic Symonds, We’ll Have Manhattan: The Early Work of Rodgers and Hart (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
2015), 210–11.
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he could to avoid being castrated, a prerequisite for inheriting his father’s exalted title,” The Grand
Eunuch.13 He and his wife go on the run trying to avoid that fate, and racialized musical variety
mayhem ensues.
From the beginning, Chee-Chee was intentionally created as an amalgamation of “Chinese”
elements with US American ones, with the latter maintaining priority over the former. Rodgers
explicitly acknowledged this in his recollection on the musical’s creation in his autobiography:
“Obviously, it would have been inappropriate for me to write typically ‘American’ music, but
equally obviously, even if I could have written ‘Chinese’ music, Broadway audiences would have
found it unattractive.” He admits, “The only solution was to compose my own kind of music but
with an Oriental inflection, reproducing a style rather than creating a faithful imitation.”14 In other
words, the music (and every production element) would be as “Chinese” as Chop Suey—or rather
US American with a Chinese accent. According to Brooks Atkinson, concubine characters spoke in
“an exotic chatter of ‘yi-yi-yi.’”15 Responding to the performance of the Grand Eunuch character,
Atkinson wrote that George Hassell, “that elephantine clown,” embodied his character “with a
variety of broad, elastic grimaces and a wealth of grunts, snorts and astonishing vocal explosions.”
In other words, he improvised his “Chinese” speech through odd noises and grunts similar to those
in In Dahomey and Chin-Chun-Chan explored in chapters 1 and 3, respectively, above. What is
more, Atkinson loved these elements of “speech” in Hassell’s performance, claiming they were “the

Richard Rodgers, Musical Stages: An Autobiography (New York: De Capo Press, Rodgers Centennial Edition, 2002),
117. For a more in-depth summary of the musical’s plot, see Symonds, We’ll Have Manhattan, 211. The history of
Chee-Chee is fascinating. The creators billed it as a “musical narrative” as they attempted to write a musical that
Rodgers said had a “close unity of song story” (Rodgers, Musical Stages, 118). Symonds provides the most complete
study of the musical I encountered, devoting an entire chapter with the amazing title “Castration and Integration” (210–
37), including details on the 2002 revival of the musical by Musicals Tonight! in New York City. Even still, Symonds’s
study focuses on gender representation and possible homosexually-coded material in the show and spends no time
exploring the Orientalizing elements or the exoticization of Asia and its inhabitants. I gratefully acknowledge David
Savran for suggesting I look into Chee-Chee for this dissertation.
14 Rodgers, Musical Stages, 118. Interestingly, Rodgers continues his tale of composing Chee-Chee and admits that he
“inserted several bars of Tchaikovsky’s Nutcracker Suite” as a “musical joke,” which suggests his awareness of the
comedic possibilities of intrusion and disruption (119).
15 J. Brooks Atkinson, “The Play: Musical Comedy of the East,” New York Times (September 26, 1928), 25.
13
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most genuinely amusing incidents in the production,” because, typical of musical variety clowns,
“Mr. Hassell has never learned subtlety.”16
The musical’s production designs were similarly created with an “Orientalized inflection,
reproducing a style rather than creating a faithful imitation.” For instance, Atkinson noted the
production design was “opulent and luxuriant,” and of course “exotic.” In his description of the
designs of the Holy Emperor’s Palace, he also notes the stage conventions of “Chinese” prostitutes
and emasculated Chinese men. Featuring “extravagant brocades, stunning trappings and curtains
resplendent with sheen,” the palace was “where the ‘delectable concubines’ frolicked modestly.”
When he reports that “the gentlemen of the ensemble . . . danced, pirouetted and minced across the
stage affably enough,” he plays into the trope of the emasculated Asian man, which was literalized
by the show’s plot.17 Such inflections of Chineseness within US Americanness would later be
mirrored by the mix of “Chinese” décor and US elements in the night clubs on the Chop Suey
Circuit only a decade later.
Writing in Billboard, Elita Miller Lenz noted that John Booth’s costumes followed suit with
the mixing of “ancient Chinese” elements with contemporary US elements, with the US elements as
the main focus. Lenz wrote the costumes “suggest just a bit of the Chinese influence and a great
deal of whimsical charm.”18 With Chinese fans, wide sleeves, and elaborately embroidered Chinese
slippers on star Helen Ford’s “dainty feet,” the costumes clearly echoed those worn by Afong Moy
(including “her astonishing little feet!”).19 Two illustrations of women’s costumes accompany
Lenz’s feature, and they confirm that the costumes were mostly contemporary Euro American styles
with ancient Chinese accents rather than an attempt at a “faithful imitation” of Chinese clothing.20

Atkinson, “The Play: Musical Comedy of the East,” 25.
Iibd. See also Symonds, We’ll Have Manhattan, 216.
18 Elita Miller Lenz, “Feminine Frills: Chinese Influence Touches Costumes in ‘Chee-Chee,’” Billboard 40.41 (October
13, 1928): 40.
19 Ibid. On “astonishing little feet,” see Broadside for Afong Moy, North American Hotel, New Orleans, Louisiana,
1842.
20 Lenz, “Feminine Frills,” 40. Illustrations are credited to Beckwith.
16
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Paradoxically, Atkinson’s response to some costumes seems to authenticate them when he
responded that the “mighty and majestic mandarin,” appeared “in robes that the Great Khan might
have coveted.”21 This fascination with Chinese and US fashion echoed Afong’s later performances
where she spoke to spectators about Chinese fashion and anticipates Jadin Wong and Noel Toy’s
appearances to do the same at department stores in the 1940s.
Finally, musical variety star Bobby Clark (1888–1960), whom Stanley Green called the
“Clown King of Broadway,”22 made ridiculous disguises one of his “well-known comic trademarks”
along with his signature eyeglasses painted onto his face with greasepaint (a holdover from his early
days as a circus acrobat), a cigar, and sawed-off cane.23 According to Green, despite his “irreverent,
bawdy, unintimidated, and uninhibited” performances, he always came across as naïve and harmless
no matter how often he applied his cane to the rear of a retreating showgirl or deceived his pursuers
with a wildly ridiculous disguise.”24 It is telling that Green specified him as seeming “harmless,”
which of course makes his performance of otherness, not to mention of sexual predator with that
cane, feel unremarkable under the alibi of comedic-anarchy.
Given his trademark of various disguises, Clark was not known for any singular particular
stage type such as Gardella above, but rather he was known and adored for the multiple types he
performed in various shows and his participation in numbers that featured such racial
impersonations. For example, he played a presumably white lover in a number from the 1939 revue
The Streets of Paris in which he sang “Is It Possible?” with Della Lind while “they were totally
oblivious of the mayhem around them caused by murderous Apaches throwing knives, chairs, and
each other into the air.”25 Then in Cole Porter’s 1944 musical Mexican Hayride, Clark improbably

Atkinson, “The Play: Musical Comedy of the East,” 25.
Stanley Green, The Great Clowns of Broadway (New York: Oxford University Press, 1984), 33.
23 Ibid., 20–21.
24 Ibid., 22.
25 Green, The Great Clowns of Broadway, 30. This revue also marked Brazilian star Carmen Miranda’s North American
debut.
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mixed his signature performance elements with comedic impersonations of various Mexican types
as the character Joe Bascom. Indeed, as Porter was wont to do, he tailored the material of Mexican
Hayride to suit what was unique (and therefore marketable) to the clown’s stage persona. This show
was originally written by Porter and his book writers Herbert and Dorothy Fields for William
Gaxton (who performed in yellowface in Porter’s 1934 musical Anything Goes) as their star, but
when Clark was cast, “the script was then rewritten to fit the role . . . to [Clark’s] specifications” and
specialties—including these humorous disguises.26 The musical is rife with a variety of Mexican
elements and types including Porter’s “appealing Latin-flavored score”27 and June Havoc (1912–
2010) as Montana, a US American female bullfighter “who passes herself off as Mexican” in the
musical’s narrative.28 After defeating a bull and procuring his ear as a trophy, Montana throws it
into the crowd. When Clark’s character Bascom catches the ear, he is “mistakenly selected as the
‘Amigo Americano,’ or good-will ambassador” to Mexico,” and thus begins his many iterations of
“Mexican” disguises.29
Of course, Clark’s role as Bascom was a Euro American on the lam in Mexico for running
an illegal gambling operation, dramaturgically justifying the clown’s specialty of ridiculous
disguises. For example, he appeared as flute player in a strolling Mariachi band and a “chili queen”
selling “tortillas, enchiladas, and tamales.”30 Those disguises nicely echo the great energy and
diversity of the bustling crowds in San Antonio that inspired a tourist to announce, “And this place
is the United States!” as mentioned in chapter 3.31 His “chili queen” disguise included the humble
dress of a Native American “squaw” complete with “a doll papoose made as a miniature version of

Green, The Great Clowns of Broadway, 33. See also Stempel, Showtime, 270.
Green, Broadway Musicals Show by Show Revised and Updated Edition (Milwaukee: Hal Leonard, 1994), 122.
28 Photo caption accompanying production photograph of Havoc in her bullfighting costume, “‘Mexican Hayride’: June
Havoc and Bobby Clark Carry Whole Load in New Mike Todd Show,” Life (February 21, 1944), 84.
29 Green, Broadway Musicals Show by Show, 122. See also the photo caption accompanying production photograph of
Clark in his big number “Girls”, “‘Mexican Hayride’: June Havoc and Bobby Clark Carry Whole Load in New Mike
Todd Show,” Life (February 21, 1944), 87.
30 Green, The Great Clowns of Broadway, 34. See also Lewis Nichols, “The Play: The Wonderful Bobby Clark Goes
South of the Border in ‘Mexican Hayride’” New York Times (January 29, 1944), 9.
31 Express (March 2, 1879), cited in Everett, San Antonio, 4.
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himself . . . strapped to his back.” Both Clark and the papoose wore the greasepainted glasses and
chomped on cigars. Indeed, “when Clark inhaled the cigar” in this getup, “the papoose (by means of
a concealed atomizer) then seemed to be exhaling the smoke.”32
In his New York Times review of the production, Lewis Nichols excitedly announced,
“Bobby Clark is back” and “is upholding the tradition of Broadway comedy.” When Nichols goes
on to specify that Clark’s return to the Broadway stage includes his signature “cigar, painted
glasses, wistful air, and the murderous roll of rrrrrrr,” or the exaggerated trilling of the Spanish r, he
points out Clark’s nonsensical mixing of his trademark performance elements with his
impersonation of Mexicanness. As Clark maintained his signature bits even in this role, he never let
the audiences forget his own identity during his performances, both a musical star outside narrative
logic, and as a white man in society.
If this were not sufficient evidence that white audiences at Broadway shows were interested
in humor based on non-Euro American types, advertisements in playbills from the first two decades
of the twentieth century also reinforced the stereotypes that were performed on stage. For instance,
in one playbill for the Follies of 1916 alone there are ads for cigars from Havana, Cuba (21) and for
a late-night New York City supper club called The Tokio presenting a revue aptly titled A Night in
Tokio featuring “20 People, Mostly Girls” and serving “Oriental and American Dishes” (26). The ad
is embellished by a drawing of a server with slanted eyes and dressed in an outfit that appears to be
a mix of a Japanese kimono and the baggy tunics of the Chinese coolie. The server holds a tray of
champagne and glasses, ready to serve the white middle class patrons. The same playbill includes an
ad for the Arabian Fruits Company which claimed their “Arabian fruits and leaves” were “nature’s
laxatives” and offered a viable alternative to drugs set in Arabic script (27), and footwear designer I.
Miller’s ad boasted they made the footwear for the Follies “and most theatrical productions” (46).
32 Green, The Great Clowns of Broadway, 34. There is a terrific photograph of Clark and his papoose on stage,
accompanied by an unnamed actor dressed in a stage construction of a Mexican bandit, can be seen in “‘Mexican
Hayride’: June Havoc and Bobby Clark Carry Whole Load in New Mike Todd Show,” 83.
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That ad includes an illustration of a blackfaced musical comedy clown dressed in a checkered suit
and top hat, who appears in front of a chorus line of four white dancers.33
An ad for Chin Lee, a supper club offering dancing and “Chinese and American dishes,” in
the 1922 edition of the Follies features an illustration of an androgynous waiter with exaggerated
facial features, dressed in a Chinese-looking tunic with wide sleeves and holding a tray of food.
This runs in stark contrast to the accompanying drawing of a white couple, dressed in modern
tuxedo and evening gown, dancing in their leisure time waiting for the “Chinese” waiter to deliver
their dinner.34 Finally, a list of other shows running on Broadway that ran in this playbill included
the black musical revue Shuffle Along, further bolstering the connections among musical variety,
musical revue, and audiences, which also serves to show that the “white outlook” was not entirely
white, at least in musical variety.35
Another example comes in a playbill for the 1902 operetta The Chinese Honeymoon, where
there is an advertisement for the clothing company Rogers Peet & Co., which entices the spectators
with “a peep at China, the land where ‘roses have no fragrance and women no petticoats.’” As if the
lack of petticoats was not enough of a tip toward who the intended consumers were for this ad or
toward the attitudes toward Chinese women, the ad copy makes sure those are crystal clear. “When
you want a peep at Clothes-land, we’ve suits, overcoats, hats, shoes and furnishings that’ll open the
eyes of man or boy.”36 By using the word “peep” twice and claiming that act would “open the eyes
of man or boy,” the ad certainly looks nostalgically back to the time of the nineteenth-century “tencent lookee” in Chinatowns and prophetically forward to the time of Noel Toy’s bubble dance at the
Forbidden City.
Playbill for Ziegfeld Follies: 1916, week of June 26, 1916, New Amsterdam Theatre in New York City; Florenz
Ziegfeld Collection; Productions, 1907–1946; Revues, 1907-1931; Folder 1.10, “Ziegfeld Follies of 1916—programs,
1916; actors’ sides, 1916,” HRC.
34 Playbill for Ziegfeld Follies: 1922, week of June 5, 1922, New Amsterdam Theatre in New York City, 29; Florenz
Ziegfeld Collection; Productions, 1907–1946; Revues, 1907-1931; Folder 1.16 “Ziegfeld Follies of 1922,” HRC.
35 Ibid., 16.
36 Playbill for The Chinese Honeymoon, week of October 13, 1902, Casino Theatre & Roof Garden in New York City,
no page, Folder “Program File,” SA.
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Finally, an ad for a brand of men’s shirts that appeared in the playbill for the short-lived
“All-Negro Revue of Song, Dance and Laughter” Yeah-Man (1932) guarantees the shirts would not
shrink in the wash. The ad features an illustration of a white man sitting in a cauldron that is resting
on a fire pile, surrounded by a “Chief” and his minions, who appear to exist somewhere between
human blackfaced minstrels and tall blackfaced monkeys. They all step lively and grin as widely as
Jim Crow, while brandishing spears and shields. The barefooted chief’s wardrobe of a top hat and a
white tuxedo jacket definitely conjures the Zip Coon dandy figure from blackface minstrelsy and
musical comedy. Other than a marketing joke on how the white man’s shirt will not shrink even
when being boiled by African cannibals before they eat him, and to bolster the civilized nature of
white masculinity in comparison to “African” natives, there seems to be little other reason for this
kind of racial caricature in advertising. That is, other than the fact that (white) audiences enjoyed
these representations and expected them in the venue of musical comedy, even in printed playbills.37
These ads were inescapable, demonstrating how musical variety and musical comedy spectators
would be exposed to these types even if they had not deliberately sought out shows with such
performances in them, further suggesting that these types were very much part of the “white outlook
on American life.”
I offer one final example of the dangers of binary thinking about racial impersonations and
the relationship between musical variety and musical comedy from musicologist Joseph P. Swain’s
2002 study of Broadway musicals. Swain asserts,
There can be no excuse for demeaning musical stereotypes, yet an incomplete
but otherwise sympathetic ethnic portrayal may be defended on the grounds of
dramatic art itself. Musical plays and operas are dramatic works, and they must
communicate with their audiences. The medium of such communication is the
musical language of the culture viewing the drama. If intelligibility is
compromised in the interest of ethnic authenticity, communication breaks down
and so does the drama.38
Yeah-Man playbill, May 26, 1932, page 1. Program File, BRTD, NYPL.
Joseph Peter Swain, The Broadway Musical: A Critical and Musical Survey, 2nd ed. (Lanham, MD: Scarecrow Press,
2002), 268.
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Combined with Hoffman’s jarring assertion that the United States had finally seen “the end of
stereotypes” after the Civil Rights movement, Swain’s justification of “demeaning musical
stereotypes” in terms of “intelligibility” of musical comedy is powerful and unsettling evidence that
there is a great need for new ways of thinking about race and these popular performance forms.39
Therefore, I offer my study as a model of how to shift this line of thought toward a more inclusive
and robust exploration of what it means to be a musical variety clown, a musical variety spectator,
and a US American.
All told, I do not see any reason or excuse to maintain the binary of white and Other in this
discourse, nor do I see any reason to continue the fallacy that these performances began or ended
with Euro American clowns in the United States and that there is such a thing as a “white outlook.”
More productively, these clowns of color all might have been “reduced to a sign” by impersonations
of white performers, which “veil[ed] their humanity.” 40 However, and quite significantly at the
same time, they were also active signifiers themselves through their presences on musical variety
stages and the comedic-anarchy they embodied and carried with them, as I have explored
throughout this project. Their performances might have “sever[ed] the essential connection between
the signifier and the signified,” and actually reduced whiteness to a sign, which is an act of racial
transgression, indeed.41
Before ringing down the curtain, sending the bandleader home, and taking down the tent, I
would like offer a revision of Joe Laurie, Jr.’s metaphor of the “Niagaras of humor pouring over
America” to one that better accounts for all the diversity, variety, and racialized humor that are
defining elements of musical variety in the United States. Rather than “Niagaras of humor,” I might
say they are “multitudes of humor pouring over the United States of America” in acknowledgement

Hoffman, The Great White Way, 23.
Ellison, “Change the Joke and Slip the Yoke,” 49.
41 Chude-Sokei, The Last ‘Darky’, 39. He bases this argument on Michael Rogin, Blackface, White Noise: Jewish
Immigrants in the Hollywood Melting Pot (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1998), 43.
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of the significance of their backgrounds, experiences, particular perspectives on life and culture in
the United States, and their ability to make large numbers of spectators laugh—both theatrically in
popular US performances and extratheatrically in the wider world of US society. Some of these
clowns might have been lucky enough to survive the ends of vaudeville in general and their distinct
circuits in particular and to have found work in radio, television, and film. While those who were
not so lucky may have disappeared from such performances, I hope also to have shown here that
they are still out there, in between the racial lines drawn as a binary, and in various archives. All we
have to do is open our eyes to look for those perceived archival absences and see what multitudes of
presences might have been invisibilized along the way.
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